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An example of superior technology, total reliability and outstanding
performance, combined to produce the LVL Disk Drive Family.

Truly professional units designed to work with the BBC

Compatible/with tR^ B^c'drfvJuifits '
,

_fRowered from your BBC mo4el B• Compatible^wfth^R^BBC'drfv^uiiitsi

Disks are interchangeable with those

formatted on the BBCpif ^ ^ ' '

• Operates either from The . m
r̂HTliiitpjwggnqCTBsnTmgifi

optional Z80 and CPj

• Supplied complete with all necessary
connecting leads, utility disk and full

operating manual.

• Available from all LVL Dealers.

sssir^i

miputer, No chance of data<:orruption
^^ ^' power supply.

tl

Scientific House. Bridge Street. Sandiacre. Nottingham

NGIO 5BA Tel: 0602 394000
'
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BBC
MICROCOMPUTER

Model B £399.00
Model B& Disk Interlace £469.00
Model B fr Econet £446.00
Model B & Econei & Disk

Interface £516-00
Teletext Receiver £225-00
Official BBC Data Recorder £29.95
OtficialJovslicks £13.00

BBC UPGRADES
1.20/S £11.50
Basicll £32.00
Disk Interface Kit £97.00

ECONET ACCESSORIES
Ecconet Interface £70.00
Clock Box (Inc. PSUI £45.00
Terminator Box (Inc. PSU) £35.00
Printer Server Rom £49.00
Fite Server Level 1 £93.00
File Server Level 2 £249.00
10 Station Lead Set £29.00
lOOM Econet Cable £99-00
Econet System User Guide £10.00

DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS
SHINWA
CP80

pW.H-''
^ps

80 column, friction and adjustable tractor

feed, bi-directional logic seeking HI-RES
giaphics and block graphics sub and super

scripts, condensed and emphasised print,

and underlining vertical and horizontal

labs, sell test, italic print, etc.

Shinwa CP80 F/T £230

MANNESMANN
MT80

High quality 80 column serial dot matrix

printer. Dual density dot addressable

graphics, quick tear lacilitv as standard,

optional sound reduction kit to give an

impressive L55dBa acoustic noise rating.

Ability to handle both tractor-fed fanfold

and single paper.

Special price of £249

EPSON
Epson FX80 F/T

£395
Epson RX30 F/T

£305
Epson FXlOO F/T

£499

RITEMAN MATRIX
PRINTER

SLEEK DESIGN
EXCELLENT
FEATURES.
SUPERB PRINT QUALITY

80 COLUMN FRICTION AND PIN FEED
120 CPS BI-DIRECTIONAL HI-RES AND
BLOCK GRAPHICS 9x9 MATRIX TRUE
DESCENDERS NORMAL. EXPANDED,
CONDENSED PRINTING EMPHASISED
AND DOUBLE STRIKE PRINTING

-

ITALICS PRINTING AUTO
UNDERLINING - SUBSCRIPT AND
SUPERSCRIPTS INTERNATIONAL
CHARACTER SETS EASY ACCESS
DIPSWITCHES 1:1 HIGH RES (TRUE
CIRCLES AND SQUARES) OPTIONAL
TRACTOR UNIT OPTIONAL RS232C
INTERFACE

£230

^t'^-

THE ULTIMATE MATRIX
PRINTER AT UNBEATABLE PRICE

TflUEteOCPS, .*tk"^

80 COLUMN ^„\\S'^
UHB PRINTER
WITH100%
DUTY CYCLE
AMD
UNBELIEVABLE
FEATURES

160CPS BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC
SEEKING STANDARD SPOOL RIBBON
UP TO 136 COLUMNS 5, 6, 8, 10. 12

and 17 CHARACTERS PER INCH
DOWNLOADABLE CHARACTER SETS
(UP TO 384 CHARACTERS AVAILABLE!
MACRO INSTRUCTION SET PARALLEL
AND SERIAL INTERFACE STANDARD
STANDARD WITH 8K BUFFER 240 CPS
WHITE SPACE SPEED EMPHASISED
AND DOUBLE STRIKE SUPER AND
SUB SCRIPTS COLUMN SCAN BIT

IMAGE GRAPHICS ITALICS FRICTION.

TRACTOR AND ROLL HOLDER AS
STANDARD

£395

24hr DELIVERY

ON ALLITEMS

DAISYWHEELS

JUKI 6100
20 CPS max
113 CPS
Shannon lextl

10. 12, 16 CPI and proportional spacing up

to 220 characters per line, diablo

protocols. Bold, shadow printing and
underlining.

2K Buffer Standard £395

BROTHER HR15

13 CPS. 10, 12, 15 CPI and proportional

spacing up to 165 characters per line,

colour printing, shadow printing,

super/sub script, auto underlining, text

reprinting.

3K Buffer Standard
Brother HR15 £395
Keyboard £160
Sheet Feeder £228
Tractor Unit £109

n
MONITORS
PHILIPS TP200
Green Monitor
You can use this

latest Philips Green
Monitor for personal

computers, business
computers, control

systems, automatic
test equipment. The
picture quality of the

TP200 means not
only 80 x24 lines of

information but also

usage for high

resolution graphics.

NOW AVAILABLE Sj-

BBC Official 12- GREEN MONITOR %y^
RECOMMENDED BY DTI FOR SCHOOLS. '^

EDUCATION AUTHORITIES & INDUSTRY.
SPECIAL CASING, HIGH RESOLUTION

AT THE
BARGAIN PRICE

OF £79

14" TV/MONITOR £95

This TV Monilor is nol a
modified lelevision as
many TV Monitors are,

iHila 14' TV'MonitQi
which lieb been
Jesiyned to perform
lintli luncrions. It has
RGB and Composes
video and sound. An
RGBcaWeloiaSBCis
supplied as standard.

With Remote Conlrol £269

MICR0V1TEC14"
Colour Monitors
Microvitec 1431 14" Std, Res. .

Med. Res.

fli-Res, .,,

a45
£395
£495

WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE
BBC Model B plus Disc /Interface fitted

view, V.D.U. Cjfeen Monitor Daisywheel
Printer. 200K Dual Disk Drives and manual
and formatting disk.

ONLY n.329(incl. all cables)

TCL DRIVES AT

LOW PRICES!
SLIM DISK
DRIVES

TEAC55A 5/S40 TRACK
lOOK Single £165
200KDual £330

TEAC55E S/S80 TRACK
200K Single £199
400KDual £39B

TEAC55F D/S80 Track

400KSingle. £255
800KDual KIO

Power Supply Unit (Optional) £29
40/80 Switch £8

MITSUBISHI DRIVES
400K D/SDD Single £245

Dual £435

ROM EXPANDER
Double your sideway Rom sockets, with
the TCL Rom expander
Simple 10 install and very easy to use!
Manufactured using components of the
highest quality!

Extremely reliable! £18.95

WORD PROCESSORS
View Word Processor ..,. £59
Word Wise Processor E39

UTILITY SOFTWARE
Screen Dump Rom £17.25

For EPSON, SHINWA. NEC, STAR

NEWTCLMICHOGUIDES ^^4,,
The KEYPLATES to make it easy! *&;/7
Microguide KEYPLATES lit neatly Over vour
computet keys Gives you an easy lo read lisl of

commands Alphabetically arranged for

immediate access Placed exactly wtiere you
requrre it as part of yiJur compjief keyboard The
Kevplales, made of durable plasHc, have space toi

(unction key noles Clean wipe pen for luncnon
key identity is supplied i FREE ERROR
MESSAGE BOOK. ALL FOR ONLY E5.95

SURE SHOT
BBC Compatible
KLIKSTIK JOYSTICK
SELF CENTRING
Two Fire Buttons
Single - t17.95
Dual - E34

CABLES - Drive Cables
Single E9.50
Oual £13.60

BBC Pnnler Parallel £13.50
Serial £25

BBC Cassette Leads £3

FLOPPY DISKS
Floppy Disks in packs ot 10
Single sided 40 Track ... . £20
Double silled 80 Track £35

TCL VINYL DUS COVERS
BBC £3.50
Punier ,..., ,... £5,50
Monilof C4.50

NOW AVAILABLE
THE ACORN
ELECTRON ONLY £199I

1

Ct43.75
GRAFPAD
Add new
dimensions to your
computer
enjoyment. Create
your own designs. Amazing value.

Complete with Complete unii —
Utility programmes, simply plug in —

BOOKS BBC
Mii:i(i's loi Hi 'limner's £6,95
ActvancHd Hroy luch £7.95
ALP on BBC (A W 1 £7.95
Ass Lang lor BBC iShivai £7.95
ALPlMacmillanI £8-95
Basic (Arnold) £5.95
Basic (Mel HoubuI £6.95
Basic Progs lor BBC . £5.95
Easy Proqs lot Youi BBC £5.95
Expen Guide £6.95
Funr.lional Forth . £5.95
pLiriiiei Ptoys £5.95
Gdmes BBC Compulers Play £6.95
Cimeslor Your BBC. £2.95
Gisphics & Sound iQranadal £6,95
111 tducation £6.50
liitiodu::ing Itm BBC Mn'in £5.95
let Ydui BBC Teach Ynu £6.95
Advancud Uaef Guide £12,95

TTliiii
Micro Rev.Mli-;d 0,95 ^]M>i
Pitjgramming the BBC £6.50 P^LJ—

Pulling Youi BBC lo Wild £4.95 M
Sirucluriid Programrniini £6.50
UsKiq Flo|i[)y Disks £9.95 ^BMI
21 Gatnesloi BBC £S.95
30HOUI Basic £5.95
:.10->-Piogs £4.35
3 Si Educalional Progs £6.95
Ji5 Cliallenmng Games lot

BBC ... £5.95
Hfjotiit BBC((;asseHel
Hobbin8BC(t}oolcl
Bitimleasi.-MS tor BBC £5,95

Bf^slol PCWStitiWrireBBC £5,95
GijphicKDii IhL-BBC £6,95
Disk Companion £6.95

Twillstar Computers Limited
17 REGINA ROAD • SOUTHALL- MIDDLESEX TEL (01) 574 5271

(OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK - 10 a.fTi. to 8 p.m.)

* SERVICE CONTRACTS
TO EDUCATION
AUTHORITIES
AT DISCOUNT

• OFFICIAL ORDERS
FROM DEALERS.
GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS-
COLLEGES AND
SCHOOLS WELCOME

• ALL PRICES
INCLUSIVE OF
VAT

HOW TO ORDER
You may purchase any ot the items listed

by cheque made payable lo. TWILLSTAR
COMPUTERS LTD., Barclaycrd or Access,

All you have to do is fill your requirements

on a separate sheet ot paper. Post to us

and we will dispatch wilhin 24 hours

subject to availability.

All prices Inclusive of 15% VAT.

ADD f2-50 P&P for orders below £150,

OVER, ADD, E8P&P

TELEPHONE ORDERS

{01)574 5271
CREDIT CARD HOLDERS MAY ORDER

BY TELEPHONE. GIVE CARD NO
NAME, ADDRESS & ITEMS
REQUIRED.

AU3/B4
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How to submit articles:
You are welcome lo send articles to she Editor of Acorn User for publication.

Acorn User cannot undertake to return them unless a stamped addressed
envelope is enclosed Articles should be typed or computer written with

double line spacing. Black and whiite photographs or transparencies are also

appreciated If submitting programs a cassette or disc is vital Payment is £50
per page or pio rata. Please indicate if you have submitted your article

elsewhere Send articles, revie'-^s and information to.' The Editor, Acorn User.

53 Bedford Square, London WC1B3DZ Tel: 01-631 1636

Annual subscription rates:

UK £15
Europe £18
M[ddle East Z20
The Americas and Alnca £22

Rest of the World £24

These pnces are inclusive ol post and
packing (air mail overseas} for 12 issues 1
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accept any responsibility lor claims or errors m
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magazine are those ol the authors and do not
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Acorn Computers Ltd, or Acoinso'l Lid Acorn

Acornsolt. and ihe Acorn syrnpoi are the tegis-

lerecl iMdemarks ol Ai:nrn Computers Ltd and
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Corning soon in Acorn User.

Fancy graphics:
Making use of the BBC
micro's video controller chip

to produce special effects

BBC micro 52k:
Does the Aries B20 RAM
be fitfi live up to Its claims?

BBC TV:
We look behind the scenes
at how Beebs are changing
television

Schools:
Joe Telford takes a look at

software from Acorn's new
education arm. It is any
good'?'

April Fool:
Watch out for it in the April

issue- Don't say we didn't

warn you!

Filing systems:
First of a series on Acorn's

Advanced Filing Systems
and their structure

Atom to BBC Basic:
How to convert listings from

one Acorn dialect to the

other

Authors please note

We've been inundated with

articles for publication - many of

an extremely high standard. It

takes time to read them, try

listings out and edit them - which

is the only way to maintain

standards. Also remember that

magazines work at least two
months in advance.

So please bear with us if you
hear nothing for weeks (although

all submissions are acknow-
ledged).

Thanks for your patience and
apologies for any frustration

caused,

Actual screen shot of Swordmaster

1^
^=^»

by

A
classic

'•or (he
^'-on, Flecinin

£7.95 each
TWO games are now available from
Acorn User. They are Sword Master
(BBC B and Electron) and Trek (BBC B
and Electron). Both make extensive use
of the excellent graphics, speed and
sound of the machines. Turn to page 13
for details.
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'Tl?PHIVOIVTATTP ^^^ Computer& Econet Referral Centre

0W521500 01-4509764 01-4506597 Telex 922800

PRINTFRS- We have selected a range of
^^'

printers that will meet most
requirements.

SEIKOSHA-rangtng from a
low-cost utility printer, right

up to an advanced four-

colour printer.

EPSON-the high quality

dot-matrix printers that set

the standard in the industry-

versatile printers that provide

the optimum in performance
& reliability. The RX80/FT provides all standard printing &
graphic functions, (single sheets & perforated paper), with

the de-luxe FX80 giving in addition proporlional printing,

italics, programmable characters etc. The
FXlOO also allows the use of 1

5" wide paper
The JUKI daisywheel provides a quality

normally found in printers costing far more-
Printer cables, interfaces, ribbons, paper
etc. are all normally available from stock.

offj*^

DISC DRIVES:
A full range of disc drives fitted with quality Japanese
slimline mechanisms, (such asTEAC, MITSUBISHI etc.) are

supplied ready to connect to your BBC, and come complete
with necessary cables, formatting disc, manual etc. TEAC &
MITSUBISHI mechanisms can operate in single and double
density modes. The switchable disc drives give the user
flexibility, by allowing access to both 40 & 80 Track discs.

The 40/80 Track switching module can be simply attached
to your standard 80 track drives thereby vastly increasing
their versatility For the serious user whose prime need is data
storage, we can offer the KENDA PROFESSIONAL DMFS,
which provides a genuine double density system. We also
have a full range of diskettes, variety of disc storage cases,
disc-drive cables. The Floppiclene head cleaning kit, is the
ideal way to ensure
optimum performance of "^^HI^^^B N
your drives. The use of ^^^^H \\
disposable cleaning discs ^!^^l V
eliminate the risk of recon-

tamination and abrasion,

and ensure continuous
data capture and
transmission.

TORCH Z-80 Pack:
Your BBC computer can be converted into a business
machine at a cost slightly higher than a 800K disc drive. The
Torch pack with twin disc drive and a Z80A processor card
greatly enhances the data storing and processing capability

of the computer (NOTE: In BBC mode the disc pack
functions as a normal BBC drive). Z80A card comes with

64K of RAM and a CP/M compatible operating system in

ROM, The system is supplied complete with a BBC owner's
user guide, a System/Demo disc, a PERFECT software

package and COMANEX, a business management game.
The PERFECT software package comprises of a DATABASE,
CALC, WORD PROCESSOR and SPELLER commercially
valued at over £1000. We are now supplying a Utility that

enables software on 40 Track discs to be transferred to 80
Track discs C730.
NOW AVAILABLE - The TORCH Z80 SECOND PROCESSOR
CARD - for those who already have suitable disc drives.

The card is supplied with all the free software, as detailed

above, presenting a very attractive package. E375.

ACOnN COMPUTER SYSTEMS PRIWTERSR PLOTTERS
SBC Model B. £348.00a EPSON FX-80 . E32&.00a

BBC Model B+Econel . . £389,O0a EPSON RX-aO FT £250 003

BBCModelB+DFS £4D9.00a EPSON FX- too £490.003

8BCModelB+DFS + £r,onel &450.00a NECPC80238E-N E310.G03

Acofo Eleclran £1 75.00s SEIKOSHAGPIOOA £170.003

BBC Teletext Receiver £ig5.00a SEIK0SKAGP250X £199.003

BBC Dust Cover . . . SA.QM SEIKOSHAGP700A Colour £375003

Pair oUov slicks . . . E11,70c JUKI 6100 Daisywheel £350 OOa

TORCH 280 SYSTEM MCPJOCnIPrinter/Plotlei £ 129.00a

TORCH Z80 Disk Pack £730,003 Accessories

TORCHZ80 2ndPiocessorCard E375 OOa Parallel Primer Lead ElO.OOd

UPGRADE Krrs Serial Printer Lead ES.DOd

A to B Upgrade Kil . £75.00d Epson Serial Interlace 2K E60.00C

Instsllalion E15.D0 Epson Serial Interlace E5000C

DFSKil CSJ.OOd NEC Serial Interlace E4200C

Installalion 05 00 Epson Paper Roll Hnldei £ 17.00c

Econet Kil £45D0d FX-30 Tracloi Atlactimen! £37.00c

Install alion £25.00 PAPER Fanloli) 2000 sheels E13 50b

Speech Kit C47.00d PnnterShaiej Parallel

Installation EtOOO 3 computers- Iprinlei E5900C

ECONET ACCESSORIES Gralpad Graphics Tablet El 25.00c

Prinlef Server Rom &1 1.00c GRAPHICS Plotter E270.00a

Rie Server Level! £86.00c

RIe Server Level 2 £2t6.00a COLOUR/GREEN MONfTORS (leads incid)

Clock + 2 Tetminators £S500t) Mtcrovitec 1431 14" RGB Sid Res E2 15.00a

EcooclUserfiiiide LTOOOd Microvilec 1431P 14- RGB/PAL Std Res. .£249.O0a

BBC FIRMWARE Mictmitec I43IPS W RGB/PAL + Soun £259003

1.2GpeiatingSystein . . . £7.50d Uowltec 1451 14" RGB Med Res £325.003

Basic II Rom . £32.0ad Microvilec 1441 14 RGB Hi Res £440 OOa

View Word Processor Rom £52.00c Microvilec 203 120" RGB Std Res £287,00a

WordwiseW/PRom E32.00C
KAGAViSionI 12' RGBStdRes £230 OOa

BeeDpenW/PRom £2g.00c KAGA Vision III 12" RGB Hi Res £385.003

BCPL ROM (- Disc E87.00b KAGA 12" Green Hi Res £106.003

Pasc3l-T ROM £44.00c SANYO OMBI 12CX 12" Green Hi Res £99003

Disc Doctor Ulilily Rom C30.00C KAGA RGB Lead £G.50d

TermiEmulatoiRom E29.Q0C BNC Green Screen Monitor Lead £3.50d

Beebcalc Spreadsheet Rom

.

G32,0Dc BBC COMPATIBLE 5.25" DISC DRIVES;
ULTRflCALCRomiBBCPubll E65.00C

lAii include cables, manual <- formal disc)
Gremlin debug Rom £28.00c

IOOKi40 Track) £150003
Computei Concepts Grapfiics Rom E2B.0OC

100K(40Track)withpsu £ 185.00a

BBC ANCILLARY HARDWARE 200K (40/80 Track! £180003

EPROM Programmer .
£79 50b 2O0KI8O Track) with psu £260.003

Smartmouth Speech Synthesiser £37 00b 400K(8D Track OS) £195003

RH Light Pen £39.50b 2xl00Kl40 Track) with psu £320 OOa

"Time-Warp" Beat-Time 2k200K 140/80 Track)wlth psu £400003

Clock/Calendar £29.00b 2i400K 180 Track DSI with psti £420 OOa

ACDRN IEEE Interlace ANKOI E2B2.00C Accessories

EXMON £20.00d 40/80 Track Switching Module E30 00C

TOOL KIT E20.00d Single Oisc Cable £6 00(1

I ALL PRICES EX^CLUDE VAT. Please add carriage 50p

COLOUR GRAPHICS PLOTTER:

This robustly built 3-colour graphics plotter provides both

versatility & precision. The carriage can be moved with an
accuracy of 0.025cm. over an area the size of A4 paper. The
plotter bed can accept paper & far thicker materials, at sizes of

up to A3. The basic plotter carries three pens each of which is

software selectable. Optional accessories that can be fitted

include: Scriber, miniature drill, router, and optical sensor for

scanning. This versatile plotter can provide an endless source
of creative ideas.

TECHNOMAnC
Our in depth stocks allow us to oRer immediate deliveries on most items and our aim is to provide the

best available products at competitive prices. In addition to the items listed above ne carry evtensite

stocks of: connectors, connector assemblies, components including TTLs, CMOS. RAMs, EPROMs
and CPijs. Spares for the BBC computers are normally available from stock. Orders from government

departments, public bodies, hospita s. schools, colleges, universities and recognised PLCs welcome.

We specialise in world wide exports. No VAT on exports. Our specially negotiated freight charges to

many countries ensure the customer considerable savings on charges.

ACORN USER MARCH 1984



Everything you need for yourBBC Computer
Plus friendly service and professional advice

Double Disc Cable E8.50d

DISCS 40TSS/SOPklOl ID EIS-OOc

DISCS aOTSS/DDPkloMO CZ^.00c

DISCS 40TOS/DD Phi dMO C 18.00c

DISCS BOTDS/DDPkt olio £Z6,0Oc

FLDPPICLENE Drive Head Cleaning

KII G 14.50c

Disc Library Case £2.50d

Disc File C3se 30/40 EB.DOc

Disc Locltable Case 30/40 eicooc
Disc Lockable Case 60/70 E3D.0Ob

EPROMS:
2764-250!fS E7.00

37128-3D0IIS £18.00

2712B-250I1S . . E22-00

SOFTWAHE;
GEMINI BUSINESS incioding Database Mail-List,

Beeacak:, BeebploL Stocli-CoiitrtH, Home Accounis,

ADove on Cassetle £ 17.25c

Above 00 Disc £20.25c

CasbBookonDisc £52 00c

Final ftccDonls on Disc £52.00c

Cashtaook; Final Accounis botli £;82.00c

GEIVIINILeisufe-FullRiingc

TABS BUSINESS SOFTWARE FOR TORCH

Sales Ledger (CP/N) £99.00c

Purchase LedgeriCP/N) C9900C
Mailing List (CP/N) E99.00C

ACORNSOFT- Full Range

ACORN LANGUAGES including BCPL, LISP

FORTH wltti ll/lanuais

BBCSOFT-Fullflatiga

PfiOGHAIVl POWER -Full Range

ACORNSOFT [Electron) - Full Range

BEEBUGSOFT- Full Range

CASSEHE RECORDERS:
SANYOORiOlOalaRecoiTler £34.00b

Oatex Slim Line £24,00c

BBC Tape Recoider £2a,50b

Cassetle Lead £3.00(1

HOBBIT Floppy Tape £ 135.00b

HOBBITZeiD Memory Option £.25 000

Comiiiiter Grade C- 12 cassette £050d
Computer Grade Cassetle 10 OH £4,500

Pfiillips Mini-data cassette £3.00d

BBC BOOKS (MO UAT) p&p £1 .50/baok

Advanced User Guide (p&p £2} £1 2.95

Advanced 6502 Assy Lang Prog £10.25

CP'MHandbook £10.75

Micros interlacing Techniques £13.05

Pmgraniming Ihe 6502 £9 75

6502 Aoplications £9 75

BBC Computer Books

Assembly Lang Prog lor BBC Birnbaum £8.95

Assembly Lang Programming on BBC Micro

by Ferguson and Shaw £7 95

Basic Prog lor BBC £5.95

BBC an Expert Guide . £6.95

Micro Rei/ealed £795

Easy Programming on BBC . .. ..£5.95

Furlhei Prngramming on BBC £5 95

Games BBC Computer Play £6,95

IntiQducing BBC Micm £5.95

Let ftut BBC Teach >bu £645
Programming The BBC £6.50

30 Hour Basic .

.

£5.95

35 Educalional Programs £G 95

BBC Sound S Graphics £7,95

Creating Adventure Programs.

.

£6.95

Discovering Machine Code £6.95

Structured Programming £6.50

Assembly Language Shiva . . £7.95

6502ALP. £12.50

Using the 6502 Ass Lang £ 14,50

6502 Machine Code Inr Beginners £5 95

6502 Software Design £10.25

BBCBasic(Melboumel £7.95

ALP on BBC Addison £7.95

BBC Graphics and Sound £6.95

Advanced Prog Techniques £7.95

PrDgfammingtheZSO £1Z10
FontiAcom £7.50

Using Floppy Disk with the BBC Micro

Computer Cuman a . .
£7.50

BCPL User Guide AcnmlpAp £2) . C15.00

LISP Acorn. £7.50

Cieatwe Graphics Acorn £7.50

Graphs and Charts Acorn £7 50

The Friendly Computer Book BBC £4.50

Beyond Basic BBC £7.25

Inio View BBC Word Processor

Acorn £2,50

Advanced 6502 Intertacing £10.95

Electron

Stall Programming with the Electron £7 95

Assembly Language Programming on the

Eleclran . . £7.9^

The Election Book £7.95

Basic Sound and Graphics

6522 Book. £3.25

MANYMORE
BOOKS (N
STOCK

ACORN IEEE INTERFACE

unless indicated as follows: (a) £7 (b)£2.50 (c)£1.50 (d)£tOO

SANYO DRI 01
Data Recorder. An advanced data recorder that consistently

achieves superior performance.

MONITORS:
MICROVITEC-a
range of British Made
DTI/ACORN approved
Std/Med/Hi-resolution

RGB colour monitors
tliat have a consistent,

reliable performance,
Also available in RGB/
PAL/SOUND versions.

The KAGA range
provides a similar

performance in 1
2" screen format. Our Japanese manufactured

Hi-Res green screen SANYO is an ideal solution for high

clarity 80 column text display. The KAGA green screen, with its

'chemically etched' anti-glare screen for the discerning user.

All monitors are supplied with suitable leads at no extra charge.

MAILORDERS TO: 17 Burnlev Road, London NWIO ILD
(Tel:0M52 1500. 01-450 6597 lelex 922800)

SHOPS AT: NW London: 15 Burnkv Road. London NWIO lED
(Dollis HillO 2 mins walk, ample car parking space)

West Undon:305 Edgware Road. London W2. Tel:0l-7230233
(Near Edgware Road^

)

A full implementation of the IEEE488 standard,

providing computer control of compatible scientific &
technical equipment, at a lower price than other systems.

Typical applications are in experimental work in academic
and industrial laboratories. Phone for details. E282.

TELETEXT
Converts your BBC into a fully fledged Teletext Terminal.

In addition to normal reception of Teletext pages, it is able to

'download' software as well as saving standard pages on
any of the four TV channels, £196.

ULTRACALC
With advanced features, such as: "Handling of labels as well

as numbers, as values, allowing the search of a list by a

meaningful name, instead of just a number "Efficient memory
usage allowing large spreadsheets to be constructed.

'Variable width columns.
It helps you to create and manipulate 'Budgets *Cash-Flow
forecasts 'Price Lists 'Balance Sheets 'Time Sheets 'Order
Entry 'Small Databases 'Scientific Calculations etc. £65.

MICROTEXT
Developed by the National Physical Laboratory, is a program-
ming system designed to simplify the production of a wide
range of man-computer dialogues. Using MICROTEXT, an
expert in any field can construct their own complete courses
of computer-based instructional material. Applications include

interviewing systems, teaching packages, training courses
and interactive demonstrations and simulation. E43.35p

RHUGHTPEN:
The Acorn-approved superior design, with a programmable
'push tip' switch, status indicator LED and an interface box.

Supplied complete with manual, full software and basic
demo programs. Colour graphics programs will be available

separately

INSTITUTIONS & EDUCATIONAL
ESTABLISHMENTS

Our bulk purchasing power enables us to provide very

competitive quotations, as well as being able to supply in

quantity, a very wide range of equipment, accessories and
spare parts from stock.

GRAFPAD
A low cost graphic-tablet offering the performance
and durability required for the business,
industrial and educational user It is

small, accurate & reliable.

Working area: 240 x 192mm
+ Menu area. £125.

Technomatic Ltd.
All prices exclude carriage& VAT. Please add carriage as indicated and
add 15% VAT to the total order value. R>r fast delivery telephone your

order quoting VISA or Access card or official order number.
(Minimum telephone order £5).
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NEW B.B.C

miM
FROM BRITAIN'S Q

(B.B.C. MODEL B

ONLY lbA95
f!^ Command the solitary laser post to^^ defend the domed city against the

^n onslaught of the Zargon fleet. Sweep
the skies above the Red Planet, line

the alien craft in the centre of the

sights and unleash the devastating

pj power of the neutron cannons.

^^ Switch on the city'ftforcefield as a

f'^ last resort to defleft the barrage of

enemy shells. JH
pi Smooth-scrolling gmphlcs and dev-

astating sound effflicts feature in an
It i i_ ,a^H.i;^. . i_ •

code game.

R.

WE STOCK THE BBC MICRO, ELECTRON, DRAGON 32,
COMMODORE 64. ORIC AND SPECTRUM.

SPECIAL
OFFER

Deduct £1 per caeaetta
when ordflflng

. two or more J

WRIHEN ANV
PROGRAMS? WE
PAV70%RO¥AlTltS

All cassattss ere fully guaranteed end
contain two rscordlnga.

All prices Inclusive of VAT
Mail Order Please add 55p per order

to cover P & P.

WE'RE EXPANDING!
Showroom: Mail order

E33£

Northwood House
North Street

Sheepscar
Leeds LS7 2AA
Tel: [0532) 458800

Dept.

8/8a Regent Street

Chapel Altarton

Leeds LS7 4PE
Tel: (0532) 683186/696343^

The following titles are available for both ihe

BGC Micro and Electron: Killer Gorilla £7 96/
Moonreider C7.95/Benitlts at 3 o'Clocli 06.95/
Croaker C7 9G/FeliK in the Factory £7 95/

Felix and the Fruit Monsters €7 96/Chess £7 95/

Escape from Moonbaie Alpha £7 95/Draw £9 95/
Swoop £7 95/Cybertron Mission £7.96
BBC onlv |a< presenij Demon Decorator £6 95/

Galactic Commander £7 96/Timo Treli £7 95/
' Asteroid Storm £7 96/La9ar Command £7 96/

Alien Swirl £6 95/LBbvrintha of LaCoshe £7 95/
Filer £9 95/Cowbov Shootout £6 95/Wall £6 95/
Chemistry £6 95/Beebmon £7 95/Barraga £7 95/
Adventure £7 95/Cawemon Adventure £6,96/

Danger) UXB£7 95/ World Gaography £6 95/^
Whore? £6 95/Junior Maths Pack £6 9b/
Consiallation £6 95/Phyaics £6 95 j^X^^l

m

>iak

B-awK^^-i



Software revolution
THE War ot the Worlds should soon

be appearing on your micro - and
it's just the start of a string of well-

known books wfiich could bring

about a revolution in software

marketing.

Many of the projects are still un-

der wraps, as publishers try to keep
their plans away from the prying

eyes of competitors, but other tar-

gets we can reveal include The

Snowman and Fungus the Bogey-
man by Raymond Briggs and a deal

with Desmond Morris.

One publisher refused to talk

about the contracts he was negoti-

ating, but said they would have a
'shattering' effect on the industry.

And it's not only the best-seller

league which is snatched up: some
publishers are packaging software

with lesser-known titles, or with

books yet to be released. The com-
bination of cassette or disc with a

book has spawned the name
'bookware'.

Two pieces of bookware (or the

BBC micro which are already selling

at C:9.95 include The Pen and the

Dark and My Secret File. The first is

a science fiction story by Colin Kapp
sold with a text adventure game,
and the second is a popular Puffin

paperback packaged with a person-

al database. Children can (ill in the

program and book with secrets

about themselves and other people,

and the software includes a secret

code known only to the owner.

Vicky Kahn, one of the brains

behind Mosaic, who publish these

two titles, said demand had been
much higher than expected from the

book trade and that another print

run had to be ordered.

She is now working on a book-

ware scheme for young children

based on books by Desmond
Morris,

And Century are about to release

Legend, a piece of Tolkein-like fan-

tasy fiction, in April. This will be
followed later in the year by a ver-

sion of the book with cassette and

full-colour map of the kingdom in

which the tale takes place,

A spokesman explained that the

book was probably not vital to play

the game, but that it established the

setting and characters as well as

their relationships.

The same is true (or the Mosaic

titles.

Century took their book to a pro-

fessional games designer, and then

took the game to a programmer: in

(act several programmers (or the

di((erent micros.

This entailed a heavy invest-

ment,' said the Century man. 'It's

paintui but necessary. We've got a

good game - not just a quick way of

collecting money for Christmas

'We plan to recoup our outlay by

putting the game onto several

machines, and each new one as it

comes along,' So far versions are

planned for the BBC, Commofore
64 and Sinclair's QL.

The H. G. Wells software is being

developed by Jeff Wayne— former

producer of pop star David Essex

who did the War of the Worlds

album six years ago - and software-

house CRL. It will be the first piece

o( software CRL have put out for the

Beeb, but Clement Chambers, the

man behind the company, is deter-

mined the project will succeed.

'It's going to be something spe-

cial, based on the record rather than

directly on the book,' he explained.

This story has been a smash hit in

all the media - as a book, radio, (ilm

and record - and I'm not going to go
down in history as the man who
messed it up.'

Meanwhile, Quicksilva should

have already released the Snow-
man package, which lakes ele-

ments from the Raymond Briggs

book to use as an arcade game,

(although (or the moment it's only

on the Spectrum),

Mark Eyies of Quicksilva de-

Way to beat the tape pirates
so WHY the sudden interest in

books combined with software?

It seems to be explained by a

combination ot factors. One is

that the books provide a wealth

ot ideas which just need to be
dusted off. One of the problems
with the software industry is its

lack of imagination: most pro-

grams are just rehashes of pub
games or old favourites.

Next, publishers themselves
want to get in on an expanding
market. Their expertise is in

books; the books have the ideas

and then it's a matter of translat-

ing the idea into a program—and
enough competent software writ-

ers and computer whizz-kids are

now available to do the work.
Most programmers are still

paid by royalties for that work,

but they are more likely to be
brought on to the staff or paid as
normal freelances.

Third Is the old chestnut of

tape copying. It's virtually im-

possible to prevent this, but if

there's a book, map, board or

other printed material which has
to t>e photocopied, it makes pira-

cy less worthwhile. If this trend

continues, the tendency towards
fancy protection systems should
fall off, ending the problem of

upgrading to discs.

Fourth is the obvious publicity

and promotion factor. Software
has already become just another
spin-off from the movie industry

in the US, In the same way as tee-

shirts, or Star Wars model kits.

People are creatures of habit,

and if their children already have
Mr Men colouring books, why not

Mr Men software? Or for that

matter, Minder, James Bond,
Noddy and The Far Pavilions!

War of the Worlds, science fic-

tion. The Snowman - all sources
of software ideas

scribed the program as enchant-

ing.' He added: 'It had to be careful-

ly done and fits in with the flavour of

the book We didn't want to detract

from the original, so it's a non-

violent game
The idea is to build up and then

dress the snowman, and then get

objects for him to play with

'We've tried to mal<e the screen

characters as near to the originals

as possible, within the limitations of

the machine

'

The advent of bookware is creat-

ing work for literary agents who
traditionally handle writers. Jacqui

Lyons now has games designers

and machine code programmers on

her books, and is negotiating soft-

ware rights for books and TV
programmes

'It s incredibly refreshing, be-

cause we're opening up a whole

new area and there's a lot of mate-

rial lying around. The maior problem

seems to be the "generation gap."

The people who make the decisions

and have the power in the media
have no concept of the computer

explosion — and some (eel fright-

ened by il

'

So how much do the computer

rights for a bestseller cost? Well,

nobody's saying. They are obvious-

ly much cheaper than film rights,

although (ew will take any bets as to

how long this will last.

As one publisher said At the

moment the cost of computer rights

bears no resemblance to (ilm rights,

but this lime next year I could be

eating my words
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(lirSr Edword for the Welsh
ATOM users will need no reminding

that software support is fast dimin-

ishing - even Acornsoft packs being

difticuilto obtain.

However, Ihe cavalry is riding to

the rescue, in the form of Software

Classes, launching on February

29(!) with a catalogue of over 60
titles, some old, some new.

Software Classics has acquired

the acclaimed Program Power
range and negotiations are in pro-

gress with Acornsoft. Titles include

games, educational and small busi-

ness programs at low prices.

All cassettes will be supplied on
Sony C60 tapes, for retiability, and
will carry a lifetime replacement

guarantee. In addition, software will

be available on disc. ROM-based
items include a new monitor and the

Atom Screen chip.

The company is run by Barry

Pickles (who needs no introduction

to Acorn User readers), and it seeks
to become the main source for

Atom users. Would-be authors are

welcome to submit new programs
for marketing

A catalogue is available by send-

ing a large sae to Software Clas-

sics, 2 Connie St, Openshaw, Man-
chester Ml 1 2JD.

PCW Show move
THE PCW Show, taking place this

year from September 19-24. will be
held at Olympia 2 in London
The new venue opens [ust a few

weeks before Show and the organ-

isers reckon the move means an
end to overcrowding at the

Barbican.

The PCW Show is organised by

Montbuild Ltd, 1 1 Manchester
Square, London Wl.

Lost authors
IN THE chaos of Christmas, we've
lost two addresses. This is a plea

for Stuart Menges and Andy Mitch-

ell to get in touch!

COMPUTER languages have long

been a bone of contention: Basic.

Pascal, Comal and the rest. But

now the spoken language is at is-

sue, with pressure coming from the

Welsh (although the Gaelic,

prounced garlic', Scots are. as yet,

keeping quiet).

In some parts of the Principality,

English is learned as a second

language, something to be acquired

when the children first start school.

Its definitely a case of Welsh first

and English second. And this is why
there are growing moves to get

some of the primary school software

translated into Welsh so children

can understand exactly what is ap-

pearing on their classroom monitors.

The problem was raised recently

in the House ot Commons by Welsh

nationalist leader, Dafydd Wigley,

Plaid Cymru MP for Caernarfon.

He wanted to know just what is

being done lo meet the require-

ments of Welsh speakers through

the present Microelectronics Edu-

cation Programme,

The answer, it appears, is a
bit. . . but not much,

Welsh education minister John
Stradling Thomas was left to fend

off most of the parliamentary probes

from Mr Wigley,

The question of developing

Welsh language software, he ex-

plained, was being considered by

MEPstaff in Wales.

Mr Wigley, who admits to being a

home computer buff himself, be-

lieves it is important that software is

readily available where the screen

instructions and responses are in

Welsh.

We are still just at the beginning

of using computers in education

and it IS really a matter of getting it

right, right from the start,' claims the

MP.
He became aware of the scarcity

of suitable software for Welsh
speaking schoolchildren while

watching a Beeb recently installed

at a primary school in his own North

Wales constituency.

It was actually an English-speak-

ing constituent who pointed out how
all the programs were in English

while in iny own village of

Bontnewydd over 90 per cent of the

families are Welsh-speaking,' he

explained.

However, a start has been made
to beginning translating software.

The Welsh Office has provided

funds for translating and developing

Welsh language computer material,

most of it for (he BBC micro. This

includes translating part of the Ed-

word educational word processor

package.

In addition, some local education

authorities in Norlh Wales have

made a start in writing their own
Welsh language software for

schools.

Maybe up in Cambridge they

should consider a special strip for

the front of the micros - the BBC
Mesen Cyrrifiadur - in place of the

more familiar BBC Acorn Computer.

That at least should ensure they

keep a Welcome Tape - sorry, Tap
Creso - on the hillside.

6809 board

will run

Flex DOS
ENGINEERS developing hardware
now have the option of using a 6809
second processor which connects

to the BBC micro's Tube interface. It

can sit inside the computer's cas-

ing, or outside in a Eurocard system
if any expansion is needed.

The board, made by Cambridge
Microprocessor Systems, uses
Flex, an 8k disc operating system,

with the BBC. This supports a range
of languages such as PL9, C,

BCPL, Pascal. Fortran, Forth and
Cobol

CMS sees the second processor

betng used for professional hard-

6809 second processor from CMS uses Tube interface

ware development, and in colleges

and universities for its ability to

develop software for other eight-bit

microprocessors (eg Z80, 6502,

8080, eic) when used with cross-

a.ssemblers.

A compatible 6809 single board

controller is available for linking !o

applications hardware.

The processor with Tube inter-

face costs E249 { VAT) with cables

and software extra CMS, 11 St

Margarets Rd, Girton, Cambridge
CB3 0LT.

PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT
THE publishing rights of Acorn User will be

handed over from Addison-Wesley Publishers

Ltd to the Redwood Publishing Company after

the April issue.

The new owners intend to continue to expand
both the size and the editorial coverage of Acorn
User The magazine will be available as usual

and all subscriptions will be serviced as normal.

All advertising commitments will be honoured.

So, it's business as usual, except for a new
editorial address: Acorn User. Redwood Publish-

ing Company Limited, 68 Longacre. London

WC2, Tel: 01 836 2441. Articles, products for

review and any enquiries should be sent to this

address.

Any enquiries concerning advertising should

be sent to the advertising agents: Computer

Marketplace Ltd, 20 Orange St, London WC2H
7ED.Tel:D1 930 1612,

Addison-Wesley would like to thank readers for

their support over the past 20 months in helping

to make Acorn User the successful magazine it

is, and Redwood looks forward to continuing the

relationship.
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EPROM PROGRAMIVIER:
A fully self-contained

mains-powered eprom
programmer housed in

an attractive finished

case. It is able to program
2716, 2732/32A, 2764 &
27128's In a single pass-

It is supplied witti vastly

superior software wfien

compared to any currently

available similar pro-

grammer In addition to

normal eprom programming, you are now able to load your
favourite basic programs onto eprom.
* Menu Driven Software provides user friendly options

for programming the eprom with:

a) Basic programs.
b) Ram resident programs.

c) Any other program.
* Programmer can read, blank-check, program & verify at

any address/addresses on the Eprom.
* F^rsonality selection is simplified by a single rotary

switch.
* Programming voltage selector switch.

* Full Editor with ASCII Disassembler, allowing direct

modification ofmemory data in HEX or ASCII.
* Continuous display of time left for completion of

programming.
* Continuous display of current addresses

astheyare being programmed.
The programmer comes complete with cables,

softwares operating manual.
£89 + £2.50 carriage. Software on disc £2 extra.

EPROM ERASERS

cpSO

SMARTMOUTH:
WITH AN INRNITE
VOCABULARY-A ready
built speech synthesiser

unit, allowing the creation

of any English word, with

both ease and simplicity,

while, at the same time
being very economical in

memory usage. You can
easily add speech to

most existing programs. Due to its remarkable ihfinite vocabulary, its

uses spread thnaughout the whole spectrum of computer applications—

these include industrial, commercial, educational, scientific,

recreational etc. No specialist installation—simply plugs into the user

port—and due to the simple software, no ROMS are needed.
SMARTMOUTH is supplied with demo and development programs on
cassette, and full software instructions. £37+ £2.50 carriage.

'TllVlE-WARP'

REAHIME-CLOCK/CALENDAR
A low cost unit that opens up the total range of Real-Time applications.

With its full battery backup, possibilities include an Electronic Diary,

continuousdisplay of 'on-screen' time and date information

automatic document dating, precise timing

& control in scientific applications,

recreational use in games etc—its

uses are endless and are simply

limited by one's imagination.

Simply plugs into the user port-

no specialist installagon

required—No ROMS. Supplied
with extensive applications

software. Please phone for

details. £29.00 + £2.50
carriage.

ONV5t32^
.6BCP';"it'SSv-

UV1T Eraser with built-in timer and mains
indicator Built-in safety interlock to avoid

accidental exposure to the harmful UV rays.

It can handle up to 5 eproms at a time with an
average erasing time of about 20 mins. £59 + £2 p&p.
UV1 as above but without the timer. £47 + £2 p&p.

BEEBLGSOFT
A professional range of Rrmware/Software to suit both the

advanced programmer and the user From the well known
EXMON' and TOOLKIT' to the WORDWISE SPELLCHECK.

MAll.OKDr.K.S l<>: 17 Burnley koad. London N\^ 10 IKI)

(hi: 0M52 IWW. 01-4506597 lek-x 9228041)

SHOPS M : NU London: 15 Burnk-v Koud. Limdon NWIO lED
( l>»llis H ill^ 2 mins walk, iimpk car parkin)* space)

West I .ondiin: M)5 Kdgwan- Koad. I .ondon W 2. lei: 01-72.^ 02.\^

(Near Kd(>wiin> KoadO

'

TECHNOMATIC
IS AN OFFICIAL BBC DEALER

In addition to the items mentioned in our advertisements, we
carry extensive stocks of: connectors, connector assemblies,

components including TTLs, CMOS, RAMs, EPROMs and
CPUs. Spares for the BBC computers are normally

available from stock. Orders from government
departments, public bodies, hospitals, schools,

colleges, universities and recognised PLCs welcome.

Technomatic Ltd.
All prices exclude carriage & VA'L Please add carriage as indicated and

add 15"() VAT lo the total order value, hir fast delivery telephone your

order quoting VISA or Access card or official order numlier.

(Minimum telephone order £5).
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MNia DIGGER
It's super-fast, furious and
as mean as they come.
(Spectrum 48K)

XANAGRAMS
Over 5,000 permutations

in this game of skill for all

ages.

(Spectrum 16K/48K BBC 'B'

Electron CBM64) PENGWYN
As the temperature rises,

strange happenings begin

in Pengwyn's frozen world.

(BBC 'B' Electron)

Available natlonalfyfrom speeraTKfretailers and all good multiples.^

" Please write quantjlies required in boxes provided

and state compiiter type,

Please Postern

People post me:

Nome.

Address

.

POSTTO Po5(ern Ltd., RD. Bo« 2, Andoverstord, Cheltenham.
GIobGL54 5SW Posterrisalwaysonfhe look out lor any new
games you might have developed.

( POSTERN

Xanagrams

Dinky Digger

Pengwyn

total £ or Access No

Price £6.95 each

(£7.95 for overseas mail order)



Robots meet micros

Topo: domestic gimmick

ROBOTS are about lo start taking

over, judging by the numbers now
appearing.

First, there were simple turtles for

schools, then along came the more
sophisticated BBC Buggy, Now we
have the Androbots' - FRED and
Topo.

FRED, who boasts the full title

Friendly Robotic Educational De-

vice, is really a glorified turtle with

infra-red control.

Topo is claimed to be the first

personal robot and the ultimate

peripheral to a personal computer'

by its distributors Prism.

Both robots are made in the US
and controlled by joystick or micro.

They can 'walk' and talk'.

Prism sees these as the first in a
family of Androbots whose future

tasks include mowing the lawn, va-

cuuming, fetching and carrying -

and even detecting intruders,

FRED will set you back about

Beasty links Beeb to servo devices on crane

C200 and Topo about El 500.

But competition is around in the

shape of Hero, which Maplin claims

is Ihe world's best-selling training

robot.

Again, Hero will interface to the

BBC micro by wire, infra-red or

Paper round boon
NEWSPAPER deliveries are the target of Huggler - a

BBC micro-based system which takes care of account-

ing and VAT. So a Beeb could soon be adding up your

Acorn UserbW
The software is designed to cope with 600 custom-

ers, served by a maximum of 20 round with up to 100

customers per round.

Details are held in disc files of customers publica-

tions, accounts and standing orders, holidays can

automatically be dealt with and round lists printed out

at any time.

Twin disc drives, printer, monitor, micro and software

cost £1,750, which includes installation and training

for the newsagent at his own
premises.

The database allows informa-

tion to be accessed for a par-

ticular list, customer or maga-
zine title.

All this can be edited from the

micro to ensure prices, ad-

dresses and orders are kept up
to date

Huggler is produced by

Newsbox, who also run a leas-

ing scheme. The address for

details is: 9 Walcot St, Bath BA1
5BN.

Acornsoft launch disc swap
ACORNSOFT will now exchange cassette software for discs at half

the price of the disc version.

For example Starship Command costs E9.95 on cassette and
Ell .50 on disc. In exchange for the cassette, the disc may be
purchased for £5.75.

The service applies only to Acornsoft products, and customers
should return the cassette (without the outer box), enclosing the

relevant remittance, to: Disc Replacement Service, Acornsoft Ltd,

CD Vector Marketing, Denington Industrial Estate, Wellingborough,
Northants NN8 2RL. Consult the latest Acornsoft catalogue to

check availability of programs in 40 or 80 track versions. Acornsoft
Limited, 4a Market Hill, Cambridge CB2 3NJ.

radio link Although not as flashy-

looking as Topo. Hero has become
something of a star with appear-

ances on BBC and ITV.

Maplin, who distribute Hero in the

UK, hope to launch a comprehen-

sive course to introduce their robot

to schools.

Further plans include speech rec-

ognition capability, as well as im-

proved voice quality

Hero comes in kit form at CI 599.

and assembled for C2500-

The Beasty is more down to earth

compared to the Prism and Maplin

oflerings.

It's a miniature interface box

which can control up to four servo

mechanisms on models, industrial

equipment and toys through soft-

ware or directly by commands is-

sued from the Beeb's keyboard.

Our picture above shows the

Beasty controlling a crane kit from

the micro. The Beasty is the little

black box in the middle, not the

crane itself.

Commotion, who distribute the

Beasty, even market a computer-

ised cat door' The device links to

the Beeb's user port.

If you want to splash out on Topo
or FRED, Prism are at 18 IVtora St,

City Rd, London EC1 V 8BT,

Hero, the nval for position as

man's best electronic friend, comes
from PO Box 3, Rayleigh. Essex

SS6 SLR.

Commotion's standard Beasty

module costs £49 95. Details of

this, and its various accessories,

from 241 Green St, Enfield EN3
7SJ

IF 'you don't know what this is. decode it, there's a piece of soft-

we're not going to tell you - yet. If. ware awaiting the first correct an-
by some chance, anyone can swerto reach us by post.

Illlia fll I IBBllBIKfl f II IIB BIBBII IIIB BlillBtB BIB IIBBB IIIIIBIII II IBMB B I II IBB BIBII i BIB I II B lllll

IIIIIB lai I IBBIIBBBIB I II IBB BIBBIB IIIB BIIIIBIB BIB IIBBB IIIIIBIII II HUB B I II IBB BIBIf I BIB I II B lllll

Illlia IBI I IBBIIBBBIB I 11 IBB BIBBIB IIIB BIIIIBIB BIB IIBBB llfllBlll II IBIIB B I II IBB BIBII I BIB I II B lllll
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A CAREER AWAITS YOU IN

INt¥rGAJ^CT1C GEOLOGY!!^

Here's YOUR opportunity to meet new and different alien things, explore,

dig up and analyse brave new worlds, to boldly survey where none have
surveyed before. You too can make truckloads of money, and the mortality

rate is UNDER 96%! it's a man's life in Intergalactic Geology!

EAGLE is a new and different arcade game for the BBC Model B or

expanded Model A microcomputers. You must pilot your Eagle Survey
Ship through the Moons of Thrug, collecting energy pods, avoiding asteroid

belts, negotiating narrow mine shafts, slipping through the ancient laser

defences, resisting the attraction of the magnetic anomaly and braving the

carnage of live volcanoes.

A real find at £7.95.
Please add 30p p&p to all orders. Send A3 SAE for full catalogue

Cheques or postal orders payable to

er
D F T HI R R

17 Norfolk Road, Brighton, BNI 3AA
Telephone: Brighton (0273) 771942

Tape duplication by DATACLONE

Also available - '^ ^

TURBO COMPILER £9.95. A compact machine-coded BASIC compiler for generating machine
code sub-routines and entire machine code programs. Compiles in under I second. Supports sub-
set of BASIC commands. Comprehensive manual details how to implement 65 BASIC keywords.

737 FLIGHT SIMULATOR £9.95. BBC Disc and ACORN ELECTRON versions are now available.

"^5fe3«3S*.yJy,{.



NEWS I ACORN USER SOFTWARE

Acorn's IEEE interface sitting between Beeb and Philips equipment

IEEE is out now!
THE Acorn IEEE interface was
launched last month, and Acorn

seemed as surprised as any poten-

tial users to admit that supplies

were available immediately

The device, says Acorn market-

ing manager Tom Hohenberg,
broadens the appeal of the BBC
micro to scientific and educational

establishments and otters 'a low-

cost means of monitoring scientific

instruments, making it a powerful

laboratory tool'

The hardware consists of a bQ!<

designed to match the BBC micro,

self-powered via its own mains ca-

ble. The software is supplied tn a

chip that fits In one of the Beeb's

sideways ROM sockets to provide

the IEEE operating/filing system It

has Its own IMHz bus connection,

enabling it to be linked to other

Acorn interlaces, such as Econet
and Acorn's teletext adapter.

In effect, the interlace acts as a

local area network, allowing the

model B (1 .0 OS) to support up to

14 IEEE 488-compatible devices,

which can be connected in a star or

linear configuration, with a cable-

length limitation of up to 20 metres

Typical equipment in the network

would include oscilloscopes, volt-

meters, logic analysers, spectrum
analysers, function generators, fre-

quency meters and counter/timers

Data can be sent and received in

strings of up to 255 ASCII charac-

ters, and longer strings can be
transmitted in binary coded form

The interface can instruct two de-

vices to transfer data from one to

the other without involving the

Beeb's memory, so freeing the mi-

cro (or other tasks.

Ivteasurements can be handled
in a number of ways, for example,

readings from a multimeter can be
monitored overnight ori disc or

mainframe, using the micro, say, to

log exceptions, the Beeb could

control the frequencies on a gener-

ator, or store waveforms digitally or

manipulate them on an
oscilloscope

The Beeb's eight-mode colour

graphics allows data to be dis-

played in a highly readable form -

for example, good results in green,

failed results in red and borderline

in mauve
Access to the filing system's

commands is provided by the com-
mand 'IEEE and the system can be
used with Basic or assembler pro-

grams. PR0CIN1T can be defined

to initialise the interface. PRO-
COUTPUT to send information

across the bus and PROCINPUT to

receive data The user can quickly

build a library of bus procedures
The interface, complete with 70-

page user guide, costs E325 [inc

VAT), and is available from Acorn
dealers or from Vector Marketing.

Further information on the inter-

face IS available in Philips Systems
Instrumentation Reference Manual
and Philips Digital Instruments

Course Book Part IV, from Philips

Test and Measurement, tel: 0223
358866 Philips can also supply
example programs

Micro modem
SCICON has launched a modem
aimed at the micro market. It's

called Buzzbox and costs £70,

The pocket-sized device gives

micros access to databases

through the telephone system and
means programs can be exchanged

over the phone.

Buzzbox gives full 300bps duplex

data transmission, and is BT
approved

Scicon is traditionally a 'big com-

puter' company and also supplies

more sophisticated intelligent mo-
dems. The Buzzbox is the first mo-

dem to compete with acoustic cou-

plers on price.

TV adventure
REMEMBER the Adventure Game
featured in last October's issue?

Well, Auntie Beeb has finally started

the series. The first episode went

out on Thursday February 2 on
BBC2 at 5.40pm. The others follow

at the same time each week
(Watch out for the special effects

produced by BBC micros
)

Jw / BVV inclusive

for 32k BBC micro

or Electron

(joystick or keyboard)

Two-player game

£7.95 inclusive

for Electron

or

32k BBC micro

(loystickor keyboard)

Uses voice synthesis

Acorn User presents two high-quality games on cassette

for your micro which put you at opposite ends of time.

Developed, produced and tested by Micrograf.

Sword Master by Ken Worrall Is based
on ihe fencing rules written in 1 190 by

Herman von Salza tor the Deutscritler

Order of Teutonic Knigtits. It features

full colour, machine code animation of

a 5word duel between the players

shown on screen as knights.

Full instructions, music, sound ef-

fects, player rankings (from greenhorn

to Swordmaster) and a roll of honour

(which can tie saved) and all included.

The game also closely reflects the

rules, style and dress of the Deulscrlt-

ter Order.

Trek puts you in charge of a Starship

with ttie task of wiping out an alien

fleet. It's an excellent adaptation of the

classic game with 7 screen displays, 3

on-board computers and 2 weapon
systems

Versions have been written for BBC
micro and Electron to use both macti-

ines to their full. The BBC tape uses
voice synthesis (if ttie chips are fitted).

The game has been extensively de-

veloped from Tim Healon's Trek 111 It

now barely fits into 32k - and the

graphics are in mode 7.

More tapes will soon be released.

To; Acorn User Software, 53 Bedford Square, London WC1B 3DZ.

Please send me;

copies of Sword Master at £7.95 each
for BBC (32k Sehes 1 OS)

for Electron

copies of Trek at C7.95 each
for BBC (32k Series 1 OS)

for Electron

I enclose a cheque for C
Publishers Ltd.

Name
.

Address

made payable to Addison-Wesley

Post code

ArnRM I J.'^FR MARCH 1<Sn4



ACORN USER &
CENTURY COMMUNICATIONS

PReSENT THE GREAT ;

LE CHALLENGE '

'^

^l^^MTO BEWON i

In the CenturyMcom User prize puzzle competition it's your

turn to set the puzzles! Here's what you do:

Write your puzzle in a clear and unambiguous way - and then

write a Basic program to solve it. The best puzzle submitted in

the opinion of the editor of Acorn Useran6 Century Communi-
cations Ltd will win £500. Each runner up will receive £5.

Your puzzle may be an old chestnut or it may be completely of

your own devising but you must include a Basic program to

solve it - preferably on cassette or disc. Try to make it as

concise as possible.

Send your puzzles to:

Century/Acorn User

Prize Puzzle Competition,

Century Communications Ltd,

1 2-1 3 Greek Street, London W1 V 5LE.

Rules of entry

1

.

Any number of entries may be submitted. The closing date

of the competition is Tuesday, May 2, 1984.

2. Winners will be informed by post and announced in the

pages of Acorn User.

3. Copyright In all winning puzzles and Basic programs

submitted will belong to Century Communications Ltd and
Acorn User and may be published both in the magazine
and in a book.

4. The decision of the editor of Acorn User and Century

Communications Ltd is final and no correspondence will be

entered into.
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A SLIMLINE TONIC
' ^^"^k "W^k I^^^T"WT^ CumanaS'^ inch slimline dual disk drives for

Mi m IV I LhJ B J (he BBC Micro are now available from well^ I I W^^ I 1^ 11 known high street outlets, including W. H. Smit

^^_ %^y M m M ^ M M \j John Lewis and Spectrum UK. as well as from

J

Ciimana5'4 inch slimline dual disk drives for

(he BBC Micro are now available from well

known high street outlets, including W. H. Smith,

John Lewis and Spectrum UK. as well as from
Cumana's national dealer network.

The dual drives are available in two versions, as

shown, including a 'switchabic'. This version

enables either drive to be switched independently

between 40 and 80 track modes.

;
Kach unit has an independent power supply, 12 J
(•^ncmlhs warranty, and is fuDv assembled and *

tested before packagin;^. A drivf connecliu^

siting diskette, power
nd plug are all supplied completij

with the disk drives.

vlxmk out for the distinctive

'/ Cumaua packaging in

your high sireel, today!

For further [nformaiion

about Cumana Name
dual disk drives

forthe BBC Micro,

I
please complete and
return ihis coupon.

Address.
Interests: I

Home Use \ I - '

I Education I I |
Dealer I j

" '

I
Business

I I Tel. No *"^.'^.*' I

_ Note II dealer, please attach this foim to your lellerheading _



SOFTWARE CHART

WELL, no one can say this

software chart is boring - no
less than nine new entries, with

one having the nerve to come in

at number two. and none ever

having sat under the 'bubbling

under' banner.

Christmas must have a lot to

answer for, iricluding the ap-
pearance of the dreadful Doc-
tor Who at number one It re-

places 3D Bomb Alley, which
has had a two-month reign, but

we can't help feeling that this

offefing from BBC Soft itself

was bought for computer
freaks, rather than by them. Or
could it be people have bought
Dr Who thinking it really is an
adventure game?
Now where Dare Devil Den-

nis came from is a real mystery.

It was only released just before

Christmas, and Visions isn't ex-

actly the biggest name in

games. We haven't even seen a
review copy, so it must have
been the picture we carried of

Roz and Digger (the brains and
the beauty behind Visions) that

did it in our January games
issue.

The old-timers among us
might well have the cockles of

our hearts warmed by the sight

of Snapper making a bit of

running. The Acornsott favour-

ites are always hanging
around, but this might be a sign

of Electron sales making an

TITLE PUBLISHER TAPE DISC

1 (1 1) DR WHO BBC Soft £10.00

2 (-) DARE DEVIL DENNIS Visions £ 7.95

3 (1) 3D BOMB ALLEY Software Invasion £ 7.95 £11.95

4 (6) TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY Bug Byte £ 9.50

5 (7) KILLER GORILLA' Program Power £ 7.95

6 (20) HUNCHBACK Superior £ 7.95 £11.95

7 (-) MISSILE CONTROL Gemini E 9.95

8 (-) OBLIVION Bug Byte £ 9.50

9 H WHITE KNIGHT BBC Soft £10.00

10 (3) THE H08BIT Melbourne £14.95

11 (10) PLANETOID Acornsoft £ 9.95

12 (19) VORTEX Software Invasion £ 7.95

13 (-) GALAXY WAR Bug Byte £ 9.50

14 (-) FELIX & FRUIT MONSTERS Program Power £ 7.95

15 (4) CHUKKIE EGG A&F £ 7.50

16 (2) 3D DEEP SPACE Postern E 7.95

17 H DANGER! UXB Program Power £10.00

18 (-) 737 FLIGHT Salamander £ 9.95

19 (-) SNAPPER* Acornsoft £ 9.95

20 (5) 747 FLIGHT Dr Soft E 8.95 £11.95

'AVAILABLE ON THE ELECTRON

This chart was compiled from a panel of specialist computer outlets (referenced against

both multiple retail and major wholesale data), by RAM/C. It is based on returns from mid-
December to mid-January.

appearance. In the long run,

Electron games sales should

swamp the chart, at least if the

machine is the great success
Acorn says it will be, as it will

have younger users.

One noticeable absence
from the chart is still Virgin, The
Virgin Gang now has about 10
titles to play with, but only

Space Adventure, one of the

earliest releases, has even

reached the 'bubbling under'

stable. Looks. like the Fun Bus
has a lot more miles to cover.

Another surprising factor

after three months is the non-

appearance of adventure

games. Only The Hobbit has
raised its head from the bub-
bles, and advance orders from

the big chains no doubt explain

that. When are the bomb-drop-
ping, alien zapping, trigger-

happy vidiots going to catch on

to (amp-rubbing, dragon-slay-

ing and dwarf-bopping?

BUBBLING UNDER: City De-

fence (Bug Byte); Arcadians
(Acornsott); Hopper (Acorn-

soft); Rocket Raid (Acornsoft);

Bandits at Three O'Clock (Pro-

gram Power); Felix in the Fac-

tory {Program Power); Chess
(Acornsoft)

Is software good value for money? Why do you copy tapes? See letters pages
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GRUNDIG 14"

TV/MONITOR
RGB inpui Id) a supei

deal dispiiv The

picture musi be seen

ID be believed We
lieve noi seen hBiiei

coloui or enr

dedicaied momiot

ORDER TODAY we guaramee ihal yuu will noi be Juappoinied

And (emembei.'vyhen ycu finisd compuhnB. lusl llicl" (he

stvuch and you hive a super qualiir M" colour TV - whal

beller way id juslily Ilie eipen^e lu your wile or i)iilliiend'

Complele with lead lor BBC lor only

£289.ncVAT

Turn your BBC into a powerful business

system with the NEW TORCH Z80
Processor Board plus 64K memory plus

FREE software valued at over £1,100.

- ONLY £429 inc. VAT

Soltware includes

Perlect Wntef
Perlect Spelier

• Perlecl Calc

Perlect Filer

" Torch Net

Commanex Business Games

ORDER NOW - And receive our Enhanced
Utilities Disc. Many Additional and useful

Programmes included.

HURRY: Limited Numbers Available.

SIDEWISE
Rom Expansion
Board

* Full sidenise Rom
Eipansion to )6

Rams
* ^BK Baiterv backed

i:MOS Ram cpiion

No soidering

ie[)uired Id 111

sidemse

Plug in -anil go construction - Mounts neaily mside ihe

BBC machine

Full buttering qI address and dala trusses - prevents

daia bus loading problems associated wilb unbutfered

boards

Pint ol on board SDcKels are connected properly - Nii

spurious crashes due to ihis known lault on BBC
Eiisting sockets on BBC are usable All eprom sockets

are accessible vyiihoui removing sidewise

ONLY £43.70
+ £1.00 carriage

TORCH Z80 DISC PACK

with over £1,100 of software FREE

NOW ONLY £835 inc. vat

Free carriage UK only

SntTware includsi
* PERFECT WRITER * PERFECT SPEUEil ' PERFECT CAIC
• PERFECT FILER * TORCH NET * Comane> - The

Interactive Management Game Appinved and used by

leading management consullanis the TORCH Z80 DISt

PACK rs the most poweilul SBC Disc upgrade available, it

provides BOOK ot storioa plus a 2SD Second ProcBssor

running Torches own GP/M compatible operating system -

over 200 packages now available ~ discs can also be used

lor storage under Acorn DFS system

Clip thit id 10 Toui order lo racarve Irea 4Q/80 T

con> enai prngratn

BBi: JNC VA1
Acorn Electron t'jy UL

3BC Model B 399 DC

3BC Model B + DOS :69D[
JBc Disc UDgraOe 87 Q[

JBC A B full Upgrade 95 Ot

^BC Teieteil Receiver 2?5 DC

IBC (^80 ?nd Processor T 8^
sac 6?iO? 2na Processor I B A

use [inivES IHC VA1
.VL Single xtQOK Drive . . 26b OC

.VL Eioansion Drive tagoc

.VI. DuaixtODK Drive 389 OC

'ace Single IQOK 212 25
'aceSing/B 40/aOT D/Sided 319 95

'ace Dual 100K 379 95
'ace Dual 40/BQT D/Sided 661 95

'ace JOOKJOT D/Sided 270 OC

lorch DuaMOOK Z80 Disc Pack 835 OC

Opus Single 100K 179 95

DRDER A CDMPlETf SYSTEM - G£T ALL
LEADS FflEE

MONITOfIS MCVAT
217 OC

Sanyo 1.1" colour 287 OC

laelily tfl" Colour Monitor 229 OC

idinflig M" Colour TV/Monitor 289 OC

Sanyo 11" Green Screen 89 OC

'hoenix 1?" HiRes AmOer 139 OC

flMTERS MCVAI
:pson HX80 269 OC

^psonHXSOFT -NEW 299 0C

ipson FX80 '125.0C

ipsonFXtOO 'NEW 569 OC

249.95

Shmwa CP80 229 00

Juki 6100 DaisywHeel 449 OC

NSCELLAHEOUS MCVAI
Sanyo DRlOl Data Recorder 33 95
Cassette Learls - all types 3 9C

Acorn Joysliclis 13 OC

luickshol Joystick 19 95
'rinier Cable (patal lei | 1 2 m 13 00

JSC Deluxe Ousicover 5 95

ight Pen 28 95
Ttie Plug Power Filler

.
11 95

AIPL Rom Expansion BMrd 43.7C

lOM SOFTWARE
Nordvmse 39 OC

View 59 OC

Termi (lermina! emulalor) .- n 95
graphics Rom

.
. 32 OC

'ace DFS ^- . 39 95
^CCS Forth

J

HCCS Logo Forth
(

iCCS Pascal
\

HCCS Encal J
VI LDOS Double Density B9 0C

)FS Enctiancer 18 5C

iOOKS H0UA1
30 Hour Basic ... .. . 5.95

\ L P lor BBC Micro 8 95

JBC Micro Disc Compartion .7.95

Advanced Programming Techniques 7 95
Jasic Programming on Ihe BBC Micro 5.95

^reativp Graphics 7 5C

jiaphs S. Charts 7 5E

.isp Manual 7 5C

-oriti Manual 7 5C

iCPL Manual 15. DC

30 Programmes lor BBC 4.95

100 Programmes lor the BBC Micro 6 95
DiscouBiing BBC Machine code . .

21 Games Tor ine BBC
6.95

. ..5.95

Ihe Book ol listings . 3 75

[he BBC Micro An Eiperl Guide . . 6.95

Ihe Computer Book S.75

'rogrammmg the BBC Micro 5 95

Jsing Flopoy Discs y«tlh the BBC M cro 9.95

:ieatinQ Adventure Games on the SBC 5 9!>

Games B6C Compulers Play 5 95

1«E ACCEPT INSTITUTIONAL AND
EDUCATIONAL ORDERS

ALLKATA MCVAT
vonlract Bridge 7 95

Jug Blaster 7 95
)am Busters 7 95
lagle Empire 7 95
^eandertlial Man 7.95

Primary Art 7 95

PROGRAM POWER
Killer Coiiiia

Chess 8
Cytieriron Mission

Croaker

Danger UXB
Escape Moonbase Alpha

Fell" in the Factory .

Fell! and the Fruit Monsters
Hell Driver

,
. ...

,
.

Swoop
Chemistry

Positron

Physics

Demon Decorator

Alien Swirl

Alien Destroyers

Martian Attack ..

Moon Raider

Labyrinihsol LaCoshe

Zarrm

SUPfHIOH SOFTWARE
Coldii; Adventure

Galaxians

Road Runner

Hunchback
.f^nloon

2002 . .

Gideons Gamble

Lunar Mission

Lost City

dyha-bVte
Pool

COMPUTER CONCEPTS
Logo 2

OPUS
Dogfight .. ..

BUG-BYTE
Sea Lord

Tivin Kingdom Valley

INi: VAT
7 95

7 95
7 95
7 95
7 95
7 95
7 95
7 95
7 95
7 95

6 85
7 95

6 85

6 85
7 95
7 95
7 95

7 95
7 95
7 95

mCVAT
7 95

. . 795
7.95

7 95
7 95

.. 7 95
7 95

7 95
7 95

IHC VAT
7 95

IHC VAT
11 50

IHC VAT
9 95

MCVAT
7 50

7 95

RING FOR LATEST PRICES,

MANY REDUCTIONS EXPECTED

BBCmCORNSOFT (A Seleclion)

Algebraic Manipulation

Arcadians

Business Games
Castle ol Riddles

Crealive Graphics

Countdown to Doom
Forth

Graphs and Charts
.

Hopper
Lisp

BCPL (Rom+ Disci

Missile Base . .

Ueteors
Monsters

Peeko Computer

Planetoid

Rocket RaiO

Snooker
Sphinx Adventure.

Slarship Command
Tree ol Knowledge
Snapper

View

Speech Kit

Personal Money Managemeni
Draughts and Reversi

Wordhunt
Whde Knighi II

Vulype

Tax Caic

Beyond Basic

ToOlllOK

Canyon
Record Keeper

Doctor Who
SOFTWARE INVASION

3D Bomb Alley

Gunsmoke
Attack on Alpha Centaur i .

VoriBK

visnH
Snooker

Daredevil Dennis

PSION

Saloon Sally

VuCalc
Vul^ne

MELBOURNE HOUSE
The Hobbit

IHC VAT
9 95
9 95

9 95

9 95
9 95

9.95

16 85
9 95

.9.95

16 85
99 95

9.95

9.95
9 95
9 95
9.95

9 95
9 95
9.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

59 00
. 55.00

9.95

9 95
9 95

11 50
15 DO

20 DO
10 00
10 00
10 00
15 00
10 00

IHC VAT
7 95

. 7 95
7 95

7 95
MCVAT

7 95

7 95

MCVAT
,.,, 7 95
..,,14 95
... 14 95

MCVAT
..- 14 96

CLARES
GraphKey

Replica lOiscOniyl

Graph Disc

the Key IDiscOnlyi

Single Key Enlry

Shadow/lnspeclor

State 40/801 tor Discs

OR SOFT
717 Flight Simulator II .

AMCOtf
Space Highway

GEMIHI liAMES
Missile Control

LiBeraiof

Caterpillar

GEMINI

Cash Book Ace

Inv S, Statements

Commercial Ace

Mailing List .. .

Data Base
StOClr Control

Home Accounts

SOFTWARE FOR ALL
Stock Control C/D
lnvoicing7Siatemenls C/D
Sales/Purchases C/D

A SMALL SELECTION FROM
OUR VAST RANGE

INC VAT
7 95

9 95
12 95
12 95
4 95

7 95

INC VAT
B 95

INC VAT
fi 9r.

INC VAT
9 95

9 95
9 95

MCVAT
95.00

19 95
19 95
19 95
19 95

. 19 95
19 95

MCVAT
19 95/29.95
19 95/29.95
19 95/ ?9 95

SAME DAY DESPATCH ON STOCK ITEMS

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL MCVAT
Adveniureland 9 95

Voodoo Cflslle . . . 9 95
Secret Mission 9 95

SOFTSPOT MCVAT
5 95

AAROVAM INC VAT
2aiaga

WA'm)RD
5 90

INC VAT
Pengo 8 90

AftF MCVAT
Cylon Attack 7.90

Chuckle Egg . . .
7 90

SAUt DAY DESPATCH ON S DCM IIEIMS

MAIl 0BOE« '_.-'
Past foiir Older (oday to'

COMPUTE RAMA. I Soih Siicti, SiaHwd
SIIG 2PSQr lelephone yuin Ar;.gsl or

BjrdJViiJid iiiitii1i(r. we witl daip^lch

miinedKielv I0'85) 41899 ,/.'

uLjIJ m ludfly Horni' rninU'.frpr ,>(i[rr

BBC (nlhmrasi

Send laigt SA£ tor luither iIpiaiI-: dI

Droit lie I

CAHHIACI-

Muroi MonitDfi Disc fli.vn

ftmrtis £81)0 BviGlii Lt tith

iastni Decks £2CCl luit ta

Snp.iiPm f I SD rvji

WE EXPORT WORLQWIDE
Telex 36540 Hourd$' G.

QUICKSHOT
BBC

c~''\

JOYSTICK \

Sell centring

joystick Works evtii

tviih keyboard only

programs

A sensatiori at the

Micro User Show
More lun - reached

the games other

joysticks cannot

LimiiEd supplies ol

(his Item

E19.95 . CI OOp&p
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WATFORD ELECTRONICS
MJK^ Dept. BBC, CARDIFF ROAD, WATFORD, HERTS. ENGLAND. jl||J [^—^^ Tel: Watford (0923) 40588/37774 Telex: 8956095 WAELEC I

BBC MICROCOMPUTER
Model A"£260; Model B-£346

Upgrade your Model A with our

Upgrade Kits and save yourself E s s s

• BBCl 16K Memory
(8>4816AP-3 lOOnSl £24.00

• B8C2 Primer User 1/0 Pon E8.10
• BBC3 Disc Interface Kit £95.00
• BBC4 Analogue I/O Kit £8.25
• BBC5 Serial I/O KH £8.50
• BBC6 Enpansion Bus Kit E7.75

• Compleie Mod A to B Upgrade Kit £55.00

Dust Cover for BBC Micro
protects your expensive Micro frorn foreign

bodies. £3.95

BBC
PRINTER

GP100A

10" Tractor Feed,
80 columns, 30CPS

Normal & Double width Char,

Dot res graphics. Parallel Interface standard,

ONLY£155(£7carr.)

INTERFACE CABLE
BBC to Seikosha Cable £8.00

DUST COVER for GP1 00 £3.95

FRICTION FEED
Altachmeni for GPIOOA or 250X Printers £26

• Spare RIBBON tor GP80
• Spare RIBBON for GPt 00
• Spare RIBBON for GP250

£4.50
£4.95
£5.95

GP-700 Colour Printer Screen-dump routine in ROftfl

FOR BBC Micro C12

Epson RX80
1 00 CPS, 9 K 9 matrix, dot addressable

graphics, condensed and double width printing.

Normal, Italic and Elite Graphics. Tractor feed,

10" ma>i width, bi-directional, logic seeking.

Centronics Interface standard

ONLY £235 (£7 carr.

RX80F/T PRINTER
As above but has both Friction and Tractor
Feed £259

Epson FX80 Printer

160 CPS, 1 1 n 9 matrix, proportional spacing,
superscripts, subscripts, dot addressable graphics.

Normal. Italic and Elite characters Up to 256
user definable characters. Down loadable
character set. Condensed and double width
printing. Full proportional spacing. Four user
defined margin positions. Tractor and Friction

feed. 10" maNtmum width Bi-directional, logic

seeking Centronics interface standard.

0NLY£345(£7carr.)

Epson FX100 Printer
Same as FX80 but has a 1 5" wide Carria9e £495

MX80FT
MX 100
FX80
RX80

Ribbons

£4,75
£10.00
£4.75
£4.75

Dust Covers

£4.50
£5.25
£4.95
£4.50

PRINTER INTERFACE BUFFER

Neatly packaged self contained box,
supplied complete with all leads,
manual and detachable power supply.

Price; 16K Unit

Price:48KUnit
£99

£135

BROTHER HR-15
DAISY-WHEEL PRINTER

An exceptionally high quality daisy wheel
printer at the price of a dot matrix printer.

18CPS; bi-directional, 3K of buffer; has clear
buffer facilitv, carriage skip movement,
proportional spacing; underlining: bold print

and shadow print. Prints in two colours; super
and subscript facility. Impact control facility to
vary pressure on paper for making carbon
copies. Has Centronics parallel or RS-232
interface. Connects directly to BBC Micro. A
ribbon cassette plus a separate red ribbon.
Optional extras: single sheet feeder takes up to
150 A4 sheets: a keyboard that transforms
HR15 into a sophisticated electronics
typewriter. Attractively finished in beige.

Special Introductory Offer

ONLY £375

Single Sheet Feeder

Keyboard
Ribbon
Daisy Wheel

£199
£150

£3
£18

LISTING PAPER
Bj'of 9i" Fanfoldpaperplain or ruled

(lOOOsheetsI £7 (El.SOp carr.)

15" Fanfold paper 11000 sheets!

£9 (£1 50p carr

Teleprinter Roll (econo paper) £4 if 1.50p carr.)

PRINTER LEAD 36"

Ready made primer lead !o interface BBC Micro
to EPSON SEIKOSHA NEC. etc .

Pnnlers

Special Extra long 160"-) Cable

ONLY £8
£12

DATA RECORDER &
ACCESSORIES
Topquality Slimline, portable Data Recorder for

computer use. Mains/Battery, operated with
counter £24.00
DATA RECORDER CABLE
For our Daia Recorder to BBC Micro £2 50
DATA CASSETTES Top grade C12 Data
Cassettes in library cases. 36p

STAK-PAK
The unique
computer program
ftling and Storage
system. Made of

tough black
plastic these
compact drawer
sections hold two
cassettes each
and lock together
vertically to form miniature cabinets of any
height Each drawer section has two Agfa CI 2
Cassettes with labels plus external index card.

Five twin Paks ( 1 Cassenes) „_
(Postage £100) £6

DISC DRIVES (CUMANA)
(All Drives new slimline 5i" type)

DRIVES WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY
• TEC Slimline, Uncased, Single Sided 40
track, 51". lOOK £125
• TEC Cased, Single Sided 40 track.

lOOKincl. Cables £139
• LCS400 MITSUBISHI, cased. Single,
80 track. Double sided. 400K plus Cables £1 99
• LCS400S MITSUBISHI, cased. Single
80 track, 40/80 track switchable, Double
sided, 400K with cables £215
• LCD800 MITSUBISHI, cased. Twin,
80 track. Double sided. SOOK pius Cables £375
• LCD800S MITSUBISHI cased. Twin.
80 track 40/80 switchable. Double sided,

800K with cables £425

CASED DRIVES with POWER SUPPLY
• CS100 TEC Single. 40 track, single sided.
40track, 100K £165
• CD200 TEC Twin. 40 track, single

sided. 200K £325
• CS200 TEC Single. 80 track, single

sided, 200K £230
• CD400 TEC Twin, 80 track, Single
sided, 400K £430
• CS400 MITSUBISHI Single. 80 track.

Double sided. 400K £299
• CS400S MITSUBISHI Single. 80 track.

Double sided. 40/80 switchable. 400K £340
• CD800 MITSUBISHI Twin, 80 track.

Double sided, SOOK £499
• CD800S MITSUBISHI Twin. BO track.

Double sided, 40/80 switchable, BOOK £550
• Carriage on Drives £7 (Securicorl
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; 1 w DISKETTES
12 years warrantvl

lOWABASH DJsketlesS/S
10WABASH DisketiesD/S

ILHetime warrantvl
JO Verbatim or 3M Diskettes S/S
10 Verbatim or 3M Diskettes D/S

£15
£25

£17
£27

DISCALBUMS
Attractively finished in beige

leatherlook vinyl- Stores, protects and
displays 20 discs in double-sided

clear vievv pockets. ONLY £4.95

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES
for Disc Storage 5^" (holds 1 o] £2

LOCKABLE STORAGE UNITS
Attractively finished, strong beige plastic base
fitted with dividers. Smoke acrylic top. Supplied

with adhesive title strips for ease of ifiling.

• M-35Holdsupto35minidiscs £14
• M'85 Holds UDto 85 mini discs £18

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANERS
Unless your ottice/home is dusl free, you should
clean head; at least once a week to avoid the

risk of cross contamination.
Simply apply the cleaner to one of the specially

formulated uleaning discs, insert into the drive

and initialise. H your system, has no initialisatiqn

program then insert the disc and open and closl'

the door 5 times.

£16.00

BBC Micro

WORD PROCESSING
PACKAGE

A complete word processing package consisting

of; BBC Model B, Zenith 12" Green or Amber
fWonitor, Twin 200K highly reliable (1 year
warranty) Twin Cased Cumana Disc with own
power supply, the popular WORDWISE word
processor. Watford s own highly sophisticated

62 File DFS interface fitted, the world
renowned Brother HR15 Daisy Wheel Printer.

Gemini's Beebplot & Beebcalc Spreadsheet
Analysis Software discs. 10 blank diskettes.

5O0 sheets of fan-fold paper. Manuals and all

the leads.

All you require is a mains power point to have
it up and running Iwe even supply the 4 way
mains trailing socketl.

ONLY £1.350 (carr. {.'151

(P.S. We will alter the package to suit your
particular requirement Call in for a

demonstration.)

MONITORS

MICR0VITEC1431
14" Colour Monitor. RGB
Inpiil (i)5 used in BBC
[iroc]rdmmefil FREE Interface

Lead £205

• MICROVITEC 1451 Hi res
14" Monitor inci lead £319
• NEW MICROVITEC 14" Colour
Monitor/Composite Video £249

• KAGA RGB 12' Medium
Resolution Colour £210

• KAGA RGB 12" High Resolution Colour £259
• KAGA 12" Standard resolution colour

MONITOR/COMPOSITE VIDEO ONLY £219
• BNC Connecting Lead £3
• RGB Connecting Lead £5
• ZENITH 12" Green or Amber Monitor

Hi-resolution £75

Carriage on Monitors C7 (Securicorl

READY-MADE LEADS

CASSETTE LEADS 7 prn DIN Plug
to 5 pin DIN Plug - 1 Jack Plug £2.00
to 3 pin DIN Plug * 1 Jack Plug £2.00
to 7 pin DIN Plug £2.50
lo 3 Jack Plugs £2.00
6 pin DIN to 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB| £2.50
Monitor Lead, BNC to PHONO £3.00

Disc Drive to BBC Micro Power Lead
Single: £3.O0 Dual £3.75

NEW
Mk II 13 ROM SOCKET BOARD
Now all lines fully buffered - On board battery
back-up facility - will accept 2716, 2532, 2764
and 27128 ROMs.
Stmply plugs into one of the four ROM sockets
currently available in BBC Micro, There are only
5 solder connections to be made. Full

instructions are supplied.

Ouf 13 ROM SOCKETS BOARD enables the
User to increase the Sideways ROM capacity

the basic tour sockets on ihe main board upto
the full SIXTEEN capable of being supported by
current operating systems In addition Ihe board
is designed with the facility to hold upto 16K
RAM, which when switched mto operation is

automatically selected by any WRITE signal to

the Sideways ROM area This gives the User the

ability to write a utility or language and upon
pressing break have the utility or language up
and running (new ROM software can be
devetoped and tested in situ I

The Board gives the User, plenty of freedom to

explore the possibilities of Ihe new paged ROMs
due in the coming months and offers them ihe
chance to develop their own
All lines are fully buffered and the Board meets

or exceeds all timings for operation in the BBC
Microcomputer, When fuily populated, the ROM
Board consumes less than half the recommended
maximum current limit.

Supplied ready-built and tested complete with
fitting instructions.

ONLY £29.95 (carr. £1

1

EPROMS & CMOS RAMs
for BBC

2764-250nS(8KROM)
27128-250nSI16KROM)
6116-150nS(2KRAM)
6264-150nS(8KRAMl

£5.95
£18.00
£4.75

£26.00

Z80A 2nd PROCESSOR BOARD
for BBC Micro

• Although intended as a BBC add-on, it is

totally stand alone (i.e. Can be used with any
RS232 Terminal/Computer).

• Z80A Processor running at 4MHZ (No. wait

Slates) 64K Dynamic Memory, 16K ROM space.

Disc interface with single/double density, 40/80
track, single/double sided. Two serial channels at

independent BAUD rates. Parallel printer

interface.

• No additional drives are needed other than
those already being used on the BBC as the disk

drives can be shared or can be run on the Z80A
Processor alone, (This unit can he operated
without the disc interface inside the BBC.)
• EXPANSION - OPTIONS

IEEE'488 GPtB Interface with Control, Talk

and Listen

Ram in 64K and 192K increments
Hard DISC INTERFACE (to controller)

Dual Parallel Interface
8" Floppy Disc Controller

Dual Serial Inier+ace

Real Time Clock
Prototypeboard

(Also another 64K Ram card can be plugged
inside the unit)

• CP/M 2,2 - Not a lookalike, making the CP/M
Users Group available to you.

• All BBC screen, sound and OSBYTE facilities

available to the CP/M user,

• Uses a full intelligent terminal emulator to

enable the user lo run 99% of all commercially
produced CP/M software with no modifications
whatsoever,
• Supplied in a standard half height drive case
with integral PSU and finished in the standard
BBC colour.

All this and more for ONLY £350 plus VAT

EPROM PROGRAMMER
for BBC MICRO

At last! - the EPROM Programmer for BBC
Micro Computer from WATFORD ELECTRONICS
that will suit both your pocket and all your
requirements. Programs all popular types of

EPROMS from 2K bytes up lo 16K bytes -

2716 — 2516 — 2532 — 2564 — 2764 —
27128.
This extremely powerful system is designed for

your needs o( TODAY & TOMORROWI - BBC
Basic programs can be copied into EPROM and
subsequently re-loaded faster than from a disci

Suitable for both hobbyist and professional

users!

Just look at these features

• COMPLETELY SELF CONTAINED -
Housed in its own sturdy case - Uses its own
power supply - connects directly to the IMHz
Bus - Simple and Safe'

• FULL SOFTWARE SUPPORT- Comes
complete with simple to use fully machine
code ROM based software and easy to

understand manual. Facilities include

Varification, Reading, Virgin Testing, Writing,

Editing, Saving, Loading and more' NOTE'i -

This software does not simply comprise hastily

prepared routines to get you going, but is a

professional, purpose designed applications

package
• ACORN BUS COMPATIBLE - Use of the

1MHz connection complies with all Acorn
addressing recommendations - That means you
can still add-on such things as Ihe TELETEXT,
IEEE 488 TUBE and PRESTEL
• Allows more than one program to reside in

an EPROM using the ROM Filing System

ONLY £89 incl. Manual (£3 carrf

BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER

VERSATILE SPEECH SYNTHESISER
UNIT FOR THE BBC
MICROCOMPUTER

Waiford Electronic s very own Speech System
Specially designed so that even a novice can

make his BBC talk -

Simply the besti - An unlimited speech
synthesis system Complete with

easy-to-follow manual. Conirolling software

is in ROM so no Cassette Loading
problemsi

PHONEMES for word synthesis - Thai means
unlimited vocabulary! Hq extra speech
dictionary chips lo buy'

BUILT-in Library of approximately 500 words to

get you started.

ENGLISH accenl - Utilises inflemon techniques
to produce highly comprehensible speech.

EASY to use system - Just plug the software

ROM into a socket, the Speech unit mto
the User Port, and away you go' No
specialised dealer upgrade' required'

COMPACT unii - The whole system is built into

a small case - easily lucked behind the

computer Aumllary output socket provided

for direct connection to an external

amplifier

HOURS of fun' Suitable for any application -

Games, Educational Programs, Specialised

Packages

We know this all seems lo good lo be true but

DONT BE LEFT SPEECHLESS' Order your

Versatile Speech Unit now'

Only £39

Continued
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• THE ULTIMATE •
BBC MICRO DFS

by Watford Electronics

High acclaimed at the Acorn User Show.
What do the independent press say?

Good value for monev - Beebug Aug. '83

A uerv worthwhile package - The Micro User
You II be buving a very powerful package -
Personal Computer News
Superior DFS; Excellent disc sector editor -
Computer Answers

Without a doubt, the most sophisticated DFS
Software yet written fof BBC Micro Computer

This powerful new DFS is fully compatible with
ACORN DFS yet has much increased power
due to additions, caiefully designed to make
life easier in normal use. It consists of over
14K of efficiently written machine code. It is

entirely self contained and so does not require

a utilities disc to function

The system can either use the ACORN
standard 31 files per disc side or DOUBLE THE
CAPACITY to 62 tiles The size is selected at

formatting time Copying between discs with

different catalogue sizes works perfectly

normally
• A FORMATTING PROGRAM is built in.

permitung formatting to 35,40.80 track formats
with either 31 or 62 files. Since the formatter
IS built in to the DFS it can be used without
affecting whatever program you are using.
• A DISC VERIFIER is also built in. This
checks the internal checksums on each sector

to identify any corrupted data This is extremely
useful when saving valuable data as it shows
faulty discs quickly and easily Again it does
not affect the program you are using,
* A built in DISC SECTOR EDITOR gives a

screen window onio the disc enabling detailed

editing of any byte on the disc. This is very

useful for recovering accidently deleted files

and can save weeks of work.
' A double step mode allows the user of 80
TRACK DRIVES TO READ 40 TRACK DISCS.
This mode is software selected for each drive

individually, thus allowing a 40 track disc to be
copied onto an 80 track one very easily THIS
ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR EXPENSIVE
SWITCHABLE DRIVES
• A WOBKFILE function sets ihe name to

be used when the null filename is issued. This

allows a program to be edited and repeatedly

saved having only typed its name once
• When using LOAD. CHAIN, etc. it is possible

to specify an ambiguous filename This will

result in the first file whose name matches the

specification being used This saves typing Ihe

end of a filename that you know is uniquely

identified by ils first tew characters
• Two commands exist to simplify the transfer

of programs from TAPE TO DISC These load

Ihe tile to & 1 100, switch off the disc system
and then move the file to its correct load

address, thus saving a lot of complicated
programming. This command can be used lo

load files up to 27K75 long.

• An advanced COPY command is included

which will prompt the user requesting whether
to copy each file

" RENAME has been extended to allow the
use of ambiguous filenames. This allows you lo

change BERT!, BERT2, BERT3 to FREDl,
FftED2. FRED3 with only one command
• OPENOUT has been improved to give you
fewer annoying Cant extend errors as it

automatically picks the biggest space on the
disc in which to put a file A SPACE command
lets you know how much space 'COMPACT
could create before you waste lime doing it

• 2K of RAM can be reclaimed from the DFS
by setting PAGE lo & 1 100

Now with extra features
• The powerful library system has been
extended so that libraries now work on all

accesses not only *RUN. This allows you to
have a utility directory with all your commonly
used programs without muddling in your
current workfiles. Very useful for BCPL User.
• Programs can now reside lower in memory
by reclaiming some of the DFS' workspaces,
indeed PAGE can be taken as low as CI 100
under most circumstances.
• To make DFS easy to use, wild cards ("""I
have been made vastly powerful, e.g. *INFO

Continued:

BEEBFONT ROM

BEESFONTisa remarkable new concept in BBC
software, exclusively available from Wattord.
Once fitted, the 16K ROM will enable you to

produce attractive text displays in following
different styles:

alicfie klmno?

abcdefShiJklmTiop

ABCDEFGHl JKLMNOP
abcdefghijklronop
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
ABCDEFGHtJKLHNOP
abcdefjljyjjyjoo?

Lrj ic|.!
i.l: ^1 [c. u" \]S \si Li >}} b. IL. UU *!? b

* It works in modes 0, 1, 2, 4, using full

colour.
* Simply use Ctrl-V to select the font and all

further screen output will be in a new style.

* Even the ordinary Beeb character set can be
enhanced by doubling height or width and
emphasising to give bold print.

* A comprehensive editor is included which
enables the user lo design his own characters.

* A spooling program is provided which enables
pre-lormatted text files to be displayed on an
Epson printer using the full range of character

Styles.

* This really must be one of the most original

and exciting products of the year.

* A twenty page manual is provided and the

demo/editor software comes on disc or cassette

(please specify when ordering). ONLY £39

DISC DOCTOR £26
A sophisticated Disc Utility ROM with many useful

commands. (For detail description please refer to

Computer Concept's advert in this magazine.)

Wordwise
Without doubt a very sophisticated piece of

software for the BBC Micro. It has all the
features of a professional word processor yet is

easy to use.

only £33

DFS continued:

•A* gives information on all files in the current

directory which have an 'A anywhere al all in

their filename.
• Comprehensive and clearly written Manual
(available separately) gives the user a complete

package deal.

' Fully compatible with BBC TELETEX and TORCH
Systems

DFS ROM ONLY £29
Complete Disc hiterfaca Kit including DFS
ROM and fitting instructions ONLVC95
Comprehensive and clearly written DFS
Manual ONLY£7.50
IP.S. This manual will only be sold to those

who purchase our DFS)
P S. We will exchange your existing ACORN
DFS or PACE (AMCOMl DFS for the highly

soohisticated Watford's DFS ROM tor
^ ONLY £25

BEEBMON
The most powerful and versatile machine code
monitor ROM yet written for BBC Micro It has
all the normal memory editing, moving and
relocating facilities, plus all editing is with a full

screen editor allowing scrolling up and down
memory, entering in Hex, ASCII or standard
assembler mnemonics.
In use as a debugging tool, you run code under
a total emulation system. Everfelt a desperate
urge to set a break point in ROM? No problem
- you can even have breakpoint on reading or

writing locations in memory and on register

contents. The system fully supports debugging
of sideways ROMs e.g. BASIC can fully and
easily be run from within Beebmon and from
there DFS and other sideways ROMs can be
used in total emulation mode.
Beebmon can even run itself. In so doing you
can nest Beebmon up to a level limited only by
Ihe memory size. Beebmon uses 256 bytes of

workspace, located anywhere in memory, even
on the IMHz Bus. Beebmon effectively uses no
?ero page workspace, so your program (e.g.

BASIC) can use any or all of the base page.
How does it achieve this? By providing a 6502
interpreter all programs running under it exist

in a vertual BBC, so special memory locations

like the ROM latch are not actually accessed
by your programs, instead they alter a location

in Beebmon's workspace. Emulation also

allows immediate return to Beebmon command
level by ctrl-escape no matter what code is

being excuted at the time. All this exceptional
power and flexibility is complemented by a

clear and detailed manual included in a value
for money price of:

ONLY £25

• •
NEW LAUNCH
NEW NEW NEW -k •

IT'S HEREMiWATFORD'S LATEST ROM
BASED SOFTWARE

DISASSEMBLER ROM
Discover the hidden secrets of BASIC and the
OPERATING SYSTEM with this easy to use
programmers tool.

A ROM based mactiine code Disassembler for

the BBC micro. It enables machine code
programs to be listed in BASIC/DUMP format
and thus is the perfect complement to the buill

in assembler. It allows Sideways ROMs, files on
disk or tape to be listed, and also has a
comprehensive editor, allowing mnemonics to be
altered directly, as well as HEX, DECIMAL, ASCII
and BINARY memory editing. There is also a full

set of labelling facilities available (up to 3,200
labels), with the major locations and routines

already labelled.

Thus DIS-ASM enables any monitor program,
such as BEEBMON to be used to much greater
effect as it is not necessary to disassemble
memory each time the display is altered.

All these and other facilities for ONLY £16
(Price includes a comprehensive manual and
fitting instructions.)

FORTH ROM for BBC
This superb (FIG FORTH) compiling language
now available in ROM. Simply plugs into one
of the ROM Sockets. Manual included. £36

VIEW
Acorn soft's Wordprocessor ROM. £52

TINY PASCAL (in 16K ROM)
PASCAL-T IS capable of compiling source
PASCAL into a compact very fast

ihreaded-interpreiers-code. Full editor and disc

support are included. Comprehensive
documentation supplied £59

ACCESS ORDERS BY TELEPHONE
Simply phone your order

Ihrough. We do Ihe rest

(0923) 50234/40588
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NEW
BEEB PRINTER ROM

Are you fed up with not being able to unravel your

prinief manual and use at) those features you paid

for? Need sensible paging for use in the creation of

booklets? Then you certainlv need our Beeb Printer

ROM
A machine code printer utility in ROM.
* 'Single' key operations replace control code
sequences for underline, front and size selection,

paper movement, etc. Up to 30 come pre-defined,

without effecting normal fn key usage,

* Automatic fanfold page margins. Puts gaps in

listings. PRINTed text etc to skip the folds. The gap
size alternates to minimise paper wastage when
using binders,

* Form feed and related commands, made
available on ALL printers. Can also provide a left

margin.

* User defined characters embedded within text

ar; printed as on VDU.
* * Commands select option for GPlOO, STAR.
NEC.MX/FX, LPVII/DMPIOO, DMP200. Operates

with parallel interface printers and is turned on by

•FX5,3.

Supplied complete with Manual.
Price: £24

(When ordering, please specify the make of printer

you have.)

TWO NEW GRAPHICS
SCREEN DUMP ROMS

from WATFORD

t*>^ DUMP OUT 2
A versatile machine code hi-res Screen Dump
ROM.
• You can now have small or large 2 tone
dumps and multi-tone 'colour' pattern dumps
(8 distinct mode 2 shades) on every printer.

• 'ComTnands initiate the required dump
Optional parameters may be included for colour
masking and selecting the part of the screen in

be dumped.
• Clever use of the processor stack means
that no workspace is required! (Multilone

dumps also use 2 zero page locations.]

• For GP80/100/250, STAR, NEC, EPSON
MX/RX/FX, LPVII, DMPlOO/120/200/400.
• Screen modes 0, 1 , 2, 4, & 5.

• Instruction Manual

All this tor 0NLYE15

EPSON DUMP ROM

Will accurately DUMP all Screen modes
including TELETEXT, GRAPHICS and DOUBLE
HEIGHT. MULTITONE DUMPS are also

supported. 0NLY£16

DISC EXECUTOR

Disc Executor is a sophisticated disc utility,

designed for the BBC Micro, which allows you

to transfer almost all of your tape software to

disc. It will handle Locked' programs and

allows you to load full length adventure type

programs (i.e. up to 8i6E blocks) from disc in

seconds rather than minutes.

Price: El

2

WONDERFUL
WATFORD

SURGE PROTECTOR Plug

Safely eliminates dangerous voltage surges.
During a thunderstorm, a nearby lightning
strike can induce high voltage spikes in the
voltage supply or fluctuating loads can also
result in transient overvoltages which if

unchecked, lead to expensive data
corruption/loss. Our surge protection plug will

provide the necessary surge protection. Simply
replace your standard IGAmp mains plug with
the surge protection plug (which is almost the
same size). Ideal for computers, Hi-Fi systems,
precision instruments, fridge freezers, etc. Max.
surge current 2KAmp; Max. Voltage 250 Volts.

Price: £8

BBC JOYSTICKS

Two versions available:

SINGLE: Player type
TWO Players type

C7.00 each
£11.50 per pair

EDUCATION Software

JUNIOR MATHS PACK (32K) £6.95
Makes learning fun for 5-11 year olds. This
package consists of 3 programs (menu drivenl
that increase in difficull> as your child becomes
competent. A very good supplement lo

standard educational methods.

CHEMISTRY £6.00
Make learning tun with this graded program
which teaches the Atomic table including
Atomic Symbols, Atomic Number and normal
form using a fruit machine type display. 5
levels.

WORLD GEOGRAPHV (32K) ^7.00
Beautifully drawn Hi-Res colour map of the
world illustrates and aids this graded series of

tests on capital cities and populations of Ihe
world

WORDHANG £7.80
(Age 7-13). A word guessing program based
on the well known Hangman game. Uses full

colour graphics. Complete with 260 words
and the facility save your own list of words.

WORLDWISE £7.80
(Age 7-15. Two constructive geography
programs allowing children to build detailed

data bases covering both ihe UK and the

world Encourages children to refer lo atlas

and reference books Save Ihe database
anytime

PHYSICS £6.00
Displays measurements of mass, work,
temperature, etc., their associated units and
formulas tor calculating these units. For 4th

and 6th formers.

WHICH SALT £6.00
Identify a compound from the result of a series

of tests. Superb graphical animation shows
what would otherwise be observed in a

laboratory. For 4th and 6th formers.

HAPPY NUMBERS £7.80
(Age 4-6) No reading skills are required to

use this colour graphics number recognition

and counting program Children bupld patterns

ol flowers corresponding to figures, quickly
learning their significance

INTRO TO ARITHMETIC £10.45
4 programs - Additions, subtractions,
multiplications and divisions Help stage,
moving graphics and colours Worksheet
produced at the end of program (5-7 years
old)

PLINTH FOR BBC MICRO
Protect your micro from Ihe weight of Ihe heavy
TV/Monitor. This sturdy plinth is attractively

finished in BBC colour It can be used to support

a monitor or a printer. The micro slides

underneath comfortably. A must for every BBC
Micro owner, specially for those who have lo

move/open their computer frequently.

Plica: E10 Icarr CI 50)

PLINTH FOR PRINTERS
Keeps your desk tidy. Place the printer on Ihe

plinth and Ihe paper underneath. Finished in

BBC colour.

flO Icarr CI. 501

VOLTMACE'S DELTA 14

Hand-set

IHighly acclaimed at ihe Acorn User Exhibition)

Save your BBC Keyboard from a games bashing

with our precision, smooth, sprung feturn 'Delia 14'

Joysticks which has a buill in 14 Button Keypad.

The hand set is Acorn Sof 1 compahbte and will work

as a Joystick and two Fire biiitons Adding ihc

ADAPTOR BOX wtll enable Ihe use of all twelve

Buttons (plus two repealed!

A user friendly, Keyboard lo Keypad iransfer

program allows you to assign any Keyboa-d Key lo

etiher Keypad button or Joystick diieciion. The
program also allows you to ad|usi sensmvit/ on thn

Joystick and conversions can be saved in ^ library

which already contains some .Acoin Soft conver

sions

Price: Delta 14' Hand set £12.50
AOAPTOR MODULE MV95
TRANSFER PROGRAM Tape E5.15

Disc F7.75

ATTACHE CARRYING
CASE for BBC Micro

These Attache Carrying cases arc atiraciively

Finished m motlled antique brown lealheretle An
ideal and very sale way lo carry your BBC
Microcomputer. Price: £10 1E2 carr.l

^^'
c0<-

>J«.o

This space is

reserved for the

launch of vet

another ROM based
Software for BBC

Micro.

For details please
read our advert
next month.

EPROM Programming
Service

New from Watford, a service to the writer of

Sideways ROMs for the BBC Micro or any
other ROMs. Send us your ROM oump on BBC
formal disc. 40 or 80 track stating the type of
EPROM required. We will program for you
2516, 2716 Isingle rail), 2532, 2564. 2764 or
27128, (You may send your own blank
EPROMs O' purchase ihem from usi

Programming service charge £8

WATFORD
ELECTRONICS

Continued
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GEMINI'S BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Cashbook Accounis t;52

Final Accounis £52
Invoices 81 Siaiements £17.25
Commercial Accounis CI 7.25
Mailing List C1725
Database t: 1 7 2 5

Stock Control C17 25
Home Accoi.jnt5 E17.25
Beebcalc Spreadsheet A lalysis E17.25
Beebploi t" 17,25

Payroll C39

N B All the above Gemini software is on tape
For Disc Based (40/80 track) please add {3

BOOKS (No VAT on Books)
30 Programs - BBC Micro £4.95
30 Hour BASIC (BBC Mi[;ro) £6,00
35 Educational Programs for BBC C6.95
36 Challenging Games for BBC £5.95
100 Programs fo( BBC Micro £6.95

Cassette version of above £10
6502 AoDlicaiion Book £10.25
6502 Assembly Lang Prog £12.50
6502 Assembly Lang.

Subroutines £1 1.80
6502 Software Design £10,50
A younc) persons guide to BBC Basic. .£4.50
ACORN ATOM Magic Book £5.50
Advanced User Guide for

BBC Micro £12.85
Advanced 6502 Inledacing £10.95

Advanced 6502 Programming £10.50
Assembly Lang. Programming
forBBC £8.95
Advanced Programming Techniques for the

BBC Micro £7.95
BBC Basic £7.95

Assembly Lang. Prog, on BBC £7.40

BBC Forth £7.50
BBC Lisp £7.50
BBC Micro An Expert Guide £6.95
Easvpfogramming for BBC Micro £5,95

BBC Micro Graphics and Sound £6.95

BBC Micro ROM PAGING System
Explained £2.95
BBC Micro Reveafed £7.95
BBC Micro Instant Machine Code
including Software Cassette £34,00
BBC Micro Assembly Lang. Prog £7.95
BBC Micro Disc Companion £7.95
BBC Micro in Education £6.50
Basic Programming on BBC Micro ... £5.95
Creating Adventure Programs
on BBC Micros ," £6.95
Creative Graphics Cassette (Acornsoftl. Has
36 graphics programs £8.95

Creative Graphics on BBC Micro £7.50
Complete Programmer for BBC £5.95

Discover BBC Machine Code £6.95
Discover FORTH -Osborne £11.25

Easy Prog, for BBC Micro £6.50
Further Prog for BBC Micro £6.90
FORTH Programming (Sams) £12,50
Functional Forth for the BBC Micro £5.95
Games on your BBC Micro £2.95

Games BBC Computer can Play £6.95
Gelling Acquainted/Acorn ATOM ,,-. £7,95
Graphs & Charts on BBC Micro £7.50
Intro to Micro Beginners Book
l3Ed,l £9,90
Graphic Art for BBC Computer £5.95
Graphs and Charts (Cassette) £8,95
Graphics on BBC Micro £6.95

Introducing the tiBC Micro £5.95

LISP £9-^5
Logo Programming .£y.95

Mastering VISICALC(SybeK) £11 95
Micros in the Classroom £4,90
Practical Prog, for BBC & ATOM £5.95
Programming the 6502 £10. 7

5

Programming the BBC Micro £6,95

PASCAL,...," £9-25

Programing for Education on BBC .... £5,95
Structured Prog with BBC BASIC .. £9.50
The BBC Micro Book, BASIC, SOUND &
GRAPHICS £7 40
Using Floppy Discs with BBC
Micro £5.95
Using BBC Basic £6.95

NEW LAUNCH

ir PENGO ir

One of the most sophislicatwd full colour, lC)t)''ii

machine code games software. This arcade game
will giwe hours of fun You (Pengol are being

harassed tiy the devouring Snobees (Snow
Beasiiesl whose diet is the Ice cubes and an

occasional luicy Pengo!' Vour only means of

survival is to hurl the icecubes al the marauding
snobees and crush them inlo the snow Beware,
as you cfush them 10 death the remaining snobees
luin even more vicious Each act will bring a new
species, even more agfCSSiveM' All is not lost.

Bonus points are won bv lining up the three

indesttuctable DIAMOND cubes. Progressive

levels of difficulty. Bonus Penijo at 30K points. A
MUST lot all BBC t^rticro owners

Only: £7.75

CRAWLER

A new challenge for your reflexes, exercise

your finyers. Crawler is the best yet BBC
version of the game popularised in the arcades
as "CENTIPEDE '. Blast the voracious
caterpillar before ii eats you Avoid the
wandering spiders. Shoot the scorpions before
they poison the mushrooms. Kill the
descending fleas as they cdurse massive

mushroom growth. This game is a delight to

play, the controls are responsive and fast yet
precise All this for ONLY £6.95

GAMES SOFTWARE
(PROGRAM power)

CHESS £6.95
CROACKER £6.95
Escape from MOONBASE ALPHA £6.95
FELIX in the FACTORY £6.95
GALACTIC COMMANDER £6.95
KILLER GORILLA £6.95
MUNCHYMAN £5.95
MOONRAtDER £6.95
PENGO (Watford) £7.75
SWOOP £6.95
747 FLIGHTSIMULATOR £7.75

LEVEL 9 ADVENTURE GAMES
COLOSSAL ADVENTURE The classical

mainframe game "Adventure ' with all the

original puzzles plus 70 extra rooms,

£8.65

ADVENTURE QUEST. Through forest,

mountains, desert, caves, water, fire, moorland
and swamp on an epic quest vs tyranny

£8.50

DUNGEON ADVENTURE. Over 100 puzzles in

the Demon Lord's dungeons,
£8.50

SNOWBALL Save a 7000 location colony
Starship in 2302 AD

£8.50

SEIKOSHA GP250X:
10" Tractor (=eed 80 columns 60 CPS. normal
and double - width/height characters. 128
characters with true descenders in ROM, 64 user
definable characters in RAM (384 bytes)
Programmed printing (80 bytes of memoryl for

Storing your own prim sequences, dot
addressable graphics with repetitive graphics
data printing, RS232 and Centronics parallel

interfaces standard, paper empty function and
buzzet, self test routine. All this for

ONLY £199 (£7 carr.)

ACCESS ORDERS
Simply phone your order through

and we will do the rest.

Tel: (0923) 50234

WATFORD -Always
a step ahead

SPECIAL DISC DRIVE
ISSUE' OFFER

MITSUBrSHI DISC DRIVES
Cased, including Power Cable and Interface

Cable. Plugs directly to BBC's Power
Supply socket.

LCS400 Single 400K Drive

LCD800 Twin BOOK Drives
£188
£369

BBC FORTH on Cassette
Follows FORTH 79 standard and has dg Forth
facilities - Provides 260 FORTH vuords -

infinilelv extensible - Full screen edilor -

Allows full use of MOS - Permits use (it all

graphic modes even 0-2 ;iustl - Easy recurtion
- Runs faster than BBC BASIC ONLY £15
FREE 70 page manual and a Summary card

BBC FORTH TOOLKIT
Adds following facilities to FORTH 6502
AssemOler providing machine code wilhin
FORTH - Turtle graphics enables easy to use
colour graphics - Decompiler roulines enables
versatile examination of your compiled FORTH
programs - Full double nuniber set - An
example FORTH program and graphics
demonstration - Other useful routines - 64
page manual mcluOed FREE ONLY £13

LOGOU
This language is very popular in American
schools as il IS an ideal educational program It

can graphically demonstrate the ideas of

defined procedures, sub routines, loops and
even recursive programming Gives excellent
introduction to LOGO language for young and
old alike

£9.95

TEX EPROM ERASERS
• New Broom tor EPROMS *

EPROMs need careful treatment to survive their

expected lifetime Rushing tt could burn their

brains out So cop-out of this helter-skelter

world, take it easy the TEX way and give your

chips a well earned break. Cool, gentle and
affordable EPROMPT does it properly.

7"wo versions available.

• EPROMPT EB - The standard version

Erases up to 16 chips. £30.00
• EPROMPT GT - Erases up lo 32 chips. Has
an incorporated safety switch which
automatically switches off the iiv lamp when the

Eraser is opened. £35.00.

We stock a wide selection of games software
and peripherals for BBC Micro. Why not calt in

at our shop for a demonstration.
Be satisfied before you buy.

11

Prices subject to change without notice,

MAIL ORDER AND RETAIL SHOP TRADE AND EXPORT INQUIRIES WELCOME.
GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS ACCEPTED.
CARRIAGE; Unl*«« stalBd atharwima. plaaaa add 60p to all cash ord*r«.

VAT: UK cuBtomara plaaaa add 15% VAT 10 iha total cost incl. Carriasa,

SHOP HOURS: S.OOam to 6.00pm. Monday to Saturday- <Ample Fra* Car Parking Spacasl
ACCESS ORDERS: Simply phona: Watford (0923) &0234. (24 Hours)

Watford Electronics

Dept. BBC, Cardiff Road, Watford, Herts, England,
Telephone: 0923 40588/37774. Telex: 8956095
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UTILITY

ASSEMBLY language is fast but some-

times not fast enough This utility won't

speed anything up, but it will help you to

weed out the parts of a program that are

slowing you down, and perhaps find a

quicker way of achieving the same aim.

It works out how many machine cycles

any given piece of code takes to run,

including unseen interrupts which the op-

erating system might have to service dur-

ing that code It's particularly useful for

timing operating system routines such as

OSWRCH and OSBYTE, saving a (ong-

winded process of disassembly, and help-

ing you decide how to tackle a problem in

the fastest manner. For example, take two

different methods of testing to see if a key

IS being pressed: you could use an OS-
BYTE call with A-&79 (keyboard scan

from key 1 6), or alternativley with A=&81

,

X=o, Y-0 (equivalent of INKEY (0)).

The former takes 1204 cycles, the latter

300, Quite a difference!

The program uses Timer 2 of the 6522

VIA chip. This can be organised to count

down to zero at IfVlHz (half the machine

CRITICAL
TIMER

Jonathan Gibbs'

timing routine

finds the number of

cycles In a given piece

of machine code

clock speed) from a given start time, and

then generate an interrupt. The program

starts this timer counting from a given

value, and then executes the piece of

machine code under test.

As soon as the timer reaches zero -

which may happen while the test code is

running or after it has finished, depending

on the start time specified - the interrupt is

generated, and the operating system

passes control via the IRQ2 vector at

&206-7 to a service routine, rupt', which

simply sets a flag.

Once the code being tested has ended,

the program looks at the flag to see it the

le DIM space 158
28 o) dv=space
36 f Iag=space+2
48 timelo=spacet3
58 t imehi=space+4
62 timer=space+5

79

88 FOR IX=8 TO 2 STEP 2

98 PX= timer
188

118 COPT V/.

128 LDA&2e4 \store
138

148

158

168

178

188

198

288

218

228

238

248

\store IRQ2V address
STAotdv

LDAfc2e7

STAo)dv+l

SEI

LDA«rupt MOD 256 \set new one
STAJ<286

LDA«rupt Diy 256

STA«(2e7

CLI

LDA*»»cDF \set up 6522
ANMcFE6B

STA4(FE6B

interrupt happened while the test code was
running If it did, the countdown length was
too short, so the Hag is reset and the start

time for Timer 2 is increased This process

IS repeated until the interrupt happens just

after the test code has gone through, so

that the flag when read still shows zero.

The number of cycles in the test code
can then be calculated from the last start

time.

Lines 10 to 60 organise some space into

which the machine code can be assem-

bled, and also set up the memory locations

it uses, within that space. Zero page loca-

tions could have been used here, but you
may wish to use the available zero page
addresses (&70 to &8F) in the code you

want to time.

Lines 110 to 210 store the OS IRQ2
vector address for safe keeping and re-

place it with the address of 'rupt', the new
routine

Lines 220 to 270 set up the 6522 VIA,

This is a complicated chip, capable of

many modes of operation, but put simply

lines 220 to 240 organise the Auxiliary

Control Register {&FE6B) to do what we
want it to do - count down on Timer 2 -

without messing up anything else it might

be required to do (su:;ii iiS control a
printer); and lines 250 to 270 ensure that

the interrrupt request it will generate when
It reaches zero is recognised by the CPU. If

you want to earn a gold star from Acorn

you could do all this using the proper

OSBYTE 'write to Sheila' routines Sheila,

however, doesn't seem to mind being ad-

dressed directly

Then follows the main loop. The start

time for Timer 2 is stored in locations timelo

and timehi (low byte, high byte), and to

begin with this start time is incremented by

1, Timer 2 can only count down from a

maximum number 65535 (&FFFF) - it only

has two bytes to start from, and &FFFF is

the biggest number you can put in two

bytes - so if as a result ot incrementing by

1 the carry flag is set at line 370. showing a
number greater than &FFFF. the program
gives up and exits (line 380), There

shouldn't be any problem here. The long-

est routine I've found so far is a "CLS" in

Mode 0, which takes 109,454 machine
cycles, this is 54,727 1MHz cycles, well

within the limit.

Lines 390 to 440 reset the flag and start

Timer 2 running by putting the two bytes of

the start time into its registers (&FE68 and
&FE69), The countdown starts as soon as

the high byte is loaded
Then follows the machine code you want

to test Lines 460 to 490 are only an
example - they test the INKEY(O) function

- but in practice you should delete these
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UTILITY

lines and insert your own code. It can be as

long as you like, but if it exceeds about 50

bytes, increase the DIM statement in line

10. The only restrictions are that it should

not interfere with the 6522 nor use IRQ2V,

and that it should be 'self-contained' -

don't go jumping back into Basic with an

RTS!

After the code you want to test has
finished, lines 510 to 530 look to see if

Timer 2 ran out and generated an interrupt,

signalled by a 1 in 'flag'. If it didn't, the start

time was longer than the time needed to

run the test code, and the program goes to

'exit'- If it did, a JMP instruction goes back
to the main loop to try again. JMP is used

rather than the more elegant BNE in case
the code you want to test is too long for the

assembler to 'BNE' over.

Assuming success, lines 550 to 640 set

everything back to rights by restoring the

old address to 1RQ2V and resetting the

6522 so that it doesn't try to generate any

more interrupts.

Lines 660 to 690 are the new interrupt

routine - this simply puts a 1 in 'flag', clears

the 6522 Interrupt Request Flag at &FE68
by loading it into the accumulator (which

resets it automatically), and JMPs back to

the operating system to end the routine.

The Basic part first asks you to specify a

start time for the program to begin its trials,

within reasonable limits. For most tests you
can Stan with, say, 100. This value is then

divided by two (remember Timer 2 counts

at half the machine clock speed), and after

applying a 'correction factor' of -2, of

which more later, it is passed to the ma-
chine code routine in timelo and timehi.

After 'timer' has been CALLed to do the

test, the successful start time is retrieved in

the variable 'Y'. This is checked to see if it

equals zero: the only way it could do so is if

the incrementing in 'loop' resulted in a start

time greater than &FFFF and the machine
code routine had accordingly given up. If

this is the case the program will admit

defeat,

Y is then checked against X, the original

trial start time If it has only incremented by
1 this means the loop has gone round only

once, and could be giving a false result -

Timer 2 could stti! be counting down! So
the program prompts you to try again with

a lower start time.

This facility is useful if you are timing

awkward routines, such as those which
generate a sound - it can get very boring

listening to a constant beeping noise while

the program generates a few hundred
'VDU7's! Better to begin with a start time

you know is too long and work downwards
until the program accepts it.

If all is well, line 840 prints out the correct

number of cycles, to the nearest highest

even number. The correction factor of +2
has been included after field trials with test

codes of known length. It appears that the

6522's interrupt isn't recognised until two
IMHz cycles after one would expect it. I

can't explain this - perhaps someone else

can, •

250 LDA«6<A0

269 STA&FE6D

27e STAfc(FE6E

288

298 . 1 oop CLC
388 LDAtimelo \increment start time
318 ADCWl
328 STAtimelo

338 BCCon
348 LOAtimehi

358 ADCttO

368 STAtimehi

378 BCCon

388 JMPexit \if >65535 give up

390 .on LDA4I8 \c I ear -f ) ag

480 STA* I ag
410 LDAtimelo \start countdown

420 STA&FE68

438 LDA timehi

448 STAfc(FE69

458

468 LDAN&81 \example

470 LDXM8 \onIy - put code

488 LDYtt8 \to be timed
498 JSR&FFF4 \in here
588

518 LDAf lag \did interrupt happen?

528 BEOexit
538 JMPloop \no - try again

548

550 .exi t SEI \clean up and go
568 LDAoldv

578 3TAh286

588 LDAoIdv+1

598 STAfc287

680 LDAH&f20

618 STA(«FE6D
620 STA«(FE6E

630 CLI

640 RTS
658

668 .rupt LDAMl

678 STA-f I ag \signal
688 L()Ae(FE68 \clear 6522 IRQ -flag
690 JMP(oldv> \back to OS
788 ]

710
720 MEXT

730
740 REPEAT

750 INPm" "Guess to star t',x
769 UNTIL X>4 *WD X<131874 |

778 X=X Diy 2 - 2

788 ?time o=X MOD 256
790 ?time^ i=X Diy 256
880 :all t imer

818 I'=256J( ?timehi+?timeIo
828 IF Y=« PRINT "greater than 131074 cycles":END
838 #F y=X*i PRINT "try !ow«r":GOTO 740 I
848 PRINT 2)£(Y+2);" cycles" |

850 END
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FRACTALS

SNOWFLAKES
AND OTHER
MONSTERS

IN THE October issue of Acorn User I

introduced you to fractals, lines of infinite

length that in theory can be drawn on an

ordinary piece of paper. This seems so

unlikely, if not impossible, that when frac-

tals were first discovered mathematicians

declared them to be 'monstrous curves'.

The cun/es I described needed only a few

lines of Basic to produce, but it was not

really possible to predict from the start

what they were going to look like. The
program I am going to describe here,

although somewhat longer, has the advan-

tage of producing more predictable fractal

curves (though some of them are only

'predictable' with hindsight).

One of the many curves it can draw is

the famous (or infamous) 'snowflake'. The
construction of a snowflake is simple. First

draw an equilateral triangle (one with all

the sides the same length and all the

angles 60 degrees). Then in the middle of

each of the three edges erect another

equilateral triangle one-third the size. This

gives a 'Star of David' shape, with 12

edges. In the middle of each of these

edges erect a triangle a third as small

Remember fractals?

Now Susan Stepney
shows you how to

program your
Beeb to draw these

'monstrous curves'
again. And so on . . The result after three

steps is shown in figure 1 a. As the number
of replacements increases, the length of

the curve increases without limit. The area

of the 'final' snowflake, however, is only

8/5ths that of the original triangle.

If instead of erecting the smaller trian-

gles on the outside, we make them point

inwards, we get the result shown in figure

lb, an 'anti-snowflake' curve. Its area is

only two-fifths that of the original triangle.

You don't have to use only triangles, how-
ever. Figure 2a shows the result of using a

square as the starting figure, and replacing

each line by the curve shown in figure 2b.

Although the edge of this figure gets longer

at every step, its area doesn't change.

To describe these figures in general we

first need some jargon. The original shape
is called the 'initiator'. In figure 1 it is a
triangle, in figure 2 it is a square. It doesn't

have to be a closed curve; it could just as
easily be a straight line, or any other space
that takes your fancy. The first step in the

construction of the 'monster' is to replace

each line in the initiator by the 'generator'

(see figures 1 c and 2b). Then each straight

line in the resulting figure is replaced by
another generator, and so on. In theory this

replacement is done an infinite number of

limes, resulting in a curve of infinite length.

In practice, of course, only a finite number
of replacements can be made before the

resulting detail is too fine for the pencil or

VDU to cope with.

So how do we program the BBC micro to

draw 'monsters'? Obviously we will use
recursion, since each line in a generator is

replaced by a smaller copy of that gener-

ator, which itself has each line replaced,

and so on. The program also has a 'stack'

which holds the co-ordinates of the points,

and a 'pointer' to point to the current

position. The resulting program is very

simple. In fact, more than half the lines in

,A_JX

<^

"/^

\-A, oo

V^-.

,--v" -'^
f \

V

Rgure la. A 'snowflake' after three levels

of recursion

Figure lb. An 'anti-snowflake' after four

levels of recursion
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PRINTERS

Seikosha GPIOOA
Silver Reed EX500
ParaUel

Silver Reed EX500
Serial

Silver Reed EX550
ParaUel

Silver Reed EXS50
Serial

Epson RX80
Epson FX80
Epson RX80 (F/T)

Epson MXlOO (B2 Col)

Epson FXlOO

fry

238.05

343.85

378.35

534.75

569.25

320.85

503.70

366.85

346.25

654.35

BBC
MICROCOMPUT^

MODEL A £299
MODEL B £399
MODEL B with ECONET £446
MODEL B with DOS .... £469
Model B with DOS & ECONET

£516

Whether its your first computer or whether you're already an

enthusiast, LVL COMPUTERTOWN offers you the quality of

service you expect from experts. If you invest money, you go to

a bank or a broker - a specialist who can guide and advise you
on the best return for your capital. At LVL COMPUTERTOWN
we're specialists too. We're there to help guide you through

the micro maze, keep you up to date on innovatiotis, help you
get the best value for money, whether your computer is for

you, your children or your business. Your computer can change
your life - make sure you change it for the better:

Come and talk to the experts and move into micros with LVL
COMPUTERTOWN

COLOUR LIGHTPEN

% f

The lightpen is compact, reliable

and comes in a rugged metal case

providing physical and electronic

protection. Its sensitivity can be
adjusted to match any make of TV
screen, giving the highest levels of

accuracy.

The lightpen package consists of

the lightpen, an interface unit,

introductory software on cassette

and a user guide.

£45.95

SARA 14" COLOUR MONITOR/^^^^^^
COLOUR TV. £274.45

-*—

-

14" Colour Monitor
MICRWITEC '' ^^K

DECCnCOLOUR @SANYO
14" Colour Monitor 12" Green Screen

£247.25 £102.35
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CASSETli^
RECORDERS

£39.95

£734.85

iss3(iNij:fii

The BeU & HoweU/LVL
Computer Compatible Data
Recorder

O Automatic Level Control

O Automatic Tape Stop

O Tape Counter

O Remote Motor Control

TRI-WRITER
* IT'S A PORTABLE

COMPUTER TERMINAL!
* IT'S A LETTER QUALITY

COMPUTER PRINTER
* IT'S A FULL FEATURE

ELECTRONIC
TYPEWRITER

Cf\CT\li§SSb ADVENTURES
9^/r I VVnl%liiB Plulosophers Quest £9.95

Castle of Riddles £9.98

DESIGNED FOR THE BBC Countdown to Doom £9.95

MICROCOMPUTER ^P*^ Adventure £9.98

LANGUAGES
LISP

FORTH

GAMES
Monsters
Snapper
Planetoid

Arcade Action

Rocket Raid
Meteors
Arcadians

SUding-Block Puzzle

Cube Master

Starship Command .

.

Snooker
Super Invaders

Hopper
Colditz

Doctor Who
White Knight 11

Missile Base
Draughts & Reversi

GENERAL
. £16.85 Desk Diary

£16 85 Creative Graphics
Graphs & Charts

£9 95
'^°°^ ^°"

£995 Record Keeper

£9 95 ^^^^ Garden

. £11.90
£9.95 EDUCATIONAL

. . £9.95 Map References

. . £9.95 Lasermatha

. . £9.95 Classmaster

. . £9.95 Algebraic Manipulation .

. . £9.95 Word Sequencing

. . £9.95 Missing Signs

, . £9.95 Number Balance

. . £9.95 Word Hunt

. . £9.95 Density Circuit

£10.00 Chemical Analysis

£10.00 Chemical Structures . . .

.

. £9.95 lars

. £9.95 Vu-Type

. £9.88

. £9.98

. £9.98

£21.00
£13.80
£9.95

£7.50

£7.80

£20.00

, . £9.95

, £11.90

. £11.80

, £11.80

. £11.90
I

, £11.90:

. £13.80 <

. £13.80

. £11.90

£16.10

•!•] f.'

BBC
I

The Computer Book . . . £6.75

The Book of Listings . . . £3.7S

aOhi. Basic £5.95

Beyond Basic £7.25

GENERAL "^^ Friendly Computer . £4.50

Programing for the BBC . £8.95
^""^ * ^^P^^^ ""^^

Advanced User Guide. £12.95 w k ^

ACORN
Creative Graphics

Graphs and Charts

Forth Book
Lisp Book
View Guide
Into View
BCPL User Manual

. . . £7.50

. . . £7.50

. . . £7.50

. . . £7.50

. . . £2.50

. . . £2.50

. . £15.00

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE

VAT.

The items featured represent a very small selection

from our vast product range.

Further information of both product and services

available can be obtained by telephoning or visiting

your nearest LVL Computertown Dealer.

.G^SHIRE
C-TECH SOFTWARE
184. Mirkei St

HYDE
Chathite

061 366 8223
. COMPUTER cm

78. Victoni Rd

WTDNES
Cheshire

OS I 420 3333
OAKLEAF COMPUTERS
lOU. Boughton

CHESTER
0244 310099

cumb:
THE COMPUTER SHOP
56/38 Lowther St.

CARLISLE
Cumbria

0828 87710

A.C.L.

l.NoTthfnall

OmtYS, ESSEX
0375 79834
BROADWAY MUSIC
AND VTSION
Woodford Cre«r

ESSEX
01 504 7500

GREATER
'

MANCHESTER,
, LOMAX

8. Exchange St

St Ajui«s Squire.

MANCHESTER
061 832 6167

SPUimtEE COMPtmNG
LTD
CoufickJ Buildings

.

TemeSiieei,

TENBURY WELLS,
Worcesleiihue
0584 811353/811304

YOUR
LOCAL

HEREFORD
KEMPSONS
26. St Owen St

.

HEREFORD
0432 2734B0

KENT MICRO
57. Union Si

MAIDSTONE
Kent

0622 S27B4
GRAVENSEND
COMPUTERS
39, The Terrace.

GRAVESEND
0474 50677

3?ORTHANTS'
M A ELECTRICAL
7 High S!

IRUNCBORO
N-H»nls

0933 6SC 1 JJ_" JESTER
PERCY LORD S. SON '

63 Blabv Rd

WIGSTON
L*iceilet

053,1 T8S033

OAKLEAF COMPUTERS
I : I Dudley Rd

GRANTHAM
iM7e 7028)

LONDO
CANNONBUPy RADIO
185 Upper Si

ISLINGTON HI
London

0! 226 9392
PAUL ELECTRICAL
280/% Grand Drive.

Rarnef Park.

LONDON SW20
01 S42 6S46

WOODS RADIO
2S7. Lavender Hill.

Battenea.

MERSEYsaaa
. THORNGUARD

46. PenabvRd,

HESWALL
TheWinal.
Msnenida
0813421816

• BASIC BUS SYS
Tieni Boulevard

WEST BRIDGFORD
Nottingham

0602 819713

S P ELECTRONICS
48. Linbv Rd

RUCKNALL
Nott» ' ~
0602 640377

LEASALZNK VIEWDATA Ltd
230. Derby Rd

STAPLEFORD
Noll*

0602 3SS4B4

' OXFO-
ABSOLUTE SOUND
AND VIDEO (Oxford) Ltd

1 9 Old High St. Headingion

OXFORD

Kftrc
32. Alfred StrMt,

WESTON
SUPERMARE
Avon
0934 419324

COLSTON COMPUTER
CENTRE LTD

jnnCKSHIRE
CARVELL
9. Bank St

'i RUGBY
^. Warwickahire

16275
" MIDLANDS

RICHARD MORRIS
S23. Beariwood Rd
Smethwick

WARLEY
021 429 1161

JBC MICRO SERVICES

200 Earladon Ave.

Nth. EulBdon
COVENTRY
0203 738 1

3

TSHIRE
WILTSHIRE MICRO
CENTRE
Unite,

Central Trading Estate.

Signs! Way.
Old Town,

SWINDON
0793 612299

m-VU ELECTRONICS
36. Church Si Wolvenon

MILTON KEYNES
Bedford

080B 312808

CTE MICROS
78. Bnghlon Rd.

WORTHING
Weal Suatex

U ColWonAve SM^S 0903 213900 |

BRISTOL ''
—mmsTTwrrrr——^

0272 276619
EXCEU.

- '

.

4. Foreland Rd

I8i^ BEMBRIDGE
l«le of Wighi

096 387 2S78

Ofil^iaii1^w^^ DEALER

SALOP jM
MEDLICOTT BROS

MaNCASHIRE
* PV Micros

53 Mardol 38A Water Si

SHREWSBURY ^ i& ACCRINGTON
Shrop»hiie ?VT™ Lanes

0743 3060 0254 36521

jaa»]fl« I a Home i Buameai

S I EMERY i Cro

10 Markel PUc*

Computer! Lid

S4. Yorkahira Street.

BUNGAY. OLDHAM
Suffolk

061 633 1608
Home & Buiineu

0980 2141
Computet* (RCH) Ltd

73 Yorkihire Street.

EVERYMAN coMnrrsR ^^r^THHim^^^^
SERVICES 0706 34UB4 1

BALLYMONEY I ^
C»-Anini"

N Ireland

026 S6 626S8 BUCON
WEWBURN 18. Manael St.

ELECTRONICS SWANSEA
BALLYCARRY 0792 467980
Co -Anmm
09603 78330

STAFFS.^ S.I.R.

91. WhItchurrhRd
r W BAGNALL Cyncoed
18 Salter St CARDIFF
STAFFORD Wales
078S 3420 0222 821813
HRKLANDC
CHy Rd . Fenlon

STOKE ON TRENT THE COMPUTER SHOP
0782 415787 41.TheHayei,

, COMPUTERAMA CARDIFF.
59. Foiegaie Si Wales

STAFFORD 0222 26666

KTIXinilSB^HH HiSCOTLAND
1 COMMSCOT

* HASLEMERE COMPS 30 Cordon St.

25. Junction Place. GLASGOW
HASLEMERE 041 226 4878

Surrey

0428 53850 ^
PAH ELECTRONICS
5. The Parade. NEWTONS
Reading Road, Main 51.

YATELEY SEAHOVSES
Surrey. 0665 720307

02S2 - S77 222
* Spacfnun Mambera



the Iinal program deal merely with the input

of the initiator and generator.

PROC_initiator asks whether a new ini-

tiator is required and fills the beginning of

the stack with the initiator's co-ordinates,

using the pointer P% to point to the last

one. If a new initiator is required. PROC_in-
put__initiator first asks for the number of

vertices (it will be three for a snowflake) It

then asks lor their co-ordinates, assuming
the bottom left-hand comer of the screen is

(0,0) and the top right-hand corner is about

(1 2,1), For a snowflake, suitable co-ordin-

ates are 1/4,1/4, then 3/4,1/4 and
1/2,1/4+SQR3/4.

I have written them in this funny way to

show that you can enter the co-ordinates

as arithmetical expressions, which enor-

mously simplifies entering the corners of

triangles, for example. The last co-ordinate

looks rather peculiar. An equilateral trian-

gle with a side of length 1 has a height of

SQR3/2. This triangle has a side of 1/2,

hence a height of SQR3/4, and is shifted

1/4 of a unit up the screen. Hence
SQR3/4+1/4. The procedure also draws
the initiator on the screen, so you can
check that you have got what you think you
have.

PROC_generator and PROC_input_
generator do the same three things for the

generator. The generator for the snowflake

has three points (the ends don't count

since they have to be there anyway), with

co-ordinates 1/3,0 then 1/2,1/(2*SQR3)

and 2/3,0, (Can you see why we need a

minus sign in the second co-ordinate?)

Finally, the program asks for the level of

recursion. This should be fairly small (3-6),

for two reasons. First, there is a danger of

needing too much store for all the points

and. second, it would take ages to draw,

and you would not see any more detail,

since the screen cannot cope. {If you are

having problems seeing the patterns on a

TV, try changing to mode 1 .) The fewer the

points there are in a generator, the more
levels of recursion you can have before

losing resolution.

So at the start, the stack hotds the co-

ordinates of the initiator, and the pointer

points to the last of these, PROC_expand
is then called. It checks to see if the current

level of recursion (held in N%) is as deep
as required (held in nrec%). Assuming for

now it is not, PROC_replace is called. Its

job is to replace a line by a generator (in

fact, it replaces all the lines in a generator,

or initiator, by smaller generators, accom-
plished by the J% loop).

First, the procedure updates the current

level of recursion. The co-ordinates of the

ends of the line to be replaced are held in

x,ystack(P%) and x,ystack{P%- 1). To re-

place the line, we need to rotate and
expand the generator from (0.0), (1,0) to

these two end points, add the new inter-

mediate points to the stack, and update

the pointer (being careful not to overwrite

the position of the end of the line). This is

done in the 1% loop-

When the procedure has replaced all the

Figure 1c. The three-point snowflake gen-
erator. The co-ordinates are (1/3,

0),(1/2, 1/2 3),(2/3,0). Take the sign for

(a) and the -> sign for (b)

Figure 2a. A von Koch square after three

iterations

Figure 2b. The seven-point von Koch gen-
erator. Co-ordinates (1/4,0),(1/4,1/4),

{1/2,1/4),(1/2,0),(1/2, 1/4),{^, ^)(3/4,0). (Try

also the six-point generator, with (},0)

missing)
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FRACTALS

lines in a generator by new generators, it

decreases the level of recursion by one,

and returns to PROC-expand. But note Itie

call of PROC-expand inside the J% loop.

This is the recursive part. The program

replaces the last line in the figure by a

generator, then the last line in that by a

generator, until it has reached the right

depth of recursion. Then it works its way
back along the figure, replacing lines as

required.

If the current level is the required deep-

est level, PROC-expand calls PROC_
draw, which simply draws the generator on

the screen, decreasing the pointer accord-

ingly. In this way we find that we never

have to store the co-ordinates of too many
points. The programme ends when P%=0
- that is, when the pointer reaches the

bottom of the stack and there are no more

lines left to replace.

What can we actually use the program to

draw? Although snowflakes and so on are

very pretty, after a while they seem a bit

boring, because they are so symmetrical

The first step away from this regularity is

shown in figure 3a. The initiator of this

forest' is simply a straight line, while the

generator is the offset spike shown in

figure 3b. The lines to be replaced are of

differing lengths, so the generators are

magnified by different amounts. This gives

a range of detail, which looks more inter-

Figure 3a. A 'forest' after five iterations.

The initiator is the straight line from (0,0)

to <1 ,0) and so is not a ciosed curve

j^ii

Figure 3b. The three-point generator for

the forest. Co-ordinates (1/3-0.02,0),

(1/3,0.4),(1/3 + 0.02.0)

20REM * HGHstsr curvajs *
30REM >*-)( **-*-s-***n:i'**«-x***-x-s

4i3REM

60DIM >;siac;k%;50) , y3tack% <Sia) ,;-;inil/:(
xe>) ..yir.izy.(m) ,!<ae!n (20) ,yqen <r'3)

70RL-PEAT
B0iiaDE0
90PROC

.
i ni ti ator

t 0g!PRrJC._/,3enp?ratnr

1 i0XNFLiT"iio of ieveds o-f rc-cur !=,ion -
''nrec'/ '

;! 20f I ag/^-- 1 ; N7.^-gj ;: lOD&.S
:l30MayE;- stackX Cf y.) , y'stackXCPX)
J.4e;REPEATi;Pr-0C £Bxpr,.r^ds UNTIL r"/.-^

150FRINTTAB(0.0:. "Q tn quit, 3.n , aths-:T
key to !:onti.ruE*"

:160UHTIL GEr*""[3''
I TSEND
la^REM ********
1 ?0DEFPRCC_i n i t. i a ;-, or
230LnCAL I%,«ns*
21Bir nm^y.-l mFirr'S^m^^ in.!, Li, .-, tar ^ "

220IF fl^gX^ei af( :NSTRC"W0tvk-;no",,ar.S4-) ;.-

'Ji PROC i.nput_5 ni ti.ai*:or

23!aF0R I7;=l TO cv-&rt%

2S(?5;.; st fi.c kX i.PX ) ~k initXiXX) -. ystac k% IPX )

-

y,i. nitX. (J.%)

260NEXT
27i?J'r:NDPR0C

yGg!RE^; ****** *** ^

290DEFPROC irput initiator
300LOCAL Ki- , \-i-,I X , ans*- , ve;v 17.

310IHPUr^'nD O'f vi^rt .cw<:. in initiator -
"vertX
320FOR IZ--n TQ v.«r tX
33e5Pr;.INT-W-!&rtaK "

; XXi ; XiiFU"" - ">:*
, v$

34(3>; i n i t% : X% ) =EVAL ( k-v ) * t aOQ; yj c, i t'A (IX'i
^=EVftL(v:f-;»10e0

35rair IZ-1. rL0T69,>;init/:av) ,y-i,'iil7, (T/.
> ELSE DRAWxinitXCIX) ,viMit7,<r/.)

r560NEXT
370lNPlJT"clGsed curve 7"an%A
330IP INSTR(-WONonQ".anb*):^0 c.ert;^-vp

rtZ;.ENDPRQC
390cv.i?rt':,=vert7.+ l

400Kinitr.(c:vert%;^Kinit%(i) lyir it7(cve
rtZ)^;yinilX(.t )

410DRAWxinitX(cveri X) ,yin-: t:^ <r'^sr^y)
420ENi)PROC
430REfi ***»*#**
440DEFPRaC_qe.nerat&r
450LOCAL I%,an£*
4&0IF flaq%-i TMP(JT"3am£^ gesr.erator 7 "

470J;F -flagX-S GP IfJ£TR ( "NQNonc" , ans$ ) >

continued on page 3

1
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^jl^^OFTWARE FOR THE BBC MICRO

GREMLIN

This is a machine language monitor ROM designed for use

as an aid to development and debugging of machine code
programs.

Anyone writing machine code programs will at some time

come across a bug in the program. Trying to track down the

bug is usually tar from easy and this is where GRElvlLIN will

prove invaluable. The ROM contains a full machine code
monitor including features such as a
disassembler, memory move and search routines etc.

GREMLIN includes many advanced features like a full

expression evaluator, and an assembler. It con single step

through programs both in RAM and ROM and allows

operation on any sideways ROM. Variables may be declared
and used in expressions and with most commands much like

BASIC- This makes the system very powerful but simple to use-

Other features include —

WORKS IN ANY SCREEN MODE
DISASSEMBLER & ASSEMBLER
FULL STATUS SHOWS REGISTERS, STACK etc.

UP TO 8 BREAKPOINTS
SINGLE STEPS THROUGH ANY ROM
BUILT IN HELP MENU
SPECIAL MODE FOR DEBUGGING GRAPHICS PROGRAMS

Supplied with simple to understand fitting instructions and
spiral bound manual. £28 plus £1 p&p plus VAT

TERM I

TERMl is a generol purpose communications ROM for ffie

BBC micro. It will allow communication between the BBC and
procticoliy any other machine with an RS 232 interface. This

ROM is not dedicated to emulating a particular terminal but

has severol modes of operation. It can be used as a slave

graphics terminal or, in the custom mode, as a DEC VT52
terminal emulator. It will also act as a dumb terminaL The
user is tree to swap between 40 and 80 column screen
modes even while on-line.

The most powerful feature of this package allows the user to

send ASCII tiles from a BBC disc down the line or to receive
files from the RS 232 and to save these on disc. It also ollows
a copy to be kept on the printer.

TERMl is supplied with a "CUSTOM" program on disc that

allows the user to set up his own protocols i,e line speeds,
screen modes, start & stop bits etc, and to have these
loaded from the disc every time TERMl is used.

TERMl is an 8K ROM supplied with a manual, fitting

instructions and a customisation disc, £28.00 plus £1 p&p
plus VAT,

Communicator
VT100 Terminal emulation

COMMUNICATOR is a single chip that plugs Into a normal

BBC Micro and turns it into an advanced DEC VT100 terminal

emulator. The combined cost of a BBC Micro and this

software is considerably less than a new VT100 — and you
get all the advantages of one of the best micro computers
available. A large range of high quality software is already

available for this micro — word processors, spreadsheets etc.

Computer Concepts commissioned Specialist Software

Products Ltd, to produce the most advanced emulator

possible for the BBC microcomputer, its features include;

* Exceptional XON/XOFF handshaking, even while

spooling at speeds of 9600 baud.
* Superb menu driven configuration — a great

improvement over the real VT100,

* Double height and double width character lines

plus two character enhancements,
* Independent windowing — for split screen
operation.

* VT100 character graphics,

* Disc spooling and transmission of ASCII files,

* Application keypad mode — including generation

of these escape sequences,
* VT52 mode.

Nearly a full VT100, the most notable omission is the 132

character mode — impossible to implement on the BBC
Micro.

While COMMUNICATOR con be used for direct

communication to a mini or mainframe, it also allows access
to the world of electronic mait This ROM is olready widely

used with the DAILCOM electronic mail service. Text may be
prepared off-line with the BBC machine and transmitted of

full speed via a modem when on-line to the system,

COMMUNICATOR is a 16k ROM supplied with a spiral bound
manual and clear fitting instructions. £59.00 plus £1 pSip plus

VAT,

Both TERMl and COMMUNICATOR may be used lor any oT the tollowing

Mainframe or mini communlcafloa
DEC VI52 leiminal emulolion.
B'itlsh Telecom Gold. (Electronic Mail)
Bulletin boords ol mosi types

DISIEl. REWIEL, MAPTEI. etc

Almost any async. RS232 communlcollon systems

OMPUTER
DNCEPTS

16 QVayside, Chipperfield, Hertfordshire. WD4 9JJ Telephone: Kings Langley (09277) 69727
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FRACTALS

esting. (More interesting and realistic for-

ests can be made using an initiator with

two different-sized spikes; or put the gen-

erator inside a square instead of on a

straight line to get a 'river' network,)

If we take ttiis idea of irregularity a step

further, reasonable 'maps' can be pro-

duced. Figure 4a, which (with a bit of

imagination) resembles Iceland, was pro-

duced using an irregular pentagon as the

initiator, and in figure 4b as the generator.

You could use this program to generate

maps of fictional worlds.

Some problems spring to mind;

1. Can you guarantee that the curve will

not cross itself? You have no doubt found

that random initiator and generator usually

produce rather pretty 'scribble' on the

screen.

2. Can you modify the program so that

the generator does not have to be connect-

ed? In other words, can you produce
'offshore islands' (which, with the recur-

sion, will have smaller islands off their own
shores, and so on).

3. Can you modify the program to have

more than one generator? For example, if

in the case of the map in figure 4a you

could randomly choose between that gen-

erator, and another with 'inlet', the result

would be much less regular, and so more
convincing. •

Figure 4a. An 'island' after three Iterations.

The Initiator was an irregular pentagon

Figure 4b. The five-point generator for the

Island. Experiment to find the beat co-
ordinates for your pentagon

continued from page 29

PROC _i nput ...generator

480ENDPROC
490REM x»*****->f***

500DEFPROC_input_genG?r at or
510LGCAL >;*,y*,I7.
520PRINT"na Q-f vertices in generator

"

^530 INPUT" not including ends (0,0) and
{l,m - "qen"/.

540r-1OVE5i2,512
550FGR V/.--\ TO genV.

560PRINT"generatQr verte.-; "; 17.; : INPUT"
- •K*,yt
570KQen ( I7J =EVAL C>c* J : ygen ( 1%) -EVAL (y*)

580X7.-:-;qen C I/i ) *512+512:.Y7.=ygen ( 17.) *5i2
+S12:DRAWK7,,Y7„

590NEXT
600DRAW1024,512
fcl0ENDPROC;
620REM **********
630DEFPROC_e;<pand
640IF nre?c7.==N7. PRaC...draw ELS5E PRDC„rsp

3, ace
650ENDPROC
660REM **********
670DEFPROC„.draw
680l_aCAL jy.,,jma;-:7.

690IF nrec7.=0 jmax7:=^vert7. ELSE jnia:-;7,~g

en7.+ l

700PDR .r/.= l TO jma;<7.

710P7..^P7.~1

720DRAWk Sit ar; k 7. ( PX ) , yst ac h:7. (P7,

)

7.30NEXT
740ENDPROC
750REM ********
760DEFPROr replace
770N7/^N7.-!-l

780L.aCAL. r/ , jy. , jmaxV; , tnpx7. , topy7. , bob;-; /.

, b o t y 7, , d 1 -f f >:. 7. , d i f f y 7.

790IF nv.^l jma:<7.^vert7.-l ELSE jfiia>;7, =ge
n7.+ :l

S00FOR J7;=i TO ,jma!i7.

S10tDpK7,=-;;stack7. (P7.) : tcjpy7.=ystack7. (P7.)

S20bot>;7.=Kstack7. CP7.-1 > : bDty7.=ystacky. (P

7. - 1 >

S30di'f-fx7.=^top:<7.-bDt;;7.:di-f fy';':=^tDpv"/"T-JDt

V7.

840FOR I7.= l TO gen7.
850;-; stac k7. ( P7. ) ^-'^d i -f t ;: 7.*:< gen ( 1 7. ; -d i -f f v7.*

ygen ( IT,) +botx7.
860yst ac k>; ( P7. ) =d i f -F y7.*x gen (1 7. ) +d i -f -f x 7.*

ygen { 17. ) -»-baty7.

G70P7,=P7.H-1

880NEXT
890;.;5tackV. (P7.)=topx7.: ystack'/ (P7.) =^topy7.
900PROC expand
910WEXT J7.

920N7.=N7.-1
930ENDPRDC
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2 - SPECIAL OFFER!

Latest Model-Super Slim Disk Drive

FROMVIOLEN
Complete disk system for the BBC Model B

# Package assumes you
own a BBC Model B
with switched-

mode power
supply plus

1.20 operating

system

Offer includes:

# Disk Interface

(call at factory for

free fitting)

# User Guide
# Utilities Disk
# 200K double

sided 40 track

Canon Disk
Drive including

case & all leads

Unit 7 Trumpers Way
HanwellW7 20A
Telephone: (01) 843
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Replacing your cassette with a disk drive means Data
Access in less than 5 seconds! If you are looking for a
guaranteed disk drive that's fully compatible, at a price

that includes VAT, Formatting Disk, User Manual, Case
and Leads, then just look at our all-inclusive prices!

TEAC 55 Slimline Drives

'^^Ofcrl'^^^fcTl ^'^'^3^1

SINGLE DRIVES
CASED
40 TRACK lOOK

40 TRACK 200K
40/80 TRACK
SWrrCHABLE 200K
40/80 TRACK
bWTTCHABLE 400K

Incl.

VAT
£1S9

£23Q

£199

ExcL
VAT

£138.26

£200.00

£173.05

£249 £216-52

DUAL DRIVES
CASED
40 TRACK 200K
40/80 TRACK
SWrrCKABLE 400K

40/80 TRACK
SWTTCHABLE BOOK

DFSKIT
Disc F'Jmg Syslem 100°'

Power Supply Unit

Incl.

VAT
£320

£402

Excl
VAT

£278.26

£349.57

£498 £433.04

£82.60
Compaiible

£36.80 £32.00

£95
Aeon

• These dnves are fully compatible with other computers
and can be still used should you change your compuier for another type,

• Orders welcomed from Educational Establishments
and Government Depanments.

Vi/derv
COMPUTER^SUPPLIES
Unit 7 Trumpers Way
Hanwell W7 20A
Tel: (01) 843 9903 ^

^S

Canon Drives
Incl.

VAT
£220

Excl.

VAT
£191.3040/30 TRACK

SWITCHABLE 400K
800K DUAL £440 £382.60

BOOK AND POWER £476.80 MU.SO
SUPPLY

Full Twelve
Months Guarantee

How to order
By post: To purchase any of ihe items sunply fill

in the coupon with your requirements.
Enclose your Cheque/P.O or use your Access/
Barclaycard. Please make cheques payable to:

VIGLEN COMPUTER SUPPLIES and post to

above address. Allow seven days for

delivery and add £8.00 carriage, package
and insurance on all items.

By telephone: Rmg (01) 843 9903
Credit Card holders (Access/ ^ ^
Barclaycard only) can purchase ^
by telephone. Please give Card ^r
No . Name. Address and the ^
Items required. ^

<*^^
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PAGING TELETEXT!
MODE 7 is the screen mode most widely

used when memory is at a premiLjm. In

mode 7 it is possible to produce a wide

variety of effects, including seven-colour

text and grapfiics, with optional flashing

colours. The graphics characters are low-

resolution teletext characters, on a 3 by 2

matrix as indicated in figure 1

There have been articles in Acorn User

before on the use of the teletext graphics

set. I refer you particularly to the one in the

September 1982 issue, which gave an

excellent statement of the pros and cons

and explained how the system works, and

to the December 1983 Hints & Tips col-

umn. My task is not to show how to use the

system, but to dump its results on a printer.

The screen memory consists of four

'pages' of memory from &7C00 to &7FFF,

This is far less than is taken up by the

screen memory in any other mode, be-

cause the mode 7 memory is organised on

the basis of characters, not of pixels. Each

character occupies an oblong 'box', and
(he form is clearly shown in the User Guide

on pages 486 to 489, even to the individual

dots within each letter.

There are some misprints, and these

need to be noted, as they affect the dump-
ing method. Text characters 95 and 224

are both underline characters. Graphics

character 36 should be identical to charac-

George Hill devises
the means to print out

teletext pages and
mode 7 graphics onto

an Epson and a Star

ter 164, and character 255 is a full block

graphics character, not backspace. The'"

in the box for character 141 is incorrect on

both text and graphics pages
The screen is 40 characters wide by 25

characters deep, requiring 1,000 bytes.

The four pages of memory give 1 ,024

bytes - enough and to spare! The bytes

are passed to the teletext chip which sorts

the characters out and passes the informa-

tion on to the VDU controller, which dis-

plays the appropriate dots at the required

places on the screen.

There are two types of 'character' occu-

pying screen memory. These are printing

and non-printing. For dumping purposes

let's take the latter first.

Characters 128 to 159 appear in the

screen memory and take up one character

cell on the screen, appearing as a blank

space. They affect printing characters after

themselves, on the same line. For example

character 130 is the 'alpha green' charac-

ter, and subsequent characters are (a)

alphabetic and fb; green; character 147 is

'graphics yellow', and subsequent charac-

ters will, even it typed from the keyboard,

appear as graphics characters in yellow.

Try typing:

PRiNTCHR$147;"abcdefg"<RETURN>

or

FX226,144<RETURN>
<SHIFT function key3>abcdef

to try the effects,

*FX226,128<RETURN>

will return the keys to normal.

When dumping the screen we shall have

to take note of all the effects of these

characters on those which follow, but must

print a blank space in their place.

The printing characters come in tour

kinds. These are;

a) Normal alphabetic

b) Double-height alphabetic

c) Normal graphics

d) Separated graphics.

There are non-printing characters to intro-

duce all four types, and others to cancel

them. Our problem is to sort out what is

expected, and then print accordingly. At

the start of each line the 'default' is alpha

10
30
30
40
50
60
70
8<:i

90
100
no
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

80
90

1 00
no

REM_^M0DE7 TEXT DUMP (f.Ued)

FOR Y=0 TO '^4

FOR X=0 TO 39
I=40*Y-t-X
char = I?g,7coo
IF Char > 128 AND char<160
'v'DUl,32 ELSE VDUl rh^r

VDUl, 10
NEXT
VDU3

REM TELETEXT DUMP
REM FOR STAR GEMINI lOX
REM G.B.HILL (c) NOVEMBER 198."^
REM VERSI0N3

PROCset_up

REM*** Read screen into memory ***
A"/.= 135
VDU26, 15,30
FOR 1=0 TO 999
REM call Dsbyte with A=135
'user=USR?<FFF4
screen? I =user?l
IF I0999 THEN VDIJ9
NEXT

REM*** Main scanning loop ***
VDU2. 1, 10; 1, 10, 1, lO
FOR YV.=0 TO 24
FDR scan7.=0 TO 1

te;:t=TRUE
FOR XV.=0 TO 39
char=screen?(Yy.*40+X'/.)
IF char>128 AND char <136 THEN te!;t =TRUE
IF iihar>i44 AND char <i51 THEN te;.;t=FALSE
IF char>127 AND char <160 THEN char=32
IF text THEN PROCpte:;t ELSE PROCpgraphi cs

^F^scan-/.= l THEN VDUl
, 27, 1 , 65, 1 , 6, 1 . 10 ELSE VDUl , 27, i , 65, 1 , 3, 1 , 10

NEXT Program2. Teletext dump for the Star Gemini 10X

Program 1. Mode 7 dump using the printers normal
Character set - an honourable failure
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PRINTERS

330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630

VDUl
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
8CnI>

810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980

VDUl, 27, 1,50. 1, 10, 1, 10,3,7
END

REM*** Procedures «*#
MODE? e

code tor blank
L character

= 1-r2+4f 16 + 32 = 55

55

TELETEXTi
1 2

4 8

16 S4

= 1+4+8i-64 + 160

237

Figure 1. The graphics characters for codes 55 and 237,
and the 'numerical decoding' of them

DEFPRaCset_Lip
DIM user 3, screen 999
DIM table 15, special 17
REM set table values
FOR 1=0 TO 15
READ table?I
NEXT
REM set special character values
FOR 1=0 TO 17
READ special?!
NEXT
REM graphics character table
DATA 224,225,227,231 .226,233,230.235
DATA 228 , 229 , 234 , 236 , 232 , 237 , 238 , 239
REM special character table
DATA 91, 166, 92,206,93, 167.94, 164,95,241
DATA 123,204, 124,207, 125,204, 126. 191

ENDFROC

DEFPROCpte;;t
IF 3canV.= l THEN VDUl , 32: ENDPROC
IF char=163 THEN char=96
IF char=223 THEN char=35
IF char=224 THEN char=95
char=char AND ?^7F

IF {char>90 AND char<97) OR (char>122 AND char<127) THEN PROCspecials ELSE
,
char
ENDPROC

DEFPROCspecials
IF char=96 THEN VDUl , 27, 1 , 55, 1 , 1 , 1 , 35, 1 , 27, 1 , 55, 1 , O: ENDPROC
I=_2
REPEAT
1 = 1+2
UNTILspecial?I=char
VDUl, special '^(I + l)

ENDPROC

DEFPROCpgraphi cs
IF scan'/.=0 THEN PROCgraphi csl ELSE PRDCgraphi cs2
ENDPROC

DEFPRDCgraphicsl
IF char=35 OR char=223 THEN VDUl , 35: ENDPROC
PROCswapem
IF inde>;=4 OR inde:.;=5 THEN PROCpte;-;t ELSE VDUl . tabl e? ( char MOD 16)
ENDPROC

DEFPROCgraphi cs2
PROCswapem
IF inde>;=2 OR inde>:=4 OR inde!i=5 THEN VDUl , 32i ENDPROC
IF inde>;=3 THEN VDUl, 226
IF inde>;=6 THEN VDUl, 228
IF inde>!=7 THEN VDUl, 232
ENDPROC

DEFPROCswapem
IF char=96 THEN char=35
IF char=95 THEN char=96
char=char AND .^<7F

index^char DIV 16
ENDPROC

code for blank
character

- 237
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Starr cjf broken graphics sel

:3EaBEEHBaH3afflBHB:EE =-
128 129 130 131 133 133 134 135 136 137 138 I3H 1J0 t-H M? 143 >J-1 145 146 e'C

==EE3EyHHBUE3E9GaB -
Figure 2. The Star and defined Epson graphics characters

white, steady colour on a black

background.

Lefs take the text characters first. We
have an ASCII-type of character sel from

32 to 126, with some anomalies, which
occur at ASCII values 91 to 96 and 123 lo

126. Location 127 is the delete character,

which cannot by definition occur on the

screen! 1 shall refer to characters in this

range as the mode 7 sel, whether text or

graphics.

The true teletext character set occurs
from 128 to 225. These are the characters

transmitted by Ceefax and Oracle. Charac-

ters 128 to 159 are the non-printing char-

acters already referred to; characters 160
10 225 are a 'British ASCII' set (if that is not

a contradiction in terms). These are almost

identical to the previous set, but with the £
and # signs swapped, and character 255
representing a block of colour. This is the

character used lor Ihe 'copy cursor' when
you use the cursor control keys in mode 7

program editing.

At first, therefore, it seemed sensible to

try to dump the mode 7 text characters by
using the printer's normal character set,

and program 1 represents my first effort in

this direction. The problem that immedi-
ately becomes apparent is in the method of

screen scrolling employed in this mode.
This means that address &7C00 doesn't

always represent the top left character on
the screen! To correct this I have used the

operating system command OSBYTE with

the accumulator set to 135 (the equivalent

of *FX135). which reads the ASCII code of

Ihe character at the current cursor position.

The section of code here is of more
general importance, and represents a use-

ful tip. Define four bytes of memory with

DIM users
Now put A%, X% and Y% equal to the three

'arguments' of a *FX call. Then

!user-USR(&FFF4)
User'^'O gives the accumulator contents:

user?1 gives the X register contents:

user'?2 gives the Y register contents; and
user?4 gives the status register contents.

In the case of 'FX135, only A% needs
setting and the value of the character code
is deposited in the X register, accessed by
user?1.

In programs 2 and 3, when reading the

screen into memory, 'default windows' are

restored, 'paging' is switched off, and the

cursor is homed to the top left of the screen
(VDU26,15,30). A character is read. The
value is stored in a block of memory
resen/ed for the purpose. The cursor is

advanced (VDU9) and the next code read.

The block of memory thus prepared is our

set Mags

etc.

Cfiar - blank

reset X and
scan next line

reset X
and ne>il scan

next

character

Figures. Flow chart of programs 2 and 3
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bbc DIX DRIVES

CHASE DATA LTD
The exclusive disc drive company,

cut out the middle man to

bring you BEST PRICES on
CANON disc drives.

1YEAR

WARRANTY
ALL PARTS

& LABOUR

110/210 DUAL
DRIVE SYSTEM

221 DUAL
DRIVE SYSTEM

CHASE DATA LTD are pleased to annouce the launch of the latest generation ofCanon disc drfves-the ultra slim

model 221 (double sided 80 track) -TRULY SUPERB VALUE FOR MONEY

All inclusive means
Disc drive + case + all power and data cables + U.K.

carriage + utilities disc & manual + V.A.T

Quality product
State of the art disc drives. E.g. Model 221 features: unique

on-board switching that both reads and writes in 40/80 TK modes

Full service support
Our units come with a full 1 year warranty on parts &. labour Disc

drive service is viathe leading U.K. Independent Drive Service Company.

Send remittance (Cheque only please) with your order to:

CHASE DATA LTD
RO.Box 6, Woking, SurreyGU214PB. ^SJ (Tel: 0784 38487).

All inclusive price list

MODEL 110 210 221

FORAAATTED
CAPACITY OF SINGLE DRIVE
ON BBC MICRO 100K 200K 400K

SINGLE DRIVE
IN CABINET

DUAL DRIVE
IN CABINET

£170 £198 £236

£320 £370 £437

All units available with on-board power supply.

Additional cost: £25.
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THE INTERNATIONAL VIDEO GAME OF THE YEAR COMPETITION

HERALDS THE "NEW AGE" IN VIDEO/COMPUTER GAMES

$175,00Jiim TT
I

Create a brilliant, new video game v***^ and you could be on your way to

becoming a millionaire This fantastic competition, organised by I R P (The

International Register of Independent Computer Programmers Ltd) and the famous
Mark McCormack International Management Group, offers programmers and
inventors the opportunity of a life time. There are huge, immediate cash prizes and the

on-gotng revenue of 1 0% of the sales of alt games to distributors throughout the

world, plus the chance to appear on an international TV show. Your skill and
imagination could bnng you fame and fortune! ^^

$100,000 FIRST PRIZE !I^^'u^Sn*^eI??p°pk,z.s:

Devise a totally original new video game in one of these categories. SPORTS,

SIMULATORS. ARCADE, STRATEGY, ADVENTURE/FANTASY or a speoal section which

covers programmes that are not necessarily games but have outstanding Educational or

Entertainment merit. We'll also be announcing a number of 'MERIT' awards which will be
entitled to carry the message 'An

International Video Game of the Year MERIT

AWARD' on their retail packaging It's a

great challenge. And the rewards, both

financially and in terms of prestige, are

tremendous Thisis the most exciting

competition ever for creative computer and
video enthusiasts

YOU'REATVSTAR

TOO!
All SIX winning games
and their inventors

will be featured on an
internationally distributed,

spectacular TV special That's

going to make your namei

HOWTO ENTER
Just send in your game, or games,
programmed on cassette for any

popular home computer. Use the

coupon, today, and we'll send

you all the facts you need.

CLOSING DATE FOR ENTRIES IS

31$t MAY 1984

To: IRP Limited, Pinewood
Film Studios, Iver, Bucks,

England.

Name

Address

ACT
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RINTERS

'screen image', and it is this image that will

be dumped. This copying process could

be speeded up by a machine code routine,

but as it only takes a few seconds I don't

think it worthwhile.

The cursor movement is visible on the

screen, and it is desirable from the aesthet-

ic point of view to prevent the cursor from

going past the bottom right-hand corner

position, as it then causes a black line to

appear at the bottom of the screen. This

doesn't damage the dump, but it is

unsightly.

Dumping' of text is quite straightforward

in theory. For most of the characters it is

merely necessary to extract the ASCII

code and translate it directly into the re-

quired printer character This means that

all characters with codes greater than 160
must have 128 subtracted, as printers

normally keep their character sets in the

range 32 to 126. First, however, two prob-

lems must be overcome: the 'mixed-up'

characters, which do not appear in the

same relative positions in the mode 7 and
teletext sets, must be sorted out (these

include # and £); and there are some
mode 7 characters which do not have
equivalents in the normal printer set. I have
designated them 'specials' and dealt with

them in a separate procedure. How you

cope with them depends on the printer you
use and its facilities.

This is a natural point to raise the ques-
tion of whether or not this method is suit-

able for your printer. To use a direct

equivalent of the method you must have
the following facilities, or some suitable

alternative: either block graphics charac-

ters of the type illustrated in figure 2 {or of

some similar type), and the ability to con-

trol the amount of paper fed at each
linefeed and some special characters in an

extra character set; or user-defined char-

acters which you can use mixeo with

ti^-li
11'

'"
i\ 11 iJ) l|Mi.ii 'liii!! i'lilliji Ma ll

i£:..!: i: .. :l i: :;::. it "ihi .j;i......h. ^ ;
:[{*'"!: ':!'.:^' '^IhI-' :! ';;. M 'II 'l;;!;*''l;l;!!i' II :!

c::: :::"i:: :ir'-!;: U"-h Hi. :: t?•'^i :::ll:i
!!!!![»-:!!!

iil..a ;": .. ii ii i;';;; i; 'ii!! "=«;!!==="== JJ""" :

lii""!: '-tSr' •ii: iH3-"=iliiiii- Ii fj
Snapper
Snapper

:'i :£::::. i:!:. . i'is; .'Hi» HU""!"{

jir "ji ''Si;!-' ^'lUl'' U 'I;. S "':) 'ii::i='':!"iMM !! Y:

~- |i ll^tzims «;__-,_ „ ,. ,, .->,.». , si; £i

Figure 6. Acornsoft screen via Epson

32 48 64

33 49 65

34 50 Be

35 51 67

36 S2 68

38 54 70

39 55 71

40 &e 72

41 57 73

42 58 74

43 59 75

44 60 76

45 61 77

46 62 78

iS
47 63 79

00

96 112

Hffl0
97 113

08 114

ffllQ
99 115

sse0

so 96 112

81 97 113

82 08 114

83 99 115

84 100 116

SiBQ
65 101 117

102 118

T I M By
87 103 119

ii
88 104 120

Tnis column coniains the val-

ue cpI cfiaracier-COde MOD 16,

wdich represents tne Dlua

stiading.

Ttiese are the

charactei- cotles

Figure 4. The modified charac-

ter set. The blue character cells

are identical in any horizontal

row and are printed during the

first scan. The green character

cells are identical in each verti-

cal column and are printed in

the second scan. The text oc-

curs in columns 4 and 5

This row contains the values

ot character, code DIV 16,

which tepreaenis the gmen
shading. These numbers are

irve values of iniJeK'

['#*/.?:; ()*+,-. /01 23456789: ; < = >?@ABCDEFSHI JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ E \ :"_' abcde-f ghi j kl mno
pqrstuvwxys C J

}

. —^ I .T ^. nuJUa —. : ,-: .-, :"..,:..'.:ii-tz-*'t'4\\^A^-£m'^-, /0i 23456789 : f< = .>?eABCDEFGHIJKLliNO
PORSTUVMXYZC\3''Jabcdet'ghijklmr,opqrstuVMXvz<,'y^0

Figure 5. Epson character set
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MICROAGE-LONDON'S PREMIER
More an than a computer shop.

A complete range of games, r^ . ,,

application and business * ' ^^endly assistant to offer

software. \ help and advice when you
request it.

• A library ofbooks that give
speciOc or general

information.

The Acorn Expert
If you are thinking of buying a BBC
Micro or the amazing new Electron,
then come to Microage and benefit
from our experience. We have
been a dealer practically since
Acorn started. In fact we have been
selected by Acorn to be the official

London Distributor. This means we
get the latest products in quantity
first.

The Amazing
Acorn Electron
-In Stock Now!
We have stocks of Acorns new
Electron and all Acomsoft
software. Come andbuy one
now. £199.

I
O Bargain O

! dO oftheMonth dO
BBC micro with Disk Interface,
800K disk drive, word processing
ROM, Epson or Juki printer.

Zenith Monitor, dust covers
Basic Programming book, leads,
paper and cables. Free carriage.
Normal price £1,843. Save £244.
Our price £1,599.

A Selection from
Acomsoft
Snooker, Starship

Command, Missile Base,
Draughts and Reversi,

Acardians all £9.95
Personal Money
Management, Arcade
Action £11.90
View £59.95
BCPL £99.95

A Selection from
Computer Concepts
Wordwise, Beebcalc £39.95
Disk Doctor £33.00
Termi price on
appUcation
Chess, Android Attack,

Swarm all £8.95

Some of our books
Easy Programming for BBC £5.95
Basic Programming on
the BBC micro £5.95
Assembly Language
Programming for BBC £8.95
Discovering BBC
Machine Code £6.95
Creative Graphics,
Graphs and Charts, LISP
and FORTH all at £7.50
30 hour BASIC £5.95
BBC Micro Expert Guide £5.95

BBC Machines
Model A, 32KRAM and
6522
Model B
Model B + Disk interface

BBC dust cover

Disk Drives
BBC compatible single

disk drive (lOOK)
BBC compatible dual
disk drive (200K)
BBC compatible single

slimhne (400K)
Verbatim single sided
diskettes 10 for

Verbatim double sided
diskettes 10 for

Monitors
14" RGB Microvitec
Colour Monitor inc. lead.

(As used in BBC
Computer prog.) Price
dramatically reduced to

Microvitec medium res.

colour monitor. Price cut

to
12" Zenith High res.

green screen monitor.
The new model at

3NC Cable

£329
£399

£494
£3.95

£235

£389

£399

£22.50

£39.95

£245

£369

£95

£4.95
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HOME COMPUTER DEALER
Ifyou are interested in joining the home computer revolution or adding to your
present system, then come along to Microage. In a relaxed atmosphere you can
browrse through the best selection ofcomputer products and peripherals in

London. Helpful assistants ivho really knoiw about the products offer unbiased
advice to help you choose a personal computer or get the best out ofyour oivn.

• The Microage Space Station,

you're always in command. Sit

at the controls and you'll see
everything laid out neatly

before you.
There's room for your printer,

monitor, keyboard, cassette
recorder and disk drives - and
a handy draw for programs

and manuals.
The Microage Space Station

takes off for just £49.95

Business computers too!

• R complete range of

personal computers.

Computer Users Data File

If you can't make it to the shop you
don't have to miss out on our prices

and services. Just write for our

Computer Users Data File. 24 fact-

packed pages of current stock and
prices.

Printers

Seikosha AP - 80A now £189
Seikosha AP - lOOA now £215

Epson FX- 80 £430
Epson MX -100 £460

Juki 6100 Daisywheel £430
All printers include

J

paper and cable. 1

Printer Cable £13
10" listing paper, 2000
sheets £16.50

Miscellany
RH Electronics colour
light pen £39.95

BBC Compatible
Cassette Player £29.95

DIN to Jack Lead £2

APTL ROM Board £43.70

Official joystick per pair £13
10 Blank C 12 tapes £3.95

THE

Thrs

Microage DiscoimrCard
Why not ask for our discount card
guaranteeing you 5% discount off

everything after your first

purchase.
All items subject to availabiUty.

Institutional and
Educational
Microage offer very competitive

rates and quotations for quantity

orders on all equipment including

Econet networks. We have four

years experience of supplying and
servicing Acorn equipment in

schools, polytechnics and
universities.

POSTAGE RATES
Small items such as Ribbon, books
and software:- 1 item £1.00, 2 items

or more'^Op per unit.

Iby courier to your
DOOR
Large items such as Computer Disk

Drives and Monitors:- 1 item £7,

2

items £ 10, 3 or more £ 13.

Barclaycard and Access
welcomed.
All prices include VAT.

mkCRDflGE ELECTRDHICS
135 HALE LANE EDGWARE MIDDLESEX HAS 9QP

TEL: 01 959 7119 TELEX 881 31241
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TWO EXCITING NEW PROGRAMMES FOR THE BBC MODEL B MICROCOMPUTER

I

I
^'

x>

Shqttle Pilot is the most authentic Space

Shuttle simulator available, Th-? screen

display is a faithful copy of the

^- instrumen tation in Coluhibia

Discovery. Challenge;

and Atlantis. As yo:

sit at the controls ya

have the same viei

through the*head up

• display (H.U,D)i!

Schmitt. Evans, StaffoiJ

and other Shuttle Pilot

You have to complete yot

space mission in the facet

enemy satalites and land safeh

As Armstrong took a step (o

S. mankind, when he walked on the moor

Shilttle Pilot steps out as the flight simulator (or space Uiw.

wsm^iSHumi

'^i

The superb Graphics procjramme for the BBC Model B .

That tumfl your screen into an architects board or an artist's canvas.

LEAF
<•::!:: I

J

RSuMim
121, DUDLEY ROAD, 100, HOUGHTON
GRANTHAM, CHESTER
LINGS CHESHIRE
0476 76994_ 0244 310099

Available at your local co
'DEALEKS TELF?H0?;E 0475 gOCO'

To Oakleai Computers Ltd. Mail Order Dept.. Bell's Yard. I>ysai\Rd.

Grantham. Lines NG31 7EJ.

n Please send me (quantity) "Shuttle Rlol'

I

Software at £9.95 each including VAT and Carriage

DPlease send me __^___^^^___ (quanlity) 'Paint Box'

I

Software at £9.95 each including VAT and Carriage

1
1 enclose checpie for £

Please Debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

.

I

Name:
Address:

' Post code:

iE>ayTimeTelNo,

.



normal characters on the same line and the

ability to control linefeed.

You may be able to use a combination of

these two things. Also you should selecl

the USA character set. either by means of

the DIP switches, or by inserting the neces-

sary code (normally an escape sequence)
into the dump program.

The printing of the graphics characters

presents three difficulties. First, the two

graphics sets {mode 7 and teletext) do not

agree exactly, so the anomalies must be
sorted out Second, the graphics character

set contains a complete set of ASCII capi-

tal letters in the middle of it These will have

to be extracted and printed as text. Third,

the printer graphics set will probably have
characters equivalent to only the top four

'boxes' of the six-membered teletext 'box'.

This means printing the graphics charac-

ters in two 'nibbles'. This is illustrated in

figure 4, A variation in linefeed will be
necessary unless you have a complete
teletext character set on your printer, as

did the old Microline 80,

Programs 2 and 3 are dumps for the Star

Gemini 1 0X and Delta 1 (and possibly the

510), and for the Epson FX80 respectively.

They differ in that the Star dump relies

totally on the characters available from the

printer's own ROM. while in the Epson
dump all the necessary extra characters

have been defined using the 'download

characters'. The basic method is the same
for both.

The Epson characters were defined

using my 'character generator' suite of

programs, which allows you to define char-

acters on a screen grid and automatically

save them to disc files for subsequent
loading. A version is also available for tape

use, though the filing facilities on tape are

not so extensively used. Details of the

package are shown in the panel. The
program for the Epson includes a file-

loading routine which will load characters

stored in file 'C. TTCHARS' into the charac-

ter generator, and program 4 will allow you

to generate the necessary file.

And so to the programs themselves. The
principal difference in capabilities is that

the Epson can cope with 'broken' graphics

whereas the Star prints all graphics as

continuous. The flow-chart (figure 3) sum-
marises the programs. The basic method
is:

1

.

Read the screen into memory,
2. Default to 'text mode' at the start of

each line, and read each line twice,

3. Read characters from memory, till the

end of the line, Non-phnting characters

are checked for first, and adjustments

to the flags for text and graphics are

made, and a space printed. The print-

ing characters are passed either to

PROCptext or PROCpgraphics.
4. PROCptext deals with the text char-

acters Text characters are printed only

on the first scan. The necessary switch-

ing around is carried out to make the

teletext set coincide as much as possi-

-HI d"^

GAMES
GAMES

By Simon Birrel

1

000400 06

F

Figure 7a. Virgin screen via Star

GAMES
GAMES

:e.

•ilii By Simon Birrel 1

000400 06F

Figure 7b. Virgin screen via Epson

CEEFAX 153

lilssthBr S^S
Mon 12 Dec 12: 05/24

Forecast: 24
hours -from
noon today

^
Rain, sleet or snow in
eastern Engl and will die
out, with clear periods
overnight leading to frost
and -fog patches.

Clear periods in W England
and Wales, cloudy with
rain tomorrow. Sunny
periods in Scotland and
N Ireland, wintry on high
ground. Cloudy with rain
tomorrow. Rather cold,
southeast very cold.

Outlook -for the next 48 hours:
Cloud and rain in west, spreading to
most parts, then bright and showery.
Mi Id,, becoming colder,, general ly windy.

Figure 8. Ceefax weather report via Star
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Speech Synthesizer

For The BBC Computer
Totally unlimited vocabulary is now possible with the revolutionary
"SWEET TALKER" Speech Synthesizer for the B.B.C. A or B Microcomputer,
any series.

The CHEETAH "SWEET TALKER" simply plugs into speech socket IC99
within the computer.

No soldering, no cutting of tracks, no headaches.

Based on an allophone system you can
easily program any word, sentence
or phrase and incorporate speech
into your software games.

Fully tested and guaranteed.

Complete with demonstration cassette

and full instructions.

Price includes V.A.T., Postage and Packing.

Delivery normally 14 days.

Export orders at no extra cost.

Dealer enquiries welcome.

Send cheque/PO now to:-

Simply

Incredible at

£24-95

CHC€T/^H MARKETING LIMITED
Dept. AU3, 24 Ray Street , London EC1. Tel: 01 278 6954

Cheetah, products available from

branches of John Menzies jm WHSMITH t|) a.d Rumbelows
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PRINTERS

ble with the USA character set on the

printer, and the codes are then ANDed
with &7F. This subtracts 128 from the

teletext characters, but leaves the mode
7 characters unaffected. It thus ensures

that they match up with the printer's text

characters. Special characters are

passed to PROCspecials to decode
from the table. Blanks are printed on the

isecond scan,

5. PROCpgraphics deals with the

graphics characters- The characters

are passed to different routines for the

first and second scans. In the first scan
the # sign is printed to get it out of the

way, then PROCswapem switches

around some characters which differ in

mode 7 and teletext, it then produces
an index number (char DIV 16, where
'char' is the current value of the charac-

ter code), which allows the routine to

decide whether to print a text character

(index=4 or 5) or a graphics character.

Figure 4 illustrates the relationship be-

tween the printed characters, the index

and the 'doctored' values of the charac-

ter-codes. PROCedures graphicsl and
graphics2 take the requisite action on

scans 1 and 2, by selecting a character

either from the table or from the defined

character set via 'base'.

6. The necessary alterations to linefeed

are carried out, and the processes re-

peated for each line until the page-end
is reached.

7. The linefeed is reset to its normal

default value, the paper fed a little, a

beep made, and the printer disabled.

A word or two about the graphics 'table'

of characters for the Star and the 'special'

table of characters for both printers. The
'table' contains the codes of the graphics

characters corresponding to the value of

char MOD 16 (see figure 4) in ascending

order. The 'special' table contains first the

ASCII-type code of the character followed

by the code of the printer equivalent. You
can amend these values to suit your own
printer. The Star, you will see, did not have

a 3/4 character, so I had to repeat 1/4. The
complete character set for the Epson print-

er is shown in figure 5.

The routines will not do everything. As
already slated, the Star dump takes no
notice of the broken graphics characters.

They take no account of the colour of

characters in either text or graphics, nor of

changes in background colour. They do
not recognise the function of 'hold-graph-

ics' as I never found it used, and remain

unsure of its meaning. Finally, and most
unfortunately, Ihey fail to take any notice of

double-height characters, feebly printing

the letters twice. I found no way of dealing

with the double-height characters, lacking

double height on the printers.

The routines do, however, produce
smalt, rapid, pretty accurate representa-

tions of the mode 7 or teletext screens, as

the example pictures show. The introduc-

to page 146

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
30
90

1 00
110
1 20
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
2S0
290
300
310
320
330
340

VDui,;
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500

REh TELETEXT DUMP
REM FOR ERSOM FX30
REM G.B.HILL <c> NOVEMBER 1^83
REM VERSION 2
REM with ^lle reading routine

PROC=et_uD

REM*** Read Ecreeri into memory ***
A/:=135
VDU26. 15,30
FOR 1=0 TO '='99

REM call osbvte with A=135
'user=USR?.;FFF4
screen?I=u3er?l
IF I099? THEN VDIJ9
NEXT

REM*** Main Ecannina loop ***
VDU2. I. 10, 1, 10, 1, 10
FOR Y'/.=0 TO 24
FOR sc an "/.=0 TO 1 >

te;.;t =TRUE
ba3e=12a
FOR Xy.=0 TO 39
char=screen? (Y;'.*40+X"/.)
IF char>128 AND char < 1 36 THEN te;;t=TRUE
IF char>144 AND char <151 THEN tei;t=FALSE
IF char=153 THEN base=12B
IF char=154 THEN base=144
IF char.>12v AND char <160 THEN char=3.2
IF text THEN RROCptext ELSE PROCparaphi cs
NEXT
IF scanV.= l THEN VDU 1 . 27 . 1 , 65, 1 , 6, 1 . 1 O ELSE
^7. 1,65. 1,3, 1. 10
NEXT
NEXT
VDU1,27, 1,50, 1, 10, 1, lO,-^ 7 i^
END '

REM*** ProcedLires ***

510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600

DEFPROCset_Lip
DIM user 3, screen 999
DIM table 15, special 21
REM set table values
FOR 1=0 TO 15
READ table?I
NEXT
REM set special character values
FOR 1=0 TO 21
READ special?!
NEXT
REM graphics character table
DATA 224,225.227.231 . 226, 233, 2"'-('', 235
DATA 228, 229, 234, 236, 232' 237', 238*, 239
REM speci ai character tab! e
DATA 91,160,92,161,93,162,94,163.95,168,^6 16^
DATA 123, 164, 124, 165, 125. 166, 126, 167, 127, 170
REM Load character generator -from ^^ i 1 e
CH=ORENIN < "C. TTCHARS"

)

page 146
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TWO PANS
OF CHIPS

OVER the past couple of months the post-

man has beaten a regular, almost daily,

trail to Telford Towers. Hardly a week has
passed without another firm advertising its

latest offering of 'stick-in' boards and
ROMs for the BBC micro. This month we
look at a selection, some of which I have in

regular use, and some of which I use er. , .

less regularly. Before looking at the chips,

we should examine the available frying

pans: expansion ROM boards.

The expression 'frying pan' is not un-
wisely chosen, because whichever expan-
sion ROM board is fitted to the BBC micro,

the internal heat increases as more
EPROM chips are added. It appears that

while ROM chips use a few thousandths of

an amp of current each, their EPROM
brothers can use more than 50mA per
chip. This means that a full 12-slot ROM
expansion board can be drawing well over
half an amp of power. Add this to the drain

for disc drives, and it could be bye-bye,
power supply. In effect, expansion ROM
boards must really earn their keep.
Two boards turned up on the doorstep

recently, and as I have been accumulating
chips at an increasing rate, I decided to fry

a selection.

WATFORD

ELECTRONICS BOARD

At a time when expansion boards were
hard to come by, Watford Electronics

achieved a minor miracle in shipping one
to me.

Being somewhat of a hardware man in

my early days, and then never having seen
another expansion board, I didn't flinch

when I opened the package and saw six

flying leads, four of which were to be
soldered directly on to IC76 to provide the

enabling signals. (However, I was drunk at

the time! A more sober Telford would have
called out the engineers.) Along with the

circuit board, which was very well pro-

duced, was an A4 sheet of instructions,

which detailed the operation of mounting
the board, A DIL header is provided at one
end of the board to push-fit into an already

existing ROM socket.

booKd^ {ok Ifit

•two tidevvays

beards (Xhk

A pja+eful of

(lorn &

This done, the board sits on plastic legs

and covers much of the user RAM in the

BBC micro. The ROM which is removed
from the BBC micro can be fitted to the
expansion board. The pins of the DIL
header are so solid that they seem to

permanently widen the grips of the ROM
socket into which they fit (perhaps I

shouldn't have removed the board).

To get round the problem of the six flying

leads, the first two were plug-in connec-
tions to the BBC micro. The set of four

which were to be attached to IC76 were
soldered to a 16-pin DIL header, which
was pushed into the socket along with

IC76.

The Watford board has a number of

facilities that are extremely useful. Apart
from the standard set of 12 extra 16k ROM

sockets, the sockets can be configured in

various ways:

1. RAM in socket 15
2. Auto select of RAM socket on write

signals

3. 8k ROMs accepted
4. 4k ROMs accepted
5. 2k ROMs accepted

The means of configuring the sockets is via

a set of links on the board itself.

The ROMs and EPROMs should be fitted

carefully into the sockets, remembering
that the micro will now try to power up in

the language in the highest-numbered
socket. I proceeded to add EPROMs from
ROM socket 4 upwards, ensuring that I

had Basic in socket 1 4 (socket 1 5 is two 8k
sockets and best left for RAM).
By the time I had reached ROM socket 9

I was very impressed with the board, I

fitted an EPROM into socket 10, switched
on and performed a "CAT on my disc drtve.

The system crashed. With any more than
eight EPROMs (including Basic) and the

disc drive using power from the BBC
micro, the system produced garbage. I

used an external power supply for the

discs, with the result that the garbage was
reduced. Reducing the number of

EPROMs to seven removed the problem
totaily-

On contacting Watford to check the

problem, a helpful gentleman explained

that it sometimes arose because of inad-

equate buffering on the BBC micro, Wat-
ford were prepared to cure this shortcom-
ing by buffering the expansion board, if it

was sent back to them. At the time of

writing I am awaiting its return.

It costs £35.44 (inc P&P and VAT) from
Watford Electronics, Cardiff Road. Wat-
ford, Herts.

SiDEWISE BOARD

Sidewise is constructed to a slightly higher

quality than the Watford board. There are

only two flying leads, fitted to connectors
on the main logic board. Sidewise dis-
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The complete AMS disc drive package, tailored to your

BBC micro, is compatible with all disc interfaces and

includes cables, a comprehensive manual and utilities

on disc and EPROM. Housed in a steel case, matching

the BBC micro, these reliable and robust Hitachi 3"

disc drives are the ultimate tor home, office and
classroom.

The 3" disc is totally enclosed in rigid plastic and a

unique automatic steel shutter protects the delicate

disc surface from dust and finger marks. For the hrst

time discs can be used in industrial, educational and

commercial environments without the worry of

corrupting precious programs and data.

The disc is "flippable" hke a cassette tape and has a

storage capacity of IQQK on each side in single density

mode (twice as much when used with a double density

interface). A neat plastic switch can be fhcked back

and forth to write-protect valuable discs.

The AMS disc drives are completely hardware and

software compatible with SV^" drives which can be

used in parallel so allowing easy transfer of software.

Consequently the 3" drives will operate with all the

standard floppy disc interfaces. They take their power

from the outlet provided by the BBC micro - there s no

onboard power supply to corrupt data.

The AMS package includes utilities on both a disc and

an EPRDM for formatting and verifying discs. The

EPROM, which is easily fitted, offers a simple to use

and permanent ahernative to using the utilities disc.

The impressively engineered Hitachi 3
" drives feature

an eject button allowing single handed operation, a

multi-colour LED indicating the disc side in use, and a

brushless direct-drive motor for reliable operation.

The super fast track-to -track access time of 3ms is at

the forefront of disc drive technology. The longest of

programs are loaded in a flash.

Advance withAMS
3" Disc Drives -The Ultimate Choice

Single IQQK- £225

Double 200K- £399
includes VAT and delivery

to your door

wmtm.

:

:; t-v;^ rrcvrrr

If nnt available from yaur

local dealer fill in the

caupDn balaw and Me Mill

send ii to /ou witii our lull

AdiftncaiMBmapy '

GrsenLans

rringtun,

%wmwmmmwmm\

lU Arivanead Memory Systems, Ltd, Wnndside
Technology Cenlre, Green Lane. Applelon.

Warrlngtnn,CliEshirH WA4 5NG.

Please send me hy door-la-dnnr courier-

I Oiy AMS-3 iSI single disc drive all

mduEivH package al £225 each

iQly
I

AMS-3 (T) twin disc drives all

I _ I
inclusive package ai E399 each

wllhlwo free disus

Prices incliidE EPHDM, utility disc, cables,

manual, VflT and delivery

I'leasE send me by past, if not with drives;

ly
^1

doublH sided IIDOK X 2) discs al

_J E4.95 each

["y \ packs nl live at ESS 5D per pack.

I enclose a cheque lor £ _

or debit my credil card

No _^^
Name.

Address

.

PaHlCude-

Signature

.

_TilNQ.

Date,

Please allow up Id 20 days Inr delivery

fc^^^^^^^^^



Business
Gemini gives you MORE!

Ua^iAre.,

Gemini Combination Packs... designed

to offer maximum value and convenience to the

serious business or home user by combining
severed programs in one pack.

Combination Business Pnceoiprogidms

Pack No. 1 '"p*'^''

Conlainfi Grdphplcri, Spreadsheet Anatyais,

PayioU. Cash Book, rinal Accourls

COI 13 BBC 32K Cassette I9S.95

D 01 13 BBC 33K 40 Trnck Dak „ 207. 75
E 0113 BBC 32K BO Track Disk ,.,, „ 212.7S

Combination Business Pack No. 2

Con[diLi:^ Da1dlhi:;e,S[{M:kCorili{il. Weed
Processor. MAilist. Invoices & 5uiemenis.

COlUBBCSaKCassenH -99.78

D 01 11 BBC 3ZKM Track Disk 119.73

E 01 14 BBC 3JK SOTiark Risk 124 7S

Combination Business Pack No. 3

Contains Ddidbase. Stock CoilUoI, Spreadsheet
Analysis. Invoices fiStalemcnls. Mailjsl.

C 1515 ELECTRON . 997S

Combination Home Pack No. 1

Contains Daiabdsp, Home Accounts, MailiM,
Spieadsheel Analysis. Graph PkH.

C0116BBC32KCaS5ette . 99.75
D.0116BBC32K40TiacltDisk ...119,79

E.0116 BBC 32K 80 Track Disk 121.75

C 1616 ELECTRON 99.75

Combination Home Pack No. Z

Contains DjfabasQ.Honie AccDLinis.

Crapll Plol. Mdilisl

C 04 17 SPECTRUM 4BK 79BD

79.95 19 80
79.95 39 80
79.95 44 80
T9.9S 19.80

Gemini Serious & Leisure Software . . twelve
serious titles lor fourteen popular home micros, includi

PA YRQLL , the ideal program for all wage calculations

for up to 40 employees, with all PAYE and SSP tables

held in memory. ,

.

'WORD PBOCESSOB, with features

including block delete, block insert, search and replace,

edit text, display text, etc...HOMEACCOUNTS, for cost

effective household management, plus ten really excellent

games for all the family to enjoy. All on cassette or disk at

prices ranging from £7.95 to £59.95 and available from
larger branches of WH Smith, Boots and most good
software dealers, or write to:

Gennini Marketing Limited
18a Uiileham Road Exmouih Devon EX8 2QG England

Telephone (0395} 265165/ 265832 Telex42956 AllnGemini

Micro Computer Software
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JOE'S JOTTINGS

places the OS ROM and the analogue
chip. These sockets are then used for

signal takeoffs and to stabilise the board

physically. The chips can be refitted on
Sidewise, The manual consists of four

sheets of A4 in a card cover but deals with

all the important aspects of fitting and
using the board.

Sidewise has a number of facilities,

again set by links, which include:

1. RAM in socket 15

2. Onboard battery backup for RAM
3. 16k ROM
4. 8k ROM
5. 4k ROM

At present I still have Sidewise in my
machine, with 10 EPROMs permanently in

place, I was about to invest in RAM and a

battery backup but I've just seen an Aries

board, and of course that takes up the

same physical space as Sidewise, Other

than that, I am very pleased with Sidewise.

It costs E44.70 (inc P&P and VAT) from

ATPL, Station Road, Clowne, Chesterfield,

Derbyshire, 343 4AB.

CHIPS ON REVIEW

These can be split into two groups:

Languages:

Forth

Pascal

Logo
XCal
Utilities:

Disc Doctor

M-UTS

It is not possible in the space available to

give an in-depth review of each of the

chips available, so here is an outline of

what each one does with my impressions

as to their usefulness.

The language chips are interesting to

Acorn users because they allow us to

move away from Basic towards applica-

tions which require purpose-built ian-

guages. Every language chip reviewed

here requires a disc drive to store pro-

grams. This is less of a fault than many may
imagine, because users who wish to apply

any language (including Basic) practically

will know the benefit of disc drives. The
difficulty of learning a new language is

exacerbated by slow, unreliable equip-

ment. Serious work requires discs. All the

ROMs except Disc Doctor are available

from HCCS Associates, 533 Durham Road,

Low Fell, Gateshead, Tyne and Wear, NE9
5EY(tel 0632 921924).

Forth: This 8k ROM comes complete with

a well-written spiral-bound manual which,

being only 88 pages long, is more of a

user's guide than a beginner's handbook.
The ROM can be easily fitted into any free

:: SQ DUP MINUS DUP 2DUP
MOVE
RuT DUP DLJP lilMUS
DF-<AW

DUP DUP DF^AEaI

OVER BIaIAP DRAUJ"
DRAW

:: DIA DUP MINUS MOVE-
OVER DRAW

DUP O DRAW
O OVER MINUS DRAW
MINUS O DRAW

:: PERSIAN
2DUP DO 4 ADSRND S ABSFi:ND GCO!

:i: SQ DU I--' !
!. .„ ij p DR u

P

DO 4 ADSRND & ABSRND GCOf
I DIA DUP -(-LOOP DROP

Listing 1. A typical program in Forth, in whicti a square
and diamond shape are interlaced

socket, and when called with the 'W. To remove a word we should, for

command: example, type

•FORTH

it answers:-

FORTH
Forth V2.5

at which point the user can begin to type in

Forth words. Because Forth allows words
to be defined which can in turn define other

words, Forth programs tend to be quite

concise, for example, typing:-

: PLUSES BEGIN 43 EMIT SPACE AGAIN ;

defines the new word PLUSES to mean
'print a + then a space forever'. Typing the

word:

PLUSES

will result in the screen being covered with

plus signs. To cancel this effect the break
key is pressed, which returns us to a

FORTH
COLDAWARM?

prompt. We can start again without recent-

ly defined words by typing 'C or start again

with our words like PLUSES, by typing a

FORGET PLUSES

Unlike the other language ROMs, the

manual shows how Forth can load and
save to tape. Forth will also allow the user

to communicate with the BBC machine
operating system with the word MOM,
which replaces the OS '*' symbol. Forth

also allows users to implement sound and
graphics with little difficulty. A typical pro-

gram is shown in listing 1.

The program is called by the line:

2 MODE 640 512 DGO 8 500 PERSIAN

The program defines a square and a

diamond then interlaces them in a Persian

carpet-type routine. The value of the pro-

gram is that it shows some of the structure

of Forth, as words define other words, and
the final program executes very quickly

indeed.

The language looks formidable at first,

but it is structured, fast, and interesting to

learn. Forth costs e34.72 (VAT and P&P
extra).

Pascal T. This is a 16k implementation of

Pascal in EPROM. Like the Forth chip, it is
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(EBllS)B(Slie)ISa(SB!!ISS(Sei9@S(E
ANOTHER FANTASTIC NEW B.B.C. MICRO
PROGRAM FROM BRITAIN'S

LEADING SOFTWARE
HOUSE!

^^ £795
Send the busy bee

scurrying around the sprawling

corridors to coMect the precious pollen.

Spin the turnstiles to escape the scavenging
spiders in hot pursuit and use your skill and dexterity

to coax them into the raging fireballs.

Fast action, colourful graphics and top quality sound
combine to make another winner from MICRO POWER.
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written by Joe Brown and is quite a power-

ful fmplementation for a 'tiny' Pascal. The
ROM is supported by a Pascal reference

manual of 93 pages, again a user's guide

ratfier than a beginner's primer. The lan-

guage is, however, not difficult to learn,

and with a few hours' toil users can be-

come adept The value of Pascal to me is

that it forces good programming habits,

which should improve normal Basic

programs.

Once the EPROM is fitted into the micro,

powering up and typing:

•PASCAL

results in the message:-

PASCAL
Pascal-T

+ +

As with Forth, users are offered a cold/

warm start opportunity after pressing

break, Pascal programs may be typed

directly into the computer, which is messy,

or entered via text buffers, which is prob-

ably the best .way. Direct entry of text is

messy because the language compiles

each line as it is typed, repeating on the

screen during syntax checking. A single

error at this stage means that the whole

program must be retyped. In addition,

directly typed programs are very difficult to

save

The direct command NEWTEXT gives

users access to a 2k text buffer which will

allow routines to be written, amended,
saved and compiled. Saving is to disc, and

the language alters the allocation of disc

space so that 49 2k files can be used on a

40-track system or 98 on an 80-track drive.

A whole program may consist of a num-
ber of source text files which are sequen-

tially loaded into the BBC and compiled.

Each load operation destroys the previous

text buffer contents. The method of editing

in the text buffer is quite tedious, but

concentrates the mind wonderfully.

Facilities include;-

S 2 Insert a blank line 2

ER 7 Erase line 7 leaving gap
DL 7 Delete (close) line 7

CH 6 Change line 6 for, . .

L. 8 List up to line 8

Although the language is based around

Forth, it operates quite speedily and be-

haves very much as a purely Pascal lan-

guage. The manual warns that bugs might

occur, I found no language bugs, but I had

some problems loading and saving. These

were overcome after phoning the com-

pany, and should generally provide no

problems. The procedures with discs is:

1. Format a new disc.

2. Select the 40TR or 80TR command in

Pascal.

3. Set the drive number, eg DR1

,

4- Initialise the disc with IDISC.

Other disc commands are CAT, COPY,
LOAD, SAVE, DELETE, LOCK and

UNLOCK,
The Pascal-T vocabulary includes:

+ __*() = <><> <^ >=:=:;,,
[]\AND ARRAY BEGIN CASE CONST
DIV DO DOWNTO ELSE END FOR IF IN

NOT OF OR PROG PROGRAM REPEAT
THEN TO UNTIL VAR WHILE

Standard types:

BOOLEAN CHAR INTEGER

Standard functions and procedures:

ORD READ FX CHR WRITE OSWORD
ABS LN TAB MOD

Readers will see many similarities be-

tween Pascal and Basic in listing 2, This

serves to make the language easier to

learn. The extensions to structure which

Pascal allows, such as 'WHILE' and
'CASE', make returning to BASIC quite

annoying.

i > PROGRAM ttoc;
:i CONST
.•-. tree;:-; i nq " :.'. ,.;:.

^

,.^. vAR
4 deg-f >, ctegc r. INTEGER;
iT BEGIN
62 WRITE (^' temp i r-^ F ;;

=" )
;

"7 READ (deg-f ) ;

B degc: t ~ i 'idf^g -f — t i" ee z 1 n q >

fK5 i DIV 9!j

'"i LN; iAiRITECMlernp in C "-', deqc ) ;

1

1 1 END

Listing 2. A typical Pascal program, with its strong echoes of Basic 1

I see this ROM as a learning package,

and as such may find its way into educa-
tional establishments where languages

other than Basic are the rule. It has much to

recommend it, but it is not really an appli-

cations package. Pascal-T costs £59 (VAT
and P&P extra),

Logo-Forth: This is the latest offering from

HCCS. Most readers will be aware of the

Logo language. Most Logo implementa-

tions have been Toy' Logos which concen-

trated on turtle graphics, rather than on the

language itself.

Pure Logo is rich in procedures and
other structures, Logo-Forth aims to put

matters to rights. The 16k EPROM comes
complete with a 200-pius page manual
which contains programs, advice and the

more technical user information. Bona fide

educational users may copy parts of the

manual for classroom use. The ROM re-

quires a disc system and uses a similar

data entry and filing technique to that of

Pascal.

So far so good. Demonstration programs
are provided within the language to allow

turtle graphics to be controlled from the

keyboard, or from a small joystick, which

can be connected to the analogue port.

Construction details for this device are

given.

The language itself Is easy to get into,

but is as deep as Basic. This is because
the core of the language is Forth (again!).

Even quite young children can define

shapes using turtle graphics, and the

Logo-Forth vocabulary. For example, a 7-

year-old wrote a simple program:

TEACH RECTANGLE
CS
RED INK

100 FWD
90 RT
300 FWD
90 RT
100 FWD
90 RT
300 FWD
90 RT
END

However, there is a great gap between this

simple approach and the suggestion in the

manual that we can pass parameters to the

defined procedures. One approach from

the manual is:

TEACH RECTANGLE
2DUP
FWD 90 RT
FWD 90 RT
FWD 90 RT
FWD 90 RT
END

and then we call the routine with:

CS BLUE INK 300 100 RECTANGLE

Readers will be able to see the Forth-like

thread to the language. I believe that

because Forth is so tied up with machine
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.1-0*^ WE NOW HAVE A 2,500sq. ft HOME COMPUTER SHOWROOM

& A 3,000sq. ft BUSINESS COMPUTER SHOWROOM MAKING
US THE LARGEST MICRO-COMPUTER DEALER IN THE UK.

TO CELEBRATE OUR MOVE WE HAVE THE
FOLLOWING SPECIAL OFFERS

OFFERS ONLY APPLY ON PRODUCTION
OF THIS ADVERTISEMENT

Acornsoft Games
Broadway 100K Disc Drives

Broadway 200K Dual

Cumana CD400S Dual Drives

(2 only)

Torch Z80 Disc Packs

Microvitec Colour Monitors

Phoenix Green Screen Monitors

Phoenix Amber Screen Monitors

Fidelity Colour Monitor/TV

Epson RX80F/T Dot Matrix Printer

Epson FX80F/T "

Juki 6100 Daisy Wheel Printer

MCP40 Colour Plotter

BBC Printer Cable

Normal
Price

£ 9.95

£199.00

£391 .00

£573.85

£839.50

£247.25

£109.25

£113.85

£228.85

£339.25

£440.72

£458.85

£129.95

£ 17.25

NOW

£ 6.95

£179.09

£351 .90

£516.46

£776.54

£222.52

£ 98.32

£102.46

£205.96

£305.32

£396.65

£412.96

£123.45

£ 12.07

All prices include VAT
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Windsor
Computer Centre

Quayside House Thameside
Windsor Berkshire SL4 1QN
Phone Windsor 107535) 58077 UCC
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architecture the user must at least under-

stand the use of stacks. This means that

parameter passing and advanced pro-

gramming are probably best left until sec-

ondary school. The alternative is to stand

education on its head and teach these

formal concepts to young children. Hands
up who goes first!

The Logo-Forth vocabulary is extensive

and allows direct access to the graphics,

sound, and operating system of the BBC
micro. Many facilities are easy to use and it

becomes possible for children to produce
fast multicoloured graphics. It should also

be possible for computer-literate teachers

to provide the language learning environ-

ments of micro-worlds within the Logo
framework. Young children could then give

commands (English words) which would
animate part of a picture, resulting in a

great learning stimulus. Words which exist

include:

LER RIGHT UP DOWN PENUP PEN-
DOWN INK RED BLUE YELLOW WHITE
BLACK PAINT REPEAT 'FX CASE
DRAW FENCES t^ODE SHOW HIDE
SOUND ENVELOPE PRINT" PADL
DEfVlO NEWTEXT NOFENCES OS-
WORD lv!OVE LARC LCIRC PARC
RCIRC

The full list is long and includes user-

defined graphics and access to the FX
calls of the BBC operating system.

Logo-Forth is not the easiest Logo to

handle, but then it has by far the most
facilities available. It can be used at all

levels, from very young children to adults.

As an unbeliever, I often shrug off new
languages other than Basic by asking:

Ah . . . but can it blow EPROMs?' The use

of Forth in this novel implementation leads

me to believe the answer is 'Yes'. I am
using Logo-Forth to gain a better under-

standing of Forth, and my daughter aged
6.75 is using the same language to explore

angles.

The only caution I express about Logo-
Forth is that it would be unwise to rush

children into it. As with the 'toy' logos,

children don't learn in a vacuum; for the

value of Logo to be felt, they must have
other experiences, discussion, guidance

and an overall monitoring of progress.

Leaving children to play with a powerful

language like Logo-Forth does them little

service,

Logo-Forth costs E59 (VAT and P&P
extra).

XCAL: Another 16k EPROfvl from HCCS.
Xcal comes with two discs of additional

routines and a short manual. It is a pack-
age for education, providing a do-it-your-

self computer-aided instruction system,

which users can configure to include text.

graphs, questions or histograms, then this

can be replayed to individual students as
part of a course. The package may be best
suited to further education, or to the learn-

st art

Page s text
i r"( 1 1"- o d Li c: e sh.e s. b :l on

F-'age 1: t.ey;t

facts ab G Lit q r ap h b

Page 2 :; graph
show paraboJ. a

F"'aqB 3 ;; G}^-a

Ask quest i on

Pace 4 etc:

Figure 1. Flowchart of a lesson from Xcal

ing-by-numbers associated with the armed
forces.

The lesson content is best laid out as a

flowchart (who uses these things nowa-
days?). The example of figure 1, adapted
from the manual, shows how the flowchart

connects 'pages' of the lesson. Once a

page has been created it should be stored

on disc. Pages can be created in any order

and amended if required. When the lesson

is complete a copy can be printed out for

checking and for future reference.

I found the package cumbersome, be-

cause of the extra disc required. Although

thin, the manual was useful, but I would
have preferred greater detail in how to

create pathways through the lesson, to

cope with both remedial students and
highfliers within the same structure. Few
teachers seemed interested in the pack-

age, because they felt that building up a

library of materials would be a long, hard

slog; because twin disc drives are needed;
and because few of them up to FE level

approve of this form of instruction, it being

similar in their minds to the 'failed' teaching

machines of the '60s.

I don't make much use of this package,
other than for demonstrations. Xcal costs

E65 (VAT and P&P extra).

1 M-UTS: This is an 8k machine code utility

EPROM for the BBC micro. It operates in

two different modes, the first being a selec-

tion of * commands which can be called

from within Basic, The second is In the

dedicated role of a machine code monitor

which provides its own prompt. Typing

'HELP MONITOR gives a list of the func-

tions available (see figure 2).

To help with the monitor, a short manual

is provided which covers all the com-
mands, at the user manual level rather than

at the beginner's level. A knowledge of

machine code is obviously required to

handle the complete range of functions

available in the monitor, but even a begin-

ner could get some use from the EPROM,

Commands
Disc drive commands
FORM formats 40 or 80 track discs. In

doing so, it corrupts memory up to

PAGE + &300
VERIFY checks that each disc can be read

correctly.

GET downloads the contents of a track

from a disc into memory, between PAGE
and PAGE + &AO0
PUT copies memory from PAGE to PAGE
-^ &A00 on to the specified track of a disc.

Memory commands
Some of the more interesting commands
are:

SAME compares two areas of memory for

differences.

MOVE moves the contents of a block of

memory to a new location.

MEM gives a hex/ASCII dump of memory.
FIND scans memory to match a byte string.

EDIT allow a a block of memory to be
altered via a screen editor,

CHANGE allows a byte string to be placed

at a location in memory.

Machine code/assembly programming
ASSEMBLE invokes a macro-assembier in

a separate ROM (not provided).

BASE sets the address for disassembly.

CIS dissembles machine code.

GO executes a machine code routine,

WHERE finds breakpoints.

SET sets breakpoints.

CLR clears breakpoints

ONBRK instructs Ihe monitor what to do
when a breakpoint is encountered
STEP single-steps through a machine
code routine.

LOOK allows disassemblies to be exam-
ined by scrolling up and down through

them on the screen.

REGS prints out the contents of the

registers.

Other commands
SELECT selects a ROM for examination or

disassembly,

VDU sends a byte string to the screen via

OSWRCH
MODE changes mode (VDU and MODE
would not normally be allowed outside of

Basic).
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VOUHAVENT
SEEN ANYTHING
LIKETHISONA
COLOUR MONITOR
BEFORE

An RGB monitor from JVC offering a resolution ol

370x470 pixels for less than £.150?

We giianintcc you won't see another bargain like thai

in this or any other micro mag-or in any other suppliers

showr(X")m.

For we've managed to acquire the sole distribution

rights to these superb machinesandwe are able to offerthem
at an unbeatable price.

There arc rwo mcxlels available: medium resolution

(370x47()pixeLs) at£.149.95; and high resolution (580x470
pixels) at £22995. (Both excluding VAT)

The units have a 14" screen and are suitable for the

BBCMicro,Lynx,Oric, Apple, and most other leading micros.
They are robustly ct)astructed in a handsome cream

casing. And come with a full year's guarantee.

Dclivciy Ls g(K)d: your monitor should arrive

by courier service within ten days of our receiving your

order
You can order by filling in the coupon below and

posting to: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Cambcrwell Road,

London SE5 OEE. Or by telephoning 01-701 8668 quoting
your credit card number Or. ofcourse, you can buy in person
at our showroom between 9am-6pm Monday Friday,

9am-1.30pm Saturday

n

MUHLI. iiiireRrNci-: iMU 1 Mi-JiumKcSnlulinrl iWi .!lligiiNi.'s.tliili(in

ki-:m)i iniciM .Wlx.lTOPixd.'i 'i«(>x47()Pisi.';s

i:.K'r M" 14"

SIIPI'LV iiO/J'tdv. S(J/fi(»Hr;. 22(l/2'll)v,il)/60H/.

H.HX
Minimum l')-5kv

Maximum Ji.^kv
Minimum W.'ikv
Miiximiini ll.'ikv

ViniiOUANDWimH ftMH/ lOMII/-

DI.SPI.AY
HO tiiarat'icru hy
IS lififs

Hl) cliaraciiTs by
iS lines

SLOT P[TCH l),(i.(mm 0^1mm

INPUT: VIDIiO
R.Ci.H. AiiiilDBUi!/

ITI. Inpui

U,G.B,AnyliiguLv'

ITLInpiii

SYNC
Piisltlvc iir Ncgalive

Hfpsr;t(c Sync on R.G.H

PiisiiivcnrNfuaiiVL-

kxtT':hnalc(>nth(>i.s
On, i iff switch and
hrij(hl(ii.'.s.suJniro!

()rVi>fTswiichiin<l

biighmcss luniriil

b Opus Supplies Ltd.. 1 58 Cambcrwell Road. London SE5 OEE

1'lea.sf.sencl me Medium Resolution (x)lourM()rut<)r(s) al

il49.95cach(ex.VAT).

High Resolution OjlnurMonitor(s)al

i,229.95each(.cx.VAT}.

Conncaion lead(s) atX6,00cach.

[ undeistand carriuge per monitor will cost an extra .t-7()().

(N.B. A Medium Resolution Monitor including VAT. lead. and
carnage eohLs.i.lH7..^9- A High Resolution Monitor including VAT.

lead, and carriage co-sLs X.279.39.)

I enclose a cheque fori Or please dchii my credit card

account with the amount of^ My Access/Barclaycard

(please tick) no. i,s

Please state the make ofyour computer-

Name

.

.

n

Addre.ss_

Telephone:.

L
Opus Supplies l.td

1 I

AC.7
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JOE'S JOTTINGS

CALC evaluates expressions in denary,

binary, hex and octal.

1M-UTS is a very useful tool for the ma-
chine code user, with some extra support

for discs. I tend to use this utility mainly for

debugging machine code, but it seems
good value at CI 9.95 (VAT and P&P extra),

DISC DOCTOR: This is an 8k chip from the

same stable as Wordwise (see full review

last month, page 141). First I should point

out what I dislike about the version which I

had for review. It won't let my (borrowed)

280 second processor boot CPM. Remove
DD and success, add DD and failure.

However, as 99% of users don't have
second processors, I suppose this won't

matter too much.
Disc Doctor is a little like M-UTS, in as

much as it is a collection of utilities aimed
mainly at disc users.

Disc Doctor comes complete with a 39-

page spiral-bound manual which carefully

explains each command. Basic and ma-
chine code programmers alike should be

able to make good use of the ROM, which

is always agtive within the machine. Even if

'TAPE is typed. Disc Doctor can, for exam-
ple, format discs. After formatting, users

will find that they are still in the tape

system.

Typing 'HELP DISC DOCTOR gives the

list of facilities available (see panel in last

month's review) some of which are offered

by M-UTS as well. Indeed, some of the

names are identical. The result is that

because any ' command is passed from

highest ROM to lowest, the ROM which has

the highest number will intercept the com-
mand first-

I have DD in socket 10 and M-UTS in

socket 9, This means that I generally use

all of Disc Doctor's facilities and the extras

allowed by M-UTS. This is of course per-

sonal preference. We are approaching the

time when a BBC language expansion

standard needs drawing up among firms.

Facilities

DIS disassembles memory, but semi-intel-

ligently, allowing files of disassembled

MONITOR ;l-40

ASSEMBLE <fsp> <-fBp>

BASE <addr>
GALC <e>:pr>
CHANGE <addr> <bvte strinq>
CLR (<addr>)
DIS <strt>(. ,.<end'>> (H<prE--f i>; > > ( F-

,

L)

EDIT <adrir>
FL I5T (<ru..!mber >)

FORM <tracks> <drv>
FIND <Btrt>(. „<end>) <byte str i i'l q '>

GET < tr ac k > \ < dr v >

)

GO < addr > ( < A > ) ( < X > ) ( < Y >

)

LOOK < iAddr > < H< pr et :i x > )

MEM <Btrt>(. .,<end:.0 (P,,l....)

MODE <n-.Dde>

MON I TOR
MOVE <src> -::dest> <len>
ONBRK ^ command 1 i ne)
PUT <ti-ack> (<drv>)
REGS
SAME .: a d c:i i- > < ad d r > < 1 en >

SELEIC r < r on'i n Limb er >

SET <addr>
STEP <addr > a-K p r e f i :; >> (P^ L>

VDU <byte stri ng>
VERIFY <drv>
WHERE

Figure 2. The 27 utilities available on 1 M-UTS

code to be stored on disc.

DISCTAPE and TAPEDISC allow files »o be
copied from one media to the other with a

single command line. This is very useful. It

conflicts with DIS in M-UTS.
DOWNLOAD loads from disc into memory,
then relocates.

DSEARCH searches a disc lor a string of

characters and allows editing facilities if

the match occurs,

D2AP. Here it is on a plate - direct editing

of any sector of a disc, just by typing

DZAP,
EDIT offers a simple command to allow

function keys to be edited. It conflicts with

EDIT in M-UTS (I prefer the use of FUST as
in M-UTS).

FIND searches a Basic program for

keywords, strings or characters. Unfortu-

nately, keywords must be entered as hex
values. It conflicts with FIND in M-UTS.
FORM formats a disc. One super benefit

here is that my system will let me format

discs to 43 tracks. Disc Doctor gives me
absolute control of the number of tracks

formatted, so I get an extra 7k per disc.

Conflicts with FORM in M-UTS.
JOIN joins several files together. Really

these are best as text files, or at least

similarly organised files.

MENU auto-menus discs. Raw users can
press M.BREAK to get a menu of a disc,

and then load the program of their choice.

MOVE relocates a Basic program in mem-
ory. Conflicts with MOVE in M-UTS.
MSEARCH searches for memory for a
specified string. On finding the string the

memory editor will allow users to alter the

string if required.

MZAP invokes the memory editor. Both

MZAP and DZAP are well laid out on
screen, so that locations can be altered by
cursor movement and Hex, ASCII or binary

input.

PARTLOAD allows part of a long file to be
loaded.

RECOVER copies a number of sectors

from disc into memory, I normally use this

as a last resort before giving up on a disc,

RESTORE replaces the sectors from mem-
ory on to a disc,

SHIFT relocates the contents of a block of

memory.
SWAP allows up to 60 filenames on a disc.

VERIFY, as on M-UTS, with which it

conflicts.

I use Disc Doctor regularly and am very

impressed with it. M-UTS may win hands
down on value for money, but Disc Doctor

is a very high quality package. Decide on
your own interests, then buy the one which
suitS-

Disc Doctor costs £29 (plus VAT) from

Computer Concepts, 16 Wayside, Chip-

perfield, Herts.

If I was looking for only two useful ROMs
from the lot, ! would choose Disc Doctor

and Logo-Forth as the most impressive of

the selection, •
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ARE YOU SERIOUS?
STOP PRESS- REPLICA II NOW AVAILABLE
(NOW COMPATIBLE WITH ACORN, PACE &
WATFORD DPS)
In addition to the features below it also works with

"locked" programs plus very long programs

j

(HEX & EOO too7BOO)

REPLICA II and THE KEY give you, the user, what you want.
You have bought you'' disc drives and, now want to take
advantage of them, but most of your favourite software will

not run with the disc interface and even if you are prwpared
to pay out for disc versions of everything you can't get them
and if you have 80 track drives you might as well give up. If

you know everything about the DFS, memory locations,

saving procedures etc, you can probably save some of them
onto disc. What's a half hour per program, and it only takes a

few minutes to find, load and relocate it each time (if you
can remember the sequence).
On the other hand you could buy REPLICA, enter a few
details i.e. 1) program name, 2) number of sections, 31

CHAIN, 'RUN or •LOAD 4) press play and then make a cup
of tea whilst the program loads from cassette for the last

time. When you return the program will be on the disc and
shown in a menu under the name you gave it. There are now
only two alternative storage methods required and one of them
will work with most programs. There are some exceptions to

REPLICA II but the number is insignificant. Many users have
purchased 4 or 5 copies of REPLICA and it is now the

recognised format that dealers use to display their software.

REPLICA It will now hold up to 16 programs on each disc, they
can be erased if required and a new batch saved, but why not

just buy another REPLICA and keep your programs on disc

permanently (it only costs approx. £1.00 per program).

REPLICA II £12.00 (state 40 or 80 track)

ALL SOFTWARE
NOW ON 3" DISC
PHONE FOR PRICES

THE KEY
THE KEY provides you with the facilities that should have
been included in the Disc Filing System and also helps you
reach the parts other discs can't reach. This new version of

THE KEY has been made compatible with ECONET at the
request of many schools, colleges and universities. The whole
program has been turbocharged and the facilities are:

1) F0RM40 - now much faster.

2) FORM80 - now much faster.

3) BACKUP - has that effect on some people because it

allows even most of the protected discs to be backed up -
faster too.

4) EDITOR - display, read and alter sectors, even if you can't

list the program. Highlight any byte whilst searching, make
additional searches, edit bytes - now allows entry in HEX or

ASCII and in string format. Dump a sector to printer, file

pointers etc etc. You can now see how data is stored on a

disc and alter it if you wish. Of course, it's also faster,

5) RETRIEVE - don't despair when you have a corrupted disc

or if a program is accidentally deleted, using RETRIEVE your
worries are over.

With so much from one utility it is no wonder that THE KEY
is outselling programs that cost the same but provide far less.

THE KEY £12.95 (state 40 or 80 track)

GRAFKEY/GRAFDISK
The first and best CAD program for the BBC Micro. Used in

education, business, art, video etc. Recommended by
U\SERBUG. BBC MICRO USER. PCW, SOFT and thousands
of satisfied users (see earlier issues of BBC Micro User for

screen pictures). In a comparative review of the major CAD
programs PCW said: "Considering the options it is by far the

best value". Need we say more, if you need a graphics utility

then this is it,

GRAFKEY (joystick & keyboard) £9.00
GRAFDISK (state 40 or 80 track) £12.95

SHADOW
A tape cloning program that will enable you to make security back
ups of your valuable cassette based software.
SHADOW works with 99% of all known programs including those
with "locked" sections or those containing 300 BAUD sections.

Handles programs of any length and works with any operating,
systems.
SHADOW is the definitive tape backup system. Also on the same
tape is a very useful program called "INSPECTOR ' which allows the
user to page through memory, search for a siring, etc,

BOTH PROGRAMS £8 incl.

(This program for personal use only).

JOYSTICK UTILITY
Converts non-joystick programs to

work with joysticks. Works with any
program using INKEY(-), which

applies to most programs. Easy to

use, just press the keys you want to

transfer. Supplied on cassette but can

/^X be transferred to disc.

V^^ CASSETTE £6.00V
SINGLE KEY ENTRY

Requires 1.2 O.S.

A very useful utility that provides
single key input of 66 key words.
Just like having 66 function keys.

Compatible with issue 1 & 2 basic

and discs.

CASSETTE £5 inclusive

JOYSTICKS
Pair of fully proportional

joysticks of compact and
handy size

£17.95

EDUCATIONAL CORNER
(forthe5-11 age group)

THE GARDEN - 3 programs with
superb graphics. Covers: colours,

spelling and understanding. Cassette
£8,00

COUNTING - robots, rockets,
flowers, etc. Excellent graphics, good

range. Cassette E6.00
MATCHING " 4 programs covering
numbers, words, shapes and patterns.

Cassette E 7,00

HUE-MEN - A superb teaching-aid.

using animation techniques in Mode 7,

A hit with aduits and children alike.

Cassette £6,00
And now SHAPE MEN using

the same techniques. This is the second
in an integrated approach to teaching.

£6,00
INTRO — A simple programming

language which uses the immediate
visual response of Turtle" graphics to

introduce a number of programming
concepts and techniques. Cassette

(and 9 page manual) £10.00

PROGRAMMERS
We are constanlly seeking new and interesting programs. Why not send
yours for appraisal? You have got nothing to lose but much to gain - So
why not send vour program today? 40 track disc if possible or two copies
on cassette. In some cases we will even provide disc drives against future

royalties.

CLARES MICRO SUPPLIES
DEPT. AU 12

98 MIDDLEWICH ROAD, NORTHWICH,
CHESHIRE CW9 7DS.
TEL: (0606)48511

All prices inclusive of . P\ ^
VAT + Carriage - No Extras.
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TIPS

CASSETTE CARE:

HOW TO AVOID A LOAD OF TROUBLE

FOLLOWING last month's hints about over-

coming simple faults, I'll continue with my
consideration of the weak link of a comput-
er system, the cassette recorder. Cassette

recorders were designed as a cheap
means of reproducing low-fidelity sound.

Used with computers they are stretched to

the limit of their performance. As a result,

the cassette recorder needs to be well

maintained. There are problems that are

seldom evident in audio work, but when the

cassette is used as a data recorder these

can make the difference between loading

and not loading. Try the following if your

tape recorder is not giving the perfor-

mance you would like.

Clean the tape heads often. There are

two heads on most small cassette record-

ers, the erase head and the record/replay

head (diagram 1). The latter needs regular

cleaning, as does the pinchwheel and
capstan. To do this, take off the lid above
the tape mechanism, if this is possible.

This lid can be removed from most cas-

settes once opened with the eject button

by pressing the two restraining clips un-

derneath the lid. Press them gently or they

will break. If the lid can be removed, the

task of cleaning is easier but removal is not

essential. Don't try to take the lid off the

Ferguson 3T07 cassette recorder as this

has a different restraining mechanism
which often breaks when the lid is

removed
Clean the inside of the cassette using a

tape cleaning kit or - to save expense - a
packet of cotton buds and a tin of lighter

rluid. Put the cassettejnto the PLAY posi-

tion as this makes the heads easier to get

at. Treat the heads gently to avoid scratch-

ing them. Also clean any dirt or fluff out of

the compartment. Do not use a cleaning

tape - this is abrasive and will wear out the

heads quickly.

It loading becomes difficult and the cas-

sette has been cleaned, then the tape

heads could be out of alignment. To record

and replay properly the record/replay head
must be positioned parallel to the tape.

There is a small cross-head screw, usually

covered by a dab of paint, at the left of the

record/replay head to make adjustments.

Most cassettes have a small hole to enable
you to turn this screw while the tape is

playing. Its position is shown on diagram 1

.

Insert a tape into the mechanism and listen

to it as it is playing. Turn the screw in either

direction with a small screwdriver until the

sound is clear and sharp and rather tinny

{it is like turning the tone control up).

Always use a pre-recorded tape such as

the Welcome tape to do this, never a copy.

Readers who have a Ferguson 3T07 will

find no hole for the adjustment There is a

hole in the plastic, however, under the

aluminium plate. If you use a sharp instru-

ment over where the hole should be with

the head in the play position you will be
able to dent the metal easily. Then all you

need to do is drill a small hole through the

aluminium plate - this is not as difficult as it

sounds!

Head alignment is not confined to old

cassette recorders. I have found many new
data cassettes with badly aligned heads.

They can easily go out of alignment and
this needs frequent checking for. Has any-

one any ideas as to why they go out of

alignment once set?

A tape-head demagnetiser is a useful

device. As the heads become magnetised,

so loading and saving become difficult and
you have to keep increasing the volume
until it becomes critical. The BBC micro

should accept a volume range of more
than two-thirds of the total volume range of

the recorder, A tape head demagnetiser

can be bought at any good electrical shop
and is quick and simple to use.

Most cassettes switch off the internal

microphone automatically when a DIN plug

is inserted into the socket. Check that your

cassette does this by talking while making

a recording from the computer. Piay the

tape back and listen for your voice. If you

can hear your voice as well as the record-

ing then insert the blanking plug supplied

with the machine into the microphone

socket to cut out the internal microphone.

Hitachi cassettes need this plug; the modi-

fied Ferguson cassette and the BBC data

cassette do not.

Avoid using C60 and C90 cassettes.

THESE problem pages, presented
each month by Martin Phillips, offer

simple hints and tips and answer
queries from readers concerning
the BBC micro and Electron and
BBC Basic. If your letter is pub-
lished you earn £5 for your trouble!

If you have a query on some
technical hitch or a worrisome as-

pect of programming, please supply
full details and make your question
specific. It is not enough just to say
that you are getting the error mes-
sage 'No room' or 'Dim space' -

there are, of course, a number of

reasons why a program will run out
of memory. A diagnosis can be
made only with full information on
the program, the style of program-
ming, the techniques employed,
whether discs or Econet are being
used, and so on. Include a listing

where appropriate.

We cannot reply to letters individ-

ually, nor can we return listings.

Write to: Hints & Tips, Acorn User,

53 Bedford Square, London WC1B
3DZ.

^
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Diagram 1 . The parts of a cassette recorder mechanism
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RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT, FULL SPECIFICATIONS & LATEST PRICES
WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON THE PRICE OF STAR OR JUKI PRINTERS

JUKI 6100
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER

One Year Warranty

1 8 CPS : BiDirectional & Logic Seeking

1 0, 1 2, 1 5 & Proportional Spacing

Wordstar Compatible

2K Buffer: 13 Inch Platen

Underline : Backspace + Lots more
Centronics Interface Standard

RS 232 Interface £54.00 + VAT Extra

Tractor Feed £99.00 + VAT Extra

JUKI6100 £365.22+£54.78 VAT=£420.00

BBC/ORIC or DRAGON Package

JUKI 6100 + Cable +
24HR Delivery & VAT £440.00

STAR DP8480

RS232 INTERFACE STANDARD
7x9 Character Matrix {7 Needle Head)
80 CPS Bidirectional & logic seeking

5,6,8. 5,10.12.17cpi

40,48,68,80,96,132 cpl

Friction & Tractor Feed: 10 Inch Platen

Hi-Res option with Software £10.00/15.00

DP8480 with RS232 Int. £200.00+
£30.00 VAT=£230.00

Package prices for BBC/Newbrain/Epson HX20
DP8480 + Cable + Hl-Res + 24Hr Delivery &

VAT = £250.00

SERIAL PRINTER CABLES
BBC to 25 way D type £9.50
EPSON HX20 to 25 way D type £9,50
NEWBRAIN to 25 way D type £1 2,00
25 way D type to 25 way D type £15,00

1

STAR GEMIIMI 10X

UPRATED
STAR
DP510

One Year Warranty

True Descenders 9x9 Matrix

120 CPS Bidirectional & Logic seeking

5,6,8.5, 10,12, 17cpi 40,48,68,80,96,136 cpl

Italics, Emphasized, Double strike. Super & Sub Scripts

Hi-Resolution & Block Graphics
Continuous Underline, Backspace

Downloadable Character Set (not 51

5

Friction or Tractor Feed

Internal Buffer Expandable to 4K
Centronics Int. Std. RS232 Available

GEMINI 10X do CARRIAGE)
£250 including VAT

PACKAGE FOR BBC/DRAGON/ORIC
GEMINI 10X + CABLE + DELIVERY

BBC SCREEN DUMP SOFTWARE & VAT
£270 including VAT

STAR DP515 (is carriage) £280 Inc VAT.
RING FOR LATEST PRICING

Star Delta 10

160 CPS
Centronics and

RS232lnt. Std.

8K Buffer

£320 + VAT

OFFICIAL ACORN DEALER
ACORN ELECTRON £199.00
BBC Micro Model B £399.00
BBC Micro Model B with Disc Int £469.00

Large range of Accessories including Disc Drives, Printers,

Monitors always in stock

Printer Cables
BBC to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00
Dragon to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00
Oric to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00
Torch to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £20.00

Blank C15/C30 Cassettes Ten for £4.50 ANY MIX
Send SAE for Full Price List

VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE

PHONE/CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME
Postage 50p per order or as stated

24 HR Securicor Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00

Shop/Workshop Closed Mondays

P I F"*''"^" Dept (AU), 78 BRIGHTON RD

Microcomputers TSS emi im
(0903) 213900
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HINTS & TIPS

10
20

50
60

3(^000
30010
30020
30030
30040
30050

REM iistinq 1

REM version -for Ba=^ic
ON ERROR PROCerror

""

RINT"HELLn"
END

'L. "H"STR*(ERL>-i-CHR^

DEFFROCerror
*RX4,0
VDU22 ,

7

REPORT
PRINT
error*^

10+CHR:^i:l0-hCHR$J/^
30060 >-FXlS, 1

FOR IX^-i, TO LENerroriJ:
A-hSC (MID* \&rrort-,I'y- i ) ^

OSCLI("FX138,0,"...STR:f(A))
NEXT 17.

END

Listing 1.

30070
300S0
30090
30100
30 1 i

10
20
30
40
50
60
70

30000
30010
30020
30030

REM listing 2
REM version -for Basic
DIM char 10
ON ERROR PROCerror
PINT"HFLLO"
END

DEFPROCerror
*FX4,0
VDU22 ,

7

REPORT
30040 PRINT
30050 error:J.---'L„ -'^-STRiJ^-FRL )

+CHR^ 1 0+CHR:f 1 0+CHRt 1 3
30060 *FX15,1
30070 FOR IX^x TO LENermr-l^
O0080 A-ASC(MIDi^(errDr-*/lv^i)

)

S^char-^"FX138,0, "+STR--#(A^
X%---=char MOD 256
V"i=char DIV 256
CALL ?.;FFF7
NEXT 17.

30090
30092
30094
30096
30 1 00
30110 END

Listing 2.

because with frequent use and rewinding

over a small part o1 the tape it winds

unevenly inside the cassette and will slow

down or jam. Buy C12 or C15 cassettes

instead.

Make a copy of your tapes where possi-

ble and keep the originals sate. Most

software firms will accept that this does not

break the copyright laws - some even

advise you to do this. BP Educational

programs actually come with a spare cas-

sette label, for your copy, and a spare slot

in the folder for the cassette.

Magnetic fields will erase tapes over a

long period of time. Strong magnetic fields

are found near TVs, monitors, loud-

speakers and coils of mains wiring, so

keep your tapes away from these.

BUFFERS AND

BAFFLES
THE BBC micro has proved a reliable

computer, but it has a few weaknesses.

One weakness appears to be in the cas-

sette port. On some computers, the cas-

sette port buffers have tailed, due, it

seems, to the cassette lead being removed
while the computer is switched on.

This is a long-standing problem that has

affected the Beeb since it was first pro-

duced. At one time Acorn started to fit the

buffer IC in a socket, but they have since

stopped this. I must confess I have un-

plugged my cassette from the computer

many times while they are still switched on

with no harm. Has anyone a suggestion as

to why it should just affect some comput-

ers? Or could it be the individual cassette

recorder? The cure is simple - don't con-

ned or disconnect anything while it is still

switched on.

Another problem still evident is overheat-

ing. This has been made worse on the new
machines by the installation of a baffle at

the back to stop anything being poked

through the ventilation slot. Computers with

this baffle get very hot The addition of

Econet, disc interface and the speech

chips doesn't help either.

One component that suffers badly here

is the disc controller chip If the computer

accesses the disc frequently over a period

of time, the disc controller chip gets very

hot, and if the ambient temperature is high

it can overheat and pack up altogether. It

will usually function normally again when it

cools down, but not always. A high working

temperature will reduce the working life of

an integrated circuit,

Mr Lawrence of Colchester has found

similar problems with overheating and ex-

presses concern about premature failure

due to components running too hot. He has

also found program crashes on his com-

puter were due to one of the +5 volt lines

reading only 4,7 volts. He suggests a self-

help cure for this which involves opening

up the power supply. I would strongly

advise any readers against opening up the

gold-coloured switching mode power sup-

plies. They are very complex and danger-

ous, as rectified mains voltage can be
present in many parts of the power supply.

A fault here is a job for the dealer.

OWNING UP

COLIN GRANVILLE of Middlesbrough has

written an excellent procedure to help in

removing errors from programs that have

been typed in. It automatically lists the

incorrect line on a clear screen on detec-

tion of an error. Include the procedure

given in listing 1 or listing 2 at the end of

your program, and insert the line

ON ERROR PROCerror

at the start of the program. Readers with

Basic 1 will need to use a slightly longer

routine as OSCLI is not available in Basic

1, and include the DIM statement at the

start of the program:

DIM char 10

Listings 1 and 2 have a test line to show the

operation of the procedure.

DIFFERENCES IN

DEFAULT VALUES

MR DEAKIN of Warrington has written to

suggest that in December 83's article the

default value for @% of 10 was incorrect.

The exact value can be found by asking

the computer to PRINT "@% at switch-on.

On a micro with Basic 2 this is &90A, and
on a micro with Basic 1 it is &AOA, In the

User Guide it says the maximum number of

digits that can be printed before reverting

to E format is nine. This has been in-
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A BBC WORD PROCESSOR TO REALLY TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF YOUR DISC DRIVE.
SCRIBE IS a word processor which frees the user from the limitations of computer memory, Now it is possible

to create a single document with as many pages as the disc will hold, These are automatically swapped
between memory and disc at the touch of a key without you even knowing it's

happening. This means that your disc is being used in the way it was intended

and not just as a fast cassette. Why go to the expense of buying a disc system

and then use simple software really only designed for cassette?

The superb features include:

All functions menu driven - no knowledge of the computer system

necessary.

Edit in 80 column mode (40 optional) see it as it's printed!

INCLUDING UNDERLINING

• Create up to 255 pages, right justify, word wrap, insert, delete, move, copy
and centre.

• Edit Basic programs, produce and merge basic and text files.

Plus many, many more professional features.

SCRIBE comes in ROM with five minute fitting instructions, punter utilities on

disc and a comprehensive manual, (Currently lecommeded lor Acorn & Watford

DPS)

PRICE e59.95 (incl. VAT) (Post and packing 60p)

AVAILABLE SOON - a superb database lo integrate with SCRIBE or to stand

alone. Create over 2000 records on disc. One record equivalent to a screenful ol

information. Find any record in 2 seconds. Format printer output using SCRIBE
Link screens etc. etc.

BE
JC PROGRAM

tIANUAL

BiC Cerifvtmr

MERLIN DISC DRIVES
ABSOLUTE TOP QUALITY Shinon drives - aluminium chassis, head load light, band

stepper motor, silent operation, latest half height dimensions. Guaranteed fully

compatible with the BBC.

40 track, double density specification; systems disc containing formatting routine

plus ADDBOOK - a superb disc based address book program. Create any size

address file up to the maximum capacity of your disc. Also acts as a teaching example

on how to write random access liles. Comes with a highly comprehensive manual

plus all cables and connectors. GUARANTEE ONE YEAR!

PRICE 1 0OK single £1 82,50 (incl VAT) 200K dual £325,00 (inci VAT)

(Securicor delivery £8,00}

MERLIN REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
Now highly accurate time and date continuously available on your BBC - timing not interrupted when computer is switched off-

•Battery backup, connects to user port. •Resolution 0. 1 sec. tGenerates interrupts 1 /min. 5 sec, 0.5 sec. •Handles leap

years automatically, •Day/week calendar, software included for clock display etc,

PRICE £39.95 plus VAT (Post & packing 30p)

S-LOGO
A superbly comprehensive version of this educational asset. This is a graphics version - each instruction controls the movement of a

pen on screen. Each program produces a picture,

•Vocabulary of over 50 instructions. ^20 pre-set shapes (sprites). •Printer screen dump and Program listing. aSuper
editor, •Colour and scale choice. •Error diagnosis. aUse variables. ^Use BASIC expressions. •Show results ot

calculations, •Draw on compass-beanngs, colour-fill, draw circles etc.

PRICE £1 9.95 plus VAT {Post & packing 25p)

Includes full Instruction Manual with Teaching examples.

ITlerlin Computer Products (Bucon LimitGd)

35/36 Singleton 5Tra®T. Sujonsao. 5R1 3Qn Tal(0792}467960(3IIne5)
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creased to 10 with Basic 2. Using a value

of @% = 10 with Basic 1 worl<s correctly,

but not with Basic 2. Here @%-&90A
needs to be used to keep the formatting

the same as Basic 1.

Listing 3 was supplied by Mr Deakin to

demonstrate the difference between the

default values. In fact, the program will

show a difference on a micro with Basic 2

but not on a micro with Basic 1

.

ICfl REM listing 3
20 FOR A-l TO 50
30 PRINT A/ 10
40 NEXT H

Listing 3.

A WORD TO THE WISE
HERE are a couple of simple but useful

hints for users of Wordwise, Peter Helsdon
|t can be a tedious task using Wordwise to

of Chelmsford found a problem when try- locate text accurately in the desired posi-

ing to underline a centred heading. If the tion because the edit and preview modes
commands have a different line-length. The following

f1 CE f1 OC27 45 1 f2 simple procedure from J Westerman of

Leeds expedites matters considerably,
are used to drive a Star or Epson printer ggfo^e entering Wordwise, define one of

the underline starts at the beginning of the
j^g function keys (eg, KEYO) as follows-

line instead of just under the heading;
•KEYO"0 : , , . ,10. .,:,.,. 20. ..:.. .

HEADING 30. ,.:,,, _40. ..:.,, .50. ..:.., .60. . . : I

(f1 and f2 are the function keys for embed- M"

ded commands). When in edit mode, simultaneous pressing
The answer is to put a pad character

of SHIFT, CTRL and fO will print the scale. It

between the commands as follows;
ig of most use at the bottom of the page but

ft CE f2 ! f1 OC27,45,1 f2 HEADING f1 if can, of course, be pnnted or deleted as

OC27.45,0 f2 offen as desired.

SPACESAVER
KEVIN WRIGHT has come up with a further

saving in memory in 'the user defined

function key buffer (see this column, Acorn
User, November 83). Instead of entering

the Basic keywords in their abbreviated

S.BBe la f>7 t,7 t,7 b7 b7 b7 i,7

(.BBB 67 67 £.7 &7 &7 fe7 67 67
fcBia 67 EH 22 45 6E 74 65 72 ,, "Enter
fcBia 2B 7:5 74 72 69 6E 67 3fl string:
J.B21il 22 4E 24 3A 5B 3D VB 2B "N*:P=.+
t,B2B 31 3A F5 4E 3D 32 35 56 lj.N-256
S.B3a 2fi 50 3F 3B 2B SB 3F 31 •P''B*p-'l

l,B3B 3fl 51 3D 50 2B 33 3fl 50 iD-Pi-SiP

bB40 3D 50 26 5B 3F 32 3fl E7 ^P+P-'Z: .

f,E4B A7 24 51 2C 4E 24 29 3E .«Q,N*),>
t.B50 30 Fl 4E 3fl FD 5B 3F 30 0.N:.P''0
«iB5B 3D 26 46 46 3fl Be FD 50 =t.FF!..P
tcB60 3F 30 3D 26 46 46 C D ?B'&FF. .

E.B68 10 IB IB IB IB 10 10 IB
t<B70 IB IB IB IB IB IB 10 IB
&B7B IB 10 IB 10 10 10 10 IB
E-BSB IB IB IB IB 10 10 10 IB
(.BBB 10 10 IB 10 IB IB IB IB
&B90 10 10 10 IB IB IB IB IB
E.B98 10 IB IB 10 10 IB IB IB
E.BAB 10 IB IB IB IB IB IB IB
bBAS IB IB IB 10 10 10 10 10
I.BB0 10 IB IB 10 10 10 10 10
&BBB IB 10 10 10 IB IB IB IB
«<BCB IB IB IB 10 IB IB IB IB
ScBCB IB IB 10 IB IB IB 10 IB

bBDB IB IB IB IB IB IB 10 IB
I.8DB 10 IB IB IB 10 10 10 10
tiBEB IB IB IB IB IB 10 10 10
&BEB IB IB IB IB IB 10 10 10
!.BFB IB IB IB IB 10 10 10 10
!.BF8 IB IB IB 10 10 10 IB IB

User-defined key buffer dump - com-
pare with those in the November
issue.

BINDER BARGAINS
From now until stocks last a free binder will be
dispatched to anyone taking out or renewing

a year's subscription to Acorn User.

Make sure of your free binder by placing an
order with BKT (Subscription Services) Ltd at

the address shown - enquiries; (0732)

351216.

ACORN USER BINDERS
ATONLY £2.50 EACH.

INCLUDING POSTAGE AND PACKING!

To do justice to the increased size

and quality of Acorn User, we are completely

redesigning our binders.

This means we can now offer you, while

stocks last, the existing green simulated

leather binders at a very special price.

To get yours, just send a cheque or postal

order for £2.50 per binder to:

Acorn User
BKT (Subscription Services) Ltd

Douglas Road
Tonbridge

KentTN9 2TS
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Which Disk Drive?
'Which disk drive should I choose for my BBC?'...

'Should I have a sirigle or dual unit?.'..

'Can I up-grade a single unit to a dual drive?.'..

All these questions and more are now answered by

the Microstyle OPTION drive. A system of disk

drives designed to be flexible, cost concious and
practical. If you're after a single drive choose
'OPTION 1

'. however, if you feel that a dual system
is really the answer, but might be too costly at

present choose 'OPTION 2' now and add the

second drive later. 'OPTION 3' is easily installed

within 'OPTION 2's' dual case at any time. As for

'OPTION 4'... well, what can we say? A superb,

hi'performance dual disk system designed to

expand the horizons of your BBC and to introduce

you to a whole new world of computing.

OPTION 1

Single drive

100K 5V4 " Single Slimline disk

drive. Uses BBC power supply.

Includes 'ulilities disk', all leads

and manual

£185 inc VAT

OPTION 2
Single drive in dual case

100K5W" Single Slimline disk

drive, in dual case. Complete
package includes 'utilities disk', al

leads and manual. Own internal

power supply

£245 inc VAT

Specifications

Running Current 12v'i50m/A

5v 3bum/

A

Hall heigni, sirtgle stded. 40 track

Unlormalled capacity 250KB

Data iransfet rate . . 250K0il/sec

Track densilv 48 IPI

Number ol tracks 40

Number ol heads 1

Power on lo ready 1 sec

Ttack-10-Irack access Bmsec

Rolalional speed 300rpm

Dimensions
,

4lxl46x2lOcm

Direct drive spindle motor

Steel band/stepper head posiiiomng

Head load by closing door

Conventional door (like M2896I

Type Cttinon (compeies witti TEAC FD
55A etc.

I

II'r'i
I'V
',1

micfDStj

IQPTIQNS

OPTION 3
Single drive to fit OPTION 2

Additional single slimline disk

drive, lOOK turns OPTION 2 into

200K dual. (To ensure best

possible results we recommend
thai ttiis mod. is earned out by our

own engineers
)

£149.95 inc VAT

OPTION 4
Dual drive

200K dual disk drive - complete
package, 'utilities disk', all leads,

manual. Own internal power

supply,

£375 inc VAT

TAKE THE RISK OUT OF CHOOSING.
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Shops Dealers.

The network
is spreading...

The Microstyle dealer network

is growing all the time. Check
out the list below for a dealer

in your area.

MInehead Radio Ltd
RaOtovpsion House.

Friday Slteei.

Mmeheact. Somersel.

Tel 0643 5077

MJcrowise
21 DukeSlreet.

Reading. Beiks

Tei 0734 591815

Eric Evans
Bi Fieei Road.

Fleet, Hants

Tel 02511 7625

Frome Computers
Z1 Fiofnetifiia

Piome Someisei

Tei 0378 66863

Alan Sinclair

6Chu(ch Slreei,

Basingstoke. Hants

Tel 0256 21307

Barbery Computers
89 Victoria Road.

Swndon, Wilts

Tel 0793 611487

Bridge Computers
23/25 Nexw Slteei.

Lymington, Hants

Tel 0590 77001

Family Computers
403 Bell Slreei,

Henley-on-THames,

O'on
Tel 0491 575744

Trade only enquiries:

If you would like to see your company
name featured tiere, please contact

Lyn Farmer on Newbury (0635) 42570

for further details.

Branches:

The Aylesbury Computer Centre

52 Friar's Sq-, Aylesbury.

Telephone; Aylesbury {0296} 5124

The Bath Computer Centre

29 Belvedere, Lansdown Road, Bath.

Telephone; Bath (0225) 334659

The Daventry Computer Centre

67 High St.. Daventry.

Telephone: Daventry {03272) 78058

The Newbury Computer Centre

47 Cheap Street, Newbury.

Telephone: Newbury (0635) 41929

HIMTS&TIPS

form, more space can be saved by enter-

ing them as the keyv^/ord tokens. Kevin has

found a neat way of making the Basic

interpreter do the work of converting the

keywords to their tokens.

Listing 4 shows how any line of Basic

can be inserted directly into the buffer

using OSCLL Listing 5 uses the command
line interpreter to do the same thing for

readers using Basic 1, The procedure

scans the Basic program to find the line

number given, It then passes this line to the

function key using OSCU (or the command
line interpreter). Note that the key defini-

tions are placed at the end of the program

to ensure they are not executed during

normal program running.

Compare this buffer dump with those

presented in the earlier article. To make an

exact comparison, only KEYO has been

defined. It is now only half as long as the

original key definition. •

10 REH .l.i.r.ting4
20 REh version for Basic 230 PRDCdefkBv (0,2000

i

40 PRDCdef key (1,201(3)
'J0 END
60

1010 H=^-:prtL5B+l

1020 REPEAT
1030 N^=256*F'?\a-hP'7i
1040 Q^FN-3
1050 p-P+p-P'i^

.1 060
1070

UNT,tL N-linp

1 090
2000 INPUT"Ente^r

stri r.q: " N*, p^:^PAGE-H 1 , REPEATN-256*F^^0.i.p

2010 MODEyiMLISTIM ' '-

Listing 4.

10 REM listing 5
20 REM version 'for Basic 1

30 PROCdef key (0,2000)
40 PROCdetkevCl ,2010)
50 END
60

1000 DEFPFTO;def key (number
, 1 i ne)

1005 DIMC 256
.- "t.^

,1010 P:.::P(r,-^GE4-l

1020 REPEAT
1030 N=^^256-^P^:-'0-iF^v>i

1040 Q-P-+-3

1060 UNTIL N-l:i.ne
^070 4:r-"KEY"-H..STR* (number)-.- ",..$.0
10/2 XX-C MOD 256
10 --^4 y%-C DIV 256
1076 CALL ?^PFF-7
1030 ENDPR(;:iC
i 090
2000 iNPUT"Enter

strings "N::f:;:P=::PAGiE4-i.RFPEATN-756>l

^^^^^'IT^"'^^-'^'
JFINSTR(*Q,N*) >0

F'RIN I Ms UN riLP?0^?.FF, ELSEUNTILP':>0^
2010 M0DE7lt^lLlHTir(

Listing 5.

I I'l

0-hp^:m

:EF I L !-i
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LORDS OF TIME
Joins our range of acclaimed pure-text puzzle adventures, at £9.90, for:

BBC 32K COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 48k LYNX 48k NASCOM 32k ORIC 48k ATARI 32k

ADVENTURE
REVIEWS

"Adventures which have a
fast response time, are

spectacular in the amount
of detail and number of

locations, and are available

to cassette owners . I am
extremely impressed . The
Level 9 Adventures are

superbly designed and
programmed, the contents
first rate. The implementa-
tion of Colossal Cave
(Adventure) is nothing short

of brilliant; rush out and buy
it. While you're at it. buy
their others too. Simply
smashing!"

-SOFT, Sept 83

"I found Dungeon
exceedingly well planned
and written, wpth a fast

response There are well

over 200 locations and the

descriptions are both
lengthy and interesting. The
objects number about 1 00.

It could therefore take
some months to explore
the whole network, giving

many hours of enjoyment in

the process."
-C&VG.Sepl83

'The descriptions are so
good that few players could
fail to be ensnared by the
realism of the mythical
worlds where they are the

hero or heroine great fun

to play,'

-Which Micro?. Aug 83

"My appetite has been
whetted and I intend to get
my own copy (of Snowball)
to play"

-WhatM/cro'. DecS3

MIDDLE EARTH ADVENTURES
1: COLOSSAL ADVENTURE
A complete, full size version of the classic mainframe game
Adventure with 70 bonus locations added

2: ADVENTURE QUEST
Centuries have passed since the time of Colossal Adventure
and evil armies have invaded The Land The way is long and
dangerous but with cunning you can overcome all obstacles
on (he way to the Black Tower source of their demonic
power, and destroy it

3: DUNGEON ADVENTURE
The trilogy ib completed by this superb adventure, set in the

Dungeons beneath the shattered Black Tower A sense of

humour is essential!

THE FIRST SILICON DREAM ADVENTURE
1: SNOWBALL
The first of Pete Austin s second trilogy The giant colony
starship. Snowball 9, has been sabotaged and ts heading for

the sun in this massive game with 7000 locations

ADVENTURE
REVIEWS

"This has to be the bargain
of the year. If adventures
are your game then this

(Colossal Adventure) is

your adventure."
-HCW.5Sept83

'Colossal Adventure is

simply superb. Anyone who
wishes to use adventures in

an educational setting

really must use and see this

program as it emulates
Crowther and Woods
masterpiece so well. For
those who wish to move
onto another adventure of

similar high quality,

Dungeon Adventure is to be
recommended. With more
than 200 locations, 700
messages and 100 objects
it will tease and delight!"

- Educaiional Compufing. Nov 83

Colossal Adventure is

included in Practical

Computing's Top 10 games
choice; "Poetic, moving and
tough as hell."

- PC. Dec 83

To sum up, Adventure
Quest is a wonderful
program, fast, exciting and
challenging. If you like

adventures then this one is

for you"
-NILUG4i^1.3

'Colossal Adventure For
once here's a program that

ives up to its name a
masterful feat Thoroughly
recommended"
- Computer Choice. Dec 83

wholly admirable"
- Your Computer, Sept 83

THE LORDS OF TIME SAGA
7: LORDS OF TIME
Our congratulations to Sue Gazzard for her super design for

this new time travel adventure through the ages of world
history Chill to the Ice-age, go romin' with Caeser's legions,

shed light on the Dark Ages etc etc We'll be selling this

game mail-order from January 1st

Price: £9.90 each (inclusive)

Level 9 adventures are available from good computer shops,
or mail-order from us at no extra charge Please send order
or SAE for catalogue, to

LEVEL 9 COMPUTING
DepI A, 229 Hughenden Road. High Wycombe, Bucks
HP13 5PG

Please describe your Computer

i

S

s
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DISC TO TAPE TRANSFER by George Hill

A LETTER from Malcolm Andrews in the

January issue of Acorn User, combined
with my own needs, prompted program 2.

the disc-to-lape copier.

Mr Andrews' need was for a method of

transferring his disc programs to tape for

backup purposes. Mine was to transfer

chosen programs from disc to tape to send

them in to the editor in an inexpensive and
universally accessible form, (he has 40-

track discs, I have 80-track),

I followed Mr Andrews' suggestion and
re-read Uncle Joe's 'Daring Deeds with

Discs' article in the September 1983 issue.

1 modified his memory peeking program
slightly, so that it gives a mode 3 screen

version of any 'page' of memory. This is

program 1.

I found the results of *CAT very inconve-

nient to use for copying purposes, as it

replaces the $ directory by the space
character. I used 'INFO '-* instead. To see

the difference between the two com-
mands, load "PEEKMEM" (program 1),

then type:

*CAT<CR>
RUN<CR>

and respond EOO to the prompt for a

starting address.

You will see a copy of the catalogue in

alphabetical order, but with bit 7 of the first

letter of each file set (see Joe Telford's

article for more detail). Thus the first lettei'

of each filename has to be fiddled with

before it can be displayed. Also the direc-

tory letters of the files are altered, so that $

(ASCII 24) is replaced by space (ASCII

20). Also the directory letter of files in the

current directory has bit 7 set

Now repeat the process using *INF0 * *

in place of the *CAT command. The direc-

tory is now in correct ASCII form.

In "INFO the directory letter has bit 7 set

if the file is locked- Thus the commonest
directory letter $ (ASCII 24) appears with

bit 7 set (A4 instead of 24) on locked files.

This must be corrected before display, but

some fiddling with the directory letter is

necessary anyway. An undesirable side-

effect is that the files are not in alphabetical

order when displayed this way, but in the

order in which they are filed on the disc.

The program works as follows:

1 . The user is asked whether he/she wants
duplicate copies of each file (the editor

likes two copies, in case of accidents, or

bad tape blocks).

2 An invisible 'INFO *,* command is is-

sued (hidden by 'FX3,2), and the cata-

logue information is listed on the screen,

with a number (1 to 31) for each file.

PROCdisplay cat does this.

3.) The files are chosen by number, and
will be saved in the order in which they are

chosen. The files to be transferred are

marked by a colour change (no attempt is

made to stop you from choosing the same
file twice). Typing ALL carries out a com-
plete disc dump. This is all done in PROC-
choose_fiies.

4, Each file in turn is transferred into a

'buffer' area (the whole of memory from

&3000 to &7C00). OSFILE is called with

A%-&FF and bytes 3 to 6 of the control

block pointing to address &300Q. This

LOADS the file at &3000, and transfers the

load and execution addresses and the file

length into the control block at the same
time. II is now possible to calculate the

start (&3000) and end (&3000 + length)

addresses for saving and put them in the

correct places in the control block. *TAPE
transfers control to the tape filing system.

'OPTI.O has been selected previously, so

no messages are issued, and transfer

proceeds without user-intervention. A call

to OSFILE with A%=0 saves the file on

tape, with the onginal load and execution

addresses preserved. This is accom-
plished in PROCtransfer_files. Note that

files with $ directories are saved on tape

without any directory letter, files with blank

page 67

IAN BIRNBAUM has, due to pressure of

work, had to resign his position as
'chairman' of Beeb Forum ~ and he's a
difficult man to replace! George Hill

hosts this month's pages, and it is our
aim to Invite guest experts from various
areas. Our thanks go to Ian for his work
during the past year in establishing the
Forum as an unrivalled magazine
feature.

Keep the ideas - original or building on
other Forums - coming, and remember,
at least £5 is paid for everything printed.

PASSING ARRAYS THE SIMPLE WAY

THERE is a much simpler way of passing

arrays to procedures than those described

in the July (page 44) and November (page

61 ) issues by Robin Newman. Like Robin, 1

wished to handle matrices in 3D transfor-

mations for perspective displays The ex-

ample (program 1 3) is of lines taken from a

graphics program and shows how we can
pass two 4x4 matrices A and B to a

multiplication procedure, and return the

product C,

The trick is that, instead of dimensionfrig

three separate 4x4 matrices, we define a4x4x3 matrix, in which the third

dimension acts as an identifying digit: this

is at line 70 in the example, and as usual

dimensions are numbered starting from 0,

The identifying digits are passed to the

procedure in the usual way (as A,B,C in

this example), and select the appropriate

matrix as the last number of the array

element identification, as Q(I,K,A) in line

2780, for example. This is possible on the

BBC micro because it has no limit on the

number of dimensions of an array {User

Guide, page 236). There is one restriction

in the procedure shown - you cannot write

PROCMULT(A,B,A) to give an analogous

result to A^A'B,
The details of the matrix multiplication

are adapted from program 6.4 of Ian O
Angell's book A Practical Introduction to

Computer Graphics (Macmillan, 1981). To

avoid excessive use of memory (which

tends to be in short supply with 3D graph-

ics), it is easy to re-use the identifying

digits, for example:

[Define Q(X,Y,0)]

[Define Q(X,Y.1)]

PROCMULT(0,1.2) - puts the product in

0(X,Y,2)

[Redefine Q(X,Y.O)]

PROCMULT(2,0,1) - puts the new pro-

duct in Q(X.Y,1)

The basic limitation of this method is that

identification can only be by integer num-
bers, not names: but this seems a reason-

able sacrifice to accept in return for

simplification. .,, . _
, ^,^ Nigel Balchin

Cambridge

70DIM Q(3,3,2)

2700DEFPR0CMULT(A R r^

2730L0CAL I,J,K,D
2740F0R 1=0 TO 3
2750F0R J=o TO 3
2760D=0
2770raR K=0 TO 3

2800Q(l,j,c)=D
2810NEXT J
2820NEXT I

2S30ENDPR0C

Program 3. Passmg arrays to procedures.
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GCC are gaining
respect as one of

thecountry's

leading outlets for

the BBC micro
and compatible

peripherals
BBC MODEL 'B' £399.00
BBC DISC INTERFACE KIT f 78.77

A-B UPGRADE £ 70.00

Z80 2nd PROCESSOR WITH SOFTWARE £43 1 .00

GCC ROMEX 13 (Rom expansion) £ 45,94

GCC EPROM PROGRAMMER FOR BBC POA
BEEBASE (Data Base Rom) £ 45.94

WORDWISE £ 44.85

PASCAL ROM £ 67.85

FORTH ROM £ 39,93

TEAC SUm-Une
Disc Drives

GCC55A100K £160.00

GCC 200K (ultra-slim) £199.00

GCC 55F 400K £246.00

GCC 55A2 200K (dual) £325.00

GCC 55F2 800K (dual) £505.00

GCC 55A2 + PSU 200K (40/80 Switchable) £345.00

GCC 55F2 + PSU BOOK (40/80 Switchable) £575.00

Disc drive cables srngle £ 12.00

Disc drive cables dual £ 14.00

Printers

STAR 510 80 col

STAR 515 132 col

SHINWACP80
NECPL8032-C
Printer Cable for BBC
JUKI 6100 (Daisy-wheel)

EPSOM FX80

Sinclair Computers
ZX Spectrum 16K
ZX Spectrum 48K
ZX Printer

Other Products
TORCH Z80 Disc Pack
APPLE EPROM BLOWER
GRAPH PAD
LIGHT PEN for BBC

STOCK SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.

TraQe aniS lucal suUiunly enquinei welcome
Prices correct at time ol goini; Id piess.

£251.85
£277.15
£256.75
£256.75
£ 9.57

£437.00

£407.00

£ 99.95
£129.95
£ 39.95

£839,50
£ 86.25

£143,75

POA

iBAnc^j^nDi

VISA

GCC (Cambridge) Limited

66 High Street Sawston. Cambridge CB2 4BG
Telephone: Cambridge (0223) 835330
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^ from page 65

directories are saved with the name begin-

ning with ',', whereas other directory letters

are preserved.

5. The process is repeated until transfer is

complete, or until ESCAPE is pressed (or

any fatal error occurs), when the tape filing

system is converted back to its normal

state, and the disc filing system

reselected.

Files stored on disc, although 'correctly'

transferred to tape, are not readable by

BGET#, as no interblock gaps are inserted

(at least, 1 think that is the reason)

As the catalogue is read from page E

(&0E00 to &OEFF), this method is not,

apparently, compatible with the Watford

DPS,

The transfer program will not handle files

exceeding &4000 in length.

program 2 on page 69

WOfil s

10 F^EM PEE! MEM
-O REM MODIFIED FROM JOE'S D I SIFACE EXAMINER
:^0 MODE?.
10 VDU11
50 REPEAT

•or ne;; t Daaei " s%

•^O IF a .0 THEN 5titrt=a
I'-'O FOR lineal TO -^-

110 PFrINT,-^3tart;'' '

;

1-0 FOR llnepo5=D TQ 7
1~0 :Dntent = linepos-5tart
'1<-' IF content ..S.10 THEM PRINT"0";

ISO PFaNTj-ccntent:
160 NEXT
170 PRINT" "
180 FOR linepos='.i TO 7
19'J ccintent = l ineDOB"'stsrt
200 asci, = . content Zi and content.]-,

SEi^RlNT"!";"
^"^" '='f^''^^^NFV*content: EL,

:^~0 NEXT
230 PRINT
-40 start=stsrt+e
250 NEXT
:;60 PRINT
270 UNTIL FALSE
290 END

Program 1. A mode 3 screen version of any page

^ ECONET SPOILS

THE GAME
IN THE school where I teach most of the

BBC computers are fitted with the Econet

interface, and we use the network fairly

extensively One problem which pupils

have complained about is that many com-

mercial games packages that are loaded

into the computers by tape after selecting

•TAPE and setting PAGE to &E00 are

inclined to crash. I have investigated this

problem, which does not occur when the

same thing is tried on a machine fitted with

a disk interface but no Econet interface,

and believe I have found the solution,

which I npw offer to others who may have

been frustrated by this problem.

The problem occurs because some
games programs make use of locations

below &E00, and in particular use page
&D00. This page is normally reserved for

disc or Econet NMI routines, and for a table

of extended vectors which point into the

ROM selected for the current filing system,

(Full details of these vectors are given in

the excellent Advanced Users Guide re-

cently published by Cambridge Micro

Centre.) The tape filing system does not

make use ot these vectors, and so pro-

gram writers have assumed that it is OK to

make use of this page when 'TAPE is

selected. However, the Econet ROM does
maintain one vector here even when it is

not selected.

If this vector is corrupted, the program
will crash when the vector is accessed.

Unfortunately, it appears that the vector is

accessed whenever the return key is

^1" ^^^^'°^= ^^-o^^^^^^I^TT^.

O RPM ^^'"r^^^^
Effect 0+ the EconPt

REM
'^ ""^ -^224,5.225!

^^ REM^Push BREAK to reset

^ FOR ^V.sO TO 2 STEP '^

' COPT ZX

' RTS '^ vec.LDA #start DlV^Sh.S^f^ vec + 1

i~UHff/. JbK oswrch
Pl-A!TAY:PLA:TAX:PLA:PLP
JMP<vec-3ld)
J: NEXT
CALL code

'RltMT"TH I ' input. .."A^.WNT The beep shows the vector .as used!"
Program 4.

pushed in response to an input command,
even if the machine is disconnected from a

network. This can be shown by typing in

program 5. More details of the use of this

vector are given on page 260 of the

Advanced User Guide.

However, there is a solution, which is

effectively to disconnect this Econet ex-

tended vector.

In common with most filing system rou-

tines (eg, OSFILE, OSARGS, etc) this ex-

tended vector is not reached directly but

via a defined vector. NETV, which is locat-

ed at &224 and &225, On a non-Econet

machine this vector contains &FFA6 (&A6

in &224, and &FF in &225), which points to

an RTS instruction in the OS ROM. When
the Econet interface is present it is altered

to &FF36: ie, &224 changes from &A6 to

&36. You have to alter the contents of this

vector by typing ?&224=&A6 before load-

ing the program from tape and running it.

The vector can be reset afterwards by

control break.

It is advisable to disconnect any ma-
chine running such games software while

the program is running, as data packets

received via the network may cause the

machine to crash.

Type in the program and run it. There-

after, whenever the return key is pushed in

answer to an input prompt from Basic, or to

terminate an input command to a program,

the speaker will beep, showing that the

vector at &224 (NETV) has been accessed.

The program works by redirecting the

vector to point to the code at the label start.

This first saves all the 6502 registers on the

stack, and then outputs a beep (VDU 7),

before restoring the registers from the

stack and jumping to wherever the vector

pointed originally. This works even if 'TAPE

or 'DISC is selected, showing that the

vector is still active. You should select the

required filing system before running the

program,

Robin Newman
Peterborough
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FOR BBC MICRO

DEVOTED EXCLUSIVELY TO THE BBC MICRO

MEMBERSHIP NOW EXCEEDS 20,000 MEMBERS
BRITAIN'S LARGEST COMPUTER USER GROUP

20,000 members can't be wrong — BEEBUG provides the best support for the BBC Micro.
BEEBUG Magazine-NOW 64 PAGES devoted exclusively to the BBC Micro.

Programs— Hints & Tips— Major Articles— News— Reviews— Commentary.
PLUS members discount scheme with National Retailers. PLUS members Software Library.

10 Magazines a year. First issue April 1982. Reprints of all issues available to members.

SCREEN SHOTS FROM PROGRAMS
IN BEEBUG

ILLUSIONS

October 1983

SPIDERS WEB
Aug/Sept 1983

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

PROGRAMME
Dec 1983 - nup-lalbshr

Magazine programs now available on cassette at

£3.50 inc: VAT & p&p-see BEEBUG magazine for

details.

October Issue: Games: Munch-man. a Snapper type giime with super
graphics. Illusions graphics and sound you won't believe. A versatile Renum-
ber program tor Basic, Fabric Patterns, an invisible Alarm Clock, Disc
Sector String Search and a program for drawing 3D Surfaces. Articles on the

Teletext Mode for beginners. Compilers and Interpreters, using Joysticks,
using the Speech Synthesizer and more. Reviews of two Cassette Recor-
ders IMarantz Superscope C190 and Acorn Data Recorder), three Printers

(NEC PC-8023B, STAR DP840 and CP-801, and lots of new games software

(and we've arranged SPECIAL OFFERS for members). Plus a review of the new
Acorn Electron and news of our new magazine for Electron users called

ORBIT. Plus all our usual features like Hints and Tips, Postbag. and a new
Brainteaser.

November Issue: Program Features: Reversi, a challenging board game.
Lunar Escape, an addictive arcade type game, SNARFER. a wery useful disc

recovery program, SHAPER for defining multiple character shapes, RAPIDS.
another short game, DEMOLITION, a sizzling display with matching sound
effects. Plus articles on a Clock Display, iheTeletext Mode(part2of aseries),

an Introduction to Interrupt Programming, a new Mode 8 and The Beeb in

SlowMotion.PlusExtension ROM Board Reuiews, Games Reviews, Book
Reviews. M-TEC Torch Basic Review. Plus News, Hints and a new
Competition.

December issue: Program Features: Killer Dice game. Galactic Invasion,

a fast moving space invasion game, LINK, a very useful disc utility for program
development, ASTAAD. a really excellent program for Computer Aided
Design, the Percussion Machine, moving Chequer Board display. Screen
Freezer, a routine to freeze your favourite game in mid-play, and a musical

rendering of the Twelve Days of Christmas to add a seasonal flavour. Plus

articlesontheTeletext Mode (part 3) and Fitting an External Speaker. Plus

Disc Drive Reviews, Book Reviews, Hints and Tips,

Jan/Feb issue: Program Features: Block Blitz, an excellent arcade style

game, A Disassembler for the BBC micro, the Ray Box game to test your

powers of deduction. Large Digital Displays in Mode 7. Dancing Lines, an
interesting visual demonstration of random numbers. Plus art ides on Machine
Code Graphics, thefirstof an introductory series. Teletext Mode (Parl4) with

a set of useful procedures. Protecting your own programs, and an
Introduction to forth. Plus reviews of Double Density Disk Controllers.

Graphics Tablets, new Software. Product news. Postbag. Hints and Tips.

BEEBUGSOFT: BEEBUG SOFTWARE LIBRARY
offers members a growing range of software from

£3.50 per cassette.

BEEBUG NEW OPERATING SYSTEM OFFER

BEEBUG members can now obtain the new 1 -2 OPERATING SYSTEM
ROM ai around HALF PRICE

Asa result of BEEBUG negotiations with Acorn the ROM now may also be

offered by other user groups to iheit members.

1, Starfire I32K1. 2. Moonlander n6K>. 3D Noughts and Crosses (32K). 3.

Shape Match 116K), Mindbender (TfiK). 4. Magic Eel (32K1. 5. Cylon Attack
(32KI. 6. Astro-Tracker (32K).

Utilities; 1. Disassembler (16K). Redefine {16K1. Mini Text Ed (32KI,

Applications: 1. Superplot (32KI. 2, Masterfile (32K),

13% DISCOUNT TO MEMBERS ON THE EXCELLENT WORDWISE
WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE -THIS REPRESENTS A SAVING OF

OVER €5.00-

Send £1 .00 & SAE for Sample
Membership; UK £5.40 for six months, £9.90 for one year.

Overseas one year only: Europe £16.00, Middle East £19.00, Americas & Africa £21.00, Other Countries £23.00

Make cheque to BEEBUG and send to: BEEBUG Dept 13, PO Box 109 Baker St, High Wycombe, Bucks HP11 2TD
Send editorial material to: The Editor, BEEBUG, PO BOX 50, St. Albans, Herts AL1 2AR
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M from page 67 program 2. Disc-to-tape copier

10 REM D_T
20 REM DISC TQ TAPE COPIER
30 REM G.B.HILL (c) JANUARY 19B4
40
50 MODE?
60 HIMEM=.^3000
70 ON ERROR REPORT: PRINT" at line "

E

RL:GDTO 140
80
90 PROCBet_up

100 PROCone_ar^twD
UO PROCdiBplay^cat
120 PROCchoose_f i les
130 PRDCtransfBr_-fileB
140 *TAPE
150 *0PT1.

1

160 «DISC
170 END
ISO
190 REM *** PROCEDURES *«»
20O
210 DEFPRQCone^or two
220 PRINTTAB(0,3)"0ne copv of earh fil

e. or twD?"'"Type 1 or 2 ";

230 REPEAT: Z=GET:UNTtL Z=49 OR 2=50
240 IF Z=50 THEN two.copi es=TRUE ELSE

twa^copies=FAL3E
250 CLS
260 ENDPROC
270
280 DEFPROCset_up
290 *TAPE
300 HOPT 1 .

310 »DIBC
320 DIM N ! 3 1)
330 DIM block 17
340 DIM name 8
350 XV.=block MOD 256
360 Y7.=block DIV 256
370 bloc:k?0=name MOD 256
380 block?l=name DIV 256
390 os-f i le=.!<FFDD
400 bu-ff er=HIMEM
410 ENDPROC
420
430 DEFPROCdisplay.cat
440 *FX3,2
450 *INFD #.

*

460 *FX3.0
470 -f 1 le_number=0
480 REPEAT
490 -f 1 le_nLimber=-f ile_number-t-l
500 name_start=?<EOO+S*f i le_number
510 end_o-f_cat=C?name_start=0 OR -file

number=32>
520 IF NOT Bnd_o+_cat THEN PROCdecode

name(file_number);PROCprint nameCfile nJmber. FALSE)
530 UNTIL Bnd_of_cat
540 number _of _f j l es=-f i 1 e_number- 1
550 ENDPROC
560
570 DEFPROCdeciodenamet-fn)
530 dir=?(.?(0E07+8*-fn)
590 dir=dir AND ?<7F
600 N*=CHR*dir+". "

610 name_start=??0EOO+a)t;-f

n

620 FOR n=0 TO 6
630 c:h*=CHR$(name_^start?nJ
640 IF ch*'^;-:" " THEN N*=N4+chl
650 NEXT
660 ENDPROC
t70
680 DEFPR0CDrint_name(fn.3ave it)
690 ^:=20«( <fn-l! DIV 16> + 1

700 v=i+((^n-I) MOD 16)
710 IF save_it THEN PRINTTAB O.'-i y)-CHRI131;TAB(;. + 15.y):CHR*135 ELSE PRINTTABC

;;.V):N$jTAB(K + li,v,:+n
720 ENDPROC

730
740 DEFPROCchoose files
750 *FX15.

1

760 LOCAL I

770 PftINTTAB(0.18):"Tvpe in the number
s of the files vau"'"wish ta transfer to
tape.

"

780 PRINTTAB (0.20): "Type ALL for compl
ete di5c Bave'""and press RETURN to star
t transfer .

"

790 I =0
BOO REPEAT
BIO number _to_sa«'e= I

320 1=1+1
830 INPUTTAB(0.22)f ile_nLimber*
840 IF f iie_numbert="ALL" THEN PROCall
850 f i 1 e_number=VALf i ] e_nLimber«
S6U done= (fil e_nL(mtaer=0)
870 OK=(file.number.^=0 AND file_number

^: =nLimber_af _+iles)
880 PRINTTAB(0.22) "

'•
,

890 IF NOT OK THEN VDU7 : GOTO " S3n
900 IF NOT done THEN N ( I 1 =f i 1 e_number

:

PROCprint_name (f i ie_number . TRUE)
9l0 UNTIL done
920 ENDPROC
^30
940 DEFPRDCall
950 FOR I = : TO numberof __f 1 1 es
960 N ( I ) =

I

970 NEXT
980 number ^to_saye=nLimber of files
990 ENDPROC *" ~

1 000
1010 DEFPROCtransfer_f iles
1020 LOCAL I

1030 CLS
1040 IF number_to_5avB=0 THEN PRINTTAB(

0.3)"Sillv - can't transfer no filesi"-E
NDPROC
1050 PRINTTABC0.3)"Pre55 RECORD then RETURN"
1060 REPEAT:UNTIL GET=17;
1070 FOR 1=1 TO number to save
1080 CLS
1090 PRINTTAB(0.3):number_to_5avG:" fii

es to transfer - now on number ";

I

1100 PROCdecodename iN ( I )

)

1X10 *DI3C
^^1120 IF LEFTS(N«. !)=* OR LEFT*(Nl.n =

THEN save_name*=RIbHT*
( N4 . LEN (N*j -2)

ELSE saye_namet=N*
1130 IF LEFTt(N«.l)=" THEN save name*

= . +save_name*
1140 *name=N*+CHR*13
1150 AV;=S(FF
1160 block !2=buf f er
1170 blac:k?6=o
1 ISO PRINTTAB (3. 6) ; LHRtl31 : "LOADING '

!CHR»135:N$:CHRS13l! " FROM DISC
1190 CALLosfile
1200 *TAPE
1210 5namE=save_^name*+CHRS13
1 220 b 1 oc k ' !.0E= [ buf f er -f b 1 ac k ' .?,0A

)

1230 block fS',OA=buffer
1240 A"--;=0

1250 PRINTTAB (S. 6) : "ED AS"
1260 PRINTTAB(3.S>;CHR*134: "SAVING AE "

;CHR«135; 5ave_nameS; CHRS134; " ON TAPE

1270 IF twD^copies THEN PRINTTAB (T 10)"
Fi rst copv "

1230 CALLosfile
1290 IF twD_copies THEN PRINTTAB (X. in)

"

Second copy": CALLosfile
1300 NEXT
1310 CLS
1320 PRINTTAB (0,3) :CHRtl33; "TRANSFER CDMFLETE"- ':CHRtl33: "Press" :CHR«135; "STOP"

;CHR$133; "button.

"

1330 ENDPROC
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•^.
FINANCIAL GAMES^^

'Three great games, enjoyed by thousands of BBC
owners throughout the world'

Join them - don't delay order today.

GREAT BRITAIN LilVIITED-£5.95
Ever thought you could run the country better?

Here is your chance!

As Prime Minister and Chancellor {of the party of your choice), you
have to guide the country through its social and economic ills for 5

years, then put yourself up for re-election.

"Great Britain Ltd is easily as exciting and certainly more satisfying

than any game of space invaders" - Micro User.

"A must for all budding politicians" - Computer Answers.
"Thorougtily enjoyable and worthwile decision making activity and as

suet) can be ttiorougtiiy recommended" - Educational Computing.
"Higfily enjoyable" - Acorn User.

"A dream for Megalomaniacs" - Micro Update.

INHERITANCE -£5.95
Have you ever wondered what you'd do if you came into some
money? Would you be able to invest it and watch it grow, or maybe
start a small business and become a millionaire. With Inheritance you
have the chance to find out.

"A great game, really two games for tfie price of one" - Micro User.

"Well presented and good value for money" - Personal Computer
World.

WORLD TRAVEL GAME - £6.95
A game for 1 or 2 players. Rush around the world collecting souvenirs.

Keep your head and try to avoid Hijacks, Strikes, Thieves, Cash
shortages. Bankruptcies, Bad Weather etc.

"Exciting, competitive and even educational - not to be missed"

ALL THREE GAMES NOW AVAILABLE IN A SPECIAL PRESENTATION
PACK - AN IDEAL GIFT

£17,95 complete

A vailable from your local computer shop or by 24hr despatch from:-

SIMON W. HESSEL SOFTWARE
(Dept.£t), 15 Lytham Court, Sunninghill, Berkshire.

Telephone: Ascot 25179

Please add 30p P&P on orders for single games- UNLIMITED GUARANTEE.

Dealers - Reserve your Christmas stocks NOW.

Schools and Education Authorities - special deals on multiple orders.
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SOUND

THROUGHTHE
SOUND BARRIER
Commander Bruce Smith gives the order for some special

effects that will make your bold interstellar

exploits go with a bang

WHAT interstellar venture would be com-

plete without at least a tew reverberations

on ttie Beeb's internal speaker as a Photon

torpedo slides away from the SS Hermaria.

devastating the Sinclaronian fighter wink-

ing in the distance of the mode 4 screen'?

And all siarships need to warp into hyper-

space at some time, so a whoosh or two is

an absolute must.

How do we go about producing these

much sought after effects? The most obvi-

ous way il to use Basic's versatile SOUND
and ENVELOPE commands, but at some
stage you'll want to use the mnemonic
assembler to create special super-fast

graphics effects not possible within the

constraints of an interpreted language -

even one as fast as the BBC micro's Basic

So in this article we'll examine how to

produce these two Basic commands in

machine code.

To make life easier two OSWORD calls

are included in the MOS to enable us to

generate a sound and define an envelope.

To select the appropriate call, the accumu-
lator must contain the correct OSWORD
call code, 7 for SOUND and 8 for EN-

VELOPE. The X and Y registers should

contain the" low and high bytes respectively

of the address of a parameter block which
contains all the information required by
either routine.

To generate a sound the OSWORD rou-

tine expects to find eight data bytes in the

parameter block, which it treats as four

double-byte values, giving:

Byte -- Channel low byte

Byte 1 -- Channel high byte

Byte 2 -- Amplitude low byte

Byte 3 -- Amplitude high byte

Byte 4 -- Pitch low byte

Bytes - Pitch high byte

Byte 6 -- Duration low byte

Byte 7 - Duration high byte

If you are familiar with the SOUND state-

ment you will realise that these parameters

are similar to those used in Basic and you
may not be surprised to learn that exactly

the same effect is produced. Consider the

statement SOUND 1,-15,100,20, To pro-

duce this in machine code we need only

place the relative bytes, as two-byte num-
bers, into the parameter block and perform

the OSWORD call. The only awkward point

here is the representation of -15 as a two-

byte value. To do this we need to obtain its

two's complement' value, which is the

usual way of writing a negative number in

binary form. First write 15 as a two-byte

binary number, invert all the bits and then

add 1 to derive the two's complement;

15 00000000 00001111

invert the bits 11111111 11110000

now add 1 to this value to get the two's

complement
11111111 11110000

+ 00000000 00000001

Program 1.

-10 REM :+::+; SOUND 1 .. ~15. 100. 29 **
£8 6*.word-S,:FFFi
38 P 3. r.Ei.meter- 5^:70

40 F"-;"a:i800

!5ifti C. sou.rid -3 - REM mArk start of code
60 FOR IpDoP=^0 to 7
?0" RERD byte
80 C ld3. #byte \ get re^id byt&
90 :~.t.ji, F3.r-3Lmete-r+looP "- and save it

1 00 1
il0 NEXT loop
120 t \ set UP OSword call
130 Ida #7 OSword call is -rmrnber 7
:1.40' Tdx #Parar.-ieter MOD 256
150 Idy ^Parameter DIV 256
160 ..imp osword '•. call, osword arid back to BftSIC
170 1
1 S0 DRTR 1 .. ., i^F 1 .. a;FF . 1 00 .. . 20 ,.

190 REM 1 .. -15 . 100 ., 20
200 CRLL sound

^page 73

-15 11111111 11110001

Converting this to hex we have &FFF1,
Program 1 produces the sound defined

above A macro has been used in lines 60
to no to generate the necessary code.

Basic's MOD and DIV functions are used to

obtain the low- and high-byte address of

the parameter block that is placed into the

index registers. Note the use of the hash
'# to indicate immediate addressing in

lines 80, 140 and 150; this is quite often

omitted and a frequent cause of frustration

during debugging.
An envelope can be defined in a similar

manner. However the parameter block

should now be 1 4 bytes long , containing all

the usual information required by a Basic

ENVELOPE definition, and again a macro
can be incorporated into the program to

assemble the machine code Programj 2,

3 and 4 illustrate the technique.

Now for some useful routines that you
might incorporate into your own programs.
Program 2 provides Defende/'-type laser

fire when run. The envelope definition is

taken care of by lines 80 to 240. The
envelope data is incorporated into the

DATA statement of line 240 and is the

direct Basic equivalent of:

ENVELOPE 1,129.-15,-8,-3,10,10,10,

126,0,0.-126.126,126

As before, the negative values -15, -8, -3

and -126 are represented as single byte

two's complement values. On running, a
zap will be provided every time a key is

pressed. By incorporating an OSBYTE &81
call - more affectionately known as INKEY
in Basic - a particular key can be detected
and used to act as a tire button.

Program 3 provides a blast-off or hyper-

drive sort of sound. The program is similar

in many respects to program 2 for EN-
VELOPE and SOUND definitions. In this

instance, however, the third SOUND pa-

rameter defining the note's pilch is incre-

mented inside a loop (lines 400 to 460) to

produce the increasing roar of the Star-

ship's engines By rearranging the loop to

provide a decremenling pitch the craft can
be made to land.

Program 4 is an absolute must and has
probably been used on more space-orien-

tated games than any other tunes - if you
can't guess what it is from by the introduc-

tory REM statements then I'm certain you'll

recognise the tune itself. Good hunting! •
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Electronequip

Hampshire
SPECIAL OFFERS

PHONE FOR DETAILS

"We would like to apologise for any confusion that arose
from our December advertisements. The BBC B's were

sold at full price with £20.00 in discount vouchers
redeemable against future purchases."

Authorised BBC Dealer &
Service Centre

\ /

Electronequip is an authorised Acorn service centre and has

been an Acorn dealer since the introduction of the Atom.

Our demonstration facilities include 20 station Econet and
Torchnet systems.

Rit. BBC Micros ExVAT IncVAT

ANB01 BBC Model B Micro Computer 348.26 399.00

AN802 BBC Model B with Econet Interface 389.14 446.00

ANB03 BBC Model B with Disc Interface 409.1

4

469.00

AMB04 BBC Model 8 with Disc & Econet Interface 450.01 5 1 6.00

3" Micro Disc £129.95
(inc. VAT)

Disc Interface & Drive

£198.95 (inc. VAT}

Micro Disc Drive for the BBC
The Micro disc drive offers a method of low cost quick access to

programs. The drive is essentially a small version of a 5i " disc

drive and offers similar features to the larger drive.

The data is stored on a 3" disc, this is enclosed in a protective

hard plastic cassette which features a write protect switch.

The micro drive requires the standard Acorn disc interface, but a

new disc filing system rom. Acorn DFS may be exchanged for the

micro DFS for £12.00. The new micro disc filing system allows 60

files per disc surface and it can read and write to Acorn DFS discs.

Thus if a 5i inch and a micro floppy were connected on the same
cable files could be transfered between them.

Capacity: 80,64 K bytes Transfer Rate: 125kbit/s

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Access & Barclaycard Accepted

Large Stocks - 24 Hour Despatch

Carriage 50p to £3.50

cW?FT?!T5TrSI

14" TV/Monitor £217.00 + VAT
Ref. Monitors ExVAT IncVAT

MNB1401 BMC 1401 ColourMonitor 225.00 258.75

MNCE370A Cable CE 370A Colour RGB Monitor 199.00 228.85

MNKVIS2 Kaga 1
2" RGB Monitor Vision II (Medium) 285.00 327.75

MNKVIS3 Kaga 1
2" RGB MonitorVision III (Hi| 399.00 458.85

MNMI431 Microvitecl431 14" ColourMonitorlBBC) 21500 247.25

MNM1441 Microvitec1441 High Res 14" BBC Monitor 440.00 506.00

MNM1451 Microvitec1451 Medium Res 14" BBC Monitor 325.00 373.75

MNN1534 Nordmende 14" TV/Monitor 217.00 249.55

MNN3534 Nordmende 14" TV/Monitor with remote control 234 00 269 1

MNN4430 Nordmende 20" Prestige TV/Monitor remote 41 7.00 479.55

MNN4432 Nordmende 22" Prestige TV/Monitor remote 458.00 526.70

MNN4437 Nordmende 27" Prestige TV/Monitor remote 51 2.00 588.80

SIDEWISE SIDEWISE FITTED

"SIDEWAYS" rom board for BBC Micro.

No soldering required £38.00 + VAT

EPSON
RX-80 £263.12 + VAT

FX-80 £365.09 + VAT
Printer price includes cable for BBC and screen
dump rom.

TORCH ^%
COMPUTERS '-'Jiii-'

Perfectly Made in Britain
Ref. Torch Computers ExVAT IncVAT

TDZ8DP Torch Z80 Disc Pack (Dual 800K + Z80) 730.00 839.50

TC301 Torch Work Station (No monitor) (301 ) 1 244.00 1430.60

TC303 Torch Work Station with TOSCA (No monitor) 1449.00 1666.35

TC401 Torch Computer twin 400K (new style} 2250.00 2587.50

TC403 Torch Computer twin 400K & TOSCA (grey) 2455,00 2823,25

TC68000 Torch Computer twin 400K Floppy & 68000 3550,00 4082,50

TC68020 Torch Computer 20Mb Hard Disc & 68000 5900.00 6785.00

TCF500 Torch Computertwin floppies (CF500) 2950,00 3392.50

TCFS500 Torch Computer twin 400K & TOSCA (CH500) 31 50.00 3622,50

TCH520 Torch Computer 20Mb Winchester CH520 5650.00 6497.50

TCHS520 Torch Computer 20Mb Hard Disc & TOSCA 5850.00 6727,50

TMC240 Torch Colour Monitor (MC240) 57500 661,25

^CORN
COTrtPUTER

Electronequip
36-38 West street, Faretiam. Hants (0329) 230670

Kings Lynn Branch
0553 3782 .:#

BBCyJ
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Program 2. Defender'-type taser fire

10 REM tt 2RR DEM RLIENS **
20 REM t.:+: i.i.sin9 OSWORD c^-lls

to Perfor'm **
30 REM n: ENVELOPE ar,d SOUHD

comr''iands :+::+:

40 oswor-d^===S.FrF].

50 eTiv_p ai--.3.m~S.?0

60 sou._P ar.3.rri:"ii|.:80

70 P:;;"ii:1808

y0 C ^:;i'^lV€ 1 cP 6- ' dfi'f i rie i^^n '•.'(': 1 rip

90 1
100 FOR looP"0 TO 13
110 RE Fid byte
120 IC

138 Ida #bi;rte \ 9et. read bute
1 4 :n;- 1;. a e n '...,.„ p .;;[, r' :x wt -i- ] n r,

p

IGO NEXT loop
17\d^ r Ida #S ". oiHi-uior d code
180 Idx #eri\,'„Parar.'i MOD 25€
190 Idy #sou....Paraf.'i DI7 2'z>€

2 '!i;i 13 ..! sr o :S. i^j ci r" cj

210 rts
220 1
230 REM ENVELOF'E DRTR
240 DflTR 1 . 1 29 .. i^.F 1 .. i^.:F8 .. U'O .- J. O

.

1 .. 1 .. 1 26 . . . 0:82 .. 1 26 .. 1 26
2->0 L- sou/nd " def ivii:;; sound
260 1
270 FOR looP"-0 TO 7
280 RERD b::iite

290 1:

300 Ida #bi;it^ -. 9ct RERD byt.iH;

3

1

;;.t .;:i. so u. .„ P 3.r 3. u) • \- ] r, c i:-

320 3
330 hJEXT loop
34';? C Ida #7 osword code
3!::0 Idx #i:;.ou„Parari'i MOD 256
360 Idy #sou.._Parari'! DIV 256
J 7'

..i s t"- o ;!:! i,..io r- 1;;!

380 rts
390 3
400 REM SOUND DRTR
4 1 DRTR :i^: 1 1 .. ,, l . , 355 ,0.-5 ..

420 CRLL e-nvelope
430 REPERT
440 CRLL sound
450 CRLL ;i:FFE0

460 UNTIL

Program 3. Btast-off or hyperdrfve sound

10REM t:t UFO BLRSTOFF **
20REM fM using OSWORD c^.lU
to Perform :^*

30REM ** ENVELOPE and SOUND
corcifi'iands '^'^

40osword-S.FFFl
50e'n'./_P ar.am-:^70
6 so i.t._ F" aram~ &: £1

70P'';K!i:1800

80C . i=-'nve 1 oP e- - def i r\e enve I oP 6-

903
10OFOR looP=0 TO 13
110RERD byte
120c
130 1 da #byte- - 9et read byte
1 4 s t. 3. « Ti '..

.' „ p 3.r a,m h- 1 on F'

1503
i60NEXT loop
1 70C I da #8 " osuoT'd cods-
180 Idx #eriv_Param MOD 256
190Idy ttsou„Parafi DIV aZS
2 -J s-r osword
SlOrts
220 3
230REM ENVELOPE DRTR
240DRTR 1.. 1.-6.. 6.6.. 2.. 2. 1,. 126..

0.. 0., !^<82., 126.. 126
250C . sound \ def i ne sound
2603
270FOR IooP==0 TO 7
230RERD byte-
290C
300 I da #byte get RERD byte
3 1 0sta sou„P ar anri- 1 nnp
3203
330NEXT loop
340C,ufo
350 1 da #7 \ OSword cc-de
360 Idx ttsou-F'arao'i MOD 256
370 Idy #sou-_Paran-i DIV 256
38 -J sr o s ".1.1o r*d
390rts
400, blastoff
410.isr ufo
420 Idx ::i.84

430 inx
440stx ii;84

450CPX #220
460bne blastoff
470rts
4S03
490REM SOUND DRTR
500DRTR 1 .. . 1 ., ., . ., 1 ,

510CRLL envelope
520CRLL blastoff

•page 74
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10
?A
30
40
50
60
70
S8
90
100
U0
130
130
140
150
1 6i3

1?0
180
190
200
ZlQi

the :*::t:

PPM ^^ -/'^^ ^'^' ^'^ ^^'^ -t«i **

REN *:*: a,orn k rnd^
os!...iord~?,PF"p;l

P'':«!i:1800

F-OR out.er=0 TO 14
P'OR rrrner~8 T'Q ?
RERD byte

ld.=i #byte
3.t.!i souvKJ+ii-iTier

1
*

NEXT rnner
t
1d.:!l, #7
Idx #soi,.r,-id MOO 256
Idy #sou.vid 01 V 256
.'-:-r osuord

9i-i-t read byte
il.Tld s.!ii.ve i

+-

ost.,ioi"d code

sou,rid~"sou.TidH--7

NEXT outer
t. -:l.'rid flOUl b-Hli""!-:'

rts
J

COTlt-SLCt

1.'0.. !2<P1.. &FF",.

a.. 0.ILF2.. i^^FF.

3.. 0.. fera,. :i:FF..

1..0,. fcFl,, l^.:FF.,

2.. 0.. :5.F2.^T-F..

3..0.li:F3.. ;;!.:FF..

230
240
250
2i:!!;0

270 CRLL
280 DRTR
290 DRTR
300 DRTR
310 DRTR
320 DRTR
330 DRTR
340 DRTR 1 .. .. aT" 1 .. :^.:FF ..

350 DRTR 2,. 0.. a:F2.a.FF..
360 DRTR 3.0.ii:.F"3.a:FF..

370 DRTR 1.0,. i?.Fl..ri.FF.

380 DRTR 2 .. .. !^.F2 . i^.FF

390 DRTR 3.0., a:F3.!i:FF..

400 DRTR 1.. 0.. &Fl.iLFF.
4 1 DRTR 2 .. .. a.F2 ,. ri^FF ..

420 DRTR 3.0.. :i,Fl.&FF..

C-O y Qlj. b-iil.:;:. 1 C

97,. 0,,

93 J .

S6.- 0..

105.. t

1 06 .. ir.

104. 1--

89 .. .,

90.0,.

BS.- 0..

4 J, . .

42.0..

40 . .

69. &.
70 .. .

68.0.

:l. . w
1 ..

1 9 .' ly

:i .. 1 B ..

:i ,. J. Id ..

i
,. 1 (::i

,.

1 . i;i;i

1 ..

1 .

1 .. 1^^

1 d .

1 .. e
20 .

20.0
20 .

Program 4. Ifs that tune again!

PLANE SAILIIMG

cc

ALL
PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE
FOR THE
ELECTRON

Airline Hi|[ii.,K3, slriki:s, crasties
and spiralling tuet costs must all

be overcome il you are lo turn
your E3 million to E30 million m
ttie time allowed, but your
(inancial wizardry mill enable
you lo take over British Arrways.
or will il?

Dallas Can you amass enougti
petro dollars to take over Ifie

Ewmg empire Cut tiitoal

business and an eye for llie

main chance may get you tliere

but youll need nerves of steel
to overcome the oil king of
Dallas.

BBCMMMAincfMpiMB

CORN
CROPPER

STFUTEOVQAHES

Corn Cropper Limited cash and
drougtits are two of the problems
facmg the taimet Planting,
ferliiizingandharveslingmusiall
be done economically if you are
Id reap the rewards offered in

Corn Cropper. You chooseths
melhods that will bring you
success

BUSINESS STRATEGY GAMES-£6.95
Selected titles available from Greens, Boots, Rumbelows and all good computer shops or Cases

Computer Simulations Ltd., 14 Langton Way, London SE3 7TL.
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TRACKWITH
MICRO^^
POWER ^^^

Micro Power are an official service and information centre, and we are major suppliers to

Government and educational establishments. We stock the complete range of Acornsoft and

Program Power software as well as a wide range B.B.C. Micro and general computing books.

Our expert staff are always on hand to provide advice and assistance in the relaxed atmosphere

of our showroom.

COMPUTERS
BBC Model B 399.
Acorn Electron 199.

(phone for availabilitv)

00
00

MONITORS M
Philips TP200 89.95
Kaga Green Screen 12"

. . 123.05
Ferguson TX Monitor/TV 316.25
Microvitec 14" Colour (Plastic Case) 286.35
Microvitec 14" Colour (Metal Case) 247.25
Plinth for above 5.75

PRINTERS
Epson FX80 453.85
Epson RX80 F/T 366.85
Mannesmann Tally Spirit 80

plus 1000 sheet plus cable 29S.99
Epson MX80 111 F/T 401 .35

Smith Corona TP-I 401 .35

MCP 40 129.95
Juki 458.88

DISK DRIVES
Pace 40 track 100K 212.75
Pace 40 track double sided 200K 270.25
Pace 40/80 track double sided 200/400K 350.75
Pace 40 track double drive 200K 388.70
Pace 40 track double sided double drive 400 K

516.35
Mitsubishi 40/80 track double sided double drive

4O0/8O0K 650.00
Torch Z80 Disk Pack 80 track double sided

double drive (including Perfect Soft) 839.50

ACCESSORIES
^ Datex/Lloytron cassette recorders (inc. leads) 29.90
/Acorn BBC cassette recorders (inc. leads) . , . 33.90
^Memorex S/S S/D Disks (Box of 10) 20.00

_
Scotch D/S D/D Disks (Box of 10) 32.50

" Disk storage cases 1 7.95
Vinyl dust covers for computers, disk drives,

monitors and printers 4.50
Sureshot self centering arcade joystick 18.22
Sureshot self centering double joysticks .... 34.44
Acorn joysticks 13.00
Nuway Master Plug 9,95
System Sac 19.95
Computer labels (2000 off) 23.00
Printer paper (2000 sheets) 18.40

370mm wide paper (FXIOO compatible 2000 sheets)

23.00
Printer cables (parallel or serial) 15.50

Stack light pen 28.75
Speech synthesiser plus cartridge socket

(Free 1.2 if required) 55.00
Acorn Disk interface(Free1.2 ROM ifreq.) 97.00
Pace disk interface kit 95.00
1 .2 ROM upgrade 1 1 .50

Econet (Free 1.2 ROM if req.) 70.00
Teletext adaptor (Free 1.2 ROM if req.) .... 225,00
Viewwordprocessor(Free1.2 ROM if req.) .... 59,00
Wordwise wordprocessor 45.42
Beebcalc spreadsheet 39.25
Disc Doctor 33.35
Auto Prommers Eprom Programmer 138,00
Tutor Mate shelves 10.50

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T

We provide free fitting for

a// firmware.

ALL ROADS LEAD TO
MICRO POWER!

Shovkfroom:

Northwood House
North Street

Leeds LS7 2AA
Tel: {0532) 458800

a [:"
Mail Order: r —

^

8/8a Regent Street ^1
Leeds LS7 4PE
Tel: (0532) 683186/

696343

Send an SAE for our complete listing

of hardware, software and books.

l(M)©©^^S

CARRIAGE FREE for BBC,
printers, monitors and disk drives.

Carriage £5 for Electron. Books
and software only 55p per order.

®®a]i O P OUW E R
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AGREATDEALFROM
CARDIFF

DISTRIBUTORS LTD
We've come up trumps by serving our dealer
network with two conveniently located

distribution centres - Aylesbury and Cardiff. The best range of up-to-date products and ace
after-sales service is on hand when you visit our appointed stockists. We'll niake a bid that
you'll find all your home-computing needs in one place! .—

-

PLAY YOURCARDSRIGHT ^
There's no risk involved when you
visit one of our dealers. They've
been hand-picked because they
really know their stuff. No poker-
faced assistants - In fact you can
take heart from their fnendly

professional advice. And there's no

need to gamble when making a
purchase. You can try your hand at

the systems in-store to see which
one suits and when you order you
won't be unlucky. And should you
need it you'll be impressed by the

fast and efficient after-sales

service.

PICKFROMTHE
RESTSUITOFPRODUCTS
Acorn Computers' BBC Micro and
Electron are a pair of winners. Snap
them up with a complete range of

disk drives, printers, plotters,

joysticks and a host of other

peripherals. They'll make you the

winner in the computer game.

HARDWARE.
SOFTWARE.

AND...
C3.95

C45
- the amazing home computer.
the Electron at ei99

- the ever popular micro.

BBC Micro B- C399
-joysticks 'games paddles at CI 3

-word processor ROM's from
- Datafile the first disk based
data system, fully supported,
easy to use. C56.35
And the full range of games from
Acornsoft, Program Power etc.

-the BBC Dust Cover at

-the single-sided 40-track TEAC
lOOKdiskdnveat ei79'95

-the double-sided 80-lrack TEAC
200K disk drive at C304.75

- The Torch Z80 Dual Disc Pack at J:839.50
(All prices include VAT}

OURDEALERSWIU GIVEYOUAHAW
BUCKSK

ft Computer

Craft.

(Claydon

Computer

Systems Ltd)^

Temple St,

Aylesbtirv-

0296 5476

K

BUCKS

ft?/.1o^se
Beaci

'sorfrjd

(K

''9^1flf5fp\

Ltd

0993 73/45

XOXON
'»'ComptJte]S-

Ltd..

\ Cinema

Buildings

086569A68

OXON
4b

Microcentres

Ltd.,

North Bar,

Banbury

0295 67551

GLOUCESTER
Milequip.

7 Hare Lane,

Gloucester.

0452411010

LEADERP^
OF THE
PACK!

I
A WALES
Rcardifi Micros

Ltd.,

46-48 Charles

St

Carditl.

0222 373072

5 HOIUS

Micro! »L^°\
l^OH^ghSt \

l8-22H.gtiSl

feorgan J 0222319^0

065882^0 W

wwus

^fj'<^
Morgan

'^^e Ha i/Ps

Cardiff

022227071

Cardiff Micro Distributors, Unit T4, Cardiff Worksliops, Lewis Rd. , East Moors, Cardiff. 0222 488 744

and Chiltern House, Oxford Road, Aylesbury. 0296 34812
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AID at last!
Assembler Interactive Debug for the

BBC Micro with DUALSCREEN

STOP PRESS . . . AID receives
superb review . . . see below

AID has now established itself as the finest machine code monitor ROM
for the BEEB. With its unique DUALSCREEN operation so far in advance
of the competition, AID puts unprecedented debugging power into your

hands. No other monitor can begin to tackle machine code graphics

- something AID takes effortlessly in its stride! Beginner or expert, you

cannot afford to be without DUALSCREEN AID.

Read whol "The Micro User" thinks . . .

(jMy immediate impression of AID was that it was a very professional product . . , AID offers additional features

far in advance of other monitors ... I found it easy to use. particularly as the user guide is very thorough and accurate ,

. . I wish I had something like this when I first started dabbling in machine code . . . The last facet I explored was the

DUALSCREEN facility, which is perhaps the pearl of the system ... In conclusion, AID seems a must for the serious machine
code programmer and a very useful learning aid for the novice. It is a highly professional product in every way and could

prove to be the standard by which others are compared. J J "The Micro User" January 1984

The most advanced machine code AID for the BBC Micro

LINCOLN
^ii^^i;^-''^^''^''''^^'''

MlCrOSyStGIHS Manchester M22 5WG

ROM
plus manual

(0SI.2requiTed;£28
p&padd
UK21.50

Europe £3.00

Outside Europe
£4.50

An introduction to Microrobotics

What is a Servo?
A Servo is a precision

geared motof with o teed back^'^vy mechanism to give positional

occuracy. The motor rotates throogh 1 00 and ollows you to twist,

turn, push, pull, lift, lower, open, or close olmost onythinq. A ronge
of Servos are avoiiable for almost ony application.

Whatisfhe'Beasty"?
The Beasfy is on interface which connects directly into the BBC
Micro Computer. It enables the computer to accurately control

up lo four Servos, the Beosty comes complete with all

connection cables and comprehensive instructions.

What about the Software?
The Beosty is supplied with a demonstrotion program

'?
Beasty'

Servos
on tape which allows sophisticated control of up to four

servos directly from the keyboard, in BASIC or Assembler 11.

FOR DETAILS CONTACT YOUR DEALER

NEWARK VIDEO CENTRE
PRESENTS

SUPER CLEAR COMPUTER
DISPLAY -AND A TV!!

AN RGB MONITOR - WITH TV RECEPTION
14" C2402/RGB £275.00 20" B6100/RGB £365.00
16" B3104/RGB £299-00 22" C7100/RGB £399.00
16" B3404/RGB wtth remote control, Teletext Extra, £350.00
26" B8400/RGB with remote control. Teletext Extra, £465,00

All prices include VAT, a 12 month
guarantee, a 6 Pin Din lead, a mains plug and

carriage to your door. All are Grundlg TV's supplied
with Grundigs consent.

Educational and quantity discounts are available.

What 'What Micro' said:

*The colours are just unieal like

the 'simulated' pictures in TV
advertisements Ttie best of all

images came from lliis set *

'a very reasonat)!e companson
could be made with colour

monilofs costing several

hundreds of pounds.'

NEW! 1 Input -6 output. RGBS Distribution

Amplifier- £250
For details of the full range contact:

NEWARK VIDEO
CENTRE LTD

108 LONDON ROAD, BALDERTON,
NEWARK, NOTTS. NG24 3AQ.
TELEPHONE: 0636 71475

Open 9 am - 6 pm Monday - Saturday
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Eprom Programmer
for the BBC Micro
This compact, elegant unit programs 2764 & 27128
eproms and offers the following attractive features.

# high quality, low cost # menu driven software incorporating

the following commands: program, save, verify, testblank,

checksum, select eprom, MOS call, ROM format • optional

conversion from Basic to ROM format # free 2764 eprom
containing programming software - no cassette loading prob-

lems© easy to use 28 pin zero insertion force socket • built-in

voltage converter • integral cable connecting to user port; no
other connection needed • comprehensive documentation
plus one year's guarantee.

This product is available in quantity NOW!
Programmer and data sheet from Softllfe Ltd.,

87 Sllvertown Way, London E1 6 4AH Tel: 01 474 0330

I^P '_'_' '.J'.' M^M M^ I
1

I 1 1^1 ^^H^^^B^I^I^I H^V In

E
1

Hk^HHHHHHH 1 H

INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE
from

SHUMWARI ASSOCIATES
WHAT'S TO EAT?—an invaluable aid for

busy cooks-
Meal planner for everyday or special

occasions. Over 20,000 possible combina-
tions. Both simple and exotic dishes
described. Mode 7 colour graphics. Menu,
ingredients and shopping list can be
printed. Easy lo operate. User guide caters
for beginners.

BBC Model B.

Cassette £10-45 40 track disc £13.45.

SPEC*—are your SSP payments correct?
Sick Pay Entitlement Calculator. Free
standing complement to most payrolls.

Calculates all payments, recoveries, exclu-

sions, transfers and linkages. Stores current
record and running totals. Provides printout

lor DHSS required records and offsetting.

Hotline support (free for first 30 days
iollowing purchase) and updates available
!o registered users.

BBC Model B.

40 track disc and full user guide £69.00.
All prtces include VAT. postage and packing,

WHAT'S TO FOLLOW?—more unusual
applications coming soon.

Dealer enquiries welcome
Tel. (06284) 5751

Royal 1 1 OS offiuiH) )ur tjuod or'ginal programs,

SHUMWARI ASSOCIATES
12 Marlin Court, Marlow, Bucks SL7 2AJ
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A book containing 23 fully explained machine
code programmes for the Atom.

DATA SORTS •MODE 4 CHARACTERS*
GAMES •POOLS PREDICTION •TOOL KIT*

Over 50K of programmes in 1 book for £5.75 inc.

Book and Cassette (source code) £1 5.50.

Book and Cassette (ready to run) £15.50.

Cassette only £11.50.

<sS>/ TOOLKIT
20 useful programmes for the BBC on one cassette.

BAD PROGRAMME LIST •BAD
PROGRAMME FIX • FIND PROCS^
FINDDEFPROCS
BIGLETTERS • FIND BYTE • FIND
VARIABLES AND MANY OTHERS.*

£3.95 inc.

ECCE Productions, 3/73 Station Road,

Sidcup, Kent. DA15 7DR.
Tel: 01-302 1667. (Mail order only)

Sdiomond/oft
A better way of computing

DISC OR TAPE SAME PRICE

HOME ACCOUNTS BBC 32Kei 3.95 (INC)

Complete home finance system packed with sensible facilities to

help you maintain up to date records of your BANK, CREDIT
CARD, LOAN and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS, Keep track of

CHEQUES, RECEIPTS, AUTOMATIC BANKERS ORDERS,
BILLS WAITING PAYMENT and much more.

An essential asset for home or club.

BUSINESS ACCOUNTS BBC32KE17.95(INC)

Easy to use with small businesses in mind. Facilities include -

PURCHASES, SALES. CASH. LEDGER and DAY BOOK
LISTINGS, VAT ANALYSIS. CONTROL TOTALS and BANK
RECONCILIATION. A simple but effective aid to efficiency.

FLEXIFILE BBC 32K £13.95 (INC)

A cassette based, powerful, general purpose, file handling system.

Quickly create, maintain, sort, select, save and print your own
data. Develop complex systems with ease. Invaluable tor Home,
Club, Schools or Business Records. Offers the use of advanced
software techniques to beginner and expert alike.

Cheques or P.O. to Diamondsoft Ltd., FREEPOST.
Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire. SK85YB. Tel:061-4848705
(24 hrs).
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MORE OUT OF THIS WORLD SOFTWARE
FOR THE BBC MICRO AND

ACORN ELECTRON FROM UK SOFTWARE.
CASSETTE EIGHTEEN:

CATERPILLAR

ion of

moves
„y. Game

features spider, fleas, scorpions etc.

ForBBC32Ke7.50inc.
Also available lor Electron C7.50

CASSETTE SEVENTEEN:
5-A-SIDE SOCCA

At last!M The 2 player m/c game you
have all been asl(ing for. Uses
joysticks or keyboard. Really exciting
' pass, dribble, tackle and shoot.
C7.50 inc.

CASSETTE SIXTEEN:
PONTOON & PATIENCE

Excellent rendition of the two very
popular card games. PsstM red six on
btack seven.
C7.50inc.
Also available for Electron C7.S0 inc.

CASSETTE FIFTEEN:
LEAP FROG

CASSETTE FOURTEEN:
STRATOBOMBER

CASSETTE ELEVEN:
ATLANTIS

Superbly written m/c arcade type
game. Beautifully presented, features

lanes travelling at different speeds,
skill levels, tunes, butterflies, parrots.

For use with joysticks or keyboard.
£7.50 inc.

Excellent graphics on this m/c arcade
type game. Can you keep the enemy
fleet 3t bay in order to destroy the
rogue star ships nuclear reactor?

C7.50 inc.

Also available for Electron G7.50 inc.

OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE...
MODEL A/B
CASSETTE 1 :

(very popular).

CASSETTE 2:

(hours of fun).

CASSETTE 3:

Breakout.
CASSETTE 8:

(M/C).

Star Trek/Candy Floss
C6.50 inc.

Family Games
£4.50 inc.

Mutant Invaders/
£6.50 inc.

Model A Invaders
£5.50 inc.

MODEL B lor A+32K)
CASSETTE 4: BeepBeeb (Super
Simon Game). £4.50 inc.

CASSETTE 5: Beebmunch (full

colour Munchman). £6.50 inc.
CASSETTE 6: Super Hangman
(animated, educational). £4.50 inc.

Also available for Electron £7.50 inc.

CASSETTE 7: 3D Maze (fast and
intricate). £4.50 inc.

Also available for Electron £7.50

ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE OF VAT
ANDP&P- NO MORE TO PAY
All advertised software is in stock NOW and will be
despatched within 48 hours of receipt of order.

All Programs will run on ALL current
OS versions and basic roms.

Please state computer type when ordering.

UK
SiDitMiiiFe

iiilllilBll

®

The superb fast action m/c arcade
type game. Guide your submarine
Nautilus along the undersea land-
scape and through the caverns
avoiding mines, depth charges,
rocltets, jelly fish, serpants etc.

Features skill levels and user selected
keys.

£7.50 inc.

CASSETTE 9:

MODEL B Invaders (or A+32K)
(M/C). £7.50 inc.

Also available for Electron
£7.50 inc.

CASSETTE 10:
WORDPRO. (Cassette W.P. system).

£10.50 inc.

CASSETTE 12:
FLAGS. {Countries and Capitals).

£4.50 inc.

Also available for Electron
£7.50 inc.

CASSETTE 1 3:

HYPERDRIVE {M/C arcade). Destroy
the Drone aliens in the caverns with
your lasertank. £6.50 inc.

Also available for Electron £7.50 inc.

24HOURANSAFONE

Unit 3c, Moorfields, Moor Park Ave
Bispham, Blackpool, Lanes FY2 OJY
Telephone (0253) 55282

i—--^—
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MICRO GALLERY

SCROLL OF HONOUR
WHEN we ran the Micro Gallery Competi-
tion in the November issue, little did we
know the results would turn out to be
slightly embarrassing. Two of the three

winners have written for /Acorn User, and
the third is the author of Beeb-Art!

However, these were hardly reasons for

disqualification, and the three judges were
unanimous in their choice of winner, with

majorities on the other two places.

Among the entries as a whole, craft was
far more in evidence than art. Copies of

pictures made up the vast majority of

entries - from David Bowie as pictured on
the cover of his album Aladdin Sane to The
Lady of Shalott by John William Water-
house (you can see the original in the Tate
Gallery), Engineering drawings or dia-

grams were the next most common type of

entry. Only one person made use of any
form of animation (a flashing ray gun on a
War of the Worlds machine).

Now down to awarding the gongs,
Dave Mendes rolled in at number

three
. . , using his own package. His ver-

sion of the famous BBC micro advert was
used on the packaging for Beeb-An. This
picture is an excellent demonstration of the
software, and, said one judge, would have
made a better advertising picture than the

,
original. Dave wins £10 worth of software.

Second prize (£20) went to one of our
reviewers, Alan Pipes, for his After Kan-
dinsky (Swinging 1925). Salamander's
EDG software produced a very good inter-

pretation of the original, the vivid colours
giving a fascinating layered effect.

Pride of place - and £30 worth of soft-

ware - went to Malcolm Banthorpe for

Abstract Scrolls (our title). One comment
during the judging session was prophetic:
'He obviously has a feel for geometry'.
Malcolm went on to write the two articles on
Life, including the 3D version in this issue.

The colours on Scrolls were produced
using the Gaelsett ECFG program, and the
basic design was created using the au-
thor's own software.

Micro Gallery was judged by Robin
Mudge, who worked on both BBC TV
computer series and is now directing the
new series on control, Phil Kanssen, Acorn
Usefs art editor, and Tony Quinn, editor.

Our thanks to Quicksilva and Acornsoft for

sponsoring the competition.

Entries for the next Gallery should be
sent to Acorn User at 53 Bedford Square,
London WC1B 3DZ. Please send either a
transparency, or a cassette/disc, with an
SAE if the entry is to be returned. Don't
forget to explain how the picture was
created. The judging criteria are artistic

content and technical excellence (just like

ice-skating). Three prizes of software will

be awarded worth £30, £20 and £10.

80
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MICRO GALLERY

3. Third

1. First: 'Abstract Scrolls' by Malcolm Banthorpe. Originality

and artistic content made it a unanimous choice. Drawn using

the author's own program and the ECFG software

2. Second: 'After Kandinsky (Swinging 1925)' by Alan Pipes.

Salamander's EDG software used to give layered colour effect

3. Third: 'IMIcro Adverf by Dave IMendes using his Beeb-Art
package distributed by Quicksllva. Better than the original?

4. 'Rocket' by C Rohster. The best of the diagram-type entries.

Drawing package by AB Designs put to good use

S. 'The Lady nf Shalott' after John William Waterhouse, by David
Mendes. Good use of colour using Beet>-Art

6. 'Bowie' by L Childs. Striking effect produced using the BBC
micro's built-in commands only (0.1 OS)

5 6
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ORLANDO'S BACK!

ZALAGA
Aardvark Software, creators of the Ultimate Atom

OameSy bring you NOW
THE ULTIMATE BBC SPACE-GAME

XX X«XX XX

Seated at, your computer, streams of multi-coloured aliens swirl past your laser-base

into formation. The first squadron appears harmless, hut later waves will avenge
the deaths of their comrades with increasing feroolty. To combat the swooping bomb
dropping meanies, you may try to link up a pair of laser-bases and double your fire

power) Your progress through successive phases will be rewarded by challenge
stages, where large bonuses may be earned. The game builds up to a dizzying
crescendo of high speed motion where instant reflexes and pure technique are your
only hope of survival. . .

One or two player game • Keyboard or joystick • Sound on or off • Escape facility

• Works on all OS's and Tubes • Ten name- Hi-score table • Mode S full colour

graphics • Continuous rolling twinkling stars • Multiple missiles • Pull screen

action • Attractively packaged in a collectable library case • High quality

cassette • Full instructions • For BBC model B or A + 3SK •

Send Gheques/P.O.s for £6.90 lo

Aardvark Software,
100 Ardleigh Oreen Road,
HORNGHURCH, lasex.

FRAK coming soon . . .
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IN THIS series 1 hope to interest three

groups of people: those with a general

interest in computing who wish to i<now

more about one of the most important

languages in computer science over the

last 25 years; those who have a BBC micro

and wish to know more about Lisp before

buying a copy; and those who already own
Lisp for the BBC micro and wish to know
more about il- I hope by the end of the

series these last two groups will feel

confident of their ability to program
problems in Lisp, and, more important, that

for many problems it is the most suitable

language to use. Lisp is a valuable

addition to the toolkit of the modern
programmer.

Lisp is one of the oldest computer

languages still in widespread use. It was
developed around 1960 by John McCarthy

and others at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, just after Cobol appeared

(1958). Not until later did languages like

Algol (1960-62) and Fortran IV (1966)

appear. Yet despite its age Lisp is now
used more than ever before, and has

become the leading language in Artificial

Intelligence research.

The language has evolved over the

years from McCarthy's rather inflexible

Lisp 1 ,5. A number of dialects have
developed around the world all based on

the same basic ideas. The Acornsoft

implementation, which I shall use

throughout for my examples, is perhaps
nearest to the approach used in the

Cambridge Lisp system developed by
Arthur Norman and John ffitch. The slight

differences should not worry the user.

Changing between systems is not usually

difficult.

This series cannot cover every detail of

Lisp, particularly for those actually learning

to program in the language - they will need
a reference book. The book to use (at least

with the Acornsoft implementation) is LISP

on the BBC Microcomputer by Arthur

Norman and Gillian Cattell, published by

Acornsoft. It is also suitable for the Electron

just lead 'Electron' for 'BBC
microcomputer' throughout, I shall attack

Lisp from a slightly different angle, but the

end result is the same, and two different

slants on the same subject should help

clarify the underlying concepts.

For those wishing to pursue Lisp further,

possibly even to using large mainframe

versions, I can recommend Artificial

Intelligence Programming by Charniack,

Riesbeck and McDermott, published by

Lawrence Eribaum Associates. This is a

good general book on the practical

Stan Froco presents a
three-part series that will

set you on the road to

mastering one of the most
powerful computer

languages. The articles

focus on the use of Lisp on
the BBC micro and

Electron, and assume that

the Acornsoft
implementation wilt be
used. This introductory
article emphasises the

practical aspects of the
language but, like the
others, presents a

complete program

aspects of using the language, although it

is sometimes difficult to acquire in this

country,

Lisp is an applicative language. It works

by applying functions to values and getting

results back. We are used to writing

function applications in Basic such as:

Log (10)

CHR$ (65)

These return values of 1 and 'A'

respectively. We could also write the

ordinary arithmetic operators as functions.

For instance:

2 + 3

could be written as

PLUS (2, 3)

This isn't particularly useful, and so Basic

doesn't provide a built-in PLUS function.

'. . . A valuable
addition to the
toolkit of the

modern programmer'

In Lisp only functions are allowed, and
so we have to do everything as functions.

Here are some items of Basic:

i) A - 32
ii) 3 + 5

iii) 2 + 3*4
iv) PRINT "HELLO"

Here are the same items written as

functions (the funny names **"ll be
explained as we go on):

) SETQ (A, 32)

i) PLUS (3, 5)

ii) PLUS(2, TIMES(3. 4))

v) PRINTC ("HELLO")

i) and iv) are a little different. While it is

clear that ii) gives a result 8 and iii) gives a

result 14, it is not clear what result SETQ
and PRINTC will return. Their usefulness

lies in that returning a result, as all

functions must (and what that result is we
shall see later), they have side-effecls. The
side-effect of SETO is that it sets a variable,

and the side-effect of PRINTC is that it

prints something out.

Lisp uses a slightly different notation for

its functions. Instead of:

PLUS (1,2)

we write

(PLUS 1 2)

Since everything in Lisp is based on

evaluating (or calling) functions. Lisp

chooses to surround the whole function

call in brackets, indicating that this is the

basic unit of operation. In general:

(fa be,.,)

means a function f called with arguments

a, b, c, ... Notice how Lisp uses spaces to

separate items rather than commas.
In fact, the arguments to a function need

not be numbers but can be function calls

themselves. For instance, we saw earlier

how:

2 + 3*4

can be written (using Lisp notation) as

(PLUS 2 (TIMES 3 4))

Before evaluating PLUS, Lisp evaluates its

arguments by calling the TIMES function.

This then leaves:

(PLUS 2 12)

which in turn will give a value 14 as a result.

You can nest functions as deeply as you
like. Lisp always starts by evaluating the

innermost expressions first.

You may wonder how Lisp copes with

expressions that in conventional notation

need brackets, for example:

(2 + 3) ' 4

Brackets are not needed in Lisp to express

this (a good thing, since they're already

being used to delimit function calls). The
meaning is made clear by writing:
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(TIMES (PLUS 2 3) 4)

The order of function nesting is used
instead of brackets to make the order of

evaluation clear. Lisp will start with the
innermost function (PLUS 2 3) and
evaluate that first. The rule is that things in

brackets in conventional notation go into

the innermost function call within a Lisp
expression.

Now is the time to take your Lisp system,
if you are using one, and expenment. Lisp

'Lisp has become the
leading language

in Artificial

Intelligence'

is started up by

CHAIN "

for tape,

SHIFT/BREAK

for disc, and

•LISP

for ROM

The Lisp system loads, relocating to

make the maximum memory available for

your machine and eventually comes up
with the prompt:

Evaluate:

Try typing in:

(PLUS 10 32}

The system will respond with:

Value is; 42
Evaluate:

Try typing functions for evaluation and see

what you get. You can find what functions

and variables Lisp knows about by using

the function call:

(OBLIST)

Let us return to the functions SETQ and
PRINTC mentioned earlier.

(SETQ A 10)

is used to set the variable A to have the

value 1 0. Now we could say:

(PLUS A 5)

and back would come the result:

15

If you try using (SETQ A 10) you will see
that it does return a value, 10. This is

extremely useful for setting several

variables at once. In Basic we cannot write:

A - B = C = 10

However, in Lisp we just write:

(SETQ A (SETQ B (SETQ C 10)))

The PRINTC functions prints things out, for

example:

(PRINTC A)

would print out the value 10, if we had just

used the SETQ above to give the variable

A a value of 10. The reason for calling the

function PRINTC rather than PRINT will be
explained in the next article (if you play

around you may be able to work out what
the difference is). We can also use PRINTC
to print out text. For example:

(PRINTC 'HELLO)

would print out HELLO, Note that we use a

single preceding quote before the text,

rather than the enclosing pair of double

quotes used in Basic. Lisp prints out all the

characters after the ' until it encounters one

of

'

( ) , space

Printing these characters out is rather

difficult. A way of printing spaces will be
given later, and a general technique for

printing special characters in the next

article.

Textual items can be used as values in

Lisp, just as numbers can be. Thus we can

say

(SETQ A 'FRED)

(PRINTC A)

to print out the value FRED, PRINT is one of

a number of functions in Lisp that can take

any number of arguments (PLUS is

another). For example:

(PRINTC THE 'CAT 'SAT 'QN THE 'MAT)

This doesn't have quite the right effect.

What gets printed out is

THECATSATONTHEMAT

Fortunately. Lisp provides a variable,

BLANK, whose value is the space
character, and this gets round the problem

of textual items not having space
characters in them. We could use:

(PRINTC THIS BLANK 'IS BLANK
'BETTER)

to print out

THIS IS BETTER

If you have been experimenting you may
by now have realised that PRINTC returns

as its value the last item it printed. Thus in

the above example it would return the

textual item BETTER. This can prove useful

for following what is going on. For instance.

if we wanted to check what value was
being given to the variable Z in a program

we could do so by replacing each
occurrence of.

(SETQ Z ,..)

by:

(SETQ Z (PRINTC 'Z= ...))

We now have a good idea of how functions

can be used in Lisp. In a while I'll describe

more functions with which we can build up
programs, First, however, we need to

consider how Lisp programs handle data.

If you are experimenting while reading this

next section, don't forget you can always

find the value of a variable by typing its

name when you gel the evaluate prompt.

Not surprisingly, the value of a Lisp

variable when evaluated is its value.

The fundamental building block in a Lisp

program is the Wst Indeed, Lisp stands for

L/st Processing Language. A list is just a

sequence of items, separated by spaces
and enclosed in brackets. For example:

(124 8 16 32)

(This is a sentence)

Lisp provides facilities for manipulating

lists, changing their contents and
structure- One of the reasons Lisp is so

popular for natural language processing is

that lists are a very useful way of

representing sentences.

Lists can be as complex as you like.

Here is a list of lists

((The first clause) (The second clause)

(The last clause))

We have, in fact, already seen some lists:

(PLUS 1 2)

(SETQ A 'FRED)

(PRINTC 'HELLO)

Here we have a fundamental property of

Lisp, Its programs and data are identical in

structure. We can have programs that

modify programs. This is why Lisp is so

useful in the field of formal verification of

software. Programs in Lisp can easily be
manipulated and hence (relatively) easily

analysed and verified.

The normal action of the Lisp system

when presented with a list is to try to

evaluate it. Thus, if I want to use lists as

data I have a slight problem - the system

assumes they're programs (ie, functions

for evaluation) and tries to evaluate them.

Suppose I wish to give the variable B the

list

(THE FAT CAT)

as its value, I could try:

(SETQ B (THE FAT CAT))

1n Lisp you
can nest functions

as deeply
as you like'

However, this will merely cause an error-

expression in function position not a
function. The system has tried to evaluate

(THE FAT CAT)

and has discovered that there is no
function THE, This is perfectly reasonable.
Consider the following almost identical

expression:

(SETQ B (TIMES 2 2))
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TheBBC Micro can now give your
children a private education.

The BBC Microcompuler now accounts for80% of the
computers being ordered under the current D.O.I. Primary
School Scheme.

It's also the computer which a rapidly increasing

nimiber of people are choosing for their homes.
One of the reasons for its success is that it makes

learning highly entertaining for everybody. From children
who are getting to grips with the alphabet, to adults who
want a gentle but intensive introduction to the complex
world of computing.

Now, there's a substantial new catalogue of educational

programs specially for the BBC RT^RITtthh^™ rass

Microcomputer.

It has been developed by

Acornsoft, the software division of

Acorn Computerswho manufactun
the BBC Micro.

Making faces without getting
scolded.

With the new Faeemaker

program, your children can make
over a million faces. It's like an identi-ldt, allowing them to

depict anyone they want. They start by choosing the eyes.

Then they can choose the mouth, the ears, the nose, the

facial outline and the hairstyle.

And if they really fancy dressing up, they can add
earrings and hats.

In doing all this, they learn to read and spell, as well as

developing their powers of description.

The money program, two games for the price of one.

Mr. T. is an engaging little figment of the microchip
who can teach your children all the complexities of our
coinage system.

His Money Box program has two games, each ofwhich
can be played at different levels.

In Money Match, the challenge is to collect a set of

coins, matching them according to shape, size and value.

In Money Box, you can give your child and Mr. T. a

helping hand to get all the coins on the screen into the box.

(It's always different, because the coins on the screen are

based on the small change you have to hand.)

A chance to teach the Micro a thing or two.

With the Animal, Vegetable, Mineral program, the

children can get the computer guessing.

They think of an object.The BBC Micro has to decide

what it is.

If it doesn't come up with the answer, the children can
keep giving it hints.

In doing so, they are encouraged to question the

difference between such things as crocodiles and alligators,

or whether oil is vegetable or mineral.

The program also encourages them to consult refer-

HdUSEHffiNS

ence books so that they can ask the computer increasingly

tough questions.

Q uestions on Julius Caesar from .1. Julius Norwich.

John JuUus Norwich's History Quiz is one of the new
BBC Micro Grandmaster quiz series which also covers

theatre, crime and detection, music, science fiction and
royalty.

On the history front, there are 300 brain-testing

questions, covering all aspects of British history from Julius

Caesar to Margaret Thatcher.

And to increase the educational vahie,Mr Norwich has

posed the questions from angles which will give a broader

understanding of events.

For the full catalogue, clip the cou pon.

There are thirty more new BBC Micro programs in

Acornsoft's new catalogue.

For a free copy, complete the coupon, or telephone

0933-79300. Or ask your local BBC Micro dealer.

If you're not yet a BBC Micro owner, you can get full

details of the computer at the same time.

mnn

To Acurnsolt,<"/o Vector Marketinp, Denin^lon Estate, Wclliiighcimtif;!!,

Northants INN8 2RI.. Please send me the new Arornsoft catalogue

"At HomeWitliTheBHC Microcomputer."

I would also likt' details of the BBC Micro L] ( lick)

Name ^

Address.

-Postcode.
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Presumably, we wish B to end up having

the value 4, not the list (TIMES 2 2). There
are two solutions. Lisp provides a function

LIST which will build a list from its

arguments. We could then use:

(SETQ B (LIST THE "FAT 'CAT))

Notice how we put quotes in front. We don't

want a list of the values of the variables

THE. FAT and CAT, but a list of the three

textual items. For example:

'A single quote
really means

don't evaluate the

expression following'

(PRINTC B)

will now print out

(THE FAT CAT)

Another way is to use a generalisation of

the quote symbol. A single quote really

means don't evaluate the expression

following. If applied just to a single string ot

letters this just gives us the textual item,

otherwise we will get the list structure

following the quote preserved. So we could

have used-

(SETOBXTHEFATCAT))

Notice the difference from LIST - nothing

inside the brackets is evaluated If we did

want something evaluated then we would

have to use LIST. For instance, consider:

(SETQ X 5)

(SETQ Y 10)

(SETQ Z 15)

then

(SETQ B '(X V Z)

would give B the value

(XYZ)

and

(SETQ B (LIST 'X 'Y 7))

would also give B the value

(XYZ)

but

(SETQ B (LIST X Y Z))

would give B the value

{5 10 15)

Try to build some lists and see what you

get.

There are three basic functions for

manipulating lists,

(CAR X)

will give the first item of the list x. For

example:

(CAR '(THIS IS A SENTENCE))

gives as result the textual item

THIS

Conversely

(CDRx)

will give all but the first item of the list x. For

example:

(CDR '(THIS IS A SENTENCE))

gives as result the list

(IS A SENTENCE)

The opposite is

(CONS a X)

This appends item a on to the head of the

list X. For example

(CONS 'A '(NEW SENTENCE))

gives

(A NEW SENTENCE)

You can probably see that

(CONS (CAR X) (CDR x)}

gives a list that is identical to x.

There is one special list. This is the

empty list

This is referred to by the special name NIL,

and obviously it is not sensible to ask for

the CAR or CDR of this list.

We now have most of the functions we
need to write programs in Lisp. I wish to

consider just one or two more, before I

show a short example program.

Lisp has an equivalent ot the

IF,. .THEN. ..ELSE construct in Basic that is

rather more powerful. It is the function

COND which has the general form:

(COND
(condition, function-ca(l(s),)

(condition2 function-call(s)2)

(conditioHn function-call(s)r,))

Notice how I spread the expression over

several lines - the system knows when 1

have finished because there are a
matching number of brackets.

The conditions are functions or variables

which return values true or false. Lisp has a

rather strange concept of true and false.

False IS represented by NIL, and for

convenience there is a variable NIL whose
value is NIL True is represented by

anything whose value is not NIL, and for

convenience there is a variable T whose
value is T {ie, something not NIL)

COND works by going through the

conditions until one evaluates to true. The

corresponding function-call(s) are then

evaluated and the result of the last one to

be evaluated is given back as the result of

the COND function. Should no condition

prove true then COND returns the value

NIL. Very often the last condition is the

variable T, which is of course always true,

and so its function-call(s) will always be

evaluated if no other condition is true. This

is rather like ELSE in Basic.

Finally, it is useful to be able to define

your own functions. In fact, since this is the

way you build programs in Lisp, with

functions catling functions catling functions

and so on, it is essential that there should

be a suitably powerful defir>rtion facility for

functions. The function used for defining

functions is called DEFUN, Here is a

definition of a function to add two numbers
and print out their sum.

(DEFUN addpr (a b)

(PRINTC (PLUS a b)))

Notice how I can use lower case variables

and functions. It is just that the system

functions are defined in upper case. The

general form of function definition is:

(DEFUN function-name (argument-list)

(function-evaluation)

(function-evaluation)

(function-evaluation)

(function-evaluation))

In the example I gave above addpr is the

name of the function. The argument list is

(a b) and there is only one function to

evaluate, A function always returns as

value the result of the last thing it

evaluated. In this case the result is the

result of (PRINTC (PLUS a b)), which in turn

is the value of the last item printed out, ie,

(PLUS a b).

We could use our function as follows:

(SETQ X (addpr 2 2))

which will print out 4 and set the variable X

to have the value 4, In tact, function

definition is the same as giving a variable a

value. A function definition is a special type

of list. You will find that addpr now has the

value:

(LAMBDA (a b) (PRINTC (PLUS a b)))

The relationship to the call of DEFUN

1t is useful

to be able
to define your
own functions'

should be clear The first argument to the

call of DEFUN is the name of the variable

which is to be set, and the rest of the

arguments appear as a list headed by
LAfylBDA LAMBDA is merely a special

value, which means the rest of a list is a

function definition. Why the name LAMBDA
is used will be explained in the last article

in this series.

Lisp functions are recursive, that is, they
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E)5C JOYSTICK ADAPTOD
USfTHE BEST JOYSTICKS FOR GAMES ON THE BBC
E.g. ATARI. QUICKSHOT. COMMODORE, THE BOSS,
TRIGA COMMAND ETC.

YOUR BUD ADAPTOR WILL ALLOW ATARI-TYPE
JOYSTICKS TO BE USED WITH THE VAST MAJORITY
OF JOYSTICK GAMES SUCH AS.
HUNCHBACK SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
KILLER GORILLA...MICROPOWER C\

ROCKET RAID ACORNSOFT ^^
ZALAGA ARDVAAK „-:^^
CYLON ATTACK. . .A^F ^^J±=C-^.

Also Available

QUICKSHOT n JOYSTICKS
Suitable for use with vour BUD adapter.

DISC DRIVES
Shugart lOQK disc drives for the BBC Micro,
Cased with leads, manual and utility disc.

Delivered by Secuncor

Dealer enquiries welcome.

JUST PLUG IN

AND GO!
No software needed

Computer
Products

FREE DELIVERY
PLEASE SEND ME . . .

JOYSTICK ADAPTOR
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DIOOK DISC DRIVES
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, ,
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POST TO BUD COMPUTER PRODUCTS 11 Newarke St
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Leicester I El 5SS

EuroBEEB - basically the best controller

How to make small control systems easy:-

Plug the EuroBEEB ROM and the EuroBEEB power lead into the BBC
Connect the BBC serial port the EuroBEEB serial port

Switch on, and type 'EURO, and press return

You nowhavecontroloftheEuroBEEBthroughtheBBC

You can now write BASIC programs directly into the

battery-backed memory of the EuroBEEB. and upload
or down from it to the BBC disk or cassette

You can program an EPROM, and use it to replace the

CMOS RAM on the EuroBEEB (using CU-PROM)
You can program a "turnkey" line in the EuroBEEB's operating
system EPROM so that it runs its program as soon as it is powered u

You can add an enormous range of

CUBE modules through a

backplane, including hi-res colour
video, analog, digital and serial i/o,

industrial i/o, printers, liquid

crystal display, etc,

You can use any RS-423 terminal

instead of the BBC
EuroBEEB, complete with
sideways ROM and cables, costs

only £242 ext VAT ( code CUU6592)

8

10.

Send for free

150 page
Catalogue to:-

Control Universal Ltd

Anderson's Court
Newnham Road,
Cambridge CB3 9EZ
Tel 0223 358757 Telex 995801
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can call themselves. Indeed recursive

programming is the natural way of

programming in Lisp. A recursive function

that is in common use is the factorial

function. This can be defined

mathematically as:

ni - n*(n^ 1)'(n-2)" ...
'2'1

and the special casQ

01 - 1

This works for non-negative whole

'Notice the use
of indentation

to make the

meaning clear'

numbers Note that n' is read as 'factorial

n' However n' could be defined in terms of

the factorial function itself, as follows:

0! - 1

n! - n*(n-1)! forn>- 1

So to work out 3! we would first work out 2!

and then multiply by 3. To work out 2! we
would first work out 1 ! and then multiply by

2 To work out 1
' we would first work out 0!

and then multiply by 1. However we are

given 0! and so the recursion stops. In Lisp

this is:

(DEFUN factorial (n)

(COND
((EQnO)1)
(T (TIMES n (factorial (SUB1 n)))) ))

Notice the use of T to provide an ELSE for

the COND. SUB1 is a built-in Lisp function

that subtracts 1 from its argument. Notice

also the use of indentation to make the

meaning clear. The Acornsoft Lisp system
will in fact force some indentation on you,

but you may well wish to add more for

clarity. Indentation also helps with counting

brackets.

Here is another interesting function.

(DEFUN ncall (n)

(COND
((LESSPn2) 1)

(T (PLUS 1

(ncall (SUB1 n})

(ncall (SUB1 (SUB1 n)))) ))

LESSP returns T if its first argument is less

than its second- The function ncall returns

the number of evaluations of ncall it has

done in recursively evaluating ncall (I am
grateful to Peter Henderson and William

Stoye of Cambridge University for drawing

my attention to this function). Armed with a

stop watch, you can test how fast Lisp can

evaluate functions, Acornsoft Lisp will do

about 160 evaluations of ncall per second.

For comparison an IBM 3081 D running

compiled Lisp does more than 300,000

evaluations of ncall per second (and also

costs well over a million pounds, so you get

about the same cost of hardware per

evaluation).

I have yet to explain the use of _lie editor,

for the time being il you get an error just

retype the troublesome function - they are

al! very small,

If something does go wrong Lisp will

give an error message, trying to distinguish

the fault. For instance:

(CAR 3)

will give error 14 - Attempt to take CAR or

CDR of atom. An atom is essentially

anything that isn't a list (all will be revealed

in the next article). Since CAR and CDR
work only on lists, it is not reasonable to

give CAR an argument which isn't a list.

Having found an error. Lisp wilt try to tell

you what it was doing at the time - which
function argument it was evaluating at the

time, and which function call had that

argument. If it was evaluating a function

that had that function as one of its

arguments it will tell you which that function

wvas, and so on until it gets to the function

you originally typed in at the "Evaluate:"

prompt. For example:

(PLUS 2 (TIMES 1 (CARS)))

will give a traceback

Error number 14

Arg:3
Arg: (CAR 3)

Arg: (TIMES 1 (CAR 3))

Arg: (PLUS 2 (TIMES 1 (CAR 3)))

This says that trouble occurred when an

argument of 3 was found. This was during

an evaluation of (CAR 3), which expects a

list as argument. This in turn was during the

evaluation of (TIMES 1 (CAR 3)), which in

turn was during the evaluation of (PLUS 2

(TIMES 1 (CAR 3))). the original expression

we typed in.

The example program is fairly simple,

but illustrates fiow Lisp is useful for

implementing other languages. In the next

two articles I'll show some more of the

facilities in Lisp and give some more
sophisticated programs. The program is

based on an example in LISP on the BBC
Microcomputer. It is sometimes tedious to

have to type in long function names for

simple arithmetic operations. It would at

least be nice to say:

(+(-4 5)6)

rather than:

(PLUS (TIMES 4 5) 6)

let us define a function to evaluate such

expressions. We will only worry about

operators with two arguments of the form:

(operator arg, argj)

To start with we will restrict ourselves to the

operators +, -, *and /, Arg, and args can

themselves be expressions so we can

have expressions of the form:

(operator (operator arg, argj) (operator

arga arg4))

and so on. Some examples will make this

clear:

(+2 2)

('(+ 1 2) ( + 3 4))

(/(+4 6)5)

Clearly we must allow numbers on their

own to be expressions. Thus

7

will not surprisingly give the value 7,

Let us now define a function myevaluator

to take expressions and return their value.

We would like

(myevaluator '(+ 2 2))

to return as value 4.

(DEFUN myevaluator (expression)

(COND
((LISTP expression)

(evaiuate-operator)

(CAR expression)

(myevaluator (CADR expression))

(myevaluator (CADDR
expression))))

(T expression)))

There are two types of expression to be
evaluated: lists of the form

(operator arg, args)

and numbers. We use LISTP to test

whether an expression is a list. It returns T

if its argument is a list. (The P after so many
LISP conditionals - we saw LESSP earlier -

is mnemonic for Predicate, le something

that is true or false). Having decided that

expression is not a number we must now
evaluate its two arguments (which may
themselves be expressions), We do this by

a recursive call to myevaluator, since each
argument could itself be an expression.

The function CADR is short tor

(CAR (CDR . , ))

You should be able to see that applying

this to a list will give us the second item in

the list (the first argument for the operator),

which we then give to myevaluator to

evaluate. Similarly CADDR is short for

(CAR (CDR (CDR , , .)))

and picks out the third item in a list, Finally,

these are passed with the operator to a

'With a stopwatch
you can test how

fast Lisp can
evaluate functions*

function evaiuate-operator which calcu-

lates the result for expressions of the form:

(operator number number)

Here is the definition of evaluator-operator:

(DEFUN evaiuate-operator (op argi

arg2)

(COND page 155
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'"«''• "a'^est/pp/y/ngr computer peripherals at competitive prices.

,nl,Z T- tI T T- '°""'' '"^ best price/performar^ce daisy wheel alternative
now found the best price/performance daisy wheel alternative

^^.. ^ ^^ ^
^[printer for both data and word processing. Truely; a hioh quamvmachine at an affordable price. As Managing Director, I guarantee you won't buy better'

So whatever your computer — BBC,
SpectrumfCommodore* Dragon, Oric,

Apple and many others — make the most of
it and turn your computer into a quality
printing system for home correspondence,
documents, short stories and business use.

Use standard stationery or, for ONLY £79 (if

ordered with your TP1) we will supply a
tractor feed so you can use continuous or
fanfold paper.

This is just one offer you can't miss. To
avoid disappointment RING NOW on our 24
hour answering service 0242 527412 to place
your order quoting your Access/Barclaycard
No., expiry date and full name and address
OR complete the coupon below and POST
TODAY.

Please allow 28 days delivery. If not
completely satisfied return goods in original
packing within 10 days of receipt and we will

replace or refund your money in full.

For technical queries telephone our Expert
Hotline 0242 37373 or visit our showroom at

39-49 Roman Road, Cheltenham.

CBM 64 & Spectrum Computers requite a
special interface cable kit- For assistance &
price phone our Tectinica) Hotline

SPECIFICATIONS
Print Speed: 120 wpm
Ctiaracter set 128 ASCII 88 printable

Character spacing: 12 CPI
Printtng: Unidirectional

Paper width; 13" max.
Writing Ime: 10.5" 126 character line

Line spacing: 6 lines per inch
Paper Feed; Friction, single sheet or
fantold.

.240 volts, 50Hz
Dimensions: (H) 6.4" (W) 19.5' (D) 12.4"

Weight: 18.5 lbs

Operator Controls: Power on/off, lop
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controls (5 levels)

INTERFACES
Parallel

Centronics compalible. 7 bit parallel

cfata, 3 control lines (data, strobe, busy,
acknowledge)

Serial

RS232C compatible, 50-19200 BPS,
parity and character bit length all

switch selectable.

Dataplus-PSI Lid 39-49 Roman Road Cheltenham GL51 8QQ, Reg. No 1715271 Enaland
OHer open to UK only while stocks last.
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Interface cables
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Al I I ING A NEW
DIMENSION

THE MAIN program featured here is a

development of the 'life' routines in Janu-

ary's Acorn User. The programs in that

article made use of Conway's Life algo-

rithm {and variations of it) to generate

patterns based upon groups of cells which

evolve within a two-dimensional grid in

accordance with various sets of rules. The
program presented here attempts to ex-

pand the 'world' of the cells into three

dimensions and hence to generate three-

dimensional patterns. It should also dem-
onstrate that 3D computer graphics are not

necessarily much more difficult to program

than two-dimensional ones. The screen

display will be a two-dimensional projec-

tion showing the arrangement of the cell

patterns in 3D space
The recent proliferation of computer-

generated or computer-inspired graphics

in films - particularly in television commer-
cials - has made the public aware of their

potential. The most common examples
have been 'wire-frame' graphics. This is

the simplest form of 3D image and the

most generally recognisable as having a

computer origin Wire-frame refers to the

typical appearance of such images, in

which solid obiecis are depicted solely by

lines {usually glowing green lines when a

high-tech image is being promoted) con-

necting their vertices (corners) As these

images show no solid surfaces, only

edges, they are effectively transparent and
can be confusing, as it is not always

obvious which lines are in front of others.

When presented with an image of this

type, the human brain may make several

interpretations of the information. Rotation

or other movement of the image can pro-

vide some extra depth clues from the

relative movement of the lines and help to

decide which is the correct interpretation.

Although wire-frame images are now
coming to be regarded as a visual cliche in

the media, 3D graphics are still, on the

whole, held somewhat in awe in the world

of home computing. There is a general

suspicion that they are difficult to imple-

ment, requiring an extensive knowledge of

3D co-ordinate geometry and a powerful

(ie. expensive) computer. In fact, armed
with a few general-purpose procedures

and a little planning, quite elaborate im-

ages can be plotted by anyone with rudi-

mentary programming skills.

Smooth 3D real-time animation of any-

thing but the simplest wire-frame objects is

not possible on the BBC micro because
the 6502 microprocessor lacks the pro-

cessing speed necessary to generate the

information required to update images at

around 25 frames per second. However, it

TO LIFE
Malcolm Banthorpe's

Life variations

crystallise into

cubic creativity

is possible to set up a static scene and
then view it from various angles, Program-

ming 3D graphics can become much more
complex where general-purpose routines

are required for hidden line and surface

rerr^oval or to take account of lines and
surfaces which are wholly or partially be-

hind the viewpoint. However, by restricting

the choice of viewpoint, the latter problem

can be ignored and the former is solved by

making assumptions about what will be
visible and employing tricks of

programming.
At the simplest level, to draw wire

frames, all you need is a new form of

plotting command which takes three co-

ordinates as its arguments, performs per-

spective transformation and displays the

resulting two-dimensional screen co-ordin-

ates. PROCplot, used in the mam program
and shown in its simplest form in listing 1

,

performs this function and takes four argu-

ments. Movement of the viewpoint towards

or away from the object is possible but its

vertical and lateral positions are fixed. The
use of PROCplot is similar to that of the

Basic PLOT command, except that it deals

with Z co-ordinates as well as X and Y.

The first parameter defines the precise

plotting function, so PROCplot(4,X,Y,Z)

moves the graphics cursor to absolute

location X,Y.Z (or at least to the equivalent

X,Y co-ordinate on the screen). The use of
'5' as the first parameter draws a line to an
absolute three-dimensional location. It is

also possible to use '85' to plot the two-

dimensional perspective transformation of

a solid triangle in three-dimensional space.

All three forms of PROCplot will be used
in the main program. As an introduction to

its use, listing 1 draws a simple wire-frame

cube. The variable VZ% holds the distance

of the viewpoint from the theorectical X,Y

and Z origin, the viewpoint being at co-

ordinates 0,0,VZ%. By varying its value,

both image-size and perspective change
Reducing its absolute value and therefore

moving closer to the cube will give a larger

image and a more pronounced perspec-

tive effect - like that of a wide-angle lens

Increasing its value will give a more flat-

tened perspective

The variable S% is a scaling factor and
can be used to vary the image size without

changing the perspective. By maintaining

a constant ratio of S% to VZ%, you can
change the perspective while maintaining

approximately the same image size

The image given by this program is

shown in figure 1 - not very impressive and
highly ambiguous Only one facet faces

the viewer and without foreknowledge it is

unlikely that it would be interpreted as a

cube It can be improved by rotating the

cube slightly. For the purpose of the pro-

gram, this involves rotating the co-ordin-

ates of each of the eight vertices around

the origin. Adding the lines in listing la

rotates the cube around the Y and X axes,

by 30 degrees in each direction (figure 2).

In a more general-purpose graphics pack-

age, separate procedures to perform rota-

tion around the three axes independentiy

would be desirable but, for the purpose of

the mam program, the simple routine incor-

porated into PROCplot will suffice.

Try changing the angle of rotation in line

40 If the angle of rotation is fixed, or at

least restricted to a narrow range, it be-

comes possible to predict which edges of

the cube would be visible if the cube were

solid. So one way of dealing with the

'hidden' edges is simply to plot the cube as

if they didn't exist. If the program is now run

with the angle at 30 degees, and further

modified so that line 140 becomes:

140 DATA 11

and lines 260 to 300 are deleted, the result

IS the more solid-looking cube of figure 3,

Proceeding to the main program {listing

2), the world in which the cells exist will be
a 15 X 15 X 15 cubic grid or matrix giving

3,i375 possible locations. The future state

of any empty location will be determined

by the states of some or all of the 26

locations which immediately border it

It is more difficult to visualise a 3D grid
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than a two-dimensional one. Figures 4 and
5 should help clarify the situation. Figure 4
shows the 15 x 15 x 15 matrix drawn in a
perspective similar to that used in the
program. The whole matrix is a cube, each
location consisting of a smaller cube. Each
of the 3.375 smaller cubes is a potential
cell location and this is the sort of display
obtained if each location is occupied.
When the program is run, cubes will be
drawn only at locations containing cells.

Figure 5 is a closer view of a 3 x 3 x 3
section of the matrix. The darker cube at
the centre, marked with an X, represents a
target location, surrounded by the 26
neighbours which will determine its future
state. Adjacent cubes are shown with
space between them to make the structure
clearer; in the program, adjacent cells will

be drawn in contact, as in figure 4
Rules to determine the creation and

continuing existence of cells will be based
on the variations given in my previous
article, These have been chosen to provide
sequences of patterns which, when ap-
plied to most initial cell groups, will gener-
ally (though not always) steadily increase
in overall size from generation to genera-
tion. As shown in the main program listing,

they are:

1. Each cell survives for exactly three
generations and then vanishes,

2. Only those eight bordering locations
shown in figure 6 are taken into
account,

3. Any empty location with only one
neighbour gives birth to a new cell.

For the purpose of rule 3, only first- and
second-generation cells are included in

the count. By not including third-genera-
tion cells, which are about to vanish in the
next generation, the amount of array space
required by the program is halved, permit-
ting a larger maximum grid size.

Mode 1 is used to display the results so
that a different logical colour can be as-
signed to each new generation. Three
colours represent first, second and third-
generation cells, while black indicates an
empty location. The colour of an individual
cell does not change as it progresses from
first to third generation but at any time the
three generations will be of different coF
ours. Once a cell is created it remains the
same colour throughout the three stages of
its life.

Sequence 1 (this page) shows the first

six generations that result from the appli-
cation of these rules to a single cell. Cubes
were chosen to represent the cells as they
conveniently fit into the grid structure and
are simple to represent in two dimensions,
Two elementary forms of hidden surface
removal have been employed to improve
on the wire-frame cubes shown earlier and
to make the display as unambiguous as

92

possible. As mentioned, it can safely be
predicted that no more than three surfaces
of any cube will be visible from any view-
point. As the cubes are always drawn in
the same orientation, you can predict
which three surfaces will face the viewpoint
- the other three are omitted.
The problem of cubes being partly or

wholly obscured by nearer cubes is solved
by plotting each generation from the fur-
thest cube, the next furthest and so on. As
each facet is plotted as a solid block of
colour, it erases anything already plotted in
the same screen position, Displaying the
contents of the entire matrix in practice
involves scanning the 15 x 15 x 15 gnd
from the bottom left-hand location of the
furthest 15 x 15 'slice' (which forms the
rear, hidden, surface in figure 4) and then
proceeding slice by slice to the front sur-
face. If an occupied location is found a
cube is drawn at the appropriate co-ordin-
ates. This may be difficult to visualise but
observation of the program in action, build-
ing up the display cube by cube, should
clarify what is happening.
A 15 x 15 X 15 grid was chosen as the

largest that can conveniently be accom-
modated within the program and still leave
enough memory for the use of mode 1 . This
grid size generally allows up to six genera-
tions to be processed before the results
become invalid because the cell group is

approaching the limits of the matrix, A
normal integer array of this size, using four
bytes per element, would take up more
memory than is available and would in any

case waste memory, considering the limit-
ed range of values to be stored. One byte
per element is more than adequate for this
purpose and, although still somewhat
wasteful, a single-byle array is easily set
up and manipulated to be addressable as
a three-dimensional array.

Line 60 reserves 3,375 bytes, starting at
the address held in the variable Array%.
Line 70 sets each element to zero since,
unlike conventional arrays, this does not
automatically occur when the array is di-
mensioned. PROCwrite takes four argu-
ments: the three array dimensions and the
value to be stored, FNread takes three
array dimensions as its arguments and
returns the stored value.

For those wishing to experiment with
larger grids there are two possibilities: first,

use of mode 5 allows a four-colour display
to be retained, at lower resolution, and
releases another 10k of memory for array
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SEQUENCE 1

Space; second, as only two bits per array

element are required to store the values

0.1,2 and 3, more complex definitions of

FNread and PROCwrile could be written to

permit more compact storage of the data,

with four elements compressed into eacli

byte.

The following descriptions of the other

procedures should help if you wish to

make modifications to the program,

PROCdesign allows an initial cell pattern

to be set up. The single value in the first

line of data is the number of cells to be set

up. The following line of data contains the

X,Y and Z co-ordinates of each cell. The
centre of the grid is location 7,7.7 and the

initial pattern would normally be centred

around this point.

PROCshow displays the current cell gen-

eration. It operates by scanning the grid in

the manner described, starting with the

location furthest from the viewpoint. To
save time, it is possible to scan the part of

the grid in which cells are known to exist -

this has been implemented within the pro-

cedure as listed. G% is a variable contain-

ing the number of the current generation. If

the overall size of the initial cell pattern

doesn't exceed 3x3x3 and is centred at

location 7,7.7 then, with the above rules,

the overall size of the group will not in-

crease by more than one location in any

direction from one generation to the next.

The procedure as shown assumes these

conditions and, on findng an occupied

location, calls PROCcube. if a larger initial

cell group is required or if it is to be

positioned off-centre, then PROCshow
should be modified. If in doubt, scan the

full extent of the grid (0 to 14) in all three

directions,

PROCcube takes four arguments. The first

three are the co-ordinates of the bottom left

front corner of the cube and thus deter-

mine its position. The fourth is the logical

colour in which it will be displayed. The

procedure calls PROCfront, PROCtop and
PROCside, which supply the dala for the

drawing of the parts of the cube suggested

by their names. Each procedure in turn

calls PROCfacet, which draws a solid facet

by using 85 as the first argument of PROC-
plot (to obscure any previously plotted

surfaces which should be hidden). An
outline of the facet is also drawn

PROCptol was described earlier The an-

gle o( rotation can be varied to a limited

extent to obtain different views, but too
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TOOLSX^H-AN
ESSENTIAL UTILITY FOR THE BBC MICRO

This exciting new toolkit ROM offers many extra facilities and will significantly reduce program
development time. Tfie new commands offered by Toolstar are:

*CONV
Coiiverl between Decimal, Hexadecimal
and Binary in any combination.

* DFORMAT
Foimal a disc to Ihe Acorn standard with
any number of irac(<s within the

capabilities o< the Drive

* DLOAD
Load the data from the specified sector

on a disc (o memory

*DSAVE
Save th^ data from memory to a

specilred area on Ihe disc.

DVERIFY
Verify a disc

• FIND
Search a BASIC program for all

occurances of the specified string

Imixed tokens /ASCI I), and list all lines

with siring highlighted,

*FIX
Repair a Bad Program' then hsi il

• FKEY
Display what is behind function keys in a

formal suitable for on-screen editing.

* FLIST
List a Bad Program' with suspicious
areas highlighted.

1k OPEN
Smart renumber parts of a BASIC
program.

* REPLACE
Selective replacement ot one string by
another in a BASIC program, including

wildcard opiiots.

* RESET
An unforgettable new!

The following commands are
directed at the whole machine
memory and complement the
BBC micro's assembler:

*MBRK
Installs a serial 6RK handler giving CPU
register and stack displays together with
program counter and paged ROM value
when BRK occurred — can be used in

machine code or BASIC.

* MCOMP
Compare memory areas and list those
where memory contents are not Ihe

same.

* MCOPY
Smart memory copy from one area to

another

* MCRC
Calculate a Cyclic Redundancy Check for

the specified memory area.

*MDIS
Full feature disassembler with parallel

ASCII display. Features include

automatic labelling of Acorn OS. calls

and vectors, and on-screen editing.

• MDUMP
Hexadecimal/ASCH dump of mernory
with on-screen editing

*MFIND
Search memory for all occurances of

specified machine code/ASCII string,

•MROM
All the M (l^^emory) commands can be
directed at the specified paged ROM eg.

BASIC, OFS, TOOLSTAR, WORDWISE.
etc

* MSEED
Fill the specified memory area with any
value

* EXTEND
Expands ihe Toolsiar lo encompas RAM
based ulil.lies which then automaiicaliy

appear under the HELP command.
This feature ensures that Toolstar is

capable of future expansion

Any or all of the above commands can be used from within a BASIC program. This allows the
user to develop many powerful utilities (ie. disc doctor etc.)

Also included are -A-HELP menus with a list of the above commands and their correct syntax,
Toolstar comes complete with a most^cprnprehensive manual including many program
examples C0^^SX^- ROM BASED
INTELLIGENT COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
Commstar is a unique intelligent communications facility, developed by Andy Hood, for the
BBC micro. It will allow communication with other computer users and large data bases
throughout the world via a suitable modem.
Commstar is extremely flexible, allowing full configuration of the RS 423 (RS 232) port of the
BBC micro, full XON/XOFF protocol, and 'safe' file transfer by the use of enhanced
'Christiensen' protocols.

All commands are easily accessed from a main menu from which it is a simple matter to toggle
into 'chat' mode (and vice-versa).

Menu options available are:

B— Copy lo buffer on/off: All input from
the host may be copied into a memory
buffer which is approx, 23K in mode 7

C — Exit menu to 'chat' rnode to allow

conversational access to bulletin Ijoards,

E — Echo on/off — set echo on when
using host terminals which do not

provide an echo

F — File transfer using XMODEfil
protocols. High integrity via use of

enhanced 'Christiensen' protocols.

I — Initialise BS423 port for word length,

parity and stop bits.

L — Load buffer from current filing

system file for transmission lo modem.

M — tssue any MOS command from
within COMMSTAR

S— Save buffer to current filing system
file for 'browsing' later

T — Toggle screen mode normally

mode?, 80 columns available in mode 3,

V — View current buffer contents on
screen — display speed may be varied,

or paused with optional dumping to

printer.

W — Wipe buffer prior to use of other

buffer commands if necessary

X— Toggle XON/XOFF protocol.

— Output buffer to modem — speed
may be varied to suit particular modem
speeds.

R— Reset buffer pointers.

Commstar also contains its own software clock in memory which is useful in displaying length

of log-on time etc.

TOOLSTAR and COMMSTAR ONLY £34.00 EACH inc. VAT
Details of the above products can be obtained from your nearest BBC dealer or direct from:

PACE DISC SYSTEMS
92 NEW CROSS STREET,
BRADFORD BD5 8BS.
Tel: (0274) 729306 Telex: 51564
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much variation will foul the simple method

of hidden surface removal. Surfaces and

edges assumed not to be visible and

therefore not plotted may now theoretically

come into sight. Conversely, some sur-

faces and edges will be drawn which

should not actually be visible.

Figure 1 . Simple '3D' cube form of the

kind produced by listing 1

W'"

Figure 2. Rotation of the cube

I

Figures. Unwanted 'invisible'

lines not plotted

PROCmain is the procedure which exam-

ines the current state of the grid and

determines the next generation. As in

PROCshow, some time is saved in the

earlier generations by scanning only the

part of the grid known to contain cells. The

same comments apply, but where the full
L

Listing 1. Simple wire-frame cube

10 M0DE4
20 VDU29,640;512;
30 VZ7.=-500:B7.= 1200
70 READ N7.

BO FOR I7.= l TO N7.

90 READ K7.,X7.,Y7.,Z7.
100 PROCplot (K7.,X7.,Y7.,Z7.)
110 NEXT
120 END
130
140 DATA 16
150 DATA 4,100,-100,-100
160 DATA 5,100,100,-100
170 DATA 5,-100,100,-100
ISO DATA 5,-100,-100,-100
190 DATA 5,100,-100,-100
200 DATA 5,100,-100,100
210 DATA 5,100,100,100
220 DATA 5,100,100,-100
230 DATA 4,100,100,100
240 DATA 5,-100,100,100
250 DATA 5,-100,100,-100
260 DATA 4,-100,-100,-100
270 DATA 5,-100,-100,100
280 DATA 5,-100,100,100
290 DATA 4,-100,-100,100
300 DATA 5,100,-100,100
310
320 DEFPROCpl ot ( K7. , X7- , YX , Z7. >

350 M=S7./ (Z7.-VZ7,) :PL0TK7.,X7.*M,Y%*M
360 ENDPROC

Listing la. Thirty degree rotation

40 Angle=30
50 Sin=SINRAD(-Angle)
60 Cos=CaSRAD(-Angle)

320 DEFPROCp 1 ot ( K7. , X7. , Y7. , Z7.)

330 x7.=X7-*Cos-Z>:*Sin:z7-=Z7.*CDS+X7.*Sin
340 y7.=Y7.*Cos-z 7.*Si n : z 7.=z 7.*Cos+Y7.*Si n
350 M=S7./(z7.~VZ7-> : PL0TK7. ,>:7.*M,y7.*M
360 ENDPROC

Listing 2. It's a cubic world

iO MQDE1:VDU29,640;400;
20 VDU23;S2G2;0;0;0;
30 Angl e=30
40 3in=SINRAD-Angie:CQ5=C0SRAD-Anqle
50 VDU19,l,i;0;i9,2,5;0;19,3,3;0;
6o DIMHrray/:3375: VZ/;=-2000: S/:=160O
/O F0RI-/:=0T03375: I7.?Array/:=0: NEXT
SO PRDCdesign
90 GX=1 ; col our=3
100 PROCshow
110 PROCmain: END
120 :

130 DEFPROCmain
140 C=2
150 REPEAT
160 G/:=G/:+l
170 C=C+l:cDlDur=C MQD3+1
130 F0RX7.=7-S7.T07+G/: page97^
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THE AFFORDABLE DAISYWHEEL
PRINTER ,

* If, CPS

* 10 1;; 15

* 'Qiop in' DiiSywheti. - Triumph AOIOI Coi^paliBle

* 'jUDPOfts aliV^iorosla'te^iluTS

*:)idBLip':iW;,-. - ihW f.i'i'iri rirtipon
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SPECIAL OFFER JUKI 5100 OAISVWHEEI [369 VA) [424 35

THE CP80 QUALITY PRINTER

*aocP5-
Bi Di recti ona

Logic SBEUng BO

* Fiirlion and Adiustbie i'.ic]ii' '

* Paienieo Souaie Needles upto 9 > 1 j mat

* Hi -Re 5 G'aphics and Block Gtphics

SHINWACPSOPRINIER
SfiARI Rllshll\ riilii F'Hr.i

BROTHER HR-15 PRINTER

Ihe Firoihei hm "j high spctiliLjt™ 0^isy«tiDei VMH' MHI- n CiflO

SPECIAL OFFER

i FRfE rlaisywheets ^upji^'^i"

J (iiEE iwe 'iBUons ONLYE399 + VAT = £458.85

Akhter Instruments Limited
Dept. E.G.,

28 BURNTMILL. HARLOW. ESSEX CM20 2HU. UK.

TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521 OR 412639

TELEX 818894

ORDERING INFORMATION
A'l .iii.tci' ^hii h ,\iccompany a Cheque cash or posial orders afe CARRIAGE
^•"(^£lu•. iir'ly) Please maltecheques ana postal orilerspayaDle 10 *KHTER
INSTRUMENTS" A caf'iacje charge ot 3% ol invo.ce toial is applicable to
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extent of the grid is to be scanned the

range should be 1 to 13 in each direction

(in lines 1 80 to 200) to prevent the program

examining locations outside the grid. This

procedure also determines which neigh-

bouring locations are to be taken into

account and the rules to be applied. De-

tails for varying both are given below The
future states of all locations are determined

before the screen is cleared and the next

generation displayed.

Figure 4. Cubes in a cubic matrix

^^CfftP'Miii

Figure 5. Close-up of a section

of the cubic matrix

The sequence on the front cover shows

the result of the following rules applied to

the initial group of six cells arranged in the

form of a 3D cross:

1, As before, each cell survives for

three generations and then vanishes.

2, Only those six bordering locations

shown in figure 7 are taken into

account. As in figure 5, adjacent

cells are shown separated lor clarity.

3, Any empty location with an odd num-

ber of neighbours gives birth to a

new cell.

These rules are implemented by deleting

lines 220 to 280. 31 0, 1 090 and 1 1 00 of the

main program and adding the lines shown

in listing 2a.

It has probably become obvious by now,

in looking at the resulting displays, that

K from page 95

190 F0RY/:=7-S7.T07-t-6'/:

200 FnRZ/:=7-G"/:TD7+G/:
210 CDuntZ=0
220 FORy /.=-¥'/:- 1 TOY/:+ 1 STEP2
230 FaR>:y.= X/:-lTGX/:+lSTEP2
240 F0Rz7.=Z7.-lTaZ'/:+lSTEP2
250 PROCcoLint (>;7. , y/;, 2 >:)

260 iMEXT
270 NEXT
2S0 NEXT
290 thi seel l"/:=FNread (X/l, ¥/!, Za)
300 IFthiscell7.=colour PROCwri te (X7., Ya, Z/:,0)
310 IFthi5celi/:=0 THEN IF count/:=l FRDCwrite

( a7. , y7. , Z>1 , col our )

320 NEXT
330 NEXT
340 NEXT
350 PRQCshow
3&0 UNT I LG7.=7
370 ENDPRGC
380 :

390 DEFFROCcount. C X/l, Y7. , Z>:>

400 T7.=FNread ( Xa , Y/l , 2/1)

410 IF T7.>0 THEN IF T7.<>coiDLtr count7.=count:';+l
420 ENDPROC
430 :

440 DEFPROCplot(K/:,X/:,Y>:,Z/:) LGCAL>;-/;,y7.,z/:
450 >;7.= X/:*Cos-Z7.#Sin:z7.= 27.*Cos+X"/;*Sin
460 y/:=Y7.*CoB-2 y.*Si n : z >:=z /:*Cos-*-Y/:*Bi n
470 M^S7./ ( z A-VZ /: ) : PL0TK7. , >; /:*M , y /;*M
480 ENDPROC
490 :

500 DEFPRGCsi de ( XT. , Y/l , Z/l

)

510 RESTORE520:PRGCfacet (O)
520 0hTh4 ,0,0,0, 4,0,0,1 00 , 85 , O , 1 00 , O , 85

,

0,100, 100
530 DATA5, 0,100,0, 5,0,0,0, 5,0,0,100, 5,0,

1 00 , 1 00
540 ENDPRGC
550 :

560 DEFPROCfront (X7., Y/l, Z/l)

570 REST0RE580:PRGC-facet (C)
580 DATA4, 0,0,0, 4,100,0,0, 85,0,100,0,
85, 100, 100,0
590 DATA5, 0,100,0, 5,0,0,0, 5,100,0,0,
5, 100, 100,0
600 ENDPROC
610 :

620 DEFPRGCtop (X7., Y7., Z7.)

630 RESTGRE640:PR0Cfacet(C)
640 DATA4, 0,0,0, 4,0,0,100, 85,100,0,0,

85, 100,0, 100

5tiSo?s:?§o'°°-°'°-
"'^°-«- -0,0,100,

660 ENDPRGC
670 :

680 DEFPRGCf acet CN)
690 GCOLO,N
7O0 FOR I -/> 1 T04 : READK/l , A7. , BV. , C7.

page 98
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much of the inner structure of the cell

groups is hidden by the outer cells (al-

though it can be seen transiently while the
display is being plotted). One way of

remedying this without losing any real

information {as long as the cell structure is

symmetrical along the Z axis) is to display
only the rear half of the grid so that any
cells around location 7,7.7 are always
visible in the final displays. This-- is

Irom page 97

Figures. Target location and eigtit bordering
locations (see sequence 1)

Figure 7. Target location and six bordering
locations (see cover sequence)

achieved by changing line 930 of'PROC-
show to:

930 FOR Z%=7+G% TO 7 STEP-1

With PAGE set to &1900, as is normal on
a disc-based machine, there is just enough
memory to run the program, provided no
extraneous spaces are included. If you find

that the program grinds"to a halt with a 'no

room' message, first make sure that you
have saved a copy of the program, then
set PAGE to &1200 and reload it. Most disc
filing systems will still allow SAVE, LOAD
and CHAIN operations at this PAGE set-

ting. Alternatively, modify the first line of the

program so that it runs in mode 5.

Finally, and as further food for thought.

98

PROCp i ot (K7. , X/:+A7. , \'/.+B7. , Z/+C7

)

NEXT
GCDLO,C EOR N

FOR I /:= 1 T04 : REftDK/: , A/; , BV. , C7.
PROCpl Dt <.\C/. , X7.+A7. , Y>:+B-/:. Z7+C7 )

NEXT
ENDPROC

DEFPRDCcube ( XX , Y% , Z >: , C)
PRQC-front(X/:,Y/:,Z7.)
PROCsi de ( X/:+100 , Y7. , Z7.

)

PROCtop < a7. , y/.-hlc>o , Z7.)
ENDPRDC

DEFFNread (X7. , Y/l, Z7.> -Array7.?
Y"/:+Z»I5) *15)

920
930

710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
S30
840
850

(XX+C
860
370 DEFPROCwrite(X>:,y7.,Z7.,N7.)
380 Array7.?(X7.4-(V/.+Z7.*I5)*15)=N7.
B90 ENDPROC
900 :

910 DEFPROCshow
CLS
FDRZ7.=7+6>:T07-G/:STEP-i

940 FORY7.=7-G-/:t07+G/:
950 F0RX-y:=7-G7.T07+G/:
960 T7.=FNread<XX,Y:': Z'/,)

980 NEXT
990 NEXT
1000 NEXT
1010 PRINTTAB(2, 28) "generation "

; G71020 ENDPROC '

1030 :

1040 DEFPROCdesign
1050 RESTORE 1090
1 060 READN-/: : FOR 1 7.= 1 TON/

1090 DATA 1

1100 DATA 7,7,7
1110 ENDPROC
Listing 2a.

220F0Ry7.=Y/:-lTuY7.+ lSTEP2
225PR0Ccount ( X/l

, y>:, ZX)
230NEXT
235F0R>:/:=X7.-iT0X/:+lSTEP2
240PR0Ccount (>;7. , Y"/;, Z7.>

245NEXT
250F0Rzy.= Z/:~lT0Z/:+lSTEP2
255PR3Ccount ( X7. , Ya^zX)
260NEXT
310IFthiBcell7.=0 THEN IF count"/:M0D2=l

PROCwr i te ( X/l , Y7. , ZX , col our )

1090DATA 6
ilOODATA 7,7,6, 7,7,8, 7,6,7, 7,8,7, 6,7,7,

t3» / , 7
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In the rapidly expanding world of computer
peripherals there is one company which
continually leads the field — Cumana.
Whether it is the best Japanese components
used in our top quality designs, the rigorous

training which all staff receive, or the superb
technical service we offer, everything must be
of the highest standard.

Cumana disk drives have an independent
power supply, 12 months warranty, and are

fully assembled and tested before packaging;

and they are now available for the BBC and
Dragon f^icros — at unbeatable value for

money prices — from selected branches of

W. H.Smith and Spectrum UK in addition to

Cumana's nationwide dealer network.

For further information on these and other

Cumana products— including dual slimline

disk drives for the BBC Microcomputer—
contact:

Cumana Limited, Pines Trading Estate,

Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey. GU3 3BH.
Tel; (0483) 503121 Telex: 859380

^'*^^-

4.

For tutiher I am inieresled Interests

inlormaljon in Cumana disk Home Use I

J

aboul Cumana drives lor ide Education [ 1

disk drives, BBC/Dragon' Dealer i i

please Microcomputer Business U
complete and 'delete as
return ttiis coupon. necessary AU3/84

Name

Address

mmemory > Tel- No
Note. II dealer, please allach this torni lo your lellerheading

Dragon is tt>e registered trademark ot Dragon Data Ltd



There mustbe more toa micro
than zaDDina monsters
See how much more when you plug into

Micronet 800-a multi-million

pound database that

lets you playgames
as well.

FtlL\
Systems

ct Inlornialwn

fl(.liiFv?nieni

r
nnovation of the year

Please send me the full facts about
Micronet 800. Not forgetting the games!

Name . .^
Make/Model of Micro

Address _^^

Telephone

MICRONET 800, Scrlptor Court,

I

155 Farringdon Road, London EC1R3AD .

AU3'

Micronet 800 helps your micro come of age
II js Ihe sophisticated network that many popular makes

of micro can plug into via the telephone, giving home micro
users new horizons to use and explore

Micronet 800 lets you communicate
through your micro . .

.

... By linking you into a network of thousands of micro
users who always have something new to say to each other.

Through Letters to the Editor, Clubspot (for computer user

groups), Swapshop (our electronic bulletin board) and
electronic Mailbox, Micronet keeps you in touch with other

people who want to do more with computers than just

play games

Micronet delivers to your micro our
electronic newspaper and PRESTEL

Newsflashes give you news and reviews on new
equipment, software and computer applications.

A Microbase dedicated to your type of micro contains

technical hints and tips. You also have access to other

facilities on " Prestel: Homebanking with Homelink. world and
business news, teleshopping and much more.

Micronet 800 gives you software
Offering you some of the best software bargains around.

Through your phone line and straight into your computer
Scores of educational and utility programs are included.

And a wide range of terrific games software. Many of which
are completely free and constantly changing every few
weeks- just in case you want to take another zap at those
monsters again.

mi
MICRONET 800, Scriptor Court, 155 Farringdon Road.
London EC1R 3AD. Telephone: 01-278 3143.

Ifs enough to blowthe mind ofany micro!

^^ One of the many faces on Prestel

O-i-Preslel ana tliE Praslel symbolaialiaclBrnarks ol British TelecDmniuiin^alions
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Figures.

Perspective

lettering,

possible with

listing 3

listing 3 shows how the same sort of cube

drawing routine can be used as a building

block for more complex 3D displays. This

program allows the creation of solid-look-

ing lettering, drawn in perspective {figure

8). The variable W$. defined in line 70,

contains the string to be printed.

Taking each letter in turn, the program

looks up the appropriate character defini-

tion in the operating system ROM and uses

the stored pixel patterns to decide where

the cubes should be placed, The cubes

are in effect being used as three-dimen-

sional pixels. Slightly different definitions of

PROCcube and the procedures called by it

are used because each of the three visible

facets is a different colour and a separate

outline of each facet is not required.

The cubes are rotated only about the Y

axis this time so that vertical lines in the

lettering will remain vertical. As before,

hidden surface removal is achieved by

starting the plotting at the furthest point

from the viewpoint - in this case the

leftmost, lowest pixel of the first letter - and

proceeding forward along the string. To

accommodate longer strings than the one

shown the scaling factor and viewing dis-

tance must be varied. Other orientations of

the display are possible by varying the

angle of rotation, but some will require a

different selection of cube facets to be

drawn, as explained earlier, to achieve the

correct hidden surface effect, •

^IrompageSa

Listing 3.

10 M0DE1:VDU29,440;900;
20 Angle=60
30 VDU23;B202;O;O;0;
40 Sin=SINRAD(-Angle) : Cos=COSRAD (-Angle)
50 VDU19,1,6;0;19,2,2;0;19,3,4;0;
60 VZX=-4000:S"/.=2000
70 W*="ACORN"
80 FOR H7.= l TO LENW*
90 L7.=S<BF00+8*ASCri I D* ( W* , H7. , 1

)

100 F0RI7.=7 TO O STEP-1
110 FGRJ7.=7 TO O STEP~1
120 IF <L7.?I7. AND 2^J7.)

H7.-J7.*100,-500-iy.*100,0)
130 NEXT

NEXT
NEXT
END

THEN PROCcube (-2400+800*

DEFPROCp 1 ot ( K7. , X'/l , YX , Z 7.

)

x7.=X7.*Cos-Z7.*Sin:z"/:=Z7.*Cos+X/;*3in
y7.=Y7.

M=S7:/ ( z 7.-VZ7. ) : PL0TK7. , >; 7.*M , y7.«M
ENDPROC

85,0,100,0,

85 , O , 1 00 , O

,

140
150
160
170
IBO
190
200
210
220
230 :

240 DEFPR0Cside(X7.,Y7.,Z7.)
250 REST0RE260 : PROCf acet ( 3

)

260 DATA4, 0,0,0, 4,0,0,100,
85,0,100, 100
270 ENDPROC
280 :

290 DEFPROCfront (X7.,Y7.,Z7.)
300 REST0RE3 1 : PROC-f ac et ( 1

)

310 DATA4, 0,0,0, 4,100,0,0,
85, 100, 100,0
320 ENDPROC
330 :

340 DEFPROCtop(X7.,Y7.,Z7->
350 REST0RE360: PROC-f acet (2)
360 DATA4, 0,0,0, 4,0,0,100,

85, 100,0, 100
370 ENDPROC
380 :

390 DEFPROCfacet (N) LOCAL 17.

400 GCOLO,N
410 FDR I /.= 1 T04 : READK7. , A7. , B7. , UV.

420 PROCplot (K7.,X7.+-A7.,Y7.+B7.,Z7.+C7.)
430 NEXT
440 ENDPROC
450 :

460 DEFPROCcube(X7.,Y7,,Z7.)
470 PROC+ront (X7.,Y7.,Z7.)

480 PR0Cside(X7.+ 100,Y7.,Z7.)
490 PR0Ctop(X7.,Y7.+ 100,Z7.)
500 ENDPROC

85,100,0,0,
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UTILITIES

EXTENDED
VARIOUS comparisons have been made
between the relative merits of Acornsoft's

View and Computer Concepts' Wordwise
(for example, Paul Beverley's detailed re-

view in the June issue of Acorn User).

Having had access to both word process-
ing packages, i admit to a personal prefer-

ence for View, mainly because I can see
the formatted text as it is created, regard-
less of the mode- Having to save a text file

before being able to print it is time-con-
suming with tapes, although it does en-
courage good housekeeping. With discs,

of course, the time penalty is much
reduced,

View differs considerably from Wordwise
in the way the information is sent to the
printer and a 'printer driver' is needed to

gain access to the various printer facilities,

such as underline, emboldening and su-

perscript. Without this driver routine View
simply sends the text to the printer via a
default routine that does not support any of

the facifities. Printer commands are insert-

ed into the text as highlight codes with

ASCII values from 128 upwards, and the
printer driver has to recognise these codes
and send the necessary commands to the

printer,

Acornsoft can supply a tape with a

VIEW
Tony Rudkin creates a
driver routine which

supports a wide range of

printer functions and
provides the pad

character missing from
the View facility

collection of six driver routines for different

printers for just under £10, but the com-
pany also includes some brief information

in the Into View booklet (page 74) to enable
the enthusiast to create his or her own
driver. Since I have only one printer to

consider (an Epson MX-80F/T III) I decided
to write my own routine, which in addition

to supporting a wide range of printer func-

tions will also provide the vital 'pad' char-

acter facility that is missing from View.

The two-page section in the Acornsoft

manual which deals with printer driver

formatting provides general guidelines for

''''^'''"'^^^^^^^'^^^'^^^'^^^^^

>LIST

20 re"
:**********——*—*.»***.

30 REM* PRINTER DRIVER FDR EPSON MX-80 I
=ORHM. <., ..M. RUDKZN ,,b3 ,*

so' SEr*****'****-****———

:

90 ;

1^0 REM *****»**«#»*,«,*»^^,^^,^,,

1*0 FOR PASS=0 TO 3 STEP 3

160 COPT PASS^^"
^^^^ ^^^''^ address of machine code to g.3200

page 107
1

creating the driver and makes the pro-

gramming appear relatively straightfor-

ward. The assembly language routine re-

sides at location &400 and can be up to

256 byles long, with addresses &400 to

&40E reserved for a jump table which
transfers command to the required area of

the driver. The addresses and instructions

are:

&400 JMP Character Output routine

&403 JMP Turn Printer On instruction

&406 JMP Turn Printer Off instruction

&409 JMP Set Horizontal Motion Index

&40C JMP Return Option Byte

Since the Epson MX-80 does not support
proportional spacing the last two instruc-

tions are not needed and simply point to a
return command in the assembly code.
The remaining jump instructions pass con-
trol to three routines which control output of

data to the printer.

The Basic program listed (program 1)

creates machine code routines which are

used by View to implement a number ol

useful highlight codes and also to provide
the pad character facility. The description

of the machine code which follows is

provided for experienced programmers,
but since an understanding of the princi-

ples is not essential, anyone who simply

wants to use the facilities of the routine can
omit this section and move on to the

description of the Basic program.
The Printer On routine is called by the

jump instruction at address &403, and the

first time it is called the printer output is

enabled and a general printer initialisation

is done by sending the equivalent of ESC
@, This clears any existing printer condi-
tions that may have been set up by a
prevous printing session (eg, a Basic pro-

gram). The paper-end detector is then
disabled so that single-sheet printing is

possible. A flag is then set at address &4FF
which prevents the printer from being re-

initialised next time it is turned on by View.
This is necessary because in the single-

sheet printing mode View turns the printer

off at the end of a sheet and back on again
at the start of the next sheet.

Re-initialising the printer would clear any
highlight commands that had been set to

apply to the whole document (for example
the use of the condensed character set to

obtain 132 characters per line).

The Pnnter Off routine is called by the

jump instruction at address 5,406 and sim-
ply disables the printer output by sending
a command equivalent to CTRL C (or VDU
3) in Basic, No flags are affected and
existing highlight commands are

presen/ed.

The major routine is devoted to handling

the output of characters to the printer and
detecting any highlight instructions. Char-
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£499 VAT
Logic seeking in

dot address mode
With Centronics parallel interface

and free BBC Micro dump listing.

Options auaiiable:

• Buffered RS232 interface.

• Viewdata & RS232 interface.

• Apple II interface.

• IBM PC dump.

from BBC Micro screen- h sizemode

Specifications:

640 dots/line.

84 dots/inch both axes.

Friction feed rollpaper with single sheet

feed A4.

37cps in full colour.

Ink cartridges. 4 million character life.

A,
'OOij

Op,

O./O.

.

« Scho

UTECREH

Church Gresley, Burton-on-Trent. Staffs DEll 9PT
Tel: 0283 215432 Telex: 377106

Dealers. OEM & Educational

enquiries welcome
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Small business can now
stop going by the book.

For under £1,000 a small business can now
equip itselfwithaBBCMicrocomputer,adisc drive,

a won! processor and printer.

(All tax deductible by the way.)

Once you ve parted with that money, youll

hnd that business has never been brisker.

Because now, thcre'^s a new series ol floppy

disc soltware specially for the smaller business.

It has been developed by Acornsolt, the

software division of Acorn (Computers who are

the manufacturers of the BBC Micro.

For only £24.95, each disc can store volumes

of vital bookwork which can be updated and

amended in a fraction of the (conventional time.

\nd there is a disc to cover most aspects of

paperwork^^^^^^and book-keeping.

The Invoicing pa< kage.

This program stores details of products, VAT
numbers and, of course, the names and addresses

of your customers. As oixlers

come in, you simply record

them.Then, when it's time

to invoice, you just press a

few keys and each invoice

or cH'dil note is printed

automatically in seconds.

Allowing for variable terms of trading, the

system cak-ulates and prints discounts. And it

should hel[) to improve your cash flow dramatically.

I'he Order Processing package.

With this program,

you can conhrm vour

customers' orders, prepare

and print despatch notes

and make fast analyses ol

individual orders or

of all the orders

stored on disc.

The Accounts Receivable package.

^ow, it couldn t be <*asier to keep

your customer accounts under control.

In an instant, you can analyse

debtors, produce

statements, keep

a check on any

credit limit and

calculate VAT out-

put automatically.

Using this package

in conjunction with the invoicing package,

you (-an also keep tabs on paymi-nts received

against payments outstanding.

he Accounts Payable

[package.

Tliis package will keep

vou hdlv up-to-date

on how much you

owe and who to. In

addition, it calculates



inputVATand, used with the Accounts Receivable

package, produces instant VAT returns.

It also highlights settlement discounts,

produces remittance advices and provides an

immediate analysis of all creditors.

The Stock (.ontrol package.

Touch a lew keys and vou have instant access

to stock status and auto-

matic analvsis hy quantitv | I

and vahie. a. . ^t
Consequently, its easy mn i

lor von to maintain correct 'DiULh ~

evcls, iiavins an — COHTROL

I

stocking

eiarlV warnui*! o

having an

f out-ol-

stock situations or the hkehhood olover-stocking.

rrrrtir

Average value ofthe business they do with you, or

whether they are good or bad payers.

Then, when you are doing a mailing, you

siniply choose the group or groups of customers

you want.

At £24.95 each , these packages

could be priceless.

Kach package comes with clear instructions

on how to get the program running so that you

can devote much more of your time to more

profitable activities.

1 fvou re a credit canl holder,you can order any

or all of the packages by ringing: 01-200 0200

anytime. Or 0933 79300 during ofhce hours.

(By ringing the same number, you can get the

address of your nearest stockist, or full

details of the BB(; Microcomputer

system if vou don't already haveone.)

Alternatively, you can order

the packiiges by sending the order

lorni below to: Acornsoit,

c/o Vector Marketing, Denington

Estale,Wellingborough.Nort bants

NN8 2RL. Please allow 28 days

for delivery.

® ('redit canl holders,

phone 01-200 (»200, anytime.

Or 0933 79300, during office

hours.

^I^^H
^^H

Purchftp^ng 1
^^^^^H

The Purchasing package.

AU your suppliers' names and addresses go

onto the disc. Then they can be retrieved instiinlly

lor preparing and printing

orders.

All order data can be

recalled in seconds. aUow^

ing you to check on orrlers,

and su|)|)licrs' invoices and

to record all deliveries.

Th(^ Mailing package.

Instead of the shotgun method of sending

niailshots. this package enables you to rehne each

mailing down to the customers who are most likely

to respond.

It gives you a rapidly

accessible mailing bleof i^^.*-^^ . ,

your customers- according wl@it^
toany criterion you choose.

Size ol company, for inst-

ance, or type of business.

R

^rrr^ilf^'/)

cv

To; Acornsoft c/o Vector Marketing, Deninglon Estate,

Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.

Please send me the following business software

packages at £24.95 each. (Code
Aciirnsofl

PROGRAM
Invok'inp

OUANTITV XPIAL use Hilly.)

SNB 08

Order Prorcsaing SI\BI2

AiTounls Rpreivabli^ sm 10

Arfount* Payable ^m\:i

Slin'k Control SNBIl

Piin-husintr SNB 14

MaJlini! SNBOO

TOTAL

i enclose PO/cheque payable to Acornsoft Ltd. Or charge my
credit card.

Card Number
\mf\/IHniTs/\ i->aAri'PSs{l)i'trl"')

Please send me details of the BBC Microcomputer System

Name

Address

Postcode

Signature
R..gisi.T.-d\».IS24763 VAT No. 215 8123 85

AC.3.

>1C0RNSSFr



Breathtaking Images From Disc

Or Cassette

Breathtaking Images From Disc

Or 0\ssette

Happily for prospective

purchasers of the Microvitec CUB
RGB/PAL colour monitor there is no
difference.

This superb machine produces
brilliant pin-sharp images when used
with a micro computer, thanlc^ lo a

screen resolutionof ^S'i pixels by4'j2,

plus a bandwidth in excessof l5fVlH7.,

Yet the RGB PAL also gives the
highest quality pictures from Idser

discs, V.C.R!s and video cameras.

This is because the signal is not

Microvitec Ltd.. Fiilurcb

SpotThE Difference
modulated and then remodulated,

as happens with an ordinary TV. set.

Add to this an audio facility and
the result is a colour monitor which

sounds as good as it looks

Finally, perhaps the best news for

MICRQVITECB

cub
COUXJR DISPLAYS

Way, Boiling Road, Bradiord BD4 7TU. Tel: (027 1

purchasers is that the CUB colour

monitor represents a real investment.

However dramatirnllv computers or
video systems may change in the

coming years the means of display ing

their output is unlikely to .tiler -you
can't improve on the best.

Find out jusi how inexpensive

qualit\ can be by calling at yoin IoljI

computer dealer. Altemntivcly,

contact Microvitec diicct tor full

details of the 1 n eathtaking range of

CUB colour monitors.

;y00M. Telex: ^17717



acters are transferred from View as ASCII

values in the range 32 to 126 and these

can be passed directly to the printer for

normal printing, but to provide a pad

character (le, one which prints a space on

the printer but is handled by View as a real

character) the unused '£' character on the

same key as the underline symbol is de-

tected and replaced by a space-

Pad characters are very useful in pre-

venting extra spaces from being inserted

during formatting or words from being split

at the end of a line. Unlike Wordwise, View

does not provide a pad character facility

and putting one into the printer driver

routine adds a useful feature to this power-

ful word processing package
Any ASCII value higher than 127 repre-

sents a highlight command, and these are

passed to the section of the program that

determines the action to be taken and
sends the required command to the

printer.

Highlight codes supported by the printer

driver are:

128 Underline

129 Emphasised characters

130 Double-height characters

131 Condensed characters

132 Superscript

133 Subscript

Each command has a 'toggle' action - the

first time the command is received the

facility is turned on, and the second time it

IS turned off. For this reason flags are

allocated within the program and an impor-

tant section of the printer driver checks the

status of these flags to determine the

action required.

The underline facility is controlled by

code 12B. Having detected this code the

underline flag is checked: If it is not set

underlining is switched on by sending the

command ESC 45,1 to the printer. The flag

is set and the routine exits. The next time

the 128 code is received the command
ESC 45,0 is sent to the printer to switch off

the underline and the flag is reset.

Receipt of code 129 causes the empha-

sised flag to be checked. If it is not set the

emphasised command, ESC 69, is sent to

the printer and the flag is set On receipt ot

the next 129 code the ESC 70 command is

sent to the printer and the flag reset.

Code 130 controls the wide character

facility and when first received causes the

command ESC 87,1 to be sent to the

printer and the double-width flag to be set.

On receipt o( the next 130 code the flag is

reset and the command ESC 87,0 passed

to the pnnter. The double-width mode
gives a line length of 40 characters when
applied to the normal character set. ESC
87 is used in preference to the SI and DC4
commands as it allows double-width con-

densed characters (66 characters per

line).

Condensed characters are selected by

code 131 ,
which when first applied causes

the command SI (15) to be sent to the

printer and then sets the condensed char-

^ from page 102

230
turn

240
25Ci

260
270
2B0
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360

370
3BO

used
390
400
410
420
430

f-f

440

.mi JMP Return V Horizontal Motion Inde. not supported, so r^

.Option JMP Return V Sets option bytes - not needed for Epson

LDA«A4r7^P r
^^''^? ' ""^^ printer been selected before ^

LDA«-^'^^p r^"*"^ ^ " "°' ^'^"'^ initialise printer

^J^;:^^-^^^
^%^^P^.\ «"rf ="itch o-ff pap^r snd detector.irgL!<.^iFF \ Set printer bit on

-Return RTS \ Return from Betting Epson On

-EpsonOff LDfl«3=JSR^.FFEE:RTS X Disable printer .nd return

.Print STA^32F0
= STX,..32P1:STY&.32F2 X Store contents of Register

-CharOut JBR J.FFE3 \ Print character to screen ?. printer

CMP?;'9^BEP''P^^;^^=''^H ^"^-^^-^ ^ Code 128 = Underline on/o-ffCMP#1.9.BEQ Emph.sa^ed \ Code 129 = Emphasized Characters nn/o
CHP#130=EE0 DoubleW^dth X Code 130 - Double Width characters

page 109

KEY FUNCTION
A Underlined text

B Emphasised text

C Double-width characters

D Condensed characters

E Superscript characters

F Subschpt characters

G Underline & Emphasised
H Underline & Double-width

1 Underline & Condensed
J Underline & Superscript

K Underline & Subscript

L Emphasised & Double-width

M Double-width & Condensed
N Condensed & Superscript

O Condensed & Subscript

Z Modify and save the printer

driver

Figure 1 . Key functions used in testing the

machine code routines

acter flag on. Next time the 131 code Is

received the command DC2 (18) is sent to

the printer to disable the condensed char-

acter mode and the flag is reset The

condensed mode gives a line length of 132

characters,

When the superscript command (code

132) is first sent, it causes the command
ESC 53,0 to be sent to the printer to select

the superscript mode and also sets the

superscript flag. The next time this code is

received the superscript mode is terminat-

ed by resetting the flag and sending ESC
84, followed by ESC 72, to the printer. The

latter code cancels the double printing

mode, which is automatically selected by

the Epson printer when the superscript

facility is requested. The subscript mode
(code 133) works in exactly the same way

as the superscript mode but sends the

printer command ESC 53.1 to select the

subscript facility.

The area used by View for its printer

drivers (MOO to &4FF) is normally used by

the Basic language ROM, and attempting

to write directly to this area from a Basic

program will cause problems. The first

section ot the program therefore creates a

printer driver package in the &3200 to

&32FF region, which a later section modi-

fies so that it can be stored on tape (or

disc) for loading to the &400 address in

View. This two-stage approach has the

advantage that de-bugging can take place

without the need to leave Basic and enter

the View facility.

Keys are assigned within the first pro-

gram for test purposes and check the

printer driver by sending commands and

text to the printer The key functions are

shown in figure 1.

tn creating the machine code routine the

program assumes that the auto line-feed

switch inside the Epson printer has been

set to the 'on' position as described on

page 46 of the handbook, In this position

the printer will automatically insert a line-

feed instruction whenever a carriage-re-

turn character is received. Failure to select

this switch will result in all the text being

ACORN USER MARCH 1984 107



^J^^CFTWARE F=OR THE BBC MICRO

DISC DOCTOR

DISC OOCTOO I Ot
OIS (<(•>> (<»!>> (<<

ISCTMPC (•*«> (<a(apl
OOWNLOAO <fap> (<«dr>>

> trkK> (<stt>> (<S>)
JOIN <isp> <a<ap> «afBp»
flENU t<ijru>>
novE Kdasl pu»>> (<arc paQ>>>
nSEBBCH <«lr> i<*er»

PdRTLOno <(ap> <e<a> <a>ii> <at>r>
RCCOveR (lrk> <acl> <ae4> <aa]r> <drx
RESIOBE <)rli> <acl> <aet> <aOr> <a'v
SHITT <arc> <dait> <•!>

» i<(]rv>l
EDISC ((fap>>
IFV i<arv>> (<no trks>> (<((>)

Following on trom WORDWISE this utility ROM is ttie ideal way
to get the most out of your computer system. This ROM adds
20 new commands to the Machine Operating System. Most
of these are concerned with DISC operation although some
of the commands ore totally general purpose. Disc Doctor
allows Op to 60 files per side of a disc and includes its own
disc formatting and verifying commands. Three search
commands will find any string in memory or on disc, or wilt

list all the line numbers in a BASIC ptogrom that contain the
string. Many other features include disassemblers, disc/

memory editors, function key listing etc. Works with all

versions of the Acorn DFS, and ottier Acorn compatible DFS's.

£28 plus £1 p&p plus VAT.

Because the above programs are in ROM they are alv/oys

available, and usuolly take no user memory when
operating. All the commands con be used from within BASIC
programs and the ROMs includes a help menu listing the

syntax of all commands

Printmaster
Joining our already extensive range comes PRINTMASTER a
sophisticated printer handling utility ROM. PRINTMASTER will

be released in several versions catering (or each of the most

popular printers on the market. This first PRINTMASTER ROM
supports a range of EPSON printers: MX80, RX80, FX80 etc.

All commands in the ROM must be preceded by on asterisk

and can be used like all normal operating system

commands from within BASIC programs etc. It is also

possible to use them from WORDWISE and other language
ROMs.

PRINTMASTER supports three types of screen dumps. The most
flexible (*GDUMP) allows any graphics on the screen to be
dumped onto the printer. This will operate in any mode, the

colours being displayed as shades. Any port of the screen
may be printed at any position on the paper in any one of

four orientations. It is also possible to magnify the screen
dump by any factor x2, x3, x4 etc.

A special feature allows true Mode 7 screen dumps with

TELETEXT text and graphics, colours (as shades), double
height etc.

*-TDUMP allows any text mode to be dumped and * FDUMP
will automatically print the contents of a file on disc to the

printer WHILE the BBC machine is doing other things, running

other programs etc.

•WINDOW allows the user fo interactively define a graphics

window, this controls the part of the screen printed in

wGDUMP, A very much easier method of defining graphics

windows than the normal VDU statement.

The above list is only a fraction of the commands in the

PRINTMASTER ROM. Others include *CENTRE, *UNDERLINE.
A-ITALIC. *MARGIN etc etc. which provide total control over

the printer in the easiest possible manner. Order as
PRINTMASTER (Epson), £28 plus £1 pfitp plus VAT.

WORDWISE
This ROM based word processor is simple to tit and simple to

operate. Its greatest strength lies in its ease of use, yet it is o
fully fledged text processing system, with oil the features you
would expect to find in many more expensive programs.

Once entered the user has total control over the text. Any
section may be marked, this may be a word, sentence or
any larger piece of text. The marked section may then be
instantly deleted, moved or copied to ony other point in the
document. The more complex operations are menu driven
so that the user Is always prompted when necessary. When
printing a document the user may specify the line length,
line spocing, page length etc. WORDWISE even
handles automatic page numbering, centering of text,

justification and many more powerful features.

This word processor has become the best selling program
for the BBC machine. In the year since its launch it has
outsold all other available ROM, cassette or disc based word
processors and continues to outsell them, £39 plus £1 p&p
plus VAT

Computer Concepts specialise in writing guoirtv software tor tne BBC machine. We have been involved with the BBC riflicro since its inception and write lor no other
machine We ore not dealers, nor are we involved in selling onything otfier than software

All the above products and turttier details are available either directly from us or from all good BBC dealers.

C3MPUTER
ONCEPTS

16 Wayside, Chipperfield, Hertfordshire. WD4 9JJ Telephone: Kings Langley {09277) 69727
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450 CMP#131:BEQ Condensed \ Code 131 = Condensed characters
460 CLC:CMP#132:BCS SuperSub \ Cades 132 ?/ 133 a-f-fect super- h. sub

-scripts
470 ;

480 .E^it LDY&:32F2:LDX?<32F1:LDAS<32F0:RTS \ Recall Register content
s ?< return

490 :

.Underline JSR OnOrO-f-f \ Y=l -for U/L to go gn (else 0)
LDA#45:JSR Escape: LDA?<32F3: JSR SendChar \ Sends U/L on/of -f com

500
510

mand
520
530
540
550
560
570
580

nd
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680

JMP Exit \ Terminates U/L section

- Emphasized JSR OnOrO-f -f \ Check and set /reset -flag
LDA#70;SBC?<32F4: JMP Out

.DoubleWidth JSR OnOrO-f-f \ Y=l -for Enlarged to go on (else 0)
LDA#S7:JSR Escape: LDA?<32F5: JSR SendChar \ Sends Enlarged comma

JMP E>; i t \ Terminates Enlarged section

.Condensed JSR OnDrO-f-f \ Check ?< set/reset flag
LDY?-.32F6:CPY#0sBED CondOf-f
.CondOn LDA#15:JMP Out
„CondD-ff LDA#1B
.Out JSR Escape: JMP E>; i t

.SuperSub JSR OnOrO-f-f \ Check ^^set/reset -flag

BNE BuperSub0nsLDA#84: JSR Escape: LDA#72: JSR EscaperJMP Exit \

Switch o-f-F Super- ?< sub-script and cancel double printing mode
690 .SuperSubOn LDA#83:JSR Escape: SEC: LDA?<32F0: SBCttl32: JSR SendCha

r \ Switches on Super- or Sub-script
700 JMP Ek it \ Ter nti nates Super /Sub sect i on
710 :

720 .Escape PHA: LDAtt27: JSR SendChar : PLA: JSR SendChar:RTS \ =VDU1,2
7.. 1,<A>

730 :

740 .SendChar PHA: LDA#1 : JSR?/FFEE: PLA: JSR?<FFEE: RTS \ Sends characte
r to printer

750 :

760 .OnOrO-f-f SBC#12a: TAX: LDA2.32F3, X : BEQ 0-ff \ Determines of-fset va
1 ue from code

770 -On DECS<32F3, X:RTS \ Sets Flag for OFF (was ON)
7B0 .Off INC?.32F3, X:RTS \ Sets Flag for ON (was OFF)
790 :

BOO NEXT PASS
810 PRGCZero
820 CLS:PRINT"Final Address value was ?.";-" (P7.-1 )

830 :

840 REM***********************************
850 REM* BASIC Program to check m/c code *

860 REM***********************************
870 :

page 1
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printed on a single line.

Load and run the program and note the
final address value that is displayed. This
should be &32EF - if It is not then the
assembly codes have been entered incor-

rectly and should be checked against the
listing. When the correct final address
value is displayed press in turn keys A to O
and check that the text printed out is

correct. Finally, when the program testing
IS complete, press Z to modily the assem-
bly code to the form required by View and
the block will be saved in a file called
EPSON

After entering the View facility (by typing
•WORD) type PRINTER EPSON and View
will load the printer driver to address S.400
and will display 'Printer EPSON' in the
command mode. The highlight codes 128
and 129 (underline and emphasised) cor-
respond to the default highlight codes and
represent the most frequently used
facilities.

Selecting an alternative highlight code
requires the use of an Edit command - for

example HT 1 1 30 would redefine highlight

1 to select the double-width character
printing facility. With View, only two high-
light codes are allowed on any one line, but
there is no objection to selecting a control
code on a previous line as this will not be
cancelled

All control codes selected should be
cancelled after use, othenA/ise the printer

will have the relevant commands set when
it IS next used (the initialisation takes place
only the first time the printer is used in any
View printing session) The paper-end de-
tector of the Epson is disabled by the
printer driver, and you should ensure that

paper is present in the printer before
requesting a printout.

Some combinations of control codes are
incompatible (as detailed in the Epson
printer handbook on page 94) and must
not be selected as they will cause unex-
pected effects. For example, attempting to

select double-width characters and super-
scnpt (or subscript) will result in normal-
height double-width characters being
printed in the double printing mode.
The pad character facility is simply used

by typing the £ symbol each time a fixed
(or hard) space is required. For example,
typing AEBCCeD ensures a printout of A B
C D which would not be split by formatting
or have additional spaces inserted when
View justifies the text.

The E symbol will be seen during text

editing but will be replaced by a normal
space when printing

Program 1 gives access to the most
useful facilities of the Epson, but some
users will no doubt want access to other
features which affect line spacing, and so
on, and if this is done then the driver
preparation program will need to be modi-
fied. The simplest technique would be to
prepare a suite of driver routines with the
special requirements built into them and
file them as EPS0N1

, EPS0N2, etc. calling
Ihe relevant driver file when pnnting text. •

< Ifompage 109

880 REPEAT
B90
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990

1 000

PRINTTABIO. 10) "Select Teat (Keys A ta n>"
PRINTTAEtO. I4)STRING4fl(-.. " ")
PRINTTAB(0.12)"Dr Z to r.^ve filE,""

rfiT'^I '^'':'^^j;*=^''"''-=I^STRfABCDEFGHIJKLI1N0Z'M..*) :UNTIL K^'-.OCALL Pr-interDn

ir l-v-^ TU^M ^^°'=^^^^^li'^^'PRaCPrint:PRGCUnder-Une
Z ':':;™ PR0CEn>pha^ise:PRacPrint:PRaCEmph^5ise

IP ^-i~t ™ F^CCandensediPROCPrintiPROCCondensed

F --/"i TNFN ';^;°^^^'r'"'"^''
=
^''°^''"^"'

= ^'^°'=Superscr.pt

Z t-rt I.
f'™CBubscript:PRDCPrint:PRDCSL.bscrint

s.:PROCUnLrUn. ^
™^^nderU n.= PRQCE.ph.s. ..= PROCPr

.
nt = PRCCE.phas.

i?;t;:PROCUndlM-ne'™'"'^^^^^^ =

^^^^^^

.d = PR0CUnL^T7n'J'''™"""'^^^^"^="™^^-^-"-^ =
^™^-^

ris;t:PRcS;;:.[rnr'°''"'^^^'^"^=^^°^^"^^^-^^-^=^™^^^

.;?fpRDCC^ndeniL™™"'^"'^'^"^^'^™"^"^^^^^^^ =
^'^^^^^^^

1090 A-/.=!3:CflLL Printer:CALL Printer
1100 CALL Printera-fH=
1110 UNTIL i:-/.-it

iJ?:!
™Sa^,e:REM Reds.xne addresses and s„^ve m/c cade

1140 :

1150 REM BASIC Procedures
1160 DEFPRQCSavf
1 170 PROCZerc]

n9o FOR l^^rrTt:^^' '"^ ^'^^ " ''^^^ ' ''"' '^ '^'>

12O0 IF ?r/.=S,32 THEN ^I7.=4
1210 NEXT 17.

1220 #SfiVE "EPSON" 3200 T3O0
1330 ENDPRQC
1240 :

1250 DEFPRDCZero
1260 REM Sst remaining memary locations to O
1270 FDR I7.=P7. TD ?<32FF: ?I7.=0! NEXT
12B0 ENDPRDr
1290 :

1 :.00 DEFPROCUtids?rl ine
1310 A7.= 12B:CALL Printer
1".'20 ENDPROC
13315 :

1-40 DEFPROCEmphasise
i"50 A7.-129:CALL Printer
r-.60 ENDPROC
1370 :

i::S0 DEFPRDCDoubleWidth
i:^90 A%=130:CALL Printer
1400 ENDPROC
1410 :

1420 DEFPRQCCondensed
1430 A7.-I31:CALL Printer
1440 ENDPROC
1 450 :

1460 DEFPRDCSuperscript
1470 A-/.=!32:CALL Printer
1480 ENDPRQC
1 490 :

riOO DEFPRQCSubscript
1510 fl7.= 133:CALL Printer
1520 ENDPRDC
1530 ;

1540 DEFPROCPrint

l-rl ^Mn^=^r^^
"^° 71 = CALL Pr i nter: NEXT; REM Prints ABCDEFC

15t>0 ENDPROC

110
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ARIES-B20

Add20K
toyourBBC micro

infiveminutes
Features

• Adds 20K of useable RAM to

your BBC Micro

if Run programs up to 28K long m
ANY SCREEN MODE

if Extra memory can be used
directly from BASIC I and II,

VIEW 1 A, FORTH, LISP, and
many other existing programs

• ARIES-B20 IS compatible with

all correctly written BBC Micro

software, on cassette, disc,

sideways ROM or cartndge

if Don't be deceived: this product

Is unique - no other expansion
unit has these capabilities

ir Complete compatibility -APUES-
B20 uses only documented
MOS facilities

if Fitted in 5 minutes using only a

screwdnver

if Simply plugs in mside the case
if No soldering or cutting

if (Unlike some add-on products)

will cause no damage to your

BBC Micro - can be
removed at any time

* Incredibly simple to

use

if Patent applied lor

if Designed in Cambndge by
BBC Micro experts

if Top quality manufacture

if Unquestionably the most

important add-on ever

produced for the BBC Micro
*- Top software houses are racing

to produce the "super-

programs" made possible by
the extra capacity

if 1 year guarantee.

if Available mail-order only

if Official purchase orders

accepted from bona- fide

educational establishments, all

other trade cash- with- order

Pnce £99.95 including post,

packing and VAT
If not completely satisfied with

your purchase, we will refund

your money in full providing you
return the ARIES-B20 in good
condition an its original

packaging within 14 days

Machine requirements:

• BBC Micro model B
• MOS 1-2 or later

if Plugs into CPU socket and 1

sideways ROM socket

Also available IEEE-488 interface.

Coming soon: Compatible ROM
expansion board.

How to Order
Send cheque or postal order

made payable to: Cambridge
Computer Consultants Ltd and
forward to:

Cambridge Computer
Consultants Ltd, FREEPOST,
Cambndge CBl IBR
Telephone Cambndge
0223- 210677

Please send me (Qty) ARIES- B20(s) at £99.95

I enclose a cheque/ postal order made payable to

Cambridge Computer Consultants Ltd for £

Signed

Name (block letters)

Address

incL p.p. & VAT),

Post Code

I Cambridge Computer Consultants Ltd, FREEPOST Cambndge CBl IBR

5 Telephone Cambndge 0223-210677



BASIG UPGRADE

BASIC 11 provides several desirable addi-

tional features, but the Basic I user can
simulate many of these with functions and
procedures and avoid the expense of

changing the ROM, An added bonus of

this approach is that the programs will run

in both versions of Basic (software houses
please note),

OSCLI is a very useful Basic II com-
mand. It can occur in an applications

program, such as a word processor, allow-

ing the user to give MOS pnnter control

and other commands, for example:

INPUT LINE COM$
IF LER${C0rvl$,1)=""" THEN OSCLI
(COMS)

If an entire data file must be loaded or

saved at one step it is much faster (and on
cassette more reliable) to use "SAVE than

to OPEN the file and use BPUT#. In fact,

Acornsoft's Phllosophor's Quest program
allows the slate of the game to be saved on
file in just this way, Unfortunately the file-

name IS always "INIT" Wouldn't it be nice

to allow the user to choose?

INPUT "SAVE FILENAME"? 'FILES
OSCU(-SAVE ' + FILE$+"

"

+STR$'STATE%+" + ''+STR$"LTH%)

This Basic II code does the job neatly.

STATE% points to the byte-array to be
saved, LTH% is the number of bytes and
STR$' converts the numbers to hex char-

acter-strings. (*SAVE and 'LOAD are de-

scribed on page 392 of the User Guide).

How can OSCLI be implemented in Ba-
sic I? The User Guide describes on page
463 a MOS call to the command line

interpreter. The following PROCedure uses
this call to create an exact substitute for the

OSCLI command of Basic II:

DEF PROCCLI(A$)
LOCAL X%,Y%
:REM all variables local

DIM X%-1
:REM X% IS string address
REM (at end of variables)

Y%-X%DIV256
:REM Y% is the high order byte

$X%=A$
:REM store command

CALL &FFF7
:REM call MOS routine

ENDPROC

There is one subtle feature of this PROCe-
dure worth mentioning; the statement DIM
X%-1 means that the procedure is com-
pletely self-contained because it allocates

space for the command string only as
required. When the procedure ends the

space is freed- Any other dimension would
leave surplus (and thereafter useless)

bytes still allocated.

Basic I already has an OPENIN keyword,

but it performs the same function as
OPENUP in Basic II, In fact, if you take a
program written in Basic I and load it into a

How to simulate
Basic II in Basic I

without changing ROMs,
by David Barnett

Basic II computer, you will find when you

LIST it that all the OPENINs have miracu-

lously transformed into OPENUPs. (This is

because the keyword is represented by a

one-byte token - &AD - which is expanded
to "OPENIN" by Basic I's LIST command,
and to "OPENUP" by Basic II.)

So what is the difference? For cassette

files there is no difference, but on disc (and

any other system allowing random access
to files) it can be important,

OPENIN opens a file for read-only. That

is, if you then try to write to it an error will be
generated. Because the file is read-only it

is permissible to open it more than once
(with two different 'file handles'). This latter

feature can sometimes be used to improve

the efficiency of file access when frequent

accesses are made to widely separated

parts of a file.

OPENUP, on the other hand, allows both

reading and writing, As its name suggests,

its purpose is to allow an existing file to be
read and updated, (OPENOUT also allows

both reading and writing but it always

creates a new file - deleting an old one ol

the same name - so it is only possible to

read back data written since the file was
opened.)

The following function provides an exact

replacement for OPENIN which can be
used in Basic I. It uses the MOS call

OSFIND. Note that the 'file handle' is re-

turned in A (and not in Y, as described on

pages 451 and 452 of the User Guide.)

DEF FNOPENIN(NAME$)
LOCAL X%,Y%,A%
DIM X%-1:Y%=X%DiV256
:REM X%,Y% - address of filename

$X% = NAMES
A%=&40
:REM code for OPENIN

= USR(&FFCE)AND&FF
:REM MOS call returning handle

You might also want to define FNOPENUP
so as to avoid confusion:

DEF FNOPENUP(NAME$)
=OPENIN(NAME$)

Several pseudo operations have been ad-

ded to the Basic II assembler concerned
with the allocation of constants. The ones

of most concern to hybrid' Basic-assem-

bler programmers (like me) are EQUS,
EQUB and EQUD. They are used to allo-

cate strings, bytes and four-byte words

respectively. EQUS allocates a string with-

out the CR terminator of Basic's $ operator

As an example here is the code for a BRK
error message (see User Guide, pages
464 and 446 for an explanation):

BRK
EQUB 255

;error number
EQUS "You are an IDIOT!"

EQUDO

These can be simulated with FNEQUS,
FNEQUB and FNEQUD and are used as

follows:

BRK
OPT FNEQUB(255,0)
OPT FNEQUS("You are an IDIOTr'.O)

OPT FNEQUD(O.O)

This makes use of the only pseudo-op in

Basic I (OPT) that requires a number
between and 3 as an argument. This is

the used for the second argument of

each function. I do not know of a clean way
to discover the existing value of OPT (ie,

without PEEKing some obscure location)

and so cannot make my functional substi-

tutes totally transparent.

DEF FNEQUS(A$,Z):$P%=AS-P%=
P% + LENA$-Z
DEF FNEQUB(B%,Z):?P%-B%:P%-

P%+1-Z
DEF FNEQUD(W%,Z):!P%-W%:P%-

P%+4=Z

The Basic II OPT feature for 0PT>3 for

relocating the assembled code, which Paul

Beverley described in Acorn User, May
1983, cannot be easily simulated.

Most of the Basic I bugs are fairly minor

but the INSTR bug is one which I find

particularly annoying. II the second argu-

ment is longer than the first some garbage
is left on the basic stack. If this happens
inside a PROCedure the program will

crash. This function corrects the bug (with

only a time penalty):

DEFFNINSTR(AS,BS)
IF LENA$<LENBS THEN =0 ELSE

= INSTR(A$,B$)

Clearly, any other function bugs can be
dealt with in like manner. Errors in the

coding of control structures (such as

ON - . , ELSE) cannot be dealt with, merely

avoided.

Most responsible software houses will, I

suspect, make sure their software runs in

both Basics, If it works in Basic I it will

almost certainly still work in Basic II. Those

who insist on calling subroutines in the

Basic ROM from their own machine code
programs, however, will be in trouble

because the addresses will have
changed- •
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These are some of the comments made to us by users of EASIPLOT
over the last few weeks ... 'A Masterpiece . . . Works Beautifully , . . A joy

to use . . . An excellent package , , . A remarkable piece of work , , , I am
extremely pleased with the package . . . thank you for your professional

and rapid response' etc , . etc (see below for magazine reviews),

NOW we are offering our new IMPROVED range of EASIPLOT and
Data Plotter programs.

Easiplot 1 , . . An upgraded version of the original cassette program
which was rated by the leading 'Educational Compufuig' Magazine among
the best 20 Educational Packages (14th) and rated by A&B Computing
Magazine value for money 85% . . . Overall 92%. A highly educational and
user friendtv graph plotting package . . . Iine& bars and pies with many
features. NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE ELECTRON.

Easiplot 2 . A far more powerful and sophisticated disk based
business and administration version, with many additional features and
Econet compatible.

Easiplot 3 . . . Easiplot 2 and Data Plotter combined at a bargain price

Nolr. ALL EASIPLOTPROGRAMS COME COMPLETE WITH A 50 PACE
OPERATING MANUAL

Data Plotter. . , A fast and efficient number charting program with

colour/ magnification.' moving average facilities etc . , ideal for share price

analysis and Educational use. ALSO AVAILABLE FOR THE ELECTRON.

EflSIPl.Ol ? . . . DI.MI)
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All the above programs will produce hard copy on Ihe following
printers:-

EPSON (entire range), Shinwa CP80. Star DP 510, Seikosha (GP80A &
GPIOOA).

At the momenl EASIPLOT CAN ONLY BE OBTAINED DIRECT
FROM US so send in your order for our prompt and efficient service.

Data Plotter (cassette) . , . Model B & Electron £7.00
Data Plotter (disk) . . . Model B only £8.00
Easiplot 1 (cassette) . .

. Model B & Electom £15.95
Easiplot 2 (disk only) , . . Model B only £19 95
Easiplot 3 (including Data Plotter disk only) £22,95

Disk orders , , , please state 40 or 80 track (add £1 for 80 track and
£1,50 for overseas orders). We will upgrade Easiplot 1 lo Easiplot 2 for £7
(£10 to Easiplot 3).

Send 5,A E for full specifications of all our programs or leave your
name and address with our 24 hour Answerphone service (Luton 33838),

All programs are normally despatched within 24 hours. If you are not
entirely satisfied with your purchase we will refund your money.

Send cheque/P.O. etc to

SYNERGY SOFTWARE, 7 St Andrews Close, SUp End, Luton, LUl 4DE.

^ASTRONOMY *
'SKY-BABY' is a highly sophisticated scientific program running on BBC-B {cassette loading). It

caters for astronomers ranging from complete beginners to advanced amateurs and aspiring

professionals, and for educational Institutes.

'SKY-BABY' s many features include:

* Coiour ancJ brightness coded display of stars, planets, sun and moon in selected area of sky

* View from any position on earth, any date and time specified by user

* A library of all stars down to magnitude 4.0 {i.e., 469 stars) including coordinates, magnitudes and

names
* Orbital parameters of planets: sun and moon positional formulae
* Star sizes plotted to indicate brightness; sun, moon and planets colour coded
* Moveable 'space probe' to identify name and details of any object displayed on screen

* Details of current position, rising and setting times of any selected object: provision for an additional

user-specified object, e.g., known comet, galaxy, radio source, etc.

* Detailed User Guide: sections on program use, astronomical nomenclature and positional astronomy,

formulae used, fully annotated expanded program listing, etc., etc.

* Auxiliary program to analyse and list contents of stellar library

* Unhindered access to Author by phone most times: callers welcome
'SKY-BABY' package, consisting of CIO Cassette containing three files (program itself, stellar library.

auxiliary program), and 35-page User Guide £12.50 inclusive

payable to:

STELLAR ENTERPRISE, 84 Dudsbury Road, Ferndown, Wimborne, Dorset, BH22 8RG
Phone Bournemouth {0202) 575234
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Software News
BBC SOFTWARE

from the professionals

Fantastic flying simulation

NOW IN COLOUR FOR DISK!

Jumbo, the 747 aircraft flight simulation, after a tremendous success on the TRS-80 and
Genie machines, went on to gain great popularity on the BBC machine.

Jumbo is flown, as is the original, purely on instrumen.ts. There is no display of the outside
world. It achieves its popularity because of the exactitude of its flying characteristics, as
compared to the original. Many 747 pilots throughout the world have commented that flying the
Jumbo simulation is, so far as the feel of the aircraft is concerned, close to indistinguishable
from the original.

The one comment that has come from BBC owners, however, is the lack of colour in the
display. This, of course, was due to the length of the program, which made it necessary that only
two colours be used. Black and white were chosen for clarity.

Jumbo is now available in anew version which features colour. It is on disk because the only
way in which colour could be brought in was to split the program up into separate modules and,
of course, it takes too long to load another section of tape whilst a program is running. The
original tape version is also still available.

Jumbo is fully described in our Catalogue, but briefly it features twelve instrument
representations on the display panel and eight airports are available to you: London, Birming-
ham, Manchester, Prestwick, Edinburgh, Belfast, Shannon and New York. A map of England is

included so that you may trace your course as you proceed. A practice function is also featured.

This puts you some 11 or 12 miles out of London airport, approaching for an instrument landing.

The effect of wind is included in the program. That is to say, wind both on the ground and
aloft. Crabbing of the aircraft to make allowances for wind is also featured.

Tape E15.00 + VAT = £17.25
Disk £17.00 + VAT = £19.55

Plus75pP & P please.

TEL: [0424] 220391/223636 MOLIMERXLTD
A J HARDING (MOUMERX)

TELEX 86736 SOTEXG

1 BUCKHURST ROAD, TOWN HALL SQUARE, BEXHILL-ON-SEA, EAST SUSSEX.

SOFTWARE CATALOGUE A4 bizc sianipcd addressed envelope for I7p.
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MEASUREMENT

HOW TO GET FULL 12-BIT

VALUE FROM YOUR ADC
Discovering that the Beeb's analogue-to-digital converter chip does not

live up to its specification for scientific measurement, Paul Beverley took
up the challenge of improving its accuracy.

WHEN I first saw the engineering specifi-

cation for the BBC microcomputer and
heard that it was to have a four-channel,

12-bit analogue-to-digital converter. 1 be-

came extremely excited about the possi-

bilities in the realm of automatic scientific

measurement. Twelve bits represents a

potential accuracy of 0,025% on full-scale

readings, which would be more than ade-

Rgurela. Histogram of un-averaged
values from the analogue
to digital converter

quate for a lot of scientific experiments.

Having taken the readings, one could then

get the computer to work out some results

and perhaps draw a graph on the screen.

The conversion speed seemed to be
fairly slow at 10 milliseconds per channel.

but at that sort o( accuracy one would be
prepared to put up with the relative slow-

ness of the conversions, especially since it

was to be software-switchable to a faster 8-

bit conversion.

When I eventually got my hands on my
first BBC micro, nearly two years ago, I was
disappointed to discover that in practice

the ADC system was noisy. This means
that, even with a constant voltage applied

to one of the channels, the value given by
the ADVAL command is by no means
constant. My first reaction was to try to

reduce the noise level with the use of co-

axial cables and by adding capacitors.

Neither of these made more than a slight

difference to the amount of noise on the

signal.

It you want to see this for yourself, type in

program 1 and run it with joysticks at-

tached to the ADC port. You'll see that,

even with a constant voltage applied, the

bottom three or four bits of the 12-bit

number appear to be twinkling on and off-

You might have expected that with a con-

stant input voltage you would have seen a

constant binary number being produced,

but no such luck!

Let's try to be a little more scientific

about this. It you want to get a measure of

how much random error there is in a set of

scientific measurements, you first calculate

the mean of the values and then work out

what IS known as the standard deviation of

the results. Program 2 will do all the mea-
surements and calculations for you-

To make sense of the numbers that this

program will give you, you need to look in

more detail at what the ADVAL command
does. By using ADVAL, you get a number
between and 65520 in steps of 16. This is

because the number returned by ADVAL is

a 18-bit number, the bottom four bits of

which are all zero. Therefore if you divide

the ADVAL number by 16, using the DIV

command to give an integer division, you

get a whole number between and 4095,

representing a 12-bit binary number.

In all the succeeding discussion I shall

refer to the ADVAL value as if it were a

number between and 4095. The value of

„,lll

Figure lb. Histogram of values from the
analogue to digital converter
when averaged in sets of tour

the standard deviation given by program 2

gives some idea of the variation in the

results obtained using this scale of values.

If you run this test you will find that the

value of standard deviation which it gives

you varies from one end of the ADVAL
range to the other. It is highest, as you

might expect, at the upper end of the

scale, but it does decrease slightly as you

reach the extreme end of the scale, simply

because you are 'hitting the stops'. As you

go down the scale the value drops steadily

until at the bottom end the standard devi-

ation reaches about 60% of its maximum
value, I have run this test on a number of

different machines in a number of different

conditions, and I generally get a maximum
value for the standard deviation of some-
where between 1 .8 and 2.5.

Not only does the value vary from ma-
chine to machine, and over the ADVAL
range, but also it varies as the temperature

of the chip changes. On a long run, starting

with a cold machine, the standard devi-

ation increased by about 15% from its

'cold' value to the steady 'warm' value

which it reaches after about an hour or so,

though this will obviously depend on the

ambient temperature and tlie operating

conditions.

But what is the significance of these

values of standard deviation? fvly scientific

colleagues assure me that, for a normal set

of readings, about 90% of the values

obtained will lie in the range covered by

two standard deviations either side of the

mean, In other words, for a standard devi-

ation of 2.0 then, 90% of the time, the

ADVAL value will lie within plus or minus

four units of the mean (on the scale of to

4095). Even so, this does not give a very

clear idea of just how accurate or other-

wise the ADC really is.

Let us therefore look at it from a different

point of view. If the manufacturer of an
ADC chip claims that his chip will produce

a 12-bit conversion, then you would expect

the accuracy to be plus or minus one half

of the least significant bit. If we compare
this with what we are getting in practice, ie,

that 90% of the readings are coming within

plus or minus four times the value of the

least significant bit, then what we really

have is only one-eighth of the accuracy we
would have hoped for. In other words, the

converter is giving an accuracy equivalent

Figure 1c. Histogram of values from the
analogue to digital converter
when averaged in sets of 16

to only a 9-bit conversion. So where has

the accuracy gone, and how can we regain

it?

When I first realised how poor the accu-

racy was, I investigated further and discov-

ered, by probing around the chip with an

oscilloscope, that the earth line had 40

millivolts of noise on it. Now, 40 millivolts

out ot 1,8 volts represents an accuracy of

only 5 or 6 bits. Therefore it seems fairly
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MEASUREMENT

50 »FX16,4
ia MODE 6
iB PRDCinit
10 REPEAT
'0 VDU5B
10 FDR NX = 1 TO 4

REPEAT
UNTIL ADVAL(0) DIV 256 = N7.w fR0Cdisplay(ADVAL<N7.>

)

NEXT
UNTIL fl

B END

a DEFPRDCdi splay (MX)
a TX = 8(8000
8 PRINT CHR«Z53;
3 FOR HX = 1 TO BITSX
> rF<MX AND TX) VDU255 ELSE VDU32
' TX = TZ/Z
» NEXT
) PRINT CHRt254
1 ENDPROC
r

I DEFPROCinit
' LOCAL N
VDU19;4;0;23; 10,32,0ja;B-
N = 1

' . . .

VDU23,253,N,N,N,N,N,N.N N
N = 12B
VDU23,254,N,N,N,N,N,N,N,N
N = 126 • ' •

VDU23.255,0,N,N,N,N,N.0i
ENDPROC 1 . . . ,

''"''°'"'SSS,';;'5:°£S—nblnar,-can display up to 16 bits
you

10 ON ERROR GOTO 360
20 INPUT-HOW MANY SAMPLES" TV
30 goesX =0 '

40 VDU12
50 •FX16,l
60 ex = 12
70 DIM VX<TX)
80 REPEAT
90 tQtX =
100 MAXX =
110 MINX = 65535
120 FOR NX = 1 TO TX

i« ^rTi^u' ''-«^'»' >«='
15B 1FKX>MAXX MAXX = KV16B IFKX<MINX MINX = K717B VX<NX) = K-/

J™ ne"
*"' * «"^'-'

200
210 mean = totX/TX
220 sq =
230 FOR NX = 1 TO TX
240 di = VX (NX) -mean
250 sq = sq+di»di
260 NEXT
270
280 StOev = SQR(sq/T7.)/16
290 gnesX = gaesX+1
300 PRINT TAB(0,goesX) mean, StDev-310 ex = 6: PRINT MAXX, MINX: eX = I2320 total = total + StDev
330 UNTIL0
340 END
350 PRINT "Average = "; total /goesX

Program 2. Carculating the mean and standard deviation of ADVAL(l)

impressive that the chip is capable of

producing as much as a 9-bit conversion!
I have to confess thai at this point I

suspected that bad circuit-board layout
was causing this large earth noise. How-
ever, on further investigation, I discovered
that this was not the case at all. Even by
improving the earth line, it made no differ-

ence to the noise on the earth line or to the
standard deviation of the results. The prob-
lem lies with the chip itself. The manufac-
turer originally called it a 12-bit converter
but later had to change the entry in its

catalogue to say that it was a 10-bit

converter.

If you look at the data sheet produced,
you will find the manufacturer offers two
versions of the chip: the UPD7002-1

, which
is said to have an accuracy of 0.1% of the
full-scale reading (equivalent to a 10-bit

conversion), and the one used in the BBC
micro, (he UPD7D02-2, which has an accu-
racy of only 0.2% (representing a 9-bit

conversion). This then ties in with the
experimental results.

Having obtained one of the higher-
specification chips, I discovered that, con-
trary to my expectations, it was not twice as
good as the normal chip, but gave a
standard deviation of approximately 1 ,4, 1

have been told that the manufacturer is at

present developing a new 12-bit device
which should be pin-compatible with the
present chip, but there is no mention made
of when it will become available or its price.

Having seen that there is a problem with

the chip itself, is there any solution? The
converter \s producing 12 bits of informa-
tion, so is it possible to make them all

significant? The answer is that it is possi-
ble, by averaging, but at the expense of

extra time being taken to produce the more
accurate ADVAL value.

If you look at the statistical theory behind
taking a reading a large number of times
and averaging the values, you will discover
that taking N readings should reduce the

standard deviation by a factor of the
square root of N, Thus by taking four

readings at a time, the standard deviation

on the averaged values should be one half

of the original value, and if you take the
averages of sets of 16 readings, you will

get one quarter of the standard deviation.

By taking the averages of four readings at

a time, you effectively increase the accura-
cy from nine to 10 bits, and by taking 16
readings you increase it from nine bits to

1 1 bits. In order to increase it to the full 1 2-

bit accuracy you would need to take the
averages of 64 readings at a time.

The histograms in figure 1 show how
averaging reduces the spread of values.

Figure la shows what happens with no
averaging at all; figure 1 b shows the effect

of using sets of tour values, and figure 1c
shows the averages of 16 readings. If you
work out the standard deviations of these
results, you will find that they give standard
deviations which are almost exactly one
half and one quarter of the original values,

as predicted by the theory.

Obviously, if we were using Basic to do
the averaging, it would slow down the
process even more, so we need a machine
code program to do the averaging for us.

The versatility ot the operating system on
the Beeb makes it very easy to link in such
a routine (note, however, that this whole
idea depends on facilities which are not
available in the 0.1 operating system). All

you have to do is to 'RUN the appropriate
machine code routine from cassette or

disc, the source code of which is shown as
program 4, and then by using the 'FX 1

command, you can switch between either

normal, divide by four, or divide by 1 6. This
is done with 'FX 1 ,0 or 'FX 1 ,4 or TX 1,16.

Actually, for divide by 16 you can use
any number other than or 4, eg, 'FX 1,1

would do. To read the averaged values, all

you need do is use the original ADVAL (1),

ADVAL (2) etc commands. This will give
you the latest averaged value for the par-
ticular channel. If you want to be sure of

catching the latest value as soon as it is

averaged, then you can use:

REPEAT
X% = ADVAL(O) DIV 256
UNTIL X%

value%(X%) = ADVAL (X%)

or if you are using only one channel you
could use:

REPEAT
UNTIL ADVAL (0) DIV 256

value% - ADVAL (1)
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MEASUREME,

In order lo select how many channels are

!o be in use at any stage, you simply use

the *FX 1 6 command as normal

I have no! implemented the facility for

averaging by 64 to give 12-bit accuracy,

firstly because it would have increased the

complexity of the routines, and secondly

because the time tor a full averaged con-

version would be 640 milliseconds, and at

that sort of speed it would be fast enough
to use Basic to do the averaging, using

lour consecutive values from the divide-by-

16 averaging routine.

How then does this automatic averaging

routine in program 4 actually work"? The

operating system can generate events

when various bits of hardware interrupt the

processor - such as a key having been
pressed on the keyboard. The event that

we want is caused by the end-of-conver-

sion signal from the ADC. If this event is

enabled by TX 1 4,3 or its equivalent as an

OSBYTE routine in machine code, we are

then able to use the event vector (EVNTV)

at &220 to point to our own routine. This is

then performed as an extension to the

operating system's own interrupt routine.

If you are not using averaging {le, you

have executed a "FX 1 ,0) then these

events are still enabled, and the processor

still takes a small extra time to come out

through the event vector, discover that

your routines are inactive and go back and
carry on as before. This adds something

like 0.1% to the processing time for any

program that is running in the computer,

but this does not seem significant. If you do
want to disable these events again, you

can do so with the *FX 13,3.

The routine itself has to extract the value

which has just been produced by the ADC,
and has been put, by the operating sys-

tem, into a table of values which is later to

be used by the ADVAL command Our
routine then adds this value into its running

total for the particular channel, and checks

whether there have been enough readings

taken. If so. it divides the number by either

4 or 16, as appropriate, and puts this value

back into the ADVAL table If a set of

readings has not just been completed

then, before returning from the routine you

have to put a value into the ADVAL table,

Otherwise, using the ADVAL command
would pick up the single A to D conversion

value which had |ust been produced

Therefore we have to replace it with the

previous value which was stored in a table

within the routine's own working space the

last lime an average was completed. The

programi is thoroughly annotated, so you

should be able lo work out in detail the finer

points of its operation,

All that we have said so far refers to the

relative accuracy of the A to D converters.

We have been using the internal voltage

reference - the voltage drop across three

silicon diodes - and a potentiometer to

feed a proportion of this voltage back into

the ADC input. Because we are using

proportions, variations of this reference

voltage are immaterial- However, if you

want to measure a voltage from some
piece of apparatus then you are interested

in the absolute accuracy of the conversion,

ie, the accuracy of the three diodes as a

voltage reference. On tests that I have

done, over a period of a few hours the

value of the reference voltage varies by

just over 6%, and only after about four

hours did the value become more or less

constant.

There are two ways round this problem.

One is to use an external voltage reference

connected to one channel with which you

can do a comparison - a Weston standard

cell at 1 018 volts would be quite suitable.

Since the input impedance of the ADC is

10 megohms, there is no danger of dam-
aging the cell.

The other option is to attach an external

voltage reference device such as a band
gap diode between Vref and analogue

ground As long as its reference voltage is

less than 1 .8 volts then the internal diodes

will not conduct and should not affect the

accuracy of the reference I hasten to add
that I have not actually tried this myself, but

I have been fold that it works. A suitable

device would be the 9491 low current band
gap device available from RS Components
(Catalogue no. 283-283), costing 70p +

VAT.

Obviously the ideal would be to have a

true 1 2-biI converter which converted each
channel in 10 milliseconds as suggested in

the original engineering specification. Until

the new chip comes on to the market we
will have to be content with having to use
averaging to improve the accuracy. You
can use software selection of the various

modes to trade off the accuracy against

the measurement time. With these auto-

matic averaging routines in operation, the

options available to you are:

8-bit conversion: This takes 4 millisec-

onds per channel, though this speed can-

not be realised in Basic since ADVAL (0) is

updated only every 10 milliseconds. You
use *FX 190,8 to select this mode and *FX

1 90,0 to switch back to normal

9-bit conversion: This takes 10 millisec-

onds per channel and is the default value,

bul having used averaging you must then

use 'FX 1 ,0 to switch back to it

10-bit averaged conversion: This takes

40 milliseconds per channel - use *FX 1 ,4.

11-bit averaged conversion: This takes

160 milliseconds per channel - use 'FX

1,16 or -FX 1,1

12-bit averaged conversion: This lakes

640 milliseconds per channel - use *FX

1,16 and do your own averaging of four

sets of ADVAL values, •

See the comments about 'RUNning pro-

grams from cassette into a machine that

has only just been powered up in last

month 's article on the Electron printer port.

10 »FX16,1
20 DIM FREQ7.(300)
30 riODE0
40 B7. = 62000
50 REPEAT
60 REPEAT UNTIL ADVAL (0) DIV256
70 S7. = ADVAL (I >

80 N7. = S7.-B7.

90 IF N7.<0 NX=0
100 IF N7->30a NX=3O0
110 FREQ7.(N7.) = FREQ7.(N7.) +1
120 X7. = N7.*4
130 MOVE X7.,0
140 DRAW X7.,FREQ7.(N7.)»4
150 UNTIL
160 END

Program 3. Plots histograms of values given by ADVAL(1),
irrespective of wtiether automatic averaging
is in operation i

10 PROCsetup_variables
20 PROCassemble (8(C00,2)
30 PRINT"
'; '^P7.+ l " ";

40 CALL start
END

*SAVE ADC
"; ~start

'Start

50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

DEFPROCassemb 1 e ( M7, , N7.

)

FOR opt = TO N7. STEP N7.

P7. = M7.

COPT opt

-start
LDA #newEVNTV MOD 256
STA EVNTV
LDA #newEVNTV DIV 256

Program 4. Source code tor automatic averaging routine.
This works only with OS 1 .0 onwards
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1 DOUBLE-SIDED
DISC DRIVEATA

SINGULAR PRICE.

THE OPUS
SUPER 3 MICRODRIVE

£229-95(INC.

FOR USE WITH YOUR BBC MICRO.

For only ^229.95 (aiid that includes VAT,

and all the necessaiT leads) you can liave an
OPUS 500k double-sided disc drive. And
remember 3" disc drives are last becoming
the stiindard for home and business use.

This is an even bigger bargain tlian it

sounds. Rir you're getting a double sided

drive at the price that other company's sell

single sided drives for It reads and writes to

the disc cartridge fn^rn botli sides, giving you
twice die on-line capability of other 3" drives.

And there's no need to flip the disc over!

STATE OFTHEARTTECHNOLOGY FEATURING:
• ILiM liiLDiiilL'UliMln.' liBC Mkrti

• Qmiiwiihk'ttiih miisi iiiheniwkiv

• tj)mpri.'hi'nslvc manual

• l-'i'cL- Jisc caririiigi.-

• I-c>rmiii.vi.Til\;iriili«ln.TUiili[ic'.

|ir(nitk'il
I

• l)iri-ii nri\(-

TECHNICALPERFORMANCE.

• Uiiilik-sliltil

• One roiiLii liirtridni- kiati

• .^iiisart'Lfv'-timt.-

• Kinaltlf, Liimpati uiitl rdiyl>lc

• Oiif yt-ars lull jjiiarjiitL-e

• TiMally oimjiariblc wlih ^'y^' dnve^

Single Density IJoiible Density

<:;i|iaciiy J'iaKBvics SdoKBvu-s

lU-Lordinjj density H.OliBPl ),K3i'HI'l

Tr.nk density IDOTI'I lODTPI

"Ibial number of tracks 10 (each side) 41)(e-Jcbside)

RfCording mfih<id FM MFM

RotiLiinnal spt-cd .IdORPM 31M)RPM

Tran.sItT r.iiL- 125KUJivS(jc i'illKBiis/.Stv

Access time track in track 3 ms 5 ms

Access lime sctlling 20 ms 20 ms

Minor start lime 0.5.sec 0,5.sec

Tile Opii.s Su|K'r fi MkiiKlrive ih now available from
W. 1 1. Snijili's ;unj li.':iding s|X'LialiNt shojis.

Dual disf drives :ire also availabie UirXMH).

OPUS SUPPLIES LTD.
1=SK Ciimberwc-ll Road. London SF.S OER
O|x-iiinHlioiir,s:9.l«)-().0()Mondav-l-rkliiv, CJo^i ()l-~(IIKrt)K

9.(K)-1.30p,m.Saiur(.lay-' (^ ()1-7036!SS

1b.C)|UisM]|'plit'ftl.rJ,ISK(ii.iilHT\vi.'IIK()iid.l.imi.lciiiSKSI)h:i-, I'Il-jsu

ru-.hmflln.-tnll.iiAiiif>:(ALLPRlCESlNCLLlDEVAT«CAR!UA(;E.)
'

Quuniiiv IX'SlTiptKHl I'nic

Sinnl!.-i,lrivelsjai.tJJ9.9''i.'a

niuiMrivLl s ) ai .fc-i sa')T ca

roTM

I enclose achetjuetbr.t

()r|)lt'aseilfbiim\ credilcard account with

ilieamountofi.

MyAtvess/BHrdayairdipleasetlcklNo. is

Addrt's-,

'leU-plmnc.

Opusl I

-*- ( >piis Supplies I.id.
I



MEASUREMENT

•4

160 STA EVNTV + 1

170 LDA #14 \ Enable events on ADC conversion
180 LDX #3
190 JSR QSBYTE
200 RTS
210
220 . newEVNTV
230
240

LDA FXlflag
BEQ return

\ Is averaging requi red?

250
260 JSR add_value_to_total
270
280

STA channel _just_CDnverted \ A = 0, averaging not complete
. return

290
300

RTS \ End of event service routine

310 . add_value_to_total
320 CLC
330 LDA adval_table_low,X \ Add low byte into total
340 ADG low,X
350 STA law,X
360
370

LDA adval_table_high,X
ADC high,X

\ Add high byte into total

380 STA high,X
390 BCC restore_l ast_val ue
400
410

INC top_byte,X \ Only i -f a carry occurs

420 . restare_l ast_value
430 LDA last_valuB_low,X \ Put previous averaged. ...
440 STA adval_table_low,X \ value back into. ...
450 LDA last_value_high,X \ table ior ADVAL to read.
460 STA adval_table_high,X
470 DEC count,

X

\ Count doMn no. o-f namples
480 BMI f ind_average \ count <

490
500
510

LDA #0
RTS

\ i.e. new averaged value not ready

520
530
540
550

. -f i nd_average
LDA FXlflag
CMP #4

\ Divide by 4 or 16?

560 BNE di vide_by_sixteen \ If not 4 then 16
570
580 . di vide_by_f our
590
600

LDA loM,X
LSRA:LSRA

\ Calculate low byte of result

610 STA adval_table 1dw,X
620 LDA high,X
630 ASLA : ASLA : ASLA : ASLA : ASLA

:

ASLA
640 QRA adval_table_low,X
650 STA adval_table_low,X \ Store in ADVAL table
660
670

STA last_value_low,X \ Store al so as "previous value"

680
690

LDA high,X
LSRArLSRA

\ Calculate high byte of result

700 STA adval_table_high,X
710
720

LDA top_byte,X
ASLA : ASLA : ASLA : ASLA : ASLA

:

ASLA
730 QRA adval_table_high,X
740 STA adval_table_high,X \ Store in ADVAL table
750 STA last_value_high,X \ Store also as "previous value"
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MEASOREMENT

760
770
780
790
800
BIB
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000

LDA #3
BNE reset^totals

• "^i vi de_by_si x teen

l"oS.*°"'^ ^ See above - divide
LSRA:LSRA:LSRA:LSRA
STA adval_table_low,X
LDA high,X
ASLA : ASLA : ASLA : ASL

A

DRA adval_table_low,X
STA adval_table_low,X
STA last_value_low,X

LDA high,X
LSRA: LSRA: LSRA: LSRA
STA adval_table_high,X
LDA top_byte,X
ASLA: ASLA: ASLA: ASLA
DRA advaI_table_high,X
STA adval_table_high,X
STA last_value_high,X

LDA #15
.reset_totals
STA count,/ \ Reset count value

by 4

1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250

Zero all totalsLDA #0 \

STA low,X
STA high,X
STA top_byte,X™ N Channel just converted in ace
]

count = PV.
low = PX+4
high = PX+8
top byte = PX+12
last_value_low = P7.+ 16
last_value_high = py.+20
NEXT

ENDPRQC

DEFPRQCsetup^variables
adval_table_low = &2B5
adval_table_high = Sf,.2B9
channel _just..converted = &2BEFXlflag = 8,281
EVNTV = &220
OSBYTE = &FFF4
ENDPRQC

TOOLKIT ROM plus manual £22

A set of commands to assist in

writing BASIC programs.

Add these commands to your series

1 Operating System.

•eLigr laa sea
leg PRQC FLUSH

;UNTiCm«="v
'HDL delAvi:;aB

•BFIND

• I.IM1 rs

• BSR

•SREPORT

•BREPOFF

•BhDVE

•BPIEND

enERBE
BCOMPOcr

"BPflGE

•eOVERLOV

•BVERIFY

•LOCK/

:CL
•BFINO C

Search arm reipljc.
iitr 1 riQ 1 (If udl nn i

^^,Ew^^^^
R-P*..5 b-d O'-Pqams
flBrges l:»b BftSTL: progiams

llinM?Si\^S2iy?VgS"S '"

eU??%;c'tra^rsJvs^;^i^'-''

I^s?^s.r2.s2'2ns.s^! &ss?e-

•il^op 2^ It:PS-?o^-,U?=

Send your name, address, machine
serial number and password
required. Note: password may
include up to ten alpha numeric
characters.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

SPI
' l [

mSPELLWISE
The spelling checker for use with
your BBC micro and WORDWISE
word processor. SPELLWISE
diligently checks every word in

your text against the SPELLWISE
data file. When it has finished you
will be left with a list of words
which are incorrectly spelt or
typed, or are not in the base
vocabulary of more than 6000
words (3000 in the tape version).

Software is included to enable you
to create your own data files. The
tape version requires a recorder
with motor control.

SPELLWISE tapes plus manual £12
Extended version on DISC £18

State 40 or 80 Track

LANGUAGEWISE
|

LANGUAGEWISE will allow you
to prepare text on WORDWISE in

any of the following languages:-

WELSH
PORTU-

FRENCH GERMAN
ITALIAN SPANISH
GUESE DUTCH CZECH DANISH
FINNISH HUNGARIAN CROAT-
IAN NORWEGIAN POLISH
RUMANIAN SLOVAK SWEDISH
TURKISH YUGOSLAV IRISH

LANGUAGEWISE wril print on an
Epson FX80 (or compatible)
printer and preview your text with
ALL the necessary accented char-

acters included.

LANGUAGEWISE on DISC only
with machine readable manual
ready for printing £10

DATAWARE
FREEPOST SWINDON SN3 4BR
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MICROWORLD i
SCOTLAND'S ACORN DISTRIBUTOR

EDINBURGH Microworld
1 2 Leven Street

Tollcross ^
Edinburgh
031-2281111
Telex 72355 CLACON G

ALL EX-STOCK

Model B
with latest 1.2 Operating System £399.00

Model B with Disc Interface £469.00

Model B with Econet £446,00

SHINWA-CTI CP80
FULL FEATURED 80 COLUMN MATRIX PRINTER

(FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED)

ONLY £259
INC. VAT,
CARR. £6

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

MCP40 ONLY £119.95

4 COLOUR GRAPHIC PRINTER/PLOTTER

MAIL ORDERS TO:

MICROWORLD
(Authorised BBC Dealer and Service Centre)

12 LEVEN STREET. EDINBURGH.
(Nr. Kings Theatre, Tollcross)

TEL: 031-228 1111 (M-S 9-5.30)

Carriage £6 per item, all prices include VAT. Cheques must be

made payable to Andrew Whyte and Son Lid.

Whyte and Son Ltd.

o EDUCATIONAL & BULK DIS-

COUNTS AVAILABLE, ALSO
COME AND SEE ECONET

IN OUR SHOWROOM

GLASGOW Microworld
1 1 Bath Street

Glasgow G2
041-221 2135

ABERDEEN Microworld
77-83 Holborn Street

Aberdeen
OPEN SOON!

DISC DRIVES

ALLTEAC SLIMLINE UNITS
Single Drives

40 tracklOOK Cumana CS100 E225.00

40 track 200K £245.00

40/80 track 200K £207.00

40/80 track 400 K £345.00

80 track 200K Cumana CS200 £259.00

Dual Drives

40 track 200K £375.00

40/80 track 400K £430.00

40/80 track 800K £600.00

Prices include leads, formatter and manual

MICROWORLD DISC DRIVES

MW400K 40/80 track switched £345.00

MW800K 40/80 track switched £515.00

Above include P.S.U. format disc manual

and fit under BBC (Torch style!

PRINTERS
Shinwa CP80 Spec/a/ offer £249.00

Seikosha GP100A £215.00

Seikosha GP250X £271 ,50

Seikosha GP700 4-colour £425.00

Epson FX80 £415.00

Epson RX80 £279.00

Epson RX80F/T £315.00

Juki 6100 £415.00

Silver Reed Daisywheel only £315.00

MCP40 colour printer/plotter £119.95

Interface Cable for above £15.00

MONITORS
Sanyo 14" colour £225,00

Sanyo 14" colour med. res £313.00

Sanyo 14" colour high res £479.00

Microvitec 14" colour £239.00

Novex 1
2

" amber £1 05.00

Zenith 1 2" green £85.00

Sanyo 1 2" green £82.50

BMC 12" green £110,00

BMCTurntable £15.00

SOFTWARE: Full range of ACORNSOFT. UK,
MICRO-POWER. SUPERIOR SOFTWARE,
ALLIGATA, GEMINI, plus good range of

EDUCATIONAL software. Please call or SAE for list,

(Add 50p post per order.)
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Barry Pickles hosts this cash-for-tips
column. Here's a chance to show off
your talents - and earn some crinkly
green stuff into the bargain.

What we're looking for are those
little routines, tips and hardware
mods you've discovered. Don't worry
if your little wrinkle seems too simple
- it's probably just what someone else
has been looking for. The same rules
apply here as in Beeb Forum. Short,
sweet and as original as possible is

the name of the game.
Send your ideas to Atom Forum,

Acorn User, 53 Bedford Square, Lon-
don WC1B 3DZ. If you want it re-

turned, enclose a SAE. It should be
typed or printed and any program
should be sent on cassette (with list-

ing if possible).

DISC DELIGHT
IN THE December issue Vincent Fojut
showed you how the Atom and Beeb may
be made to communicate. If you have the
Atom disc pack, program transfer is sur-
prisingly easy.

As noted in issue 2 of Acorn User, the
DOS supports -SPOOL and -EXEC. The
former creates an ASCII file on disc just by
typing LIST - this is untokenised- *EXEC
reads such a file from disc as if it had been
typed from the keyboard, and (he Beeb will

tokenise it in the normal way. The disc
format is identical on the Atom and BBC
DOS (40 track) so, by using these two
commands, the Atom will read Beeb discs
and vice-versa.

If the Atom file was written in BBC Basic,
the Beeb will be able to execute it, other-
wise it will flag an error. However, an
AtomBasic program will still be there and
may be listed, so that conversion can be
attempted.

Note that text files created using Atom's
Wordpack or the Beeb's View are already
in ASCII format and you may transfer from
one machine to the other by using the
normal load commands. However, you
should remove all formatting commands,
before saving to disc.

EASY-TO-READ ASSEMBLER LISTING

by D P Tweed

Jh
ANYBODY who writes much machine code
will be aware of the importance of com-
ments. It is also helpful to arrange for the
assembler listing to be tabulated for ease
of reading. Although tabulation can be
achieved by padding the source code with
spaces, it can be very tedious to key in,

and it takes up a lot of space in the source
file, which makes both saving and loading
time-consuming.
A solution to these drawbacks is sug-

gested here. It takes the form of a short
machine-code routine which intercepts the
print data coming from the assembler, and
treats any spaces as tab codes, padding
out the fields to a fixed length, except when
in the comments field or the 'preamble'.

It is usual to express lines of source
code as shown in figure 1.

Each line of printed output from the
assembler has the format in figure 2.

It consists of a 20-byte 'preamble', fol-

lowed by whatever was typed in for that
source-code line.

Thus, using this machine code routine,

the tabulated listing shown in figure 1

would be produced from the following
source code.

10:LL1 STA LL2 SAVE CONTENTS OF
'A'; STA LL3; TXA IVIOVE X'

This is a considerable saving of file

space and effort over manual tabulation.
In line 10 of listing 1, M is set to the

address where the routine will be assem-
bled; L is set to the number of the highest
label.

In line 1000, !PP5 sets the width of the
label, operation and operand fields to 6,4
and 9 respectively.

Once the routine is in memory, link to
PPI before running any assemblies; link to
PPO to remove the linkage when the as-
sembly is finished. These commands can
be placed in the Basic surrounding the
machine code.

If you happen to use a printer driver
other than the Atom's, link that routine in

first. This ensures that any print data is sent
to your routine for printing.

> >LIST
10M=£3000;l=12
2ODIMPPL;r.X=0T0L!PPX=-MfN
3OP.*21t3fG0S.95
^0P,t2
50G0S.95;p.t6*3fE
95P=M;i:

lis ST« P^lt'"' ^'''^- s™ "PS-l EXI,STI«, ..„„ ,,09 SECTORS

1^=?^ f^nr: '':"-« ™'«-c "'" ™' -^-— p^.

j^/bI;'? .^p"3' /r" ''"'"" ^" *" -" X, CHP 0.2 ppi«,«,,;,

"

EEiiispS"— ••-' •

10003, !PP5=£060'*0900;lpP6-^^-^1A.D^I. ^ ^^^"-^ COUNTER
2000R. "'F'F'^-fiaM-REM SET UP DEFAULT CONSTANTS

Listing 1. The source code (E=#)
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label

LL1

operation

STA
STA
TXA

operand

Ll_2

Ll_3

comments

SAVE CONTENTS OF 'A'

MOVE 'X'

Rgure 1. Source code in fields

line

no
xxxxx

addr

xxxx

machine
code
XX XX XX :LL1 STA LL2 SAVE CONTENTS

OF 'A'

Preamble

Figure 2. Assembler output format

95 3000
100 3000 ^C.

110 3003 Ati

110 3006 BII

110 3009 All

115 300C BD
120 300F A9
120 301] ftn
120 30:4 fl?

IPT, 3016 en
125 3019 60
130 30J,A AH
130 30 ID 8D
130 3020 AD
130 3023 8D
135 302A 60
I'lO 3027 08
140 3029 SA
140 302A C9
1-15 305c: 30
150 302E CE
155 3031 30

lA 30
OS 02
48 30
09 02
49 30
30
09 O?
27
OB 02

48 30
08 02
49 30
09 02

E4
20
30
76 30
06

160 3033 M E4
160 3035 ?S
160 3036 6C 48 30
170 3039 AE 77 30 :

170 303C FO F5
175 303E ,,

:F-PO JMP PP4 DE-LINK THIS CQDF
:PF'I LDA C208 KAVE
STfl PP8+1 EXISTING
LDA C209 VECTORS
STA FPa+2
LDA ePP2/256 RE-DIRECT
STA €209 C)/P TO
LDA ePP2fi,255 PP2
STA €208 AND
RTS BACK TO BASIC

:F'P4 LDA F'PSH .

STA £208 .

LDA PP8t2 DE-LINK
STA £209 .

RTS
!PP2 PHP SAUL STATUS
STX €E4 AND X
CMP P32 PRINTABLE^
PMI PP3 NO
DEC PF6 DECREMENT PREAMBLE COUNTER

iTss'x.T.o^ir' '" ^«^«"—'-BE

:PP9 LDX £E4 RESTORE
PLP ENOTRONMENT
.JMF (PPB+1) t. EXIT
PPIO LI.X PF-7 GET FIELD COUNTERDEO PP9 PASS THROUGH

IF COMMENT FIELD

180 303E CE 72 30

195 3041 30 OA
190 3043 C9 20
190 3045 DO EC
200 3047 20 FF FF

3J0
220
220
230
230
230
235
240
240
240
245
250
250
250
260
260
270
270
280
280
290
290

304A 4G
304n CE
3050 AE
3033 PD
3056 SD
3059 A9
305B 4C
305F A?
3060 8E
3063 40
3064 BD
3067 8D
306A 68
306B A2
306D 8E
3070 DO
3072 00
3073 00
3074 00
3075 00
3076 00
3077 00

3E 30
77 30
77 30
72 30
72 30
20
33 30
03
77 30

72 30
72 30

14
76 30
CI

fieldTength
"^'''"'''' '^'^^'^^'^^

cSp ^32\S/^ ''"''''^^^

BNE PP9 NO-PRINT WHATEOER IT IS

/r'Lf^
^^^^^ '^'^^"^

^ 6LANK(CDRRECT
ADDRESS IS SET BY INH )

-PPr/n?-r
'^''"^ '^^^ '=^^1-^ C:nUNTER=-l

" T« ...^^.
'^ ^'^"^ '^^^'-^ COUNTER

LDX FP7 AND USE AS AN INDEX
LDA PPS.X TO GET NEXT
STA PP5 FIELD LENGTH
LDA 032

= rP3 LDX pf""'
"^"^^ ^'-'''"' ""^ '^^'^'-^

PNA 'sLe'a'''*'-'^'
'"'-' '=°"''^^'*

LDA PP5,X GET LABEL FIELD I ENGTHSTA rP5 ANr SFT PP5
PLA RESTORE A
LDX P20 INIT
STX PP6 PREAMBLE COUNT
ENE PP9
:PP5 Bf,K CURRENT FIELD LENGTHKKK OPERAND FIELD LENGTH
BRK OPERATION FIEI D LENGTH
BRK LADEL FIELD LENGTH

tr--P6 RRK PREAMBLE COUNTER
:PP7 BRK FIELD COUNTER

Listing 2. The assembler output obtained by running the program

95 3000
100 3000 4C I A 30 :PP0
JIO 3003 AD 08 0? ;PF1
1 lO 3006 80 48 30
110 30O9 AD 09 02
115 300C BD 49 30
1?0 300F A9 30
120 3011 3D 09 0?
120 3014 A9 27
125 3016 8D OS 02
125 3019 60
130 301A AD 48 30 ! PP4
130 301D BD 08 02
130 3020 AD 49 30
I30 3023 8D 09 02
135 3026 60
140 3027 08
140 3038 86
140 302A C9
145 302C 30
150 302E CE
155 3031 30

E4
20
30
76 30
06

JMP
LDA
STA
LDft
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
RTS
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
RTS
PHP
STX
CMP
DM I

DEC
DMI

F'P4

C208
F'Pa+

1

£209
PP8+2
0PP2/356
£209
0PPa4255
£208

PF'St I

£208
PPS+2
£209

DE-LINK THIS CODE
SAUe
EXISTING
VECTORS

RE-DIRECT
n/P TO
PP2
AND
SACK TO BASIC

ISO 303E CE 72 30 :PP11 DEC PP?

185 3041 30 OA
190 3043 C9 20
3 90 3045 DO EC
200 3047 20 FF FF

DM I PPi,2
CMP 032
PNE F'P9

!PP8 JSR 65S35

£E4
P32
PP3
PPA
PPIO

160 3033 A6 F4 ;PP9
160 3035 28
160 3036 AC 48 30
170 3039 AE 77 30 sPPlO
170 303C FO F5
175 303E

£E4LDX
PLP
JMF (PPB+l)
LDX PP7
DEO PP9

SAVE STATUS
AND X
PRINTABLE''
NO
DECREMENT PREAMBLE COONTER
JUMP IF NOT IN PREAMBLE
!ELSE PASS DATATHROObH
RESTORE
ENOTRONMENT
f. EXIT
GET FIELD COUNTER
PASS THROUGH
IF COMMENT FIELD

210
220
220
230
230
230'
235
240
240
240
245
250
250
250
260
260
270
270
280
280
290
290

304A
304D
3050
3053
3056
3059
305B
305E
3060
3063
3064
3067
306A
306B
306D
3070
3072
3073
3074
3075
3076
3077

4C 3E 30
CE 77 30 :PP12
AE 77 30
DD 72 30
8D 72 30
A 9 20
4C 33 30
A2 03 :pP3
8E 77 30
48
BD 72 30
8D 72 30
68
A2 14
BF 76 30
DO C]

00
00
00
00
00
00

:PP6
: PP7

JMP
DEC
LDX
LDA
STA
LDA
JMP
LDX
STX
PHA
LDA
STA
PI A
LDX
STX
BNE
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK
BRK

PPll
PP7
PF-7

PP5.X
PP5
032
PF9
03
F'P7

PP5,X
PP5

020
F'P6

PP9

DECREMENT CURRENT
FIELD LENGTH
JUMP IF COMPLETED
BLANK'
NQ-PfclNT WHATEyER IT IS
PRINT A BLANK (CORRECT
ADDRESS IS SET BY IWTT
UNTTL TAB FIELD C0UNTER=-1
DEC FIELD COUNTER
AND LISE AS AN INDEX
TO SET NEXT
FIELD LENGTH

PRINT LAST BLANK OF FIELD

IWITTALIZE FIELD COUNTER
SAVE A
GET LABEL FIELD LENGTH
AND SET FP5
RESTORE A
INIT
PREAMBLE COUNT

CURRENT FIELD LENGTH
DF'FRAND FIELD LENGTH
OPERATION FIELD LENGTH
LABEL FIELD IENG1H
PREAMBLE COUNTER
FIELD COUNTER

Listing 3. The assembler output of the program after linking in the tabulator program
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F

It's Magic

!

These cassettes, written and tested in schools, are the first in a

comprehensive series, aimed to cover a wide spectrum of

ages and subjects.

AH cassettes retail at £6.95 (inc VAT)

FUN TO LEARN (BBC B/ Dragon)
Education for 6-12 year olds. Menu driven

and including space hangman, counting, mixer, code-
breaker and calculator.

MONSTER MATHS (BBC B/Dragon)
Education for 8-14 year olds. Menu driven with 9 levels of

difficulties. Covers area estimation, mental arithmetic,

times tables, arithmetic skills and logical thought.

SCIENCE 1 (BBC B)

Physics education for 11-16 year olds. Covers lenses,

mirrors, balances, meters and thermometers. All in Hi-

res graphics.

Available now from selected branches of Boots and W.H. Smiths and all good stockists,

or send cheque/PO to us at:

SHARDS SOFTWARE 189 ETON ROAD, ILFORD, ESSEX IGl 2UQ

^t-"^ GOLDEN CHALLENGE SOFTWARES ^A.,

Present ©

CALIGULA I

'If you had ultimate power
what would you do?'

He made his horse a General, he ridiculed the Senate, smashed his enemies and worse! He was ruler of the

greatest, most decadent empire the world had seen, the glory that was Rome. "What would you have

done . . .
?" Well now you can find out. Deploy your Centurions and battle against (from among others) the

Greeks, the Judcansand the (unbeatable?) tribes of England. Decide when to attack? When to seek peace? How
outrageous a Palace? How strong a Praetorian Guard? Fight on the English front or stay at the Palace, see the

Chariot Races, and to hell with the consequences. . .

There is also the SEER; consuh him and you will see that Caligula I is more than you think.

BUY IT—AND LET YOUR COMPUTER TURN YOU ON FOR A CHANGE
Cassette: £7.95

Disc: £10.00
Price includes manual and function key card. 32K (Series 1.0 & 1.2)

Credit cards accepted

Tel: 01-404 5737

24 hr Ans: 01-405 8582

Cheques/POs lo:

Golden Challenge Software, 2-4 Chichester Rents, Chancery Lane,

Price includes VAT and Postage. London WC2A I KG

Copyright ® A Division of Nigel Ward A-V Productions (Europe)
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EASING INTO THE

UPPER TEXT AREA
LARGE Basic programs can be trouble-

some on the Atom, with its limited memory-

One way of overcoming this is to use the

upper text (graphics) area and AT&P
shows you how to switch memory areas.

However, if your programs do a lot of

jumping about to different routines, keep-

ing track of which area you are supposed

to be in is by no means easy.

Listing 4 provides the answer. It uses 52

bytes of machine code and, once assem-

bled, allows you to type in programs as il

both areas of memory were one. When you

get an error 248 (out of memory), simply

move to the upper text area and carry on

as if nothing had happened.

Before running your enlarged program,

line 1 (without P. $21 !) must be entered to

activate the routine. What it does is to

intercept the error routine and checks for

errors 127 or 157 (line no./label not found).

Any other error will cause the Atom to act

as normal, but error 1 27/1 57 will first switch

text spaces and try to find the line number
or label there, Naturally, if it still can't find it,

it gives up and signals an error. Once
activated, its use is quite transparent.

To demonstrate, assemble the routine

and enter lines 400 onwards in the lower

text area. Then move to the upper text area

and enter the following short program:

lOREfvl Demo -Part 2
20a P,"UPPER TEXT AREA" '

30 G,445
600 P.-UPPER TEXT AGAIN"

'

610 R.

IREM Listing 4
2REH

5REM-XX henory Lirk m
6REM xxicwxxxxxxxxxxxxx

7REM

10?£2l)2=£CA|?£203=£28fP.*21

20DI«.L7;F.N=OT01;F^£28CA

2H»=P

30 [

^OiLLO \ St5rt

50PlA;FlA:CMP@127fBEQ ai

A0Cff>gl57;E£Q LLl

7(IJMPfC9DA

80:LL1 imv,\ Malnloop

90:LL3 DCY

i(io:ll5

UODEC £5;LDA £5

120C^Fe£FF;B^E LL2fDEC£6

130:LL2 CPYgOIBNE LL3

H0L[)A(£5),Y

i5()c^f>e£3e;eEQ lli

160(>PKD;BNE 115

170:LL1 LDA@£82

I80Cff^ £12;BNE \X6

190LDAef29

21I)STA £12

220JMPfC3C1 \ Back to basic

2303;N.!P.$ifR=p

210REM

399REh Deno

^ODP.$12JF.N=1T02

HOP. "LOWER TEXT /flEA"'

^20GOS.iOO

130P."EW>( DOm AGAIN"'

150P.TimLLY,BACK DOWN"

^60P.'"To SAi^ code:"'

170P."xSM€ ""^EfUW<"""

180P,«Q" "SR'

1900=8; E.

500RB*==

Listing 4. Accessing the upper text area without losing track (E #)

^_rcrEEnpLaL|
1 34 St. Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5JU. Telephone 04 1 -248 248

1

SCREENPLAY products for the BBC MICRO include EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, GAMES
AND UTILITIES.

In EDUCATION we have 2 word recognition games which allow parents to participate in the

development of their childrens' vocaouiary.

CHICKAROO: Designed to improve hand eye co-ordination this

game involves shooting at moving targets which reveal letters that

may complete a word shown on the screen. PRICE £7.95

PIRATES: Identify the concealed word before you reach the end of

the plank or face the perils of the deep! You will be surprised at the

result if you succeed. PRICE £7.95

BOTH PIRATES AND CHICKAROO ARE SUPPLIED WITH A

VOCABULARY OF 100 WORDS AND PARENTS HAVE THE OPTION

UTILITIES
^^ CREATING THEIR OWN FILES

THE ILLUSTRATOR: Turn your tv screen into an electronic canvas. This program allows

complex images to be drawn using simple commands. Text can also be mixed with the

graphics and the resulting image stored on tape. PRICE £9.95

GAMES
MAD MONTY: A fast and furious version of the well known snake in the garden game

featuring MONTY THE MAD PYTHON. PRICE £7.95
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FORMATTED listing, or 'pretty printing', as
it is popularly called, is an integral part of
Ihe structured programming philosophy
Many modem 'structured' languages, such
as Comal and BBC Basic, have in-buift

formatting options (eg, LISTO). intended to

clarify a program's logical sequence and
generally aid legibility.

Now Atom owners can get in on the act.

Here is a program which not only emulates
the BBC's LISTO facility, but also provides
a useful extra formatting option of its own.
Multi-statement lines can now be listed as
one statement per line, each with the
appropriate level of indentation. The full

range of options available is listed in table
1.

For reasons of size, the program is

written in assembler. Once the program
listing is entered and run, the resultant
machine code can, of course, be saved
and loaded independently, and conve-
niently fits within one page of memory.

Six ROM-based routines are used by the
program. The first, at #CEA1

, sets the 'text

pointer' at #58, #59 to the start of a new
line, and also checks if the escape key is

pressed, to allow listing to be terminated in

the usual way. The second routine, at

#C589, prints the 32-bit value on the top of

the Atom's workspace stack, at locations

#16. #25, #34 and #43. Here it is used to

print line numbers.

Vincent Fojut presents a
^pretty printing' listing

formatter for the Atom,
modelled on the Beeb's
LISTO facility. It even

goes one (or two) better -

and all in less than 256
bytes!

The other four routines are as follows:

#F7FD - print a space
#FFF4 (OSWRCH) - print ASCII charac-

ter in accumulator
#FFED (OSCRLF) - issue carriage re-

turn, line feed

#FFE9 (OSASCI) - if CR, call OSCRLF
else call OSWRCH
Once each line number has been printed,
the formatting routine checks if a space is

to be printed- If the appropriate option bit is

set to 1
,
and providing the next character is

not a label, a space is printed. The start of
each statement is examined for any of the
'loop control' words - FOR, NEXT, DO,
UNTIL and FUNTIL (floating-point UNTIL)

'

If one is detected, the indentation level,

used in formatting, is incremented or de-
cremented as necessary. Providing an 'in-

dent loop' option is requested, each line

a;
r 1

printed is indented by an amount depen-
dent on the above indentation level param-
eter. If a 'statement per line' option is in

force, then each statement is printed on a
new line, indented by the correct amount.
The formatting routine continues to pro-
cess each line in turn, until the end of the
program is detected, marked by a #D
followed by a negative-value byte.

The program uses the Basic variable "L'

to signify the listing option required (only
the lowermost four bits are examined). The
optiqns may be selected either singly or in

combination. This gives a total of 16 differ-

ent formatting variations. For instance, to

indent both 'FOR...NEXT loops (option 2)
and 'DO., .UNTIL' loops (option A) set L=6
(6=2+4).
To avoid confusing those who also use

the BBC micro, 'L=0' to 'L = 7' have the
same effect as LISTOO to LIST07. The new
options of 'L=8' to 'L=15' duplicate the
above, but also have each statement print-

ed on a separate line. For example, to
imitate the BBC's sequence of 'LIST07'
followed by 'LIST, you would enter 'L-7'
followed by .'LINK LLC (where LLO is the
address at which the machine code is

assembled - all future examples assume
an address of #2800). The formatter auto-
matically lists any program in the text

space currently selected - whether upper
or lower.

Example 1 shows the Atom 'Pretty Print-

100REM FORMflTTING EXRflPLE
110aF.X=l TO 2..P.XJH.
120DO

138F0R fl=:B TO r
HePRIHT fliD*D+l
ISeNEXT
160X=X+1
170UHTIL X=10;END

100 REM FORMRTTING EXRMPLE
llO^F.X^l TO "y

b)

100 REM FORMRTTING EXRtlPLE
il0a.F.X=l T0 2^P.X;5
120 DO
130 FOR R-B TO f
H0 PRINT R;D^D+1
150 NEXT
160 X=X+1
170 UNTIL X=10;END

P.Xj
N.

120 DO
130 FOR R=B TO
140 PRINT

D=D+1
Rj

150 NEXT
160 X=X+1
170 UNTIL X==10

END
J

Example 1. Formatting in action: a) L=0 (ornormal LIST); b)L=7;c)L=15

126
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ATOM

er' in action, with probably the two most

useful options, 7 and 15. Note that the

program correctly indents FOR. .NEXT and
DO.. UNTIL statements, with the respec-

tive key words on the same level . unlike the

Beeb. For example:

BBC indentation

FOR A = BTOC
PRINT A
NEXT

Atom indentation

FORA = BTOC
PRINT A

NEXT

if your indentation appears, odd during

formatting, check for leading spaces at the

beginning of statements in your program

text. The formatter makes such spaces
redundant, and you can save memory by

deleting them.

Although the program is largely imitative

of the BBC's LISTO function, a number of

important differences between Atom Basic

and BBC Basic needed to be considered.

First of all. Atom Basic supports the use of

labels (lower-case characters a-z) as tar-

gets in GOTO and GOSUB statements,

whereas BBC Basic does not. Labels must

always immediately follow the line number,

without any intervening spaces. Therefore,

il option 1 is selected (singly or in combina-

tion), a space is printed after a given line

number only if the line is not labelled- This

avoids the risk of causing confusion or

encouraging bad programming habits.

Another major difference between

Acorn's Basics is that while the BBC ver-

sion is held in tokenised form, the Atom
dialect is held (more or less) as entered.

Consequently, any formatting program on

the Beeb need only search for the single-

byte tokens for certain statements (eg,

FOR, NEXT, REPEAT and UNTIL are held

respectively as &E3, &ED, &F5 and &FD),

By contrast, the Atom formatter needs to

search for, and match against, complete

ASCII strings. To complicate matters, most

Atom Basic commands can be abbreviat-

ed by the use of a period ','. For example,

our Pretty Printing routine needs to recog-

nise five different forms of the 'UNTIL'

statement - U., UN., UNT., UNTI., and

UNTIL - all of which are valid.

Furthermore, the all-embracing

'REPEAT- UNTIL' construct on the Beeb
has two distinct counterparts on the Atom,

'DO. ..UNTIL' can test integer conditions,

while DO...FUNTIL', available with Acorn's

FP ROM, is needed to test floating-point

conditions. That is:

DOA=A-H, UNTILA-B

but

DO %A-%A+1: FUNTIL %A-%B

The Atom formatter will detect both var-

iants of the DO.. .UNTIL loop,

A considerable amount of effort has

been spent in ensuring that the final pro-

gram occupies less than 256 bytes, so that

it can fit within locations #2800 to #28FF.

This is, of course, the usual place for user-

supplied machine-code on the Atom, out of

the way of normal Basic text-space. If your

program has other uses for this area - for

example, floating-point variables - then the

machine code can easily be assembled at

another location.

In order to keep the program size within

the above limits, a couple of assumptions

were made to avoid overcomplex process-

ing. Firstly, the semicolon character ';' is

a)

F.L=0 TO 15.^P.-- -OPTION "L- ' .iLINK #2800; N,

b)

F.$2;L=7.;F.N3i jq 3.;LINK#2S00;P, •' - ;H. jP.$3

lOREM SELF-LISTING PRHGRRn
20P."THE BEGINNING"
30L=15;LINk: #2ftriPi

40P."THE END------

50END
Example 2. Advantages of LINK' over LIST'-
a) List programs in all possible formats; b)issues multiple copies of listing onto printer'
c)a program which lists itself when run

OPTION VALUE FUNCTION
(assigned to

Basic var. !;

'Normal', unmodified

listing

1 Print a space
after each line no.

2 Indent FOR,., NEXT
loops

4 Indent DO.. .UNTIL

& DO... FUNTIL loops

8 Print multi-statement

lines as one
statement per line

Table 1. Formatting options available

considered to be a statement delimiter,

wherever it occurs. In fact, this is virtually

always true, but there are a couple of

exceptions. If you chose a 'statement per

line' option (L=8 to L=15), you should not

have semicolons within REM statements or

quotes.

In addition, the formatting program ex-

pects any occurrence of the loop words -

FOR. NEXT, DO and (F)UNTIL - to be at

the very beginning of a statement. Again,

this is nearly always the case. The excep-

tions are that 'DO' or 'FOR' could occur

within an 'IF' statement or another 'DO'

statement. For example:

IFA=BDOP.A...

or

DOFORA-BTOC;...

Fortunately, there is a simple solution in

these cases. We can ensure that the 'DO'

and 'FOR' are the first words in a statement

by prefixing them with a semicolon, thus;

!FA=B;DOP.A...

or

DO; FORA=BTOC,...

These are functionally identical to the earli-

er examples, and are correctly handled by

the formatter. Note, of course, that NEXT
and UNTIL must always occur at the begin-

ning of a statement, without exception.

There are a number of advantages in

being able to list a program using 'LINK',

as opposed to 'LIST'. Since LINK is a

statement, not a command, it may be used
in both direct-mode and programs. Exam-
ple 2 gives some of the possibilities, in-

cluding programs which will list them-

selves when run!

Finally, it should be emphasised that the

Atom formatter alters only the way in which

a program is listed on the screen or printer.

It does not add to, or modify your program

text in any way, so there is no danger of

corrupting your program by using the rou-

tine. Feel free to experiment! •

page 129
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FOR THE

ELECTRON
Join the Electron User Group

Members receive 10 copies of the magazine

ELBUG each year. ELBUG is devoted

EXCLUSIVELY to the ELECTRON MICRO It is

packed with News, Reviews, Hints, Tips,

Programming ideas. Major articles, plus Regular

program features including games and useful

utilities.

ELBUG is produced by BEEBUG Publications

Ltd., publishers of BEEBUG, the magazine of the

National User Group for the BBC Micro.

BEEBUG now has some 20,000 members and

has achieved a high reputation both in this

country and abroad.

The formula which makes BEEBUG an

invaluable companion for users of the BBC

micro, has been applied to ELBUG.

By subscribing to ELBUG you gain all the

advantages of a single-micro magazine, with

no space wasted on programs and articles for

other computers.

BENCFITS OfMEMBERSHIP

ELBUG MAGAZINE
Ten copies a year mailed free of charge.

DISCOUNT SCHEME
Extensive discount scheme with major retailers.

SOFTWARE LIBRARY

A growing range of software titles at budget

prices for members.

SOFTWARE CLUB
Substantial discounts on software from major

software houses,

LOCAL USER GROUPS
Lists of local affiliated user groups.

>iu_%«iriiiK«jaa^;i

8 FREE PROGRAMS
crrbe now, and get a free introductory cass^ffe
-fntainina 8 testedprograms for the Electron.

SPACE CITY. Defeat the invading Aliens with your laser, and save

the city

3D NOUGHTS AND CROSSES. Pit your wits against the

ELECTRON on a 4x4x4 board

RACER. Guide your racing car to victory, avoiding other cars and

obstacles on the track

3D MAZE. In this challenging game, you must escape from the

maze - The screen displays a 3D view from inside the maze

PATCHWORK. A multicoloured display of continuously changing

patterns

KEY SET ROUTINE. A program to set up the user function keys

MEMORY DISPLAY. An efficiently written utility to display the con-

tents of memory (ROM and RAM)
CHARACTER DEFINER. Define individual graphics characters with

this useful utility for use in your own programs.

rHOW
Tosubsc

SUBSCRIPTIONS TO

SPACE
CITY

RACER

3D MAZE

HOW TO JOIN
To subsc/ibe for ona year, and get your FREE CASSETTE lend C9.90 (payable to Orbil) plus a strong stamped addressed envelope Ifor the cassette)

ELBUG, PO BOX 109, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS HP1 1 2TD
Six month trial subsctpdon |5 issues! UK only t5 90 - FREE CASSETTE OFFER STILL STANDS.
Membership outside UK (one year only): Eire and Europe £1 6.00. Middle East £ 1 9.00. Americas and Africa £21 .00. other countries £23.00
Editofial Addiess, ORBIT, PO Bon 50, Si Atbsns, Herts,



from page 127

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

130

190

300
£10
220
230

240
250
260
270

2S0
230

300
310
320
S3^
340
350
360
370
330
3::*0

400
410
420

430
440
450

460
470
439
430

500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570

580
590
609
610

Program 1 . Atom listing formatter

REfl m RTOM PRETTY PRINTING %%%

REil PRODUCES FGRMnTTED RTOM

REM LISTINGS,. WITH 4 OPTIONS..

REH (IH HHY COMBINRTION) ^-

REM 1/ 3PRCE FiFTER LINE No.s

REM 2/ 'TOR.. NEXT" LOOPS INDENTED

REM 3/ "DO.. UNTIL" LOOPS INDENTED

REM 4/ ONE STATEMENT PER LINE

REM
REM (O V. FOJUT 1983,

REM
DIM LL29.. TT2,. LI

FOR H=^0 TO 35; LLN=-1; NEXT

FOR N=^0 TO 2^ TTH=-li NEXT

T=#53.i REM TEXT POINTER
IH. "flSSEMBLE FROM (#>" H

IN. "LIST RSSEMBLV vY/M)" $L

IF $L^"N" P. $21

FOR N-1 TO 2

P-H

C • LL0
LDY 50
STY #S0
STY #33
STY' T

LDR IS

STR T+1

LDR !25

STR #321

\:;;eroise te-xt-Ptr.

A "iridrnt level".

-."Last char Printed"

'--s^t- u.P text- base
"address.

\set field width
or line Tios.

LLl "-nev line Process
JSR #CER1 ---3.66 Y to text Ptr,

LDR <T>..

Y

.9et next char.

BMI LL10 end of pro9^ exit,

STR #25 "--else store Uneno,
I NY

LDR a -},'(

STR #16

J3R #C5S9 "--Print U'ne "no,

LDY 23

LDR <T)..Y is next char

CMP t5#ei "-3. label?
BCC LLl 2 ..iuffiP if not

JSR #FFF4 else Print label.

JMP LLli

LL12
DEY

LL2 ''-nei...i stateff^ent Process

LDR #32D Mo-byte of "L".

L3R R -sPace oPtion?
BCC LLU xJij.mP if not

620
630
640
650
sm
670

630
690
709
710
720
730
740
758
760
770
730
790
300

JSR"ttF7FD -else Pri-nt sP^re.
^LLU

I NY

STY #31 ".save text-Ptr.
DEY

ILA
I NY \scan for 1st
LDR <T>..Y \non-sP.3.ce

CMP 232 ---char.

EEQ LL4
JSR LLl

4

-. "special" word?
LDY #81

BCS LLS \.jurnp if not.

"- reserved yord detected, value
-- of X specifies word,

LDR TT0.X "\9et lo5ic fMask.

RND #32D \aPProP. inde'nt oPt'n?

310 BEG! LLS "...iufi'iP if not.
820 CPX 22 \" UNTIL" or "NEXT"?
330 BCS LL7 -JU.MP if 50.
340 JSR LL20 \p r i nt statement

.

850 INC #30 -
i ncr . i ndent 1 eve 1

.

360 JMP LL9
370 aL7
880 DEC #80 "sdecr. indent level.
390 BPL LLS \cater for "UNTIL
900 INC #30 •without DO" etc.
910 ^LLS

920 JSR LL28 '-Print staternent
930 ^LL9

940 BCC LLl -9et next line..

950 LDR #32D "else next statement
960 RND es •Printing sPace
970 BNE LL2 -if re'luired.

980 BEG LLU
990 \ end of Pr :'9rarfi - exit.
1000 aL10
1010 RTS
1020 ''\

1030 '- check for reserved words
1040 -- DO, FOR.. JNTIL.. NEXT
1050 V ?. al so FUNTIL. 1

1060 \,

1070 ^LL14

1080 LC'X 154 -index for look-uP
1090 ^LL15
1100 DEX Ntable.
1110 BMI LL13 -words not found.
1120 CMP TTUX xdoes 1st char Match?
1130 BNE LL15 -repeat if not.
1140 \Possible Piatch^ check if FUNTIL 1

page 130 1

129
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from page 129

1150

lies

use

l^lf?

1239
1241:5

i25[:i

1279

1230

1299

1300
1319
1329

1339

1349

1359
1369

1379

13S9

1399

1490

1419

1429

1439

1449
I45i.:=i

1469

1479

1439 '^

1459

1509

1519

1528
1539

1548

1559

1569

1579
1530

1599

1 609
1619

1620

1 630
1640

1659

1 ^'^

1670

CPX 51 ...ip.:
detectpd^

BNe LL16 \Ju.rriP if ^lot
INV *.-= Ise che-r-k
LDli <T>,V \if XM-y.t rhcir
CMP eCH"Ll"\ =: M,[M .^ _^^

EEQ LL14 xdo UNTIL ch^^k.
C'E r'

9 - check for rest of word.

^LL16

£TX #32 \save Y,

LDR TT2.. X \9et. word nffspf
TR!''"!

" "

'

^LL17
^'"^'^' Ncheck
I NY -,pach
LDR #3997.. X \char.
-'Ml LLlo -.i,.ior-d rfi.^t-.rhpt

CMP (T),,Y '"" "-

BED LLl?
LDK #82 \if [,, exit."D9- r;,nf
BEQ LL19 \bp abhre'..'l.=»+Pd
LDh (T>..V \chi=-ck fnr
CMP eCH"."xabbreviatioru
b'NE LL19 \.ju.rr(P if -nnriP,

= LL13
LDX #32 XX indicates yord.
-*-- 'Clear carry
RTy \(=i,..!ord foMTid';.,

LLl 9

-7hL '-Set carry
-'

_
-'-'.lord -not found).

\ rjriTit sta.teroi-'=-TrK

• LL20
-I3R LL24 \Pri-nt stater^ieTit

'-with arty irideTtts.
BCC LL23 \exit if end of 'line,

-. end Of statc-Ment,
LDR #32D 'v-'statement P^r linp"
!=iHD 58 -, OP t inn-?
BEG LL22 Nexit if nnf.
J3R #FFED \do CP/LF
LDX 5!=i

^L21
JSR #F7FD -Pri^nt
CCK -...five

BHE LL21 xsParps
LL22
SEU 'e.o.statemeni'.

LL23
RTS

1680
1630
1700

1710
1720

1739

1749

1750

1760
1770

1780

1790
1890

1310

1320

1 330

1840

1850

1869
1870 ^

1880
1390

1300
1910

1920
1930
1940
1950

I960
1970

1980

1990

2000
2010
2020
2030
2049

^^ Print indent.s.
= LL24
LDR #83
CMP (ii#3B

BHE LL25
LDR #32D
RMD i5S

BEQ LL27
= LL25

LOfl #30
BEQ LL27
RSL R

TRX
LL26
JSR #F7FD
DEX
BNE LL26

if aTiy.

•-last char Printed
serf! i CO Ion?
xno^ be9in,of line
-"stateroent Ptsr li^ne"
ijptioTi?

JurriP if not,

-check indent level.
'-

.! urfip if none.
Print 2
''•iPaces

"for each
-"indent
- level".

^ Print till end of -stateivfent

.

' LLii ('

DEV
^LL2S

IHY

LDR (T)..V \9et •^ext r'r^^r

8TR #83 xsave it

'i: Print it.

"end of statement?
"-carry set if so.
-end of line?
'-continue if not,
'-else clear carry

JSR #FFE9
CMP mZB
BEQ LL29
CMP e#D
BHE LL23
CLC

= LL29
RTS ^and exit.

- tables
^TT0 -. logical mask values;

3

2^50 !P=#02040204.: P=P+4
2060 C^TTl xreserved word^=..lsf rh^nT
2070 $P="DFUN".iP=P+LEHP — -J

2080 1-T12 Noffsets to rest of Mords.l
2090 P?9=-l.i REfl "0"

2100 P?l=53.i PEM "ilR"

2110 P?2=i6.i REM "MTIL"
2120 P?3=21.^ REM "EXT"
2130 P=P+4
2140 NEXT
2150 P.$6je=l
2160 P." *SRVE""FOPMLIST :^H." "HP'
2170 P. "TO RUM:-"-'
21S0 P."L=<0 TO 15); LINK r'W
2190 5=8
2200 END
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a I was pleasantly
surprised to receive
your parcel yesterday
only 2 working days
after I first wrote
to you - not many
suppliers in the small
computer market
manage such a fast

turnaround time, ff

J.L., London

BBC Miciocampul«r Upgiads Kits
BBCA2B M»d>l AloBupgmdfkil 69 00
BBC3 Di.r inltrf^re hil 97 70
BBC3D Dcihip d«inity di.c mll>riniri.

hil

BBC7 Ecomi mliifui.-* kil

ANBI4 Speech .HI ertoc-e

BBC Microcomputai Econet
Accessoiies

103 IS
7000
55 OO

AEHie
AEHiS
ACH14
AESai
AE5ZI
AEHI?

Tarminriioi bot
Clscl. boi
riliisrv.! Uvel I

erv,. U«l 2
1 Eranel rable

rue

i«4en&

BBC Mi. uomputais Pji

ANBO) BBC MMriQCDinpuIsi M(rd«l S 399 00
ANB02 BBC Mu:iD<:oi»piiia' Model

«7 5l

ANB03 BBC M»:ioc<>input« Model B
+ Die.- 198 IS

ANB04 BBCMicio Model B-t-Ditc
& Era n el 54SOT

BBC Miciocomputei Compalibla

Diac Diiv«s
BBC3iS Surgle lOOK drive 20125
BBC3ID Dual due drioeZilCOK 382 25
BBC32S Single 300R double iided

258 75

BBC3ZD Dual double iided dm; dnve
Zi20aK 483 OU

B6CMS Single 4D0k double Iided SO
nacb d^ii. diive 40/SO tiack

••nichubte 327 75

BBC34D Dual d^^^le >Tded SU llq^k

di>cdnve40/B0iT'<'l>

AUdiird btei supplied with r'iii]i.-rrLni] r nhle*

ubliTiaa dk r nnd TiaiTual

AcomBott Languages

LlEp

Minofeil caise
Li>p40Kacbdii
rmlh 40 liQclid.

MiciuleitlO naA d.

BCPL Rom due & M<
ROM

SBUII

SBUC
SBLM
SNL02
SNIIII

SNUM
SNU33
SBB03

28 7S

35 00
45 00
3900
i4900
99 00

I&B5
less
55 60
1990
19 90
59 80
99 65
5980

BBC Microcomputer Cables

and Connactois

Hi
able

Ainphtnr

loi + 36

'

BBC23

BBC24
BBC2S
BBC2e
BBC27
BBC3SS
BBC35D
BBC36S
BBC3SD

Cniiel'e cnfaJe tti 5inm >
tjc2Siiim|ack]

7nindiripl (tnneilBint)

6 pin dm pi (RGB oulpul)

bpmdmpl (.e.«ilinl)

5 pin dm pi fEcDnel ml )

Dalacnble single dn'/e

Dqiorcblediioldnx
Poiwer cable luigle dnve
Pawei cable dual dnve

14 95

283

4 03
69

0E9
0G9
69

977
I43B
5 17

6 32

'iOnce again, many
thanks for your
speedy and efficient

service, ff
B.Y., London

BBC Micxoconqjuters

Model B £399.00
wilh disc

interface

£498.19

BBC Microcomputer Compatible
Floppy Discs
BBC4aTS Single tided 40 back diici

Bqi dI 10 17 25

BBC40TD Double iided 40 tiock d«c.
Bsi a\ 10 2a 75

BBCBOTD Double tided BO Hock d.ir.

BoiollO 36 80

BBC Microcomputer Compatible
Monitors
14MON MiciovKe.- 143J coloui

monitoi 247 25

12MNON NECI2-hiB'i'""l'"""i
mcnilQi Green phoiphoi 159 85

9MOK NEC 9 high le.olulion

nanjlal Green photphai 148 35

STAND Moniicii iliind I M4

BBC Microcomputer Acceasories
ANCOl 2TidPioLesioi6502 195 50

ANC04 2nd P.n-s^o. 280 339 25

ANEOl Teleieil leceivei 225 00
BBC45 Pai. Ill joy.nck. 13 00

a Thank you for your
prompt, helpful service.ff

J.W., Langley, Berkshire

^i I am impressed
with your quick and
efficient service.ff

R.N„ Peterborough

Acorn & Acornsoft Books
SBDOl
SBD02
SBD03
SBD04
SBDC7
SBD08
SBDIO
ANJOI
BBC37

Grapbi and Ch
Follh

Likp
Vie>^ guide
Inia Vi<»
BCPL Manuol

7 50
7 50
7 50
7 50
2 50

250
1500
lom
100

Carriage Charges
Cumpuleri. MaruTOEI. h Prinlem by
Doiopoii 8 63
Oiic djivei. papei. 2nd Pine, Teleieil

Hnimalpoil 5 75

BcKjki ond lorllK'ki bynDiKiol poll I 15

AUoIher ilemiby noimolpoel 86

Terms
All ilem> clleisd <ub]ec1 lo ovo.lobllilT

Gcvernmenl, Local Aulhonty and educalionul

eilobliilmienl olliciiil oideri walcoEae
Account Iccililite available tubiect to t^aww
ulhetwiie smrllyrnihwilh oidei

Ciedil caidi (Acceoi ft Vi>a) arrepled oilh

no luichmge on all ilemi encept SBC
Microcampu 1*m
Pull lelund, d requealed. on oul lA 9lock ilemi

Debvery
Ma;1 ilemi a<e available ei iluct and oideii

lerejved up Id 3PM wiL be deipalched >he inme
dav

Guaionlee
All ploducls aie guotonreed lot 13 ninnlhe lionq

dale dI puichoie uieBpecMwe oi onginal equipmcnl
nmnjJaclurBia giipi/nnlee

Telephone Oideri
24 haul seiviie lonnaphone allei huuisl ovmlohle
lor (-[pphr.n- r-.d-,.

Prices all piices INCLUDE
VAT. but NOTcmria^e. Please

add Ihe carriage to your order.

All prices correct at time oi

going to press.

BBC Microcompute I Compatible
Printers

RXSO Epiun RXBO punier 310 50
FXBO Ep.onrXSOprmler 425 50

LIST Bni ljstjti<i popei 2000 iheeii 14 95

.SPECIAL TELEPHONE NUMBER DISS (0379)
FORFAST.IMMEDIATESERVICE, QnQ«7C1
TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER TO: OClOiOl

"Fantastic service-

I wish more people
were as 'on the ball'

as you are. ff

T.P.. Tiverton. Devon

wait 'til you try our service.

Quality: Service:

We only sell prime branded products from the indus-

try's leading irianulacturets such as Texas Instruments,

Motorolo, National etc. They are all current production

with recent date codes. We do not buy sub standard

products, manufacturers siuplus or job parcels.

All orders received by 3.30 pm are despatched that

same day by 1st class post or Datapost, stock permitt-

ing. Better than 95% of the product range is in stock in

depth at any one time.

Reliability:

Value for Money:

All systems products are fully tested before despatch

and are guaranteed to be in good working order. All

faults reported aie fully investigated and promptly put

right. Investigation has revealed that the vast majority

of these faults have occuned as a result of damage
caused in transit.

miDUflCH^^B COMPUTER COMPANY LIMITED
RICKINOHAU. HOUSE, HINDERCLAY ROAD, RICKINGHALL, SUFFOLK IP23 IHH. TEL.DISS (0379) SEnSI

Due to GUI bulk buying power and low overheads we
are able to offer very attractive prices for even modest
quantities. A straight comparison of our price list with

any franchised distributor will reveal a huge difference

- in some cases our price is a third of the competition.

There are no minimum order charges and oiu post

and packing costs are actual costs.

I
FcFREE CATALOGUE post lo M.dwich Computer Company Limiled, I

I Rickinghall House. Hindetclay Rood, Bickinghall, Suflolk IP22 IHH 1

Name

Address

I Telephone I
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ATOM UTILITY

1 REM Bytes Free Routine
2 REM by B. Pickles
3 REM Acorn User February 1983

10 DIM LL2; PRINT*21; FORN=0 TO 1; P=#2BA0

20
30
40
50
55
60
70
80
90
95

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
195
200
210
220
230
240
245
250
255
260
265
270
275
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
345
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420

LDA@0
STA#80
STA#81
STA#321
TAX
LDA@#2C
STAttS2
CLC
:LL0
LDA@#55
JSR LLl
BNE LL2
ASLA
JSR LLl
BNE LL2
LDA#a2
ADC @4
STA#82
CMPe#80
BEQ LL2
JMP LL0
:LL1
STA(#81,X)
CMP (#81, X)
RTS
:LL2
JSR#FFED
SEC
LDA#81
STA#34
STA#43
SBC#23
STA#16
LDAtt82
SBC#24
STA#25
JSR#C5S9
JSR#FE71

Initial ise
Set up 81H
and 82H as
vector to
teKt space
and set @=0

Check RAM at
start of each
Ik block.
If test passed,
i ncrement vector
and continue
until test fails
or all text RAM
ArsA has been
tested, then
go to LL2

RAM test
subroutine.

Output CR/LF

Subtract address
in 'free space'
pointer (23H and 24H)
from vectors
in 82H and 81H
Store result on
workspace stack
at 16H and 25H
Output w/s stack
Print following string

1

*P=" BYTES FREE"
P=P -H LEN(P); REM-Increment pointer

NOP
LDA @ 8
STA#321
RTS

NEXT
PRINT*6; END

set @=a
and
exit

ATOMIC
SIWCE
TEST

A 'bytes free' routine by
Barry Pickles

THIS utility for the Atom provides a "bytes
free' routine, as found on machines such
as the Pet and Vic. It uses 94 bytes of

machine code and assembles at #28A0,
thus avoiding corruption by floating point
arrays. Once assembled, it may be called
at any time by LINK #28A0.
By using the 'free space' pointer, it

allows for any array storage. Unlike some
other routines, it does not rely on your
knowing where your memory storage ends;
instead, it tests for RAM at all Ik bound-
aries in the text space, until the test fails.

The test used is a modification of the one
which the Atom itself makes to find out if

you have any lower text space RAM.
The listing is fully commented, so only

the system routines need explaining.
These are:

#FFED - performs a carriage return and
linefeed.

#FE71 - treats the following characters
as an ASCII string and outputs
to the screen, until a negative
byte (NOP) is encountered.

#C589 - takes the {32-bit) number on
the workspace stack and
prints it in decimal form.

To assemble to a different area, alter the
value of P in line 10,
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Microware presents

the latestnews -

onBBC
N.B. 40/80 Format Switch - call for information

Dual unit

Capacity Capacity Power

Acorn DFS with DDFS Supply

ZL241BH 200K 400K

ZL242BH ^ 400K 800K

ZL241 H Expandable 200K 400K

ZL242H V

•ZL281BH

400K 800K

400K 800K

ZL DISKDRIVES
Microware, the authorised

dealers for BBC, ACT and IBM are

still making news. The new ZL range of

^^ disk drive subsystems is the best available

- yet compare the prices- The new Double Density

Disk Controller is

another first from this

company, which con^

tinues to write the

headlines. Phone
today for details.

No. of Files

Acorn DFS Price

£199-00

124 £375-00

V £229-00

\/ 124 £395-00

£250-00

BOOKZL282BH V
•ZL 28 1 H Expandable 400K

l-6Mb 124 £445-00

800K V 62 £290-00
No. oi sides prt liri-.

Nil piiwcr supply, must be

pciwtTcd hy BBC

•ZL282H V 800K l-6Mb V 124 £490-00

All prices quoted exclude VAT. All cables included in price

*40/80 Format switch and Manual available

Ra.,.iJcn..f,. Xh 241 BH— ""'"'^'^'"''^

y^ No. ofdrivts per subsysiem

No.o((raclispi.T

side 14=40. 8=80)

PRINTERS
EpsonFX 80 £375.00

Epson RX80 £275.00

Epson RXFT.... £320.00

Epson FXlOO ...£425.00

Star 80 £257.25

Star 100 £313.95

ShinwaCP80 ....£257.25

Juki 6100 £399.00

MONITORS
12" Green Screen

Sanyo £99.00

BMC £99.00

Amdex £135.00

(DMicroware^^^
Showroom: 637 Holloway Rd London N.19

Telephone01-2726398/6237.Telex297598

14" Colour

Microvitec

Luxor
High Resolution

.£257.00

£450.00

%to^



FAIRWEATHER
WHEN Kenley Primary School acquired its

BBC microcomputer i was keen to use it for

activities which involved as many of the
pupils as possible and which fitted natural-
ly into the school's curriculum- I had seen
Factfile demonstrated on an in-service

course and il seemed to meet these re-

quirements, although I had some reserva-
tions about using cassettes to store large
amounts of data and I was not sure how
well the children would cope with the new
language which Factfile demanded.

Factfile is provided as part of the fvlEP

fVlicroprimer pack (and can be purchased
separately from Cambridge University
Press). The package contains three pieces
of software and an extremely useful teach-
er's handbook.
The first program, Yourfacts, is meant as

an introduction to using a database pro-
gram without the need to previously define
the file structure. It was helpful to a class of

9 to 11 -year-olds, but they found it rather

easy and the data somewhat predictable.
A top infant class found it most enjoyable,
but reception infants needed a great deal
of teacher supervision and were unable to

understand most of the words.
Because the questions asked in Your-

facts demanded a positive reply from near-
ly every child in the class, the follow-up
work became rather pointless. The pro-
gram can, however, be a useful prepara-
tion for Factfile if more emphasis is placed
on the techniques for updating files.

When the children progressed on to

Factfile one of the most important skills

they needed to learn was how to change a
file. Mistakes were often made when key-
ing in data and it was rather demanding on
teacher-time to have to remind groups
about making a change- It is therefore
advisable to dwell on changing a file when
using Yourfacts so that the children be-
come accustomed to the process.
A class of first-year juniors were doing a

project about dinosaurs and the datafile

Dino was ideal as a teaching aid. The
names of the dinosaurs, however, were
difficult for children to remember and the
use of this file tended to complicate mat-
ters rather than help when learning how to

use Factfile. The teaching materials did not
emphasise clearly enough that Dino was a
file and not a program and so could be
used only after loading Factfile.

We began our project by studying the
geographical aspects of the weather after

walching the excellent BBC TV programme
Near and Far. Before long we found our-
selves inundated with scrap paper on
which were scrawled recordings of the
rainfall (photo 1), wind speed (photo 2),

and humidity and temperature (photo 3) tor

each day in January. Many pupils felt that

we needed to find a better method of

storing and analysing information - so why

FRIEND
Martin Hill tests the
Factfile suite in the

classroom. His pupils'
project was to record

meteorological
conditions

not use our computer and a datafile?

The children were already familiar with

the computer because it is treated like any
other resource at Kenley (photo 4) and so
the idea of Factfile was quite easy for them
to accept. Nevertheless, we started by
using the introductory program Yourfacts,

which was just as well. Mistakes were often

made when keying in data and some
children found it helpful to go back to

Yourfacts and practise changing a file.

The children worked in groups of three

or four and used a computer when they
had collected the weather data for one
week. Other groups awaiting their turn

were meanwhile compiling information
grids ready for feeding their data into the
computer (see table, page 139).

When choosing the project that Factfile

would assist, I decided not to have 'yes/no'

answers as suggested in the teacher's
handbook. With a class of younger chil-

dren this kind of file would be quite suffi-

cient, but for top juniors it limits the amount
of interesting follow-up work that can be
achieved. The handbook states clearly that

the project chosen and the follow-up work
are very important for success, but little

reference is made to the importance of

discussion, t found that the children felt

much more at ease with the program when
they were able to talk about it in a group,
and taped discussions produced good
results.

fvly decision not to choose 'yes/no' re-

sponses to be keyed into the computer
created its own problems. The children
had to be very careful when adding data to

^°'Weasaring
^sinfalt
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£59. 50
INC. VAT
CARRIAGE

£3.00

* FOR BBC MICRO MODEL B CASSETTE OR DISC

* ENABLES PICTURES TO BE DRAWN OR TRACED

* WORKS IN ANY GRAPHICS MODE - COLOUR SELECTABLE

* DESIGNED BY A TEACHER FOR EDUCATIONAL USES BY

STAFF AND PUPILS

* TRANSPARENT TABLET ALLOWS DIAGRAMS AND MAPS,

ETC.TOBECOPIED
* ROUTINE INCLUDED TO SAVE QUICKLY TO DISC OR
CASSETTE

* SCREEN DUMPS FOR EPSON AND SEIKOSHA PRINTERS

* TRIED AND TESTED - DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

COMMANDS FOR:

LINES

CIRCLES

RECTANGLES

INFILLING

COPY AND MOVE

PRINT AT

AS WELL AS TRACE MODE

Please send me

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for

or please debit my Access/Barclaycard

Name

Address .Code

GOVERNMENT AND EDUCATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME

COMPUTER
DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

BONTOFT AVENUE, HULL HUB 4HF

TEL: (0482) 448562.

keep
it all

together
with one^
of our ^^

tidy
boxes
Please send me further information

model
3034

name
address

tel no.

Coomber
COOMBER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT LIMITED
CROFT WALK (Nr Pitchcroft) WORCESTER WRl 3NZ
TELEPHONE WORCESTER 10905)25168/9 TELEX 339490
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the file as the computer would differentiate

between different spellings of the same
word, additional punctuation and spaces
between words. For example 'cold, ' sun-

ny' is different to 'cold *, sunny'.

It was also difficult to decide whether to

include the units in Ihe table- If they are left

out, there's less typing and less chance of

error, but questions are less satisfactory.

For example TEMP - 10 is not as informa-

tive as TEMP - IOC. Again, by getting the

children to talk about the program this

problem was alleviated considerably.

Some groups had problems when trying

to save a file. Data was lost for no apparent

reason, even though the children recorded

their files quite correctly. There was really

no way of checking to see If the file had

been saved successfully without leaving

the program and thus losing Ihe possibility

of recording the current datafile. In many
cases the file had not been recorded

properly, resulting in a frustating loss of

time.

When saving a file it proved inadvisable

to record over a used tape as old data

often spoiled the new file. This was true

when saving a datafile but not when re-

i4^^i^rt'^

Photo

m

i
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Pho(o2 Ma

cording an ordinary program. The hand-

book is quite correct in stating that 'one file

- one tape' is a sound rule. The BBC
cassette system is indeed inadequate and

our school is looking forward to acquiring

discs.

Mistakes were often made by children

who were too quick on the button. They

had to be told not to return to the Choice

Page in the middle of typing in data if they

make a mistake. Several groups wasted

valuable computer time by pressing the

escape key when they made the smallest

mistake. The children also had to be told to

think before they pressed return and to

confirm the data with the computer.

The problems with saving the data and

the tedium of asking many questions in

Factfile may explain why some children,

unless watched, quite happily completed

the follow-up work from the original infor-

mation collected for the computer rather

than from data saved in their file.

Others preferred to look at every item on

the file rather than take the option of asking

a direct question. Once shown the correct

procedure the children were ready to ac-

cept the tremendous power that a comput-

er has and went directly to the answers. It

was important, however, that each child

should understand how to manipulate a
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AN EXCITING NEW BBC MICRO
PROGRAM FROM BRITAIN'S

r^5^^X LEADING SOFTWARE
.^FV^s^w^s HOUSE

From the depths of space com
^: 11 ( IB-"^* r;J;I« I iMci ^FTi SnTTfc^TTrrir

^^ Shoot down the convoys of venge- .

^J ful Vogons as they hurtle through
^' space, bouncing off the debris, to

to ram your shuttlecraft. Keep at

eye out for the Chargers, Crushers
. . .^ the cursed Crawler.

i55IT''x_ Another challenging
machine code game . . .

ONLY

# > .

Wr

Iiie fallowing lop lilies sib available roi ijoth the
BBC Micro ana Electron Killsr Gorilla £7 96/
MoonraidBf E7 SS/BandiH at 3 oC'ock EG 96/
Oroakoi £7 95/Faln m Ihe Fsclory E7 95/
Foln and Iho Fiun MonstBrs E7 96/ChBii £7.95/
Escape tiom Uoonbaia Alpha C7 95/DrBw C9 96/
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WE GUARANTEE THAT ALL DURAOVEHTISEDPROGflAMs'
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o.B^
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Northwood House
North Street
LEEDS LS7 2AA

.Tel: (0532) 4S8800

Mail Order:
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LEEDS LS7 4PE
Tel: (0532)683186

Or 696343

BBC MICRO.ELECT
MEMOTECH MTX 5
COMMODORE 64, O.
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ELECTRON PROGRAMS
ICAN BE OBTAINED FROM
JSELECTEO BRANCHES OF
^W.H SMITH, JOHN MENZIEST
BOOTS, HARRODS. ALL GOOD

DEALERS. OR DIRECT
FROM MICRO POWER



SCHOOLS

datafile and so computer whizzkids, too

quick on the button, were outlawed,

1 found the program was best used as an

extension of class work because the chil-

dren associate the fun they have with the

computer with other subjects, including the

dreaded maths, and thoroughly enjoy all

aspects of a project. I believe children

should have experience of using a com-

puter before tackling Factfile as they need

to familiarise themselves with a keyboard

POINTS

TO REMEMBER

1. The BBC cassette system is inad-

equate and careful tape manage-

ment is essential.

2. Information retrieval packages use

artificial languages which are difficult

for young pupils.

3. Many pupils will prefer to process

their data manually, unless the data-

base has a large number of records

and a language that is simple to use.

4. Well-designed data collection sheets

help to speed the input of data,

5. Field values should be kept as sim-

ple as possible to reduce the

chances of mistyping.

and confront some of the problems that

occur.

These activities were all carried out as

part of my normal teaching of full classes

and so I was not always available to help

groups that had problems, especially

when saving, making, and loading a file. I

therefore trained as computer monitor

boys and girls who liked using the comput-

er and were willing to help others. There

was no shortage of volunteers and my

young deputies were able to save every-

one a great deal of time.

The children produced some excellent

work tor their folders and enjoyed the

whole project, not just using the computer,

Used as an extension of class work Factfile

works very welt, but one wonders whether

the project has done much for the art of

conversation. People already talk about

little else but the weather. •

Martin Hill teaches at Kenley Primary

School, Croydon.

Photo 4. The computer is treated rike any
other resource at Kenley

File name: WEATHERJAN

Min Max Humid- Rain- Anem- Wind
Day temp temp Ity fall ometer speed

Cloud
type

1 IOC lie 5% Gentle breeze Cumulus

5C 8C 29% 11 Moderate breeze Cumulus

-4C 6C 20% 13 Moderate breeze None

-2C 3C 35% Light air None

1C 4C 76% 14 Moderate breeze Stratus

OC 6C 77% 18 Moderate breeze Stratus

3C IOC 100% Calm Stratus

4C 9C 1 00% 10 Light breeze Nimbus

3C 3C 89% 50 Strong breeze Stratus

Description of

the weather

Cold, sunny

Cold, sunny

Cold, sunny

Cold, misty

Cold, dull

Cold, wet

Misty, dull

Cold, dull

Snowing

10 8C 9C 68% 6 Light breeze Cumulus

Information grid for weather project station

Cold, sunny
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KEY SKILLS
Elizabeth Segall spells out a routine to help
juniors find their way around the keyboard

CHILDREN may have none of an adult's

inhibitions about approaching a computer
and establishing eye-to-eye' contact, but

they have a greater need for keyboard
familiarisation and practice.

This introductory program for primary
schoolchildren provides keyboard exper-
ience in a constructive manner. It has been
used successfully by many children in the
7-11 age group, and has proved popular
with both the children and their teachers.

Apart from being asked to find random
letters, the child learns to find numbers, to

spell his or her teacher's name and to

provide an answer to a standard 'menu'
type of question. The program needs no
documentation as it is self-explanatory and
the child is led from question to question-

As it stands, the program, called intro,

caters for a four-form entry school with 14
teachers (see figure 1), but can easily be
adapted for more or fewer staff names. For
example, if there are only three teachers in

year 1 , replace MRS ONE-4 in line 1 060 by
BLANK; on the other hand, if year 2 has
four members of staff, replace BLANK after

MRS TWO-3 by teacher TWO-4's name
(also in line 1060).

With a little programming knowledge fur-

ther questions could be added to give the

program more local or individual

characteristics.

KEY is defined as a RUN key and this

can be used after the first time through. •

NA%
YR%

1 2 3 4

1 MRONE-1 MRS ONE-2 MISS ONE-3 MRS ONE-4
2 MISS TWO-1 MR TWO-2 MRS TWO-3 BLANK
3 MRS THREE-1 MISS THREE-2 MRTHREE-3 BLANK
4 MR FOUR-1 MRS FOUR-2 MISS FOUR-3 MR FOUR-4

Figure 1. Existing staff names on line 1060 of Intro program

REM **# INTRODUCTORY PROGRAM #**
REM »»# FOR ^nn^
REM **# PRIMARY SCHOOLS #*#
REM ##* c. T. & E. SEGOLL *#*
REM ** version 2 : Oct . 83 *
MODE 7
*KEYO RUNIM
*KEY 10 DLDIM RUNIM
*FX11,0
ON ERROR G0T01030
X=RND{-TIME)
PROCHEPID
ft=INKEY(350)
DIM TE*C4,4), TRflNS*(5)
CLS

o^ImI!!""'^''"^^^ ^^"^ ^^'^^ ANSWERED ft QUESTION YOU"
PRTMT f^^^n''""^^'' ^° """^^^ ^^^ RETURN KEY"PRINT" "TfiB{ 18) CHR*133 "BUT" : PRINT" TflR (Tl .' ^ ^

09ram".-PRiNT'TRB<a) --press the ESCAPE key "
^"^*^*' '^ >'°" "^"* *° ^^^ve the pr

135 REM »* NOME QUESTION *»*
PROCCDNT
PRINTTflB(17, 7) ; "HELLO"
PRINT" "LET'S BEGIN BY INTRODUCING OURSELVES"

200 PosS=0:Len?:=LEN(Nfl2*)
IF Len34> 12 G0TO270
REPEAT
PasX=Pos^+l :flscS=ASC (MID* (Nft2*, Pos5C 1 > >IF 0sc^<65 OR fisc%>go GOTO 270
UNTIL PoES=LeyiW

GOTO 2go

1

2
3
4
5

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
go
100
110
120
130

140
150
160
170
ISO
igo

'CHR*134;"DNLY ONE N

210
220
230
240
250
260
270

ur name
T((38-Len)C)/2>)CHR*130;CHR*141-Nfi2»

280 PR0CC0NT:G0T0 160
2S0 IF N«2*-..T0NV.. THEN PRINT- ..THfif S FUNNV. SO IS .INE." ELSE PRINT- ..GOOD.
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MY NAME IS TONY.
295 REM ***
300 PROCCONT
310 PRINT' 'CHR*131"

DAY'S DATE.

"

320 PRINT
330
3A0

31" 4
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
485
490
5O0

RINT' '

510
520
530
540
550
560
570
575
580
590
600

DATE QUESTION

THE FIRST THING I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW" :PRINTCHR*i31 " IS TO

" :PRINTCHR*1

PLEASE FILL IN THE MISSING NUMBERS"
INPUT ''"YEAR 19"P1:IF P1084 THEN PRQCERRtGOTO 30O
PRINTTOBtO, 12) ;CHR»131" (Use 1 for Jan. , 2 for Feb. , 3 for Mar.

f o r Apr, . . . )
"

INPUT TOB<0, 10) "MONTH 'P2* :P2=VfiL (P2« )

PR0CCHECK(P2«, 12, P2)
IF E=l THEN PROCERR;BOTO 300
PRINTTfiB<0, 17) ;CHR«131" (Enter the number, 5 or 26, for example)"
INPUT TAB(0, 15) "DAY "P3* bP3=VAL (P3*)
PR0CCHECK(P3*, 31, P3)
IF E=l THEN PROCERRsGDTO 300
IF P2=2 AND P3>2g THEN PROCERRiGOTOSOO
IF P3>30 AND (P2=4 OR P2=6 OR P2=g OR P2=11)THEN PR0CERR:G0TO 300
PRINT' ' '

' CHR*129"G00D"
FOR YR5t=l TO 4

FOR NAS=1 TO 4
READ TE«(YR-/, NA%)
NEXT NA54SNEXT YR54

REM #** CLASS QUESTION ***
PROCCONT
PRINT "CHR*131"TELL ME, " ;NA2*" , " :PRINTCHR«131 "WHAT YEAR ARE YOU IN

' (FIRST, SECOND, THIRD OR FOURTH ?)"
INPUT' AN*
IF LEN(ANS) (5 THEN PROCERRJGOTO 490
IF ANt="FIRST" THEN PROCYR ( 1 ) : GOTOSao
IF AN«="SECDND" THEN PROCYR <2) : GOTOSSO
IF AN*="THIRD" THEN PROCYR C3) : GOT0580
IF AN*="FOURTH" THEN PROCYR (4) :G0T05B0
PRDCERR:G0T0 490

***

? " : P

620
630
640
650
660
670

REM *»* JOURNEY QUESTION
PROCCONT
RESTORE 1070
PRINT" "THE NEXT THING I WOULD LIKE TO KNOW IS HOW YOU GET TO SCHOOL EAC

H MORNING.

"

610 PRINT' CHR*131 "DO YOU "

FOR 1=1 TO 4
READ TRANS*(I>
PRINT'CHR*131 I;SPC(4) ;CHR*135;"C0ME BY ";TRANS»(I>
NEXT

PRINT' CHR*131;SPC(9> ;"5";SPC(4) ;CHR*135 "WALK"
PRINTTABCO, 19)CHR*131:INPUT TRB(2, 19) " 1 2 3 4 OR 5 •?

THEN PROCERRiGOTO 580 ' '
'

680 PROCCONT
690 IF T=5 PRINT"CHR*131;TAB(6) ;"ABOUT HOW LONG DOES YOUR "

WALK TAKE ?" ELSE PRINT" CHR»131 ; TAB (6) "ABOUT HOW LONG DDES YOUR
(6)TRANS»(T) ;

" JOURNEY TAKE ?"

700 PRINTTAB(8, 9) ; "MINUTES"
INPUT TAB(5, 9) ""Til
IF TI1<1 THEN PROCERR:GOTQ&80
LET TI2=TI1*190
PRINT' ' 'TAB (15) "YOU SPEND"
PRINT' "ABOUT" ;CHR»133;TI2 DIV 60 ;CHR«135 ; "HOURS &" ;CHR*133 TI2 MOD 60-CHR
MINUTES TRAVELLING"
PRINT' "TO SCHOOL EACH YEAR AND ABOUT THE SAME"
PRINT' "LENGTH OF TIME GOING HOME."
REM *** D. OF B. QUESTION ***
PROCCONT
PRINT" CHR*131 "FINALLY " ; NA2* ;

" , I WOULD LIKE"
PRINT CHR*131"T0 KNOW YOUR DATE OF BIRTH"
INPUT "'"YEAR ig"Bl:lF BKIO OR Bl>79 THEN PROCERR:GOTO 780

T: IF T<1 OR T)

5

CHR*131 ;SPC(6)

"

", 'CHR»131;SPC

710
720
730
740
750

»135;
760
770
775
780
790
800
810

page 142
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SCHOOLS

from page 141

E N D'-:PRINTTftB<10,9) ;CHR«

820 PRINTT08(0, 12>;CHR*131"(Use 1 for Jan ^ ^ .. u31" 4 for «pr. ...,.-
se

1
for Jan.

, 2 for Feb.
, 3 for Mar. ,

" :printchR*1
830 INPUT TftB (0,10) "MONTH "82*: B2=VRL (B2*)
840 PRDCCHECK(B2*, i2,B2>
850 IF E=l THEN PRQCERRiGOTO 780

ajo iN^^T^^^^i:-;--------^;;-!:,^ ». ...... .........
eao PR0CCHECK{B3*,31 B3)

"'^*-«-^ VRL(Bo*)

q^A
^"^ ^"* '^^^^ PR0CERR:G0T0 780

920 Jf B3-^, "oMH^fi'^
^"^"^ PR0CERR = G0T0780

330 PROCCONT ^° '^"^'^ °' ^^'^ °" «^=^ "^ ^2-11, THEN PROCERR = BDTQ 780

IsO If po!°pS Tufl:'
"^-"-63 ELSE PR0CfiGE:B2=E2.1

llo fll-prisi
^^^ "^"''^-^^ ^^^^ fi2=P2-B2*12:Bl=Bl.I

970 PRINT- "I HAVE WORKED OUT THOT YOUR HSE TODBY IS"3S0 .RINT...CHR,I29,SPC<e),«J.0HR_.«5...
Y^HSR.. . aF «I<>I PRI.T..S.. ELSE PRINT .

,,990 PRINT.. CHR»I.9,SPC<S,;«2;CHR.I35;.. MONTH.. . = IF pa O 1 PRINT..S.. ELSE PRINT ..

1000 PRINT.. CHRM29
= SPC<a,=«3;CHR,I3.;.. I,BY..,:IF «3<>. PRINT..S.. ELSE PRINT •. •.

^.0.0 IF PUIS
P«INT-..TPB,6,;CHR,I3.;CHR,I3S=..eTILL..:CHR,I35,..fiT SCHOOL

1020 PROCCONT
1030 »FX12,0

i3::c"hr^u':;^?'::t'"Vn=o"''*'''='"''*'^'="^ ^ ^

1050 PRINT' ' " "CHR»131.SPrf'^l .-t * i. ^
tU-press the"CHR«12g-Ted fO'-CHR»13i!"uI*

*'^%P'^°5ra^ again " :PRINT' CHR*131 ;SPC

-3,MR.F0UR-4 "' "'^- ^^^''^^-S. BLANK, MR. FOUR-1
,
MRS. FOUR-2, MISS FOUR

1070 DPTfi BUS, COR, BIKE, TRfilN
1080 END
2000 DEF PROCHEflD
2010 NftMEl»="PLEfiSED TO MEET" : NfiMF?*-" v n .,-

2o§o° F^s^?i;'?s''r='=^"^*^^«=^^----.--'-'=---o

205? NEXt""^'"' "
=C"«*1 =UCHR,18I ;TflB<39, I, ;CHR»I81

2070 PrI^TTPB <r9f"cHR:"5t:^^^i;^?=r" '
'^""^^^ '"«"^^*'

'
'->

181 '^^ •""*' = '=''"''*'«' :^"^"^l':':HR«129;NflMEl«:CHR,151:TflB(39>-CHRt

<N2f?cHR:j^i:j^^^^^

2n0 °^^jj™<°'" :CHR,151 :CHR»181 :TfiB<39. I, ;0HR,181

CH^*18nTPBl3l;?ciR;i^r''"'"'*'^'=™^< = ' =CHR»183,STRIN0,<29,CHR.1S3, :TPB,3=, -

=cH^«^29^^^p^^?^^°;.^°:i^^r";^^r:^l:c^^^;:L^''-^i?--^^' =^"''*-" =chr»i3„chr.i.7
HR*165 ^ progranr.

,
CHR«156

;
CHR»151

; CHR*18g ; STRING* (3 CHR*172) -C

2!50 ENDP™^''"^^^"^''*^^^^^^^*^^^^^^^^NG*<29,CHR*240>;CHR*ia
3000 DEF PROCCONT
3010 Cl =RND(go>:lF CK65 G0TO3O1O

3030 REPEPt'?C21gET;"u'nt?^ ^^l^
"

^
^^'^^^^O; CHR* <Cn

, CHPM35 ;
" TO CONTINUE"

3040 CLS -^ ^1

3050 ENDPROC

page 145
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More than fun and games!

withihe
by Primer Educational Software

The ever-popular Mr. Men help prepare

young children for reading with four

simple and absorbing games
designed to exercise essential skills as well

as entertain.

An easy-to-use, colour-coded key

guide is included with an illustrated

introductory book, featuring the Mr Men.

For ages 4 to 8 years. Available now on
cassette for the BBC B and Electron (also

on the Spectrum 48K). £8.95

llUI " L
by Widgit Software

Two mind-Stretching, space-age games to test

mental arithmetic and nimble fingers. In Sum
Vaders alien robots invade the earth. Only quick

thinking and fast reactions can preventthem.

Several levels of difficulty and a two-player game
with a handicap option make Sum Vaders equally

testing for all family members, from 8 years to adult

Robot Tables challenges the young player

to make a series of perfect robots.

Knowing your multiplication tables isthe key

to controlling the robot-making machine. With a

learning mode and a testing mode, Robot Tables is

a fun way for early learners, and more advanced
children, to master an important and often

neglected skill.

Available now on cassette g~^g
forthe BBC B and Electron * *

'

(also on the Spectrum 48K and
Commodore 64). £6.95

aCSARTHECAT
by Andromeda Software

Meet Caesar, a cheeky young cat on duty In a well-

stocked larder. He's kept busy chasing a gang of

hungry mice eating the family's food. Playing against

the clock, you guide Caesar along crowded shelves to

pounce on the mice.

A fast, colourful, all-action, arcade-style game
with catchy music and a best-score record.

Challenging for high-scoring arcade addicts as well as

great fun to play for the novice. Sorry only available on

cassette for the Commodore 64! £8.95

Prices include VATandpost andpackaging
MIRRORSOFTprograms are available from selected branches of

WH. Smith and Boots, and other leading software stockists.

Trade enquiries welcome, phone 01-822 3580.

SOFTWARE FOR ALL THE FAMILY
To MIRRORSOFT, PO Box 50, Bromley.

KemBR2gn
Please send me the (ollowing (enter

number required of each item in

the space provided):

I
FiislSIepswiIHlheMrMen(MMOI)

Quick mnkingioroi)

Caesar the CaMCCDI)

lencloseaclteque/POforE .
. made payable

to "Readers' Account: Mirror Group Newspapers Ltd".

I understand that my
remittance will be

heldonmy behalf in

the bank account

named above until

the goods are

despatched.

Or please debit my ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD for the sum of £

"^^"^i "I I I I n I I
I iT^r i'"i I

PfiCB

SQectrum
TsK<m)

BBCB
(03)

Eleclfonm CBM
641051

EB.95 hB
£6,95

[895 ^^^^^^^^^^^B

Signature.

Name ,..,

Address....

Postcode

Otlerapol(esloGrp3lBriUinandE«eorlvPlBa5P*wuptD2B(laysloraelwryinlhEUK MIRRORSOFT isareaislBredltaflEmatkcilMiirorGiODOrJewspspeisLIO .Co Reg.No.16B66Q Reg Office HolbomCircus.tondonECI
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GRAFPAD
...for as many uses
as YOU
can imagine!

BBC MODEL 2 • SPECTRUM
COMMODORE 64
With Grafpad you can now add a new dimension to your
computer enjoyment, but most important, it helps you
create yourown application programmes by the simple use
of the Grafpad!

The Grafpad comes complete with a cassette comprising
two programmes.

THE FIRST PROGRAMME
displays the co-ordinates of your screen area. The

co-ordinates are based on the screen with a grid size of

1023 X 1279 pixel, also in the Grafpad giving you a grid

size of 320x256 pixels!

THE SECOND PROGRAMME
provides you with the utilities for circles,

squares, triangles, free-hand, erasing

line-drawing etc, and of course, full

"Fill-in" facility in 16 different colours by
the simple use of the pen!

Draw from a simple apple to a computer
circuit - store in cassette or disk,

perhaps transfer direct to a

printer - in black and white

or full glorious colour!

Purchase unique C.A.D. (Computer Aided
Designs) programme and add further enjoyment
and professionalism to your computer designs!

The Grafpad comes complete with Operational Manual,
Programmes, The Grafpad and Pen and it simply plugs

in your computer.

(Size: 25mm height x 55mm width x 260mm depth)

Weight: 1.2 kg (Gross)

^ BlS^

HOW TO ORDER:
BY TELEPHONE:
II you are an American Express,

Barclaycard, Diners CluD or Access
Card HolcJef simply telephone us giving

your Card No., Name, Address and
item(s) required and your orders will be
dispatched within 48 hoursl

BY POST;
Simplyfill in the coupon, enclosing

your cheque/PO. made payatite to;

BRITISH MICRO, or use the special

section Tor Credit Card Holders, and
post to ttie address below.

Please allow 14 days lor deliveiy

5

» DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMED
» SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR EDUCATIONAL
AUTHORITIES

BRITISHMICRO
A HEGOTRON GROUP COMPANY
Unit 02, Penfold Works,

Imperial Way, Watford, HERTS WD2 4YY
TEL: (0923) 48222, TELEX: 946024

Post to: BRITISH MICRO, UNITQ2, PENFOLD WORKS
IMPERIAL WAY, WATFORD, HERTS. WD2 4YY

Please send me Grafpad for:

BBC MODEL 2 Q SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
IPIeasetick)

commodore 64

Qty, Item Ex, VAT Inc. VAT Total

Grafpad Complete £125,00 ei 43.75

C.A.D. Programme £18,00 C20.70

Postage, Packing a Insurance

TOTAL

£5.00

enclose my cheque/PO. tor£. ,.,

E

I prefer to pay witti my American Express, Barclaycard, Diners, Access Card
(Pfease cross out wfiicliever is not applicable)

CARD NO.^
SIGNATURE

NAME

ADDRESS.

Address above must be the same as card holder.



5030
5040
5050
5060

from page 142

4000 DEF PRDCERR

4020 ENDPRQC^'^'^''-'^''"*'^^"' ^"^""^ ^°^ "«^^ "«°^ « MISTPKE"

5000 DEFPRDCCHECK(D*,M, D>
5010 E=0:P=0iL=LEN(D4')
5020 REPEfiT

P=P+I ;P=ftsC (MID*<D*, P, 1 )

)

IF fl<4a DR 0)57 THEn'e=1
UNTIL P=L

IF D>M OR D(l THEN E=l
5070 ENDPROC
6000 DEF PROCYR(X54)
6010 PRINT* 'CHR*131"WH0 IS YOUR TERCHER ':'•'

7000 DEF PRDCftGE

7oit ^^^^^^h'^h'"'"- ^^"^- '""'' ''•''' ^^^^' -^^'^ --• ™-. ----O-O _

7030 P13=P3-B3+30:GDT0 7050

7050 ENDPROc""'^"^' ™'^ fl3=P3-B3.29 ELSE «3=P3-B3.2a

confused
frustrated

fed up !!
your computer
recorder has failed
yet again . . .

. . . then try our
dedicated cassette
recorder.
and its BRITISH

data recorder
model

281

Please send me further information

name
address

tel no.

Coomber
COOMBER ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT LIMITED
CROFT WALK INrPitchcrott) WORCESTER WRl 3NZ
'LLEPHONE WORCKSTFR (OitOh) .^'SlhR 9 TtLbX -.yj'M'.'ii
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PRINTERS

^ from page 45

tory screens of games are often mode 7
graphics, and an example of an Acornsoft

and a Virgin screen are shown in figures 6
and 7. If you have access to a teletext

adaptor then the teletext screen from Cee-
fax or Oracle can be dumped. I am very
fond of the weather pictures, though there

seems to be a problem with the picture-

save mechanism corrupting the lop left-

corner of the screen. This may be caused
by the pictures having been saved via

Econet.

There are three possible approaches to

getting a dump from the programs:
1

,

'SAVE the picture to tape or disc. This is

accomplished simply tor Acornsoft pro-

grams as the picture is saved in machine
code hidden just above TOP.
To get at it

LOAD the initial program
PRINT TOP (this gives a 4 digit hexade-
cimal number tttt)

'SAVE "picture_name*'tttt +400

The teletext adaptor SAVE produces a file

which is of this type,

You should now LOAD the screen dump
program and insert the lines

1 M0DE7
2 *LOAD"; picture_name>"7C00

and run the resulting program.
2, Find the place in the drawing program
where the screen is in the state you want,

and insert the lines

PAGE-&3000
CHAIN"<dumper-name>"

3, RENUMBER the dump so that its line

numbers start at a number higher than the
last line of the drawing program. Merge the

dump on to the drawing program {User
Guide, page 402), inserting at its start

DEFPROCdump

and replacing its END by

ENDPROC

Now insert the lines

PROCdump
END

into the drawing program where you want
the dump *o occur, and RUN.
You may be troubled by Searching and

Loading messages if you use tape. To
remove them {but also their warnings of

trouble!) insert VDU21 before any load

operation, and follow it with VDU6
Finally a challenge. Many printers have

only the conventional dot-matrix facility, I

have ideas of how to obtain the graphics
characters via a normal matrix band of

dots, but have no time to develop them. If

any reader has done this, please write in.

Send us your program, and samples of its

output for us to evaluate, and possibly

pass on through the letters column to other

readers. Adaptations of the method out-

lined, for other printers, would also be of

interest. •

1,0, 1,0, 1,0

1 1 , C)

0, 1, 128. 1 . 170

32: ENDPROC

from page 45

610""VDU2
620 VDU1.27, 1,A3C-: '

630 VDU1,27, 1. ASC"6"
640 VDU1,27, 1, ASC'"/."
650 VDU1,27, l.ASC"?^"
660 REPEAT
670 DUMMY=BGET#CH
680 FDR r/.= l TO 12
690 VDUl,B6ETttCH
700 NEXT
710 UNTIL EOF#CH
720 CLOSEttCH
730 VDU3
740 ENDPROC
750
760 DEFPROCpte>;t
770 IF scan'/.= l THEN VDUl
780 IF char = 163 THEN c:har=76
790 IF char=223 THEN char=35
800 IF char=224 THEN char=?5
310 char=char AND s.:7F

820 IF (char>90 AND char<97) OR char>122 THEN
FROCspecials ELSE VDUl, char

830 ENDPROC
840
850 DEFPROCspecials
860 I =-2
870 REPEAT
880 1 = 1-1-2

890 UNTILspecial?I=char
900 VDUl.special?(I+l)
910 ENDPROC
920
930 DEFhROCpgraphics
940 IF S(ian-/.=0 THEN PROCgraph i C5 1 ELSE

PR0Cgraphics2
950 ENDPROC
960
970 DEFPROCgraphicsl
980 IF char =35 OR ctiar=223 THEN VDUl, 35-

ENDPROC
990 PROCswapem
1000 IF inde;.;=4 OR inde;.:=5 THEN PROCpteitt

ELSE VDUl , base+<char MOD 16)
1010 ENDPROC
1 020
1030 DEFPR0Cgraphic:52
1040 PROCswapem
1050 IF inde;;=2 OR inde;;=4 OR inde;;=5

THEN VDUl, 32: ENDPROC
1060 IF inde;:=3 THEN VDUl . base-(-4
1070 IF lnde;:=6 THEN VDUl . base-i-8
1080 IF inde;;=7 THEN VDUl,base+12
1090 ENDPROC
1 1 00
1110 DEFPROCswapem
H20 IF char=96 THEN char=35
1130 IF char=95 THEN char=96
1140 char=char AND fi:^7F

1150 index=char DIV 16
H60 ENDPROC

Program 3. Teletext dump for the Epson FX80 with air

extra characters defined using 'download
characters'
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[BRHi-f FILE CF;EAT-0R
jmn £RS.aR CL03[-;#CH=m;F0RT:Pr,INT" ^t Unp

; k;RL! CND
30CH-DPENniJT ( "C. TTi>IAR6"

)

mpOH i-i TO S'y;

S0Clo?;e:#ch

5 03RHM DATf-i for i odes
MMATA 120, l33-,0, 0,0, 0,0. 0,0, 0,0^0

JoSDATf^ :l.-30,;|,40,a,a,|3,0.S,ei.?24,0„7-.'4 -^24
MWDATA 131, 14^^224,0, 224, 0,2,?4,0,2:h,'0,'224

^1^701,)AmA t,54,M0, 2a, El, 2a, 0,28, 0,224, 0,224,0,

^^l^^J^'^TA 1-^',l'^^0,253,0„2S2,ra,252.e5,224,0,234

]90DfiTf:i 1S^,I.4B,0,0,0,0,0,0,2S,F,7B.0.2B
_^^200DATA 137, 1 40, 224, 0„ 224, 0.224, 0,28, 0,2a,

a

220pATfl 139, 140. 224,0, 224, 0.224;0;252,a;25i

23BDATrt 140, 140, 2S,0,2S,0,2R, 0,28, 0,28.0 28_240DATA 141.i40.,2^2,B,2S2,0„2^2,0;28,0;2a:0

^^_^2^>0DATA 142,M.0,2S,0,2S,a,23,a,252,0,252,0,

260DATA 143,140,252,0,252,0.252,0,252,0,252

,0

270DfiTA
2E30DATA
290DATA
300DATA
3iaDATA
320DATH
330DATA
34aDATA
35aDATA
3&0DATA
370DATA
380DATA
390DATA
400DATA
410DATA
20nATA

144,
145,
146,
147,
148,
1 49 „

150,
151,
152,
153,
154,
155,
156,
1S7,
isa,
159,

139,
139.

1 39
139
139
139
139
139
139,
139,
1.39,

1 39

.

, . e , , „

96,0,96,0,0
0,0,0,0,0,0
96.0,96,0.0
,12,0,12,0,0
,108,0,108,0
,12,0,12,0,0
108,0, 10E).0

,0,0,0,0,0.,0
,96,0,96,0,0
, , ,, , , , a
,96,0,96,0,0
,12,0,12,0,0
,108.0,100,0
,12,0,12,0,0
V 108,0,108,0

, , „ ,

, 0,0, 0,0, t)

,96,0,96,0
. . 96 , . 96 ,

,0,0,0,0,0
,0,0,0,0,0,0
,0,96,0,96,0
,0,0,96,0,96,0
,32,0,12,0
.,0,.I2„0,12.0
, 1 08 ,0,1m , S
,0,108,0,108,0
,0, .12, 0,12,0
,0,0,12,0,12,0
,0,i0B,0,lKS,0
,0,0,108,0,108

430DATA
440DATA
450DAT A

460DATA
470DATA
4S0DATfi
490DATA

,126
5000AT

A

S10DATA
520DATA

A6 ,0,0
530DATA

160,139,0, 16,4a,e4.„a, 16,0, 3 6,0,16,0
16.l,i4a,0,0,240,0,0,0,JB,36,2.40,ig
162,139.0,32,0,32,0,32,0,368,80,32,

163, 138,36,0,3-2 ,,0,126, 0,32, .0,16,0,0
164,140,0,0,240,0,0,0,4,8,20,0,62
165,136,0,0,126,0,0,0 126,0, ti, 0,0
166,140,144,8,3 60,72,144,0,4.8,20,0

167, 139,0,16,0, 16,0,84,0, 16,0, 16.11
168,139,0,16,0,16,0,16,0,16,0,16,0
169, 538,18,0,126,128, IS, 123, 13, 128,

170.140,0,0,254,0,254,0,254,0.234,0

Program 4. File creator

CHARGEN
Acorn User approved and tested software by George Hill

The easy way to define the

"DOWNLOAD CHARACTERS"
on the EPSON FX80 Features:

• Dot-by-dot definition on an easy-to-use

screen grid (see illustration)

• Automatic calculation of codes and propor-

tional attributes

• Automatic transfer of codes to file on disc

or tape

• Instant transfer of the defined characters to

the printer

• Redefine ail or any of the characters in the

permissible range (32 to 255)

• Edit the characters in a previously defined

file

• Automatic renumbering of the characters in

a file

FREE
• Greek character set on file

• Teletext character set on file

• Tape-to-disc transfer program
• Full Instructions

j,ei23456789fl

Cal

Cursor keys

2 ?n"*s dot^ et-ases dot
''^^"RH to end

Oe
<^"'^ting codes.

scenders cvj
Please •*ait ,

Another .k
"""^ "°* ^">^N

'^ ^Waoter? cy^N) v

Also available, subject to demand, version for the Star

Gemini 10X and Delta 10 printers.

Versions for tape and disc supplied on tiie same tape

Facility and Instructions for automatic transfer to disc

Send cheque or postal order for £8 to GEOSOFT, 42 Horn Park Lane, Lee, LONDON SE12 8AR
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A J SOFTWABE
for BBC

'The Record Changer'

32K £19.95 Cass. £24.95 Disc.

for indexing, membersliip lists, directories, inventories,

budgeting, etc, etc.

don't buy a database in the dark—
checl< the spec!

'The Wordsmith' 32K for Centronics 737/739

AND NOW FOR EPSON FX80;

£19.95 Cass. £24.95 Disc.

Options Timetable 32K

£14.95 Cass. £19.95 Disc.

Simple Word Processor 32K
£9.95 Cass. £14.95 Disc.

Picture Maths

£9.95 Cass. £12.95 Disc.

An arithmetic practice program for primary schools.

Character Definer £9.95 Cass.

Enlarge, reduce, etc, etc.

Tape Catalogue £5.95 Cass.

Catalogue all your tapes using this program and never lose

one again

Copy Disc £9.95

Copy disc to tape, tape to disc, M/C, Data or Basic.

ROM Read

£8.95 Cass. £11.95 Disc.

A machine code program to read the contents of any ROM
socket and copy to RAM, tape or disc. Not to be used for

illegal copying.

Machine code Disassembler

£5.95 Cass. £7.95 Disc.

Open Evening Timetable 32K

£14.95 Cass. £19.95 Disc.

Utility Eprom £19.95

for basic programmers

Mitsubishi Disc Drives

Dual 80 Track 800K £380 + VAT

Single Track Drives

Dual Sided 200K £199 + VAT
Double Density Disc Interface US
The best there is.

Epson Printers

FX80E370 + VAT f«f„p^^^
RX80£270 + VAT """ ^^"^"^

BBC Epson Cable £15 + VAT

Normende
Not only the cheapest, but the best

Switchable 14" RGB Monitor/Colour TV £250 inc. VAT and

cable, £8.00 carr.

Royalties for quality software

All prices VAT inclusive except where shown

AJ Vision Service Ltd, 61 Jeddo Road
London W12 9ED

Counter Attack
as demonstrated at the BBC Micro User Show, December

1983.
A game of strategy incorporating unique rotational

movement. Simple in concept, stimulating in practice. A
game to be equally enjoyed by infants and serious game
players alike. Many similar games already exist, however, this

game differs from the norm in one distinct area — rotational

movement. Includes customisation routine that allows you to

tailor the game to your own requirements.
£6.50 for the 32k BBC/Electron

* * * *

DODGY DEALER
"You'll be hard pressed to find a better business game for the
BBC Micro than this grand effort." (TV Choice, Nov, 1983.)
"Best of the lot is a new one called Dodgy Dealer; a cracking
Christmas present for the bored business exec." (Office of the

Future - Nov/Dec 1983.)

now available from selected branches of

W. H. Smiths and Lightning

A captivating game emulating the real business world. As boss
of a small manufacturing company, you are required to make
executive decisions to enable your company (o survive and
even prosper in the face of strong competition. The game is

dynamic: the more your skills improve, the greater the
competition becomes.

£6.50 lor the BBC B 1.2 o/s

* • * Ik-

One of the biggest attributes that a computer has is the
capability to sort vast amounts of information.

But have you ever wondered how a computer carries out the

sorting process?

SORT ANIMATOR
is the first in the Computer Tutorial series by OIC, explaining
visually and in detail how a selected variety of sorts work.
Also includes routines that can be used in your own
programs.

£6.50 for the 32k BBC
* * • *

All products supplied on cassette and can be easily down-
loaded onto disc.

All prices include VAT and P&P.
* • • *

Latest reviews of both Dodgy Dealer and Sort Animator can
be found on page 600121463 of the Micronet 800 database.

* * * Ik-

Products available from your local dealer or by mail order
direct from OIC at our FREEPOST address.

Barclaycard telephone orders welcome (0344) 773229.
Ask your local dealer for a demo of our products and details of
our cream lat>el products or alternatively write lo OIC direct

at:

OIC Ltd., Dept. OPD/AU3, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey
CU15 4BR

Dealers/distributors

contact Richard Edwards on (0344) 773229
* * * *

Programmers/games designers . . .

send your programs/ideas to us for free evaluation, or send for

details of our product development pack. Generous royalties
paid on all ideas/games published.
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THE AMCOM
ALTERNATIVE

ONE OF the major investments any Beeb
owner will make after the initial outlay for

the computer is for a disc drive and disc

filing system. Several of the major makes of

the former have already been scrutinised

in these pages, so now its the turn of the

software. Until the middle of last year only

one disc filing system (DFS) was available

(if you could get it!), that being the one
produced by Acorn. Recently, however,

two more have appeared on the market,

produced by Pace and Watford Electron-

ics, embodying major innovations over the

standard' version. I've had the Amcom
DFS under the hammer for the last couple

of months so let's see what it has to offer.

The Pace package arrives complete with

8k EPROM, manual, utility disc, eight-way

DIL switch and DFS registration card. Fit-

ting the DFS is straightforward, though a

major omission from the package is fitting

instructions. The experienced sideways

ROM fitter will have no problems but for the

novice guidance will be needed. The
EPROM was fitted with no difficulty next to

the Basic chip. On switching on, the

message

Amcom DFS S/N A7686

was displayed, indicating everything was
OK. Typing 'HELP DFS had no effect other

than to display the current OS number. A
quick delve into the useful manual re-

vealed that *HELP pages are present but

these are actually resident on the utilities

disc. So I thrust this into the drive and
executed SHIFT-BREAK, which ran a se-

ries of introductory pages describing the

major areas of the DFS. Further information

on the use of the DFS commands was
available from disc using "HELP #DFS,

Bruce Smith files

his verdict on the

Beeb DFS from Pace
Probably the most endearing feature of

the Amcom DFS is that it supports two

different modes of operation. System is

the Acorn mode and System 1 the ex-

tended mode. Either may be selected by

the commands 'SYS or "SYS 1

.

As all software being produced by soft-

ware houses on disc is manufactured for

use with the standard DFS, the implemen-

tation of the Acorn mode is imperative for

compatibility. In this mode the Amcom DFS
acts similarly to Acorn's DFS, using a

maximum of seven characters per filename

with up to 31 files per disc. The Amcom
DFS has an advantage though, as it uses

less RAM for workspace, the default value

of PAGE being &1500 as opposed to

Acorn's &1900,
In the extended mode filenames of up to

15 characters may be used with up to 63

files per disc. These extra files are created

by reserving eight sectors at the start of the

disc for catalogue information instead of

the two sectors required in Acorn mode.

This is a particularly nice feature, as huge

amounts of space can be wasted on discs

when storing numerous small files.

For the technically minded reader table

1 details the mode differences. To distin-

guish extended mode from the Acorn

mode of operation the first bit of the first

sector of the disc is set; on executing

SHIFT-BREAK the DFS checks this bit and

automatically selects that mode as the

operative one. One consequence of using

this method to select modes is that if any

proprietary software on disc has a col-

oured title the system will try to boot up in

extended mode, as this bit is used to

indicate to the OS that a coloured print is

required. This can be overcome by using

utility present on the utilities disc, appropri-

ately called 'Acorniser', which puts the

house in order by clearing the set bit.

What happens when you try to read an
Acorn disc while in extended mode? A
'Bad System' message is issued.

Before a new disc can be used it must
be formatted. 'FORMAT is a command
present in the DFS which carries this out in

the currently selected mode. Before doing

this the number of sectors and tracks can
be selected using two new *OPT com-
mands, '0PT2,n selects the number of

sectors per track with n = 10 being the

default value for a standard 5^ inch disc.

*0PT3,n selects the number of tracks per

disc, so *OPT3,40 would select 40 tracks

on the current disc. My first attempt at

formatting produced a 'Not enabled'

message.
Back to the manual. Before any com-

mands that can cause a disc to be over-

written are performed a further command,
'ENABLE, must be used. This ensures that

no cataclysmic outrages occur if a format

command is used inadvertently and acts

as a safeguard Nice one!

Once the format command is entered

the DFS checks to see if the disc contains

any files. If it does then the prompt 'Erase

Y/r^J?' is issued. Formatting will take place

only if Y is returned in response to the

prompt. As formatting progressed the

track number is displayed, followed by a G
to indicate a good track. If a bad track is

encountered a B is printed and the DFS

Acorn Mode
Sector Bytes

00

01

00-07

08-OE
OF
10-17

18

18-1

E

00-03

04
05
06

07

08-OE
10-17

18-1F

Details

Initial eight letters of disc title

Filename of the first file

Directory name for first file

Filename of second file

Directory name for second file

etc.

Last four bytes of disc title

Cycle number
Number of fifes on disc ' 8

Bits 0,1 - two high-order bits of number
of sectors

Bits 4,5 - BOOT start-up options

Low-order bits (0-7) of number of sectors

on disc

Data for first fife

Data for second file

etc.

Extended Mode
Sector Bytes

00

07

00-03

04-05

06

07
08-OF

10-1F
20-3F

40-5F

EO-FF

Details

Last four bytes of disc title

Reserved (?)

Bits 0,1 - bits 8,9 of number of sectors

on disc

Bits 4,5 - IBOOT start-up options

Bits 0-7 of number of sectors on disc

First eight bytes of disc title

Reserved
File specification for first file

File specification for second file

(Fiie specifications continue in

32-byte blocks)

File specification of 63rd file.

Table 1 . The differences between the Acorn mode and extended
mode of operation in the Amcom DFS
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Complete
Disk System
for the BBC
Model B

Package assumes you
own a BBC Model B with

switched-mode power
supply plus 1.2 operating

system

Offer includes:
Disk Interface (call at

factory for free fitting)

100k TEAC 55 Series

Slimline Disk Drive

including case and
all leads uxbriog*

User Guide

Formatting Disk

.^ DISK DRIVE \
AND INTERFACE

^

Unit 7 Trumpers Way
Hanwell W7 20A
Telephone: (01) 843 9903
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tries to format it once again. Thus the disc

is formatted and verified at the same time.

Saving and loading programs whether

they be Basic or machine code can be
carried out in the usual manner. The imple-

mentation of these differs slightly from the

Acorn DFS. For example, with the Acorn

DPS executing LOAD"LYDIA" would load a

file called 'LYDIA' or lydia* - in other words

it does not differentiate between upper and
lower case filenames; the Amcom DFS
does, so 'LYDIA' and lydia' would be

implemented as two different files. I find

the latter much more helpful, particularly in

the Acorn mode, where only seven charac-

ters are allowed in filenames. With the

Amcom DFS it is possible to have 'LYDIA'

chain 'lydia'.

On power-up the disc directory is set as
"$'- Other directories may be selected

using the 'DIR command, which should be
followed by the desired directory. Thus to

set the current directory to 'D' the com-
mand *DIR D must be executed. To save a

file to any directory it must have its direc-

tory and filename specified in the save

command delimited by a full stop. Thus to

save the file 'UTIL' in directory X the syntax

is:

SAVE "X.UTIL"

similarly to reload the file

LOAD"X,UTtL"

IS used. Once again a distinction is made
between upper case and lower case letters

so that the directory 'X' is distinct from the

directory 'x'.

Files can be protected from being

ovenwritten by locking them. With the Am-
com DFS this process can be performed

as the file is saved. The lock is induced by

preceding the directory with the tilde sym-
bol thus:

SAVE "'X.UTIL"

If you have dual drives you'll need to switch

between them, 'DRIVE n allows this, where

n is the drive number. The default value is

drive 0. Drives may be specified in load

and save procedures by pre-fixing them
with a colon. Therefore a program can be

saved to drive 1 using:

SAVE ":1, X.UTIL"

Similarly, programs can be reloaded from

specified drives.

Machine code (the object kind) can be

'SAVEd and *LOADed in similar vein. The

•RUN command can be abbreviated to a

single asterisk so that "CODE would load

and run a machine code program called

CODE. As with Basic, the drive and direc-

tory can be specified in the run param-

eters. For example, the object code gener-

ated by Program 1 and saved in directory

M can be 'RUN using

*:0.M,CODE

with the :0 indicating the disc is present in

drive 0,

At times tiles need to be unlocked so that

they can be deleted or updated. This

process is somewhat long-winded using

the Amcom DFS, though it goes some way
to ensuring that you don't unlock the wrong

file. The command to use is, surprisingly,

'RENAME. Usually this will be used to

enable you to change the name of a file

trom, say, 'USER' to 'ABUSER' in which

case you would use:

-RENAME "USER" "ABUSER"

To unlock the file the file's name, including

the title, is specified first followed by a new
name. A locked file must be given a new
name, othenwise a 'File already there' mes-

sage is issued. To unlock 'X.UTIL':

-RENAME "'X.UTIL" "X.UTI"

could be used.

Being familiar with the Acorn DFS, I

inadvertently tried to lock a file using the

"ACCESS command provided for that pur-

pose in Acorn's DFS but not, according to

the manual, present in current issues of the

Amcom DFS, Surprise, surprise! - it

worked, to an extent. What happened was
that when I entered:

•ACCESS "PROG"

L

in the normal manner the file's name was
displayed, followed again by its 'L for

locked* designation. The process of print-

ing this name was then repeated, and

repeated. , I hit the panic button (Acorn

calls il ESCAPE!) to restore the status quo.

To my surprise, entering 'CAT revealed

that the program had indeed been locked!

After that I wasn't so surprised to find that

entering

'ACCESS "PROG"

in the normal manner unlocked the file,

though it was necessary to escape from

the ensuing loop. Subsequent peeking

around in the depths of the Amcom DFS
revealed the 'ACCESS coding. As I said,

this is not a legal call, so if you use this DFS
you shouldn't use 'ACCESS as it may have

other side-effects.

The "CAT and 'INFO commands allow

the current disc to be catalogued and
program information extracted. Table 2

shows typical outputs from these com-
mands. The 'CAT command is implement-

ed slightly differently from that on the

Acorn DFS in that it does not present an

alphabetical list of files. The files that

constitute the current directory are printed

in two columns, followed by the files in

other directories down the righthand side

of the screen. This makes reading the

catalogue somewhat more difficult espe-

cially if you have a lot of files in different

directories, although placing the Beeb in

paged mode overcomes this. The 'INFO

command provides detailed information on

the file or files specified. Both commands
operate noticeaioly slower than their Acorn

counterparts.

Wildcards are available to allow a de-

'BACKUP <srcdrv> <destdrv> Makes exact copy of one disc 'OPT 2,n Selects number of sectors per track

to another OPT 3,n Selects number of tracks per disc

•BUILD <fsp> Builds a text file from keyboard 'OPT 4,n Selects auto-boot option

'CAT <dn/> Displays the catalogue of the disc 'OPT 5,n Sets start of DFS buffer

'CLEAR <drv> Erases contents of whole disc 'OPT 6,n Controls file specification display

'COMPACT <drv> Moves all files to one end of disc •OPT 7,n Selects length of DFS buffer

'COPY <scr drv> <dest drv> <afsp> •OPT 8,n Enables 80-track drive to read

Copies specified file to another disc 40-track software

'DELtlt <afsp> Deletes specified file from disc 'RENAME <old tsp> <new fsp> Renames or unlocks a file

•DIR <dtr> Sets current directory to one specified 'RUN <fsp> Loads and runs a machine code

'DRIVE <drv> Selects current drive program

•DUMP <fsp> Produces hex & ASCtI dump of file "SAVE <fsp> ssss fff eee Saves a specified section of memory

'ENABLE Allcws use of dangerous' commands 'SPOOL Copies all information printed on

•EXEC <fsp> Reads in a text file screen to disc

'FORMAT <dn/> Formats a disc *SYS <syslem> Select Acorn or extended mode

'INFO <alsp> Prints catalogue information of files •TITLE <t!tle> Write disc title

'LIB :<drv>,<dir> Selects the current library 'TYPE <fsp> Type out text file on screen

'LIST <fsp> Gives a numbered listing of a text file 'WIPE <asfp> Deletes selected files corresponding

'LOAD <fsp> xxxx Loads in file to spedfied location to ambiguous file specification

"0PT1,n Changes display format of file

specification Table 2. Commands available under the Amcom DFS
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£180:A RECORD
FOR DISC DRIVES?
^^ ''===. Opus arc able to offer a limited quantityof 5 V4"

Slimline Double Sided 40 Track Drives. Formatted
single density 200K., double deasity 400K.

And record value at only£,179-95 and that

^ includes everything-VAT, carriage, all

necessary leads and a 12 month guarantee.

You can order by post (see coupon below)
or direct at our showroom.

PRINTERS .

i;i'S(iNi'XHoi-."r._

[PSONI'X Il)il

K!'SOiNRXH()tv''l'_

JUKI filOO DaisywlK'cl

I'aiallf! priniLTlc:iLls[nItB(;_

OPITS 3" MlCRQDRIVi;. [MH,.v:dbaikii^,rawHs,niU.|

Ooiibk- SidcLl -ill Trutk DiivL" '/i Megiibyic
llnli}rm:ittL'd.

• 'I'witv ihc c:iji;iiiiv oil line i>t'othcra.vailubk' drives

• iOOK,.Si n}ik-l)cnsity-40()K.D(mblc Density
• !l\ .siiKkduliviTy

• 3 Ills. ufCfss lime
• l.owt-sipuwLTauiMjmpiioii -dircfidrivi-

• inclucl'.'s i-;iM-. loails ;irid utililics (.li>;i-

• 'iiii;illyiunij):ml)lL- Willi ii/i" il rives

SiiiHk- 1 )rive X.22%95. I )u:il Drive A459.95.

5wjapanf.se disc drives.
SINGLKORlV>:/^liTr:Ttii77-VLjuiiiL-i.ums|..viru7»|

Opiis^ lUl Siiijik' Sided 4{)fruck-iS()K,
I inii 11 ni.illeti. V' innuited; HIOK. Singk Den.siiy.

iODK DoiilileDensiiy: L ,il79.95

, ()pus54l)JIi(>iil)k'Sided iOTriiek - lODK.
l'nlunii:iUed,l'ornuiiieti:j;(H)K.,sin.[>lelVnviLv

4(ll)K, Dnulik'DcJisiiy . La229-95
OpiisSHOiDoiibk-SidedSll'rruek I Mei>;ibyu-

l'nrm-nunted.l'nriii:»ied:4onK.Si[iH]er>t-nsitv,

I lOK. Double Densiiy LX299.95
s\\i[eliableM()/.|()'lruek-

• '/illeigbl •liieliidese^Lse.leudsaiKiiitilitiesdisc

• RistaecesMinie •SnienHlu-Arl'IeeiiiKilDyy

• I'^x S!ockdelivery •LowpowereDnsiimpiion

DUAL DRIVES.
All Dual Drives ;iremei:iU^isetl willi

.sepiirute pi iwer supply

Opus Dual 540ID-Sinf;ie.Sided ^OTr.tik.

i()l)K,'-4()l)K-oiiline Jfc379-50

0|-iiisDual =i4(i2I>.D(>ubk'd Sided -40 *lr:ick

iOOK. KliliK nil line i459.9'5

OpusIJual '^H02[)- Double Sided Hd'lhK-k.

HilDK./i.dMes^abyiennline 4.599.95

_*410
-*549
-&315
-i435

MONITORS.

li" Green SereeiL.

li" Amber Sireeii-

Leatl K.i eonneet n i BBC. Mirm

• Kx-fitock delivery • J4 MHzBandwidUi

l4"JVC(;okHirMimiicjr-Med.Ke,s

I i"_|\'CI(;c>l(>iii-M(iiiJior-llijihKes.

-i89.95
-*99-95
- .£.3.95

(Limiied quaniiiy

il 87.39
Jt279.39

TlIE ORGANISER DESK.
• lijpsliell tor Monitor I'ri liter

• Lar^e Deskliip Area

• [.(iwerSlieUior Paper/Book Storage

• Teakrinisb
• DnCiLsiors

• SellAssembiy
• Auijik' room in rronLoi'ilieslielf'Ibryouio.sit

toinlortabiy Oiilyi59.95

FLOPPY DISCS.
y t:,irtridge^ .fc5.75 eaeli or *25.95 lor i

tVj" Discs willi kill 5 year warraniy t Tree plastie library ease

S/S S,. D il9.95 ior 10 U. S D D i26.95 Ibr HI

.S/SD/DA23-95lorl(i
H" Discs,

S S S D i21.5(). S'S D D i28.50.

Double Den.sity disc filing system tbrHiiCMiero

S,S 80 Track Jt.29.00 lor 10

D/fi«OTraekii,31.95 tor lo

IVSIi DA29.95.

i99.95

GOVERNMFJVT & FJJUCATION DISCOUNTS GIVEN.
QIIAN rnV DISCOUNTS GIVEN. DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED.

OPUS SUPPLIIvS LIT).

iTHCamberwellKoatl, London SKt I IKK.

il|ieningllours '),00 (i.lKIMoiulav I'YidavL

9X)f) l..i()p,m. Saturday

'

Cf^ OI-^'OI S()(iK

STOP PRESS.
Plii iiie us t( ir latest elealer price list.

ALL ITF:MS ARE GUARANITET) FOR 12 MONTHS AND ARE SUITABLE FOR
I SF, WITH BBC AND OTHER LEADING MICROS.

lo i>|iiis SujipliL's I td .
li.St ,iinlxr«cll H. i.ul, I niulnii >! ^ lH-.J- l'lc:ise fllsli me 1 tie |

li .ill J«M1^; (AU.PRK.IuS INCLUDE V/VTK CARKIAt;!-:.)

1 i|ilnin

I (Tinli ise ^( ilu'qtie liiri

Oi ]ik;isei.li,'hliiiiyeredile:iril;iiviiunl Willi llie

uni.Hira ul .fc

My',\t^li^s Barilayearcl (pkasi; lickJNii.ih

.\ddri-ss.

•R-kphilnt.
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gree of ambiguity in naming files. The
cfiaracters allowed are *#' and '*'. The
hash can be used to represent a single

character, so that *INFO"T#P" would dis-

play the intimate details of iiles such as

TAP, TOP, TIP etc, if present in the current

directory The asterisk can represent any

number of characters so that the file

LONGNAME' can be loaded using LOAD
"L"", provided there are no other files in the

current directory beginning with L.

Two commands are implemented to en-

able discs or files to be copied once they

have been 'ENABLED; these are

'BACKUP and 'COPY respectively.

An excellent feature of the Amcom DFS
is that it is possible to define where in

memory a disc buffer can be created to be

used by 'COMPACT, 'COPY and
•BACKUP as they go about their tasks,

This means any programs or data in mem-
ory need not be currupted by these com-
mands. For example, if a program is resi-

dent in memory from &1500 up to &3320
the disc buffer could be defined as starting

at &3400 with an 'OPT 5,52 command,
where 52=&34 in decimal. Executing a

'COMPACT command will ensure that the

DFS uses only memory above &3400 for its

workspace. Using an 'OPT 7,n command,
it is possible to define how long the disc

buffer is. The value specified in n refers to

the number of 256 byte blocks, therefore a

disc buffer Ik long can be set using

*OPT7,4. A furlher 'OPT command is pro-

vided to allow some 80-track disc drives to

read 40 track software. The manual stress-

es the 'some' but does not indicate which.

'OPT 6 allows you detailed control over

the display of file specification The value

given to n must be a decimal number, the

binary value of which is used at bit level to

determine whether a certain part of a file's

specification is to be displayed or not. For

example, bit 1 relates to the directory

display. If it is set then the directory will be
displayed, if clear it will not. So if you

wanted to display the files directory when a

disc IS accessed the command 'OPT 6,3

should be executed. The 3 is derived from

the fact that bit 1 has a decimal weight of 2

plus 1 to enable display. Similarly, to dis-

play directory, drive and load address
when the disc it accessed bits 1, 2 and 5

Program Description Acorn 0.9 Amcom A7686

Save IK program 1.5 2,5

Load 1 K program 1.2 1.3

DFS1 'SAVE 4k memory 3.0 3,6

DFS2 'LOAD 4K memory 3,3 3.0

DFS3 •SAVE 8K memory 3.8 4,8

DFS4 'LOAD 8K memory 4.0 4.2

DFS5 BPUT 1024 bytes 5,5 5.9

DFS6 BGET 1024 bytes 4.5 3,4

0FS7 Move PTR 512 bytes 1.6 2.2

DFS8 Write 1000 strings 21,0 16.3

DFS9 Read 1000 strings 19,5 8.8

DFS 10 Random access output 55.5 63.5

DFS11 Random access input 43 23,2

Table 3. Comparison of timmgs (in seconds) for the Acorn and Amcom systems

must be set. A carriage return can be

performed it bit 7 is set, so adding these bit

weights we obtain:

Directory = 2

Drive = 4

Load address = 32
Carriage = 128

Display on - 1

TOTAL = 167

Executing 'OPT 6,167 and accessing the

disc with a 'LOAD command produces:

-LOAD"X.FILE"
XFILEO 1500

'CLtAR is another new command which

must first be 'ENABLEd before use as it

clears a whole disc of its contents. The
drive may be specified, otherwise the cur-

rent drive is used as default.

One thing that became apparent when
using the Amcom DFS was that it seemed
to operate slower than its Acorn rival. I set

about writing a series of benchtest pro-

grams. My first effort was program 2.

Running this produced the following

output:

TIME TAKEN - 0.15

This was obviously wrong but several more
re-runs produced the same result. I began

to question my programming ability but

quickly swapping back to the Acorn DFS
and re-entering the program produced:

TIME TAKEN -3.0

Replacing the Amcom DFS, I located a

machine code program I had written some
time ago that uses the interval timer to

update a digital clock displayed at the top

of the screen. With the clock happily tick-

ing away I re-ran the program. As the disc

was being accessed the clock stoppedl

Further playing around with the interval

timer showed that whenever a read or write

to the disc was made the internal clock

was not updated. This would be a serious

drawback for anyone wishing to use their

micro to control external equipment and

needing the event timer to create an inter-

rupt at requisite times to initiate polling

routines or the like. It also meant that my
set of benchtests which relied on the time

function had gone out of the window.

Off to the workshop and a few chips, bits

of ribbon cable and my faithful old Atom
later (Barry, are you reading this?) I return.

The idea was that I connect the Atom to the

Beeb with some software on both sides

that would enable a signal from the Beeb to

start a machine code clock ticking away on

the Atom, A further signal would then stop

the clock displaying the elapsed time ac-

curate to 1/60th of a second. It actually

worked! The start and stop signals were

initiated by about 30 bytes of machine

code stored from &C00, with CALL &C00
sending a 'start' signal and CALL &C20 the

'stop' signal.

Table 3 shows the results I obtained,

comparing the timings of the Amcom with

the Acorn 'official' DFS. Overall there is not

LIST
10 REM ttt M-'C DEMO ^-^i

30 C
40 clear scree-n sou'nd bell

S0 Lt'fi W7 .{c-p jri.pppo

70 RTS "" " '

30 3
9B REM save or, dr^..p f^

100 REM in cJii-ecf.orM m"'
110 :+:SRVE"^0.ri„Ca[>E" Cm 4-iS:

Program 1.

>LIST
10 REM tt DFS TUrHMG tt
20 TIf'1E-0

30 :+:SRVE "TEST" ?PiP\P\ f?i:^Fii;

50 PRINT "TIME jmFH - "
;

60 PRINT R-;;.-^10t::=i

Program 2.
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BBC/ELECTRON SOFTWARE
QUALITY SOFTWARE PRODUCED BY PROFESSIONALS

Our educational software is used in thousands of schools and homes throughout Great Britain.

FUN WITH NUMBERS BBC/ ELECTRON £8,00
An enjoyable introduction to numerical skills aimed at 4 to

7 year olds. This tape includes COUNTING, ADDING and
an arcade type game to exercise addition and subtraction,

GAMES OF LOGIC BBC £4,95
For children and adults alike. The tape includes AUCTION,
FLIP, REVERSE, TELEPATHY, and HEXA 15,

. . . 'This package is good vaJue' . . . Acorn User -

November 1983

SUPERLIFE BBC/ELECTRON £4,95
Fast (machine code) version of a popular 'Game of Life' in

a large universe.

KATAKOMBS
The ultimate adventure game.

BBC £5.9S

UTILITIES BBC/ELECTRON £5,95
An assortment of useful procedures and functions which
can save you hours/days of programming effort:- date
conversion, input and validation routine, graphic routines
(cube, rectangle, etc) sort, search and many more.

• •• SPECIAL OFFER ••*
Buy three cassettes and deduct £4.00

EDUCATIONAL 1 BBC/ ELECTRON £8,00

Hours of fun and learning for children aged 5 to 9 years.

Animated graphics will encourage children to enjoy maths,
spelling, and telling the time. The tape includes MATHl

,

MATH2, CUBECOUNT, SHAPES, SPELL, and CLOCK.
. . . 'An excellent mixture ofgames offering various levels

of difficulty and speed of response, entertaining enough
to keep young children 's attention and, on the whole,
well-designed enough to help them learn while enjoying
themselves' . . . Personal Software - Autumn 1983

EDUCATIONAL 2 BBC/ ELECTRON £8.00

Although similar to Educational 1 this tape is more
advanced and aimed at 7 to 12 year olds. The tape
includes MATHl, MATH2, AREA, MEMORY, CUBECOUNT
and SPELL.

FUN WITH WORDS BBC/ ELECTRON £8.00

Start your fun with alphabet puzzle, continue your play with
VOWELS, learn the difference between THERE and THEIR,
have games with SUFFIXES and reward yourself with a

game of HANGMAN. Complete the graphics and sound.
The tape includes ALPHA, VOWELS, THERE, SUFFIXES
and HANGMAN.
. . . 'very good value indeed' . . . A&B Computing,
Jan/Feb 84

Add 50p p/p per order. Please state BBC or Electron. Cheque/P.O.
Golem Ltd., Dept A, 77 Qualitas, Bracknell, Berks, RG12 400 TeL (0344) 50720

HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE nTicro~?Iid

FOR THE
BBC MICRO

SOFTWARE - Programs that are guaranteed to runi Save hours of work and worry wjlh these utjiiijes, educational & business programs on cassette or
disc.

102 CASHBOOK

102d
103

CASHBOOK
LEDGER

105 MAILING

106 PAYROLL
(W or M)

107 MEMO-CALC

201 GAMES 1

202 STOCKMARKET

301 HANGMAN

302 DISTANCES

303 FLAGS

304
306

STATPACK
GRAPH

306 FRENCH

307 SPELL-CHECK

504 PROCA1D

505 UTIUTV-A

Double entry 4 columns with accounts &
analysis

Full disc version. 1200 items on lOOkdisc £19.95
ComplemeniG CASHBOOK with ageing &
analysis

Holds 218 addresses. Alpha & post code
sorts, searches, any label formal, delete,

add and amend
In 2 parts to handle weekly or monthly (stale

which) PAYE & Ml tor 1 00 emplovees. Fully

supported
Database/ Calcsheel with up to 255
columns, siring or numeric data, sorts,

searches, calculations.

5 Card. Minefield, Dans, Pontoon &
Mr. Midon
Exciting world of Stocks and shares. 1 - 4
players

Word game in English, French, German,
Italian, Spanish
Three graphic maps of U K , EUROPE & the
WORLD. Calculate the distance between
any 2 places

9B full colour flags of the world with
questions
Statistics package giving over 30 results £9.95
Produce varied graphs & charts of

functions
New audio visual computer way to learn a

language

Add to WORDWISE. 1 5000 vrords in 1

2

dictionaries

includes SEARCHBAS to search a BASIC
program and alter it, PROCVAH to list

variables in a BASIC program &
PROCFLUSH to clear resident integers in

RAM
Our best selling tape includes PROCAfD,
OEFCHR to design & display graphic
characters, SORTM/C a verytast machine
code numeric sort, SORTBAS the

undisputed fastest BASIC sori routine £5.95

£11.95
£1995

6
B

520

521

BANNER

BIGLETfl

£11 95 B 600
601

FORTH
LOGO-FORTH

£11.95 B 602 PASCAL-T

£24.95 B
603

605

XCAL

WORDWISE

£12.95 B 606 CDUMP

£595 fl/E 607 GDUMP

£5.95 B/E 608 DISKDOC

£7.95 B 608 GRAPHICS

£4 95

£4,95
£995

B/E

B/E
B

700
801
810

900

BOOKS
CASSETTES
5.26" DISCS

SEIKOSHA

£7 95 B 901 EPSON RX-80T/

£7.95 B 902 EPSON FX-80

£1 7.95 B 910 DISC DRIVES

915 DISC UPGRADE

£3 45 A/B 920
930

VDU STAND
GREEN VDU

931
950

COLOUR VDU
5AT-16MPU

Print giant tent and graphics on paper for

displays £3.95
Print as above on screen/paper with
screen dump
79 FORTH second language ROM
Advanced Turtle Graphics Language ROM
with FORTH
Structured language ROM with compiler-

interpreter

Computer Assisted Learning ROM lor

presentations

Superb tasi & easy to use wordprocessor
in ROM
Screen dump, 8 colours, suitable for

GP700A
Screen dump ROM, S shades. S sizes and
windows
ROM for disk prtriilems in format, search.

(iles etc

NEW ROM for Sprites. LOGO, circles,

fill etc.

Various titles (or the BBC Micro from
CI 5 Computer quality tapes packed in lO's £4.50
MEMOREX SS/SD 40/80T

SS/DD 40/80T
GP700A 7 COLOUR 30 shade dot matrix

printer SOcps
Superb, lOOcps with Tractor & Friction

feed
Msgnificient 1 60cps, 6 founts, graphics,

F/T Roll

Slimline 3" or 5'/." lOOk - 800k Japanese
Format disc, cable and excellent manual
From
Double & Single Density available in one
system
Stainless Steel Support protects your microfi 9.95
12" Green Monitor, cream sloping front

case £79.95
JVC 14" Colour Monitor 370 « 470 pixels £179 95
16 bil 68000/68701 Stand alone
computer from £570.00

£5 95
£34 74

A/B
B

£57.50 B

£57 50 B

£65.00 B

£33.95 B

£12.95 B

£17.95 B

£27 50 a

£27.50
£6.95
£4.50
£19.95
£2095

B

£369,00

£275 00

£365 00

£189 00

£77.50

ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES EXCEPT BOOKS.
ADD f 1 .75 FOR PROGRAMS ON 40 OR 80 TRACK DISC. NO POST CHARGE IN UK. MOST PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON MICRONET800.

Send for our free brochure for more information before parting with your money.

Micro-Aid (AU)
25 Fore Street, Praze, Camborne, Cornwall TR14 OJX.

Tel; 0209-831274
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REVIEWS

a great deal to choose between them The

results show that while the Acorn DFS
saves more quickly the Amcom DFS loads

quicker, except with the last four tests in

which the system under review has a

noticeable edge - which would make it a

good choice if you expect to handle large

data files.

Besides making the time function unusa-

ble the DFS has two other side effects. I

often start typing my next instruction into

the Beeb before it has finished executing

the current one, knowing that the keyboard

interrupt routines will take my message
and store it into the keyboard buffer to

await processing. Because of the way the

Amcom system works this typing ahead is

not possible,

I came across the other side-effect when
running an old program. If sound state-

ments of short duration are used followed

by a DFS command, the duration of the

sound is increased severalfold. For exam-

ple, running

10SOUND 1.-15,1,1

20 'CAT

would cause a SOUND equal to a duration

of about five to be output!

The manual supplied with the DFS is a

very good 68-page affair, the first 13 pages

of which give an overview of the system

followed by a page-by-page description of

each of the DFS commands, in most in-

stances giving programming examples.

Random access files, technical information

and the DFS from Assembler are also fully

covered.

The utilities disc is divided into three

sections. Section A contains the six 'HELP

pages of information on the DFS and its

commands. Section B provides screen

dumps for the Epson and NEC printers.

Not having either I was unable to try them

out. However, the instruction sheet states

that they may be called as aji OS com-

mand from within programs, assuming the

utilities disc is available. Thus a mode
screen dump could be produced on an

Epson using *EPSON0,
Section C is the most interesting as it

contains five useful programs. As I said,

the first 'Acorniser' eradicates a coloured

title from a disc, allowing it to work correct-

ly in Acorn mode. Program 2 is a utility

which allows the user access directly to

disc sectors, allowing them to be read

individually to memory, edited and

restored.

The Amcom DFS is certainly compatible

with all the disc-based software I could

throw at it and in most instances it per-

formed as well as its Acorn counterpart, if

not better. Certainly from the point of view

of handling random access files it ex-

celled. 1 have also been using Disc Doctor

(see last month's review and Joe's Jottings

in this issue) in conjunction with the DFS
and again no problems were encountered.

The Amcom DFS has several extra ex-

tremely usful commands which have been

well thought out in their implementation.

The ability to define a disc buffer is a great

advantage.

The effect that the DFS has on the

interval timer must be considered a serious

drawback - after all, the BBC Micro is an

excellent machine that we wish to add to,

not take away from.

In summary if you have an Acorn DFS I

would not consider the extra facilities of-

fered by the Amoom DFS sufficient for you

to contemplate changing. Likewise, Am-
com DFS owners would not gain any bene-

fit from changing to the Acorn version.

Educational and scientific establish-

ments would probably find the Amcom
DFS not suitable to their needs in view of its

ineffective time function, critical for timing

and polling experiments. But the home
user thinking of upgrading from tape to

disc would find the extra features offered

by the Amcom DFS worth considering. •

Amcom DFS. Irom Pace Software Supplies. 92
New Cross Streel, Bradford BD5 BBS (tel: 0274

729306). £34inc VAT (complete upgrade kit £95
/nc VAT)

> page 89

((EQ op ' +
) (PLUS argi arg2))

((EQ op -) (DIFFERENCE argi

arg2))

((EQ op '•) (TIMES argi arg2))

((EQ op /) (QUOTIENT argi arg2))

(T (PRINTC 'Unknown BLANK
'operator BLANK op))))

T is used to trap unknown operators.

Returning to myevaluator, if expression

is just a number we return that number as

result. We can now set up myevaluator for

use as a general-purpose calculator with a

simple recursive function.

(DEFUN calculator ()

(PRINTC (myevaluator (READ)))

(calculator))

READ reads in a complete Lisp expression

(ie, a number, textual item or list) from the

keyboard. In the next article I will introduce

LOOP, which enables you to do this non-

recursively, but for the time being this is a

perfectly satisfactory definition. To run the

calculator we enter:

(calculator)

and then type in expressions.

The functions defined can be saved for

future use by the SAVE function:

(SAVE "FRED)

saves all the defined functions in a

standard state in a file called FRED. This

file is known as an image. To restore all the

functions on a future occasion use:

(LOAD 'FRED)

This will destroy any functions defined at

the time LOAD is used. Use it only at the

start of a session, or after using SAVE. I will

give details of how to merge two images in

the next article.

This is somewhat crude. Apart from

trapping unknown operators it won't detect

errors. In the third article I will look at a Lisp

'We use LISTP
to test whether
an expression

is a list'

function for easing error handling. For the

time being we could add checks that lists

do genuinely have three items, and that if

something is not a list it is a number (it

could be text).

We could extend the program to include

a conditional operator of the form:

(? arg, (THEN arg^ ELSE argg))

which would require altering myevaluator

to return something appropriate if it gets

handed a THEN list (perhaps return it

unchanged) and altering evaluate-

operator to be able to handle the ?

operator (if arg, is then use whatever

follows the THEN, otherwise use whatever

follows the ELSE). You can add extensions

to your heart's content, building up a more

and more complex Lisp-like language. A
good example in real life is the REDUCE
algebraic manipulation language of Tony

Hearn, which is widely used in

mathematical research both in this country

and the USA.
In the next article I'll look at the internal

structure of Lisp and more complex ways

of handling data, and discuss the use of

the Lisp editor and super-printer, and

strategies for developing and debugging

Lisp programs. This will give the necessary

tools for demonstrating an arbitrary

precision arithmetic package, manipu-

lating arbitrarily large numbers, and

performing calculations with them.

In the concluding article I'll look in detail

at function definition and show the

mathematical theories underlying Lisp,

investigate the uses of the language in

artificial intelligence, and other areas of

research, and consider new languages

that have developed from Lisp. Finally I'll

present a simple computer-aided design

system written in Lisp. •
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'AND NEXT"

ORIGINAUTY
FOR BBC MICRO (B)

Our software demunstratt's imaginative and original uses o( the compuler as a
creative tool rathtr Ihan just a calculating or game mdchine. The prugrams are quite
differenl trom anylhing seen previously, and will stimulate discerning micro owners,
teachers, students and those studying both computers and the graphic arts. The four
sound channels form an integral part of the overall effect and are not used merely for
incidental 'banging and crashing' sounds which is so often part of normal games
software.

IN THE BEGINT4ING - This unique concept adapted from prize winning animation
film techniques, begins in what is apparently the start to a conventional typed letter

mth Dear Sir/Madam,'. Letters and characters blend and develop character of their

own m a most ingenious way. Adam and Eve are involved among an incredible cast!

(Adam emerges out of Madam and Eve us bum out of the split upright of the 'd' in

Adam - his rib in fad!). You will never have seen any program as witty or ingenious
as this one.

SINGING WEBS a.m./p.m. - In complete contrast to the above, against a
background of suns and moons phases rising and setting, spiders drop down on
threads to spin their webs. They are varied and windswept as webs in reality are
A delicate night of spinning is followed by an equally attractive day time scene etc
Best graphics, four sound charuiels and envelope commands based on the graphics
result m a fantasy to show the BBC Micro computer as a splendid visual and sound
entertainer.

TAPE 2

ONCE UPON A REM - This program is a word processor gone mad!! There is a mis-
spelling m a word, causing great agitation among the others. The mis-spell is

'hounded' by all and the development is inspired beyond belief!!

INFINITE DANDELION SEED - Another contrasting program inspired from nahire
which shows off the micro Against canvas backgrounds are constantly developing
dandelion seed heads woven by the micro's powerful colouring capabilities. With the
sounds of 'growth' this program is proof of the micro's abiUty to create visual and
audio art. The display puts ordinary graphics in the shade.

TAPE 3

EXTRA SENSORY PERCEPTION AND PSYCHOKINESIS- A 25K multiple entry
menu driven program of intnguing tests lor the serious investigator. Price £6.50 or
SAE for more information.

(Price for Tape 1 or 2 £7.50 inc p & p)

AND NEXT Softwares

Sun House. Bolts Lane, Appleby Magna, Burton on Trent, Staffs, DE12 7AL

Ejnmanuel St.

Our new Personal
Computer Centre
specializing in

the BBC Micro
with complete support

we knowcomputers

Cambridge Computer Store
I&4 Emm:inucl Street, Cambridge

4 .1*

Excet EMUS
SGRWAflE SUPPORTED MONiTORING INSTRUMEHTT-BBC MICRG

Enables the BBC (B) to measure and display accurately:

POSITIVE & NEGATIVE-VOLTS * AMPS * WATTS
OHMS * TEMP * LIGHT * TIME

FEATURES RANGES
Up to 6 simultaneous readings Temp - 10 to 110 deg C
Graphical or digital display

Auto scaling and labelling

Plots any 2 variables

Menu driven options
Full softwafe support
Unlimited choice of scales

Event analysis facility

Teaching display Mode

C129.00 plus VAT

Resistance to 1E6 ohms
D.C. Volts 40v.p,cf.

D.C. Current to 2000 mAmps
Power to 80 waits
Light to TOO luncalibratedl

Time to 1E6 sees (hrs mins
sees)

Accuracy: error generally <1
per cent

Includes instrument, temperature probe, light sensor, electrical

probes (3 sets), leads, connections, software on cassette, full

instructions, application notes, p&p

BITS & BYTES 44 FORE ST
(COMPUTERS) LTD tLFRACOMBE

DEVON
TEL: 0271 62801

^ke PataStffce
6 CHATTERTON ROAD

BROMLEY
KENT

for the BBC MICRO
OFFICIAL ACORN DEALERS

WIDE SELECTION OF SOFTWARE
AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

INCLUDING

EPSON, NEC, SEIKOSHA
PRINTERS

ZENITH, CABEL
MONITORS

CUMANA
DISC-DRIVES

BOOKS AND CABLES AVAILABLE
plus GUI personal advice service

MACHINES DELIVERED & SET UP
IN YOUR HOME

PHONE 01 460 8991 (9.30 - 5.30)

ORPINGTON 26698 {Evenings)
(CLOSED WEDNESDAY)
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BEEBPEN PROVIDES A CLEAR, UNCLUTTERED WORKSPACE
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Figure 1. Ringbinder and EPROM Figure 2. There are five modes, all accessed through Command mode

Beebpen EPROM, from Braintech, 81 Rydal

Crescent, Perivale, Middlesex UB6 8DZ,

£42.55, BBC (32k OS 1.0 or later).

AFTER the initial purchase of a BBC micro,

one of the first important applications of the

new 'toy' is word processing. Combined
with a good printer and a suitable software

package, the Beeb can begin to get down
to some work. Once mastered, the power
and flexibility of a word processor leaves

the typewriter well and truly for dead. In

this review I hope to be able to highlight the

attributes and shortcomings of a recently

released word processor, Beebpen.
Unlike other WPs of its type, Beebpen

comes packaged in a ringbinder. This

contains the documentation, registration

card and the EPROIv! containing the pro-

gram (see figure 1). Detailed instructions

are given as to the fitting of the chip and
with a little care nothing should go wrong.

In the unlikely event of a problem being

encountered. Braintech can be relied upon
for assistance.

Once the lid is back on, typing *BE.

displays the question; "WARIVI START?
Y/N", Responding with *Y' preserves any

text in memory; 'N' clears the memory for

new text Immediately you enter the com-
mand mode from which all the facilities of

Beebpen are accessed, Beebpen uses

five modes: Append, Command, Insert,

Overwrite and Printing.

It is through the command mode that all

other modes and sub-menus are accessed

(see figure 2). Return to the command
mode from any other mode is achieved by

typing 'CTRL z',

Perhaps the most noticeable character-

istic of Beebpen is that all editing and
formatting commands are one-key entries.

The function keys are not used at all. There

are two kinds of commands: those that

have an effect, then return you to the

command mode; and those that cause a

change in the manner in which Beebpen
responds to key presses. That is, those

which put you permanently into another

mode, for example.

The display is an 80-column screen

mode {there is no other option). This en-

ables on-screen formatting similar to View,

The screen acts as a 'window', scrolling up

and down over the text. At the top of the

window is a permanent area which dis-

plays information relating to the page for-

mat, margin settings, TAB stops and line

length. The current mode of operation is

displayed in the inverse colour (see figure

3 overleaf).

What is rather a surprise at first is the text

colour, which is green, not the convention-

al white. This gives a rather pleasing effect

on a colour monitor and is very clear

indeed on a monochrome monitor. The

ruler at the top of the screen has a mark at

each of the tab stops; initially TAB is set at

every eighth column, but this can be

changed. The bottom ruler is always set to

every eighth column. Line lengths can be

adjusted to any value between 1 and 254

columns. TAB has a range of 1 to 254 and

page length 1 lo 255 lines.

The bottom portion of the screen is

reserved tor the messages or sub-menus

that tfie system uses to keep ycj informed

of what is going on. Here, information such

as file names and error messages is dis-

played (see figure 3),

The cursor keys have been repro-

grammed to allow movement between be-

ginning and end of lines, and paging is

achieved by the combined use of the Copy
key and cursor keys. All the block oper-

ations are there, allowing movement, copy-

ing and deletion of text. Typing 'B' gives

entry to a sub-menu that permits you to 'M',

'C or 'D' a block of text. The system uses

the '\' character (beside the *- cursor

key), to mark the text to be moved.
All drastic and irreversible commands

such as 'kill to end of text' are trapped and

you are asked politely: 'SURE (Y/N)?' be-

fore any further action is taken. Any key

other than 'Y' aborts the operation. 'Search

and replace' is quite flexible, allowing for

the use of 'wildcards'- Both global and

selective searches are possible. However,

upper and lower case are recognised

separately.

Formatting does not take place auto-

matically as text is entered. Instead, using

the single key entries 'F* (format), 'M' (mar-

gins) and 'C (compress) you can format

single paragraphs or large blocks of text.

The 'M' command enables reformatting to

both left and right margins. 'C is used
before attempting any formatting to enable

the system to get rid of any 'soft' spaces
that it has inserted.

Printer control is taken care of by the

insertion of printer control codes directly

into the text. This allows a variety of printers

to be used with Beebpen without modifica-

tion. The embedded commands appear in

inversed colour. When formatting or print-

ing Beebpen ignores all embedded com-

mands. Typing 'P' (for printing) will enable

selection from a number of options, each of

which defaults to sensible values. The

options are:

1. Page length

2. Page width

3. Centring

4. Page numbehng
5. Page headirg
6. Paging

7. Number of copies

8. From cursor?

File saving and loading is quite straightfor-

ward; all DFS and operating system com-

mands are available through the command
mode, A pleasing feature of the 'W' com-
mand (write text to disc) is the check that

Beebpen makes to see if you are saving a

file with a name that already exists. If you

are it will ask: 'File exists, OVERWRITE?
(Y/N)', Press any key other than 'Y' and

Beebpen asks you to re-enter the file

name. DFS errors are not trapped and
when Beebpen encounters one it is most

likely to restart (a warm start).

Beebpen aims al the serious user by

providing an 80-column screen from which

to work. It you propose to use Beebpen
regularly for long periods then a green-

screen monitor would be vital - a television

is really out of the question. The screen

layout is very good indeed, providing a

clear basis with which to write. The various

single key (or CTRL [key]) commands take

a bit of getting used to, especially if you

have been working with other word proces-

sors which use function keys. This would

be of no consequence to anyone begin-

ning word processing with Beebpen. Per-

sonally, I find jumping from mode to mode
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If I gave^yourson aBBC Micro
for Christmas,

itwas the best present

vottVe everhad!

Becauseyou could ninyourbusiness
for little more than

the cost ofhis games!

STOCK CONTROL, INVOICING
SALES & PURCHASE LEDGERS

^
bll at an incredible £30*each-on

f-andwe guarantee them to work.

mti DATAMANAGER ondisk

Software For All's first-class range of Business you can be sure they won't let you down. And
Programs will do all your paperwork chores at prices realistic enough to interest any
efficiently and cost-effectively—because they businessman, however small.
have been thoroughly tested before release so Briefly, here's what they'll do:

> Stock Com^^^^^^^ ij^esTuli contiroTbfyoiir

"

)GiC''iHTes; issues, Receipts, Adjustments,
Stock Updates, Stock Valuation, Reorder
Reports and full Stock Listings.

Full updating of clients'

accounts. Aged Debtors' Analysis—aids credit

control. Statements, VAT Summary, Ledger
Cards, Daybooks, Invoices, Credit Notes,

Receipts and Journals.

Invoici Integrates with stock—calls up
items autornatically. Rapid, simple to use,

high-quality Invoice print. Many useful

features including Credit Notes.

Full updating of

suppliers' accounts. Creditors' Schedule,

Remittance Advices, VAT Summary,
Daybooks, Invoices, Credit Notes, Payment?

d Journals.

VTrnrBI3KIU..K»i>-ilU«IJaJb,m

SOFTWARE

PROGRAMS
158

Software For All Business Programs are widely
available at reputable BBC and Acorn Dealers
throughout the country. But if you have any
difficulty obtaining them, please contact us direct

and we'll be pleased to advise you.

*£30 on disk, £20 on cassette. Prices exclusive of VAT.

SOFTWARE FOR ALL
72 North Street, Romford RMl IDA
Telephone 0708 60725 Dealer enquiries welcome.
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a little wearing, but it depends on what

you're used to.

Beebpen performs all editing and for-

matting well and the 'help' menus are of

great assistance. Setting and resetting the

tabs and page/margin parameters is sim-

plicity itself, enabling rapid changes in

formatting. In this respect Beebpen is a

compromise betv^teen the screen rulers of

View and Wordwise's simple approach.

When entering text at a slow typing

speed Beebpen pauses fractionally to re-

fresh the screen. I found this a little odd at

first but again it's a matter of familiarity. A
touch typist would never notice. All block

operations functioned as expected, the

'wild' facility being particularly valuable.

The A5 ringbinder contained 40 pages

of instructions. A good index is provided

covering all the major topics but I would

like to see more detail in later versions.

Finding out how to perform a specific

function is a little difficult, but a compre-

hensive reference section is provided at

the back. The manual contains two tutorials

of different complexities to get you started.

These are indeed helpful. The value of the

ringbinder approach is that future updates

of the manual can be inserted without

disturbing the other sections. It is a

thoughtful and well-written manual.

Braintech has adopted a policy of con-

tinuous improvement (explained in the

back of the manual). Your version can be

returned with the registration card and for a

small handling fee the latest version will be

,"!.; I t
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Figure 3. The current mode of operation is displayed in inverse colour

dispatched. This means owners of all ver-

sions are able to benefit from later im-

provements and additions.

Perhaps the major shortcoming of this

flexible little WP is its inability to use

continuous processing on large files. As

the memory fills, pages must be saved and

a long document must be printed out in

sub-sections. Macros of a sort can be

created by putting text in the function keys,

but the comprehensive macros created by

View are not available in Beebpen
The features which I like are: the clear,

uncluttered workspace; on-screen format-

ting; visible tabs and margin setting; wild

card search and replace; programmable
function keys; support of multiple printer

functions; user-friendly system; and the

ease of upgrading when necessary.

Beebpen is suitable for beginners yet

has enough facilities to be of value to the

experienced user. Chris Drage

EXPAND YOUR ATOM BIT BY BIT

The Clare System, from Clare Computer
Components, 46 Bath Road, Stroud, Glos

GL5 3JL (tel: 04536 78904). See panel for

prices

THE Clare System is an expansion system

for the Atom, capable of extending mem-
ory by 128k, up to 64k of which may be in

RAM, Expansion is done by a series of

modules, each one physically connected

to the next. Up to eight modules may be

stacked and the concept is similar to that

of the 'Organic Micro' series for the ZX81.

The system is connected to the Atom's 64-

way expansion bus and is controlled by the

lower three bits of port B, so you need the

VIA and bus buffers fitted before you start.

Four types of module are available, each

one housed in a similar cream-coloured

plastic case, giving a neat appearance
overall. Each case has two 64-way con-

nectors, a plug at the front and a socket at

the rear. The Acorn bus is not completely

carried through, the main difference being

that port A is removed so that those pins

can carry the control lines tor the other

modules. Port A is still available at the

Atom's printer port and writing to it will not

affect operation of the system.

Each module can be purchased sepa-

rately, but you must begin with the 'master'

module. This contains 8k of CMOS RAM

and sockets for two 2532/2716 type

EPROMs. It also contains the necessary

logic to control all the other modules,

These comprise a secondary 8k RAM/ 8k

ROM module, a 16k ROM module (4 x

2716 and 2 x 2532} and an EPROM
progrmamer. As noted, up to seven of

these modules may be stacked onto the

master but, since this would put a fair strain

on the Atom's connector, the designers

recommend that a jumper cable (which

Clare will supply) be used if you are

stacking more than two, A master module

may be run (just!) from a normally expand-

ed Atom, but after this you will need a

secondary supply. Clare says that an extra

1A will suffice and the company can sup-

ply a unit, or you can build one yourself.

This does not replace the Atom's own
supply, it simply adds more power to it.

With this in mind, e^ch module contains

a mini-jack socket so that extra power may
easily be added at any point - a nice touch

that! Additionally, in the master and secon-

dary RAM/ROM modules, there is another

socket for a battery back-up unit to the

CMOS devices. Finally, the EPROM pro-

grammer needs a 25v supply and - yes - a

socket is provided.

With any part of the system you get a

complete manual, giving details of the bus

Prices (inc VAT)

Master module E57.50

Secondary module e57.50

16k ROM module e31.63

Programmer £40.25

25v PSU £8,05

Battery unit £6.90

pinouts and of how to use the system

(including a small Basic program). How
easy is it to use?

Connection is simple and the units are

sturdy enough to withstand my ham-fisted-

ness. When installed, the extra memory is

mapped from &4000 to &7FFF, the CMOS
RAM occupying the first two blocks and

the remaining two being assigned to

EPROMs. The mapping is the same for all

the units (except the programmer) and this

proved to be both a blessing and a

drawback.
Because of the mapping, it is easy, by

manipulating the bits on port B, to call any

program, RAM or ROM, in any of the

modules - indeed, programs in one mod-

ule may call routines in another. This gives

you enormous scope to write exceedingly

complex programs. The trouble is that,

because EPROMs map from &6000 on-

wards, you cannot use any commercially

available ROM inside the system, unless

you are prepared to readdress it and re-

blow it, so you can't use the system as a
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SoftM/are for the BBC micro

rfJiSi^PTl-J^r^X.?^

XMCI.UDXH6
|l|[||^
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FRST LOGO GRRPHICS

The Graphic Extension FOM

:

for ttie BBC Micro 32K

Our latest utility ROM includes over 28 new graptiics related commands. These can be typed in like any normal commands
and can of course, be included in BASIC progfoms. Ttie commends are split into 3 distinct areos:-

1. Sprite graptiics

Ttiese are multi-coloured stiapes up to 24 x 24 pixels In size.

Once o sprite tias been designed (using in-built routine) it can be plotted at any position on the screen and easily
moved around, A sprite can also be port of a 'film' — a sequence of frames allowing animation.Up to 32 sprites or
'films' can be active on the screen at any time. A 'film' con contain up to 47 frames, eacti frame being any sprite
Image.

LOGO 'turtle' graphics
By using simple FORWARD, BACKWARD. LEFT and RIGHT commands a 'turtle' can be moved very quickly oround ttie
screen, producing Intricate patterns by the most user-friendly means. Including these commands in structured B6C
BASIC programs provides a system foster and more powerful than many of the packages currently used to
demonstrate the LOGO language.

3. The third section consists of a large number of general purpose commands, such os:-
FILL which will fill ANY area on screen.
Fast circle and ore drawing
3D graphics routines allowing X. Y. Z co-ordinate pioffing

Lorge character printing In o range of patterns
Scaling — allowing any port of the screen to be expanded or diminished
A rotate command that will rotate all plofting by any angle around the origin
Because this is a ROM, all the commands ore Instantly available, and hos a built-in help menu showing the syntax o(
oil commands. Supplied with a comprehensive manual and step-by-step fitting Instructions, suitable even for the
inexperienced. This ROM represents extremely good value lor money

CASHORROVALTfES WespffciBdsemquaJifyEorrwan
\oi the BBC rnaj:hinBand can offer the r»sl rales around.
WearealMiay& mmFe^red in obMining new QiogFania'
aildlaour rangeandotTer Dil^eraoashpaymenl tor The
ouinohr nuThnnp or dltemaTivf^tv uav a myally on ej
one u>lcl

Available directly from us, moil order only, or from all good dealers
£28.00 plus £1.00 p&p plus VAT

OMPUTER
ONCEPTS

16 Wayside. Chipperfield. Herts WD4 9JJ. Telephone (019277) 69727



The BBC Microcomputer

Specialists
GUILDFORD COMPUTER CENTRE offers

a complete range of Computers for

Home. Business and Educational

applications.

Large stock of additional equipment

available includes:- Printers, Hard/

Floppy Disc drives, Monitors etc., for

most makes.

An extensive range of Business software

(Accounts, Stock, Payroll, Word
Processing etc.).

Cm. commodore

oliuelli

HITACHI
'ACORH
IPUTER 000

Drop in for a frank discussion and expert

advice on your requirements or arrange

a demonstration. We give a full ajid

expert backup to ALL our sales.

Stockists of:- BBC/Acorn, Torch, Oric,

Olivetti, Hitachi, TRS-80, Commodore,
Dragon, Sharp, Sirius, Osborne, IBM,

Newbrain, Epson, Seikosha, Cumana,

etc.

GUILDFORD
COMPUTER

C-E-N-T-R'E
1 The Quadrant, Bridge Street,

Guildford.SurreyGUl 4SG
Telephone (0483)578848

TRS-80

HARRIS McCUTCHEON SYSTEMS
are pleased to release **»*« -^f-

HMS HOME ACCOUNTS. £28/75

HMS VAT TRADER'S LEDGER £21.50

HMS BASIC ENVIRONMENT £14.50

toBBCMJcracompuieruserswitlidrninimuniconfigurationoH - 40tracksinglesideddiscandan8n32-column(condensedmode)prinlef,toamaximumconfiguraiion

0(2 .80trackdoublesideddiscanda15-'pnntet.Theprogfamsallowuserallocationofeachfilebetween*DRIVE0,1,2Dr3,thusrnakingfulluseo(thediscspaceavailable.

HMS HOME ACCOUNTS allows allfinancialtransactionswJThinadefinedenvironmentio be recorded, primed and analvs€Kl,Arxounlsmay be reconciled with

or passbooks uncleared entries being highlighted. Depending on the analysis structure you choose, the system can keep track of anything from answenng 'how much is

in theoiqqvbank'-' to independenurackinq of multiple bank accoums.creditcards.building society accDuntsand cash in band.Theorily reason for keeping homeaccounlE

iaanv™istohaveyourcurrentfinancialWeapparenlonbemaridandreconcilestatementsreceivedinorderlofindoutwhBreihemonevgoes.Thisptogra

expressly for these requirements. You wouldntkeep them il these areas wereof no concern, and being of concern you wamto keepthem thoroughlyandeflectivelv. HMS

HOME ACCOUNTS allows this.

HMS VATTRADER'S LEDGER ontheother hand, fulfillsadifferent requirement. Instead of emphasizinganalysis, the VATtraderwantstorecordallhisinvoicesandbills

in the least time possible consistent with making out the quaftedy VAT teium and gening a well- presented ledger listing on demand. Varying and multipleVAT rales are of

course caieredforAddthefacilitytomaintain period totalson user-defined basesotherthanVATquarters (such as weekly, monthlyandlotheendofeachtrading account!,

and HMS VATTRADER'S LEDGER should be a boon to you asa sole trader through to the low transaction company.

Both systems allow for 1 000 to 1 0000 records per file depending on configuration and use, and initialise on shift-BREAK without user 05 intervention. Fully documented

source listings and optional user- modifiable VIEW text operating documentation are included on the master disc, and hard copy manuals are provided.

HMS BASICENVIRONMENTis specifically an aid to BASIC program development designed 10 encourage the creation of well-structured readable code incircu^^

wherememorvbecomesaconstraint.Proceduresiohandlescreenl/O.cursorswitching, CLI invocation, and keyboard vaiidatronareprovKtedwithalinkmgBASICsource-

filecompressorwhich.ncludesvariablenamecompression to two bytes, Theabilitytolink as many BASIC sourcemodulesasdesiredintoasinglecondensed running version

resolves the coder's conflict between space and intelligibility; 60% compression is effected on our sources for the above accounts packages.

Thedisc manualandinformationcontainedaresoldunderlicensesubiecitothecondilionthattheyareforsingleusersinglesiteapplicationbyoronbehalfoflhepurchaser

are not for resale in whole or in part either as originals or copies, and may not be supplied lo a third party as part of a package or used as pan of a package supplied by a third

party to the purchaser, without the written consent of the copyright holders. Damages w.ll be claimed where this occurs, with revocation of license. Purchase indicates

acceptance of license terms.

I enclose C for the following products (tick and delete where appropriate

HMS HOME ACCOUNTS (£28,75)

HMS VATTRADER'S LEDGER (£21.501

HMS BASIC ENVIRONMENT (E14.50I

Please supply on W/SD track disc. 1 have VIEW/WORDWISEi OS 1,0/1,2; BASICI/ll

Name -

Address

VAT, disc, manual, post

and packing inclusive.

The credit card companies
4% take precludes our

offering their service.

,,. ,.„ Postcode

Telephone Date

Please send with cheque or postal order to: Harris McCulcheon Systems, 40 Huntingdon Street, London N1 1 HM (01 609 3207)
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pager' for things like Wordpack or

Atomcalc.

The designer's idea is that you develop
your own programs (in CMOS RAM), then

blow these into EPROM tor the system.
This is not a task to be undertaken lightly

and 1 can't help thinking that there are

going to be a lot of empty EPROM sockets,

Clare hopes to be able to provide its own
ROM library, but that remains to be seen
and I feel more emphasis should be
placed on the RAM expansion. Having
said that, it does work and would be an
ideal way to develop a dedicated
controller.

The final component is the EPROM pro-

grammer. This is an unusual device, in that

it contains its own PIA (rather than using

the Atom's 6522) and so could be adapted
for other machines. It contains its own
program, an EPROM mapped to &9800,
and will program and verify for any ad-
dress in the Atom's memory map. The front

of the unit holds a ZIP socket and switches

for read/write and PROM selection. Use is

simple - just follow the prompts.

This is a lovely system and its design has
been well thought out, with the exception,

perhaps, of the ROM mapping. Any seri-

ous programmer will have no difficulty in

making full use of its facilities. It is nicely

styled and fairly rugged.

As can be seen, it does not come cheap!
The price, says Clare, reflects the fact that

these units are not manufactured in their

thousands, owing to the nature of the

market. This is fair comment, but may lead

to a 'Catch 22' situation. Nonetheless, the

EPROM programmer is good value and a
system comprising master module and
programmer would be welcome in many a
programmer's den.

Finally, I should point out that this Clare

has no connection with the firm of similar

name supplying BBC add-ons and soft-

ware. Barry Pickies

COMMOTION UNDER THE OCEAN
Sea Wolf by Mark Smiddy, Optima Software,
BBC B, £8.95

AT FIRST glance this looks like just another

Star Trek derivative, but hidden inside is an
absorbing game.

You're in the Sea Wolf, a nuclear subma-
rine, sent to sink 15 enemy ships. You
select your skill level: rating, ensign, gun-

ner, captain or commander and off you go.

On the left of the screen is a chess-board
grid showing the position of all the enemy
boats; to the right a view through the

periscope - with cross-wire sights for aim-

ing the laser or torpedoes. In the bottom
half of the screen are all kinds of data:

energy and oxygen, number of 'kills', mo-
rale of crew, etc. Everything except the

speed you're travelling (selected by keys
0-9 and indicated by 'engine tone').

The display is in boring white and black
- until condition yellow or red show you're

in trouble. Your projectiles are coloured
too, and when a target's about to sink it

turns psychedelic first. The sound effects

are realistic too.

So you venture away from base. The
cursor keys move you provisionally around
the grid and when you're happy with the

position, and the amount of energy it'll take

to get there, you press f4 to 'warp'. And so
into combat. The display tells you what
kind of ship is hanging around in this zone:

tanker, destroyer, carrier, cruiser, battle-

ship, and so on and if the enemy is to the

right or left. You move the sights using A
and Z for up and down, and < and > for

left and right. Select lasers (fO) or the

weaker torps (f2) and fire using spacebar.
A few shots and the ship's destroyed. It

can get you though - and if you're moving
too fast you can ram the ship and end the

game. You don't have to destroy the en-

emy ship to leave the zone, and you can
return to base at any time to replenish

supplies (though this is considered wim-
pish by fleet command).

Periodically the positions of the enemy
ships change (according to predefined

rules, says the instruction booklet). Good
tactics are rewarded with promotion; poor
tactics may result in demotion. The game is

played in real time, against the clock.

A couple of disappointments: on the

periscope display all the ships, whether
carriers or frigates, look exactly the same
And the size of the target ship remains the

same however close you are. Worst of all,

the game blurts out its congratulations

even if you play atrociously! Alan Pipes

BLOOD CLOT
Microbe by Simon Brrrell, Virgin Games, BBC
B, £7.95

CAN humans play Simon Birrel! games? If

you thought Bug Bomb was fast Microbe is

manic. The story goes that you've been
blasted into an all-powerful alien's blood-
stream to eliminate its biological defences
- antibodies, aminos, ribosomes, red cells

and spores - from the inside. Biology 'O'

level is no advantage.
You pack a gun in each of your crab-like

claws and can not only move back and
forth along the bottom of the screen,
space-invader fashion, but can go up and
meet the nasties head on. It's a cross
between Galaxians and Centipede, but
there are no hiding places. Really it's a
very slick and professionally designed
game. The sound and visual effects are
exemplary - but oh it's fast! Alan Pipes

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE WITHOUT THE JARGON
BBC Micro Assembly Language by Bruce
Smith, from Shiva Publishing (tel: 0270
628272), £7.95

THIS book is one of Shiva's friendly micro
series. It fills the considerable need for a
simple introduction to 6502 assembly lan-

guage on the BBC micro.

Books on assembly language program-
ming tend to assume that the reader has
totally mastered Basic, structured pro-

gramming, computer jargon, and is in fact

a bit of an expert. Bruce Smith's book, BBC
Micro Assembly Language, does not fall

into this trap. Obviously you are assumed
to know some Basic, or you would not have
the need for the assembly language, but

he avoids jargon and does not make the

mistake of trying to air his cleverness by
printing tots of very erudite and incompre-
hensible programs as illustrations. In fact,

the longest program in the book - sensibly

towards the end - is 85 lines. This is tiny by
assembler standards.

This does not mean that there are no
programs in the book. It is packed with

clear, pithy examples which illustrate the
ideas which beginners find so confusing.

The layout is clear, the chapters are

short, and each is devoted to a single

topic. It is inevitable that the concept of

binary numbers has to come first, but skip

chapter three if you can. The strings of O's

and 1's are not really that difficult, nor is it

essential for the following chapters that you
understand binary or BCD in detail.

There are inevitable weaknesses. The
most fundamental problem is in the ad-
dresses that the author recommends for

the storing of his assembly language. Real-
ly &D00 and &1500 will not do. even for

beginners. I would recommend the perusal
of the excellent summary by Ian Birnbaum

in the January 1984 issue of Acorn User
and the relocation of the programs by one
of the quite simple means outlined there.

There is a brief (and clearly rushed Eind

incomplete) attempt to catch up with Basic

2, which would have been better omitted.

A useful appendix gives methods of

executing Basic commands in assembly
language and there's a one-page resume
of the way the 6502 executes instructions.

There are the inevitable instruction set and
ASCII code table.

There is a tape to go with the book, but I

doubt its necessity. It is probably better to

type the programs in.

This book is an excellent beginner's

guide and will lead to a better understand-
ing of some of the more erudite articles in

this and other magazines. It will also whet
the appetite for something more ad-

vanced. George Hill
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ADE is a complete program
development package on 16k ROM for

assembly language programmers.

fISSEfnEIEK A full 6502, 2-pass MACRO assembler using standard

6502 mnemonics. It has the facilities you would expect on an assembler for a much larger machine.

Features include MACROS with LIBRARY facilities : nestable CONDITIONAL ASSEMBLY : flexible

LISTING OPTIONS : hex, decimal, binary and ASCII data formats : full range of ARITHMETIC and

LOGICAL OPERATORS : symbol table son and dump : file chaining : 29 powerful PSEUDO-OPS.
Source and object programs are kept on disc so NO LIMIT ON PROGRAM SIZE or location.

lEEUSSEK The renowned SPY DEBUGGING MONITOR! Instantly available

for inspecting, modifying, debugging and dis-assembling machine code programs. Features include

easy-to-read COLOUR display ; hex. ASCII or DIS-ASSEMBLED display modes ; SINGLE-STEP
;

BREAKPOINT : MEMORY SEARCH ; DIS-ASSEMBLER and much more!

tanm A dynamic TEXT EDITOR with WORD PROCESSING CAPABILITY!

Designed with the programmer in mind to produce both programs and documentation. Features

include SCREEN EDITING and DEFERRED EDIT modes : MACRO commands ; NO LIMIT on

document size ; sideways SCROLLING ; COLOUR display ; full use of FUNCTION KEYS. A fully

STRUCTURED COMMAND LANGUAGE makes this editor THE MOST POWERFUL YET

DEVISED for the BBC Micro,

.^ rins'A'.v.^4^T.mmm;^
£60 incl. vat
OSLO or above

Use with disc or tape

DE is complete with a 1 60 page comprehensive reference manual including tutorial and

reference sections as well as details on how to code your own 'sideways' ROMs. Demonstration/

utilities/macro librar/ disc available in 40 or 80T format, Piease specify.

The best debugging/utility ROM for the BBC!

All the superb easy-to-use facilities of the renowned

SPY debugging monitor/dis-assembler.

plus Inspection/dis-assembly of ANY sideways ROM (by name or number) ; Relocator , Single-

step through subroutines in one go ; Toggle/clear breakpoints ; Trace ; Full DISC UTILITIES

including disc/tape transfers ; verify ; format ; core dump ; edit catalogue ; disc recovery ,

disc edit.

Order now or send for further details.

Still only

£24.15
incl. vat

Available soon .... the ADE MACRO ASSEMBLER on its own ROM for only £35 incl. vat. Use with other text

editors/debugging monitors.

]

Please enclose cash with order or an official order form. §)ySTf)_^hil
DeptA 12 Collegiate Cresce

Sheffield S10 2BA (0742) 682322jJ



cam-TECCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

DEALER
AND

SERVICE
CENTRE --;)::-

*
6 Eastgate
Barnsley

DEALER South Yorkshire
TeL: 0226 46972

TRADE AND EDUCATIONAL
ENQUIRIES INVITED. BULK
ORDER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

ALLPRICESINCLUDEVAT
CARRIAGEFREEONALL

ITEMS

COMPUTERS

BBC Model B

BBC Model B +

Electron

Disk interface Ki

Disk

399-00
469-00
199- 00
98 00

MONITORS

K

SeikoshaGPIOOA
Seikcstia GP250A
SeikostiaGP700A
Epson RX80T
Epson RX80
Epson RX80FT

189-75

264 50
458 50
310-50
431-25
356-50

Mitrovitec 14" Cub
Phoenix Green Screen
BBC Monitor
Amber Screen

245-00
130-00
104-54

1
35 00

DISK DRIVES

Single Drive 200K 228-85

Twin Drive Double Sided 400K 431 -25

Single Drive 80 Track 400K 288-00

Twin Drive 80 Track 511 75

Twin Drive 40/80 Switchabie 540-50

Torch 280 Disk Pack with £1 ,400

worth of Software Price £839 50

I

SOFTWARE
I

>lCORNSdR
Snooker

Magic Garden
Personal Money Management
Word Hunt

Missing Signs

Bug Byte

Software

City Defence Wordwise
SUPERIOR SYSTEMS
Q Bert Road Runner
Hunchback

Five-a-side

Pontoon

Leap Frog

UK Beeb Art

Music Processor

^9

Felix in

ttie Factory

Junior Maths Pack

Chess Killer Gorilla

Felix and the Fruil Monsters

Alien Swirl

Danger UXB Caveman Adventure

ACCESS AND BARCLAY CARDS
ACCEPTED
Tel: 0226 46972

Computer Data Cassette Recorder

Joysticks £13-00

Eprom Programmer £138-00

Joystick Utility £9-99

£24-99

AptI Side Wise £43-70

Printer Cables £1500
Cassette Leads £3-50

THE HOME COMPUTER
SPECIALISTS

WITH MORE BRANCHES THAM
ANY OTHER ACORN DEALER

WE OFFER

ONE-STOP SHOPPING
FOR YOUR

BBC MICRO
AND

ELECTRON
CALL IN AT YOUR LOCAL
BRANCH FOR FRIENDLY
ADVICE AND SERVICE

SEE A COMPLETE DISPLAY
OF HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

TO BUILD UP YOUR
ACORN MICRO SYSTEM

SOFTWARE
PROGRAM POWER
BUG-BYTE
SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
A & F

SIMON HESSEL
MOLIMERX
ALLIGATA
ACORNSOFT

PERIPHERALS
DISCS SINGLE/DUAL
TORCH Z80 DISCS
CUMANA DISCS
PRINTERS
JOYSTICKS
MONITORS
B & W/COLOUR

LIGHT PENS
BBC BUGGY
large range of books,

diskettes, cassettes &
printer paper always

in stock

Easy parking at all

branches

TOLWORTH
230 Tolworth Rise South,
Tolworth, Surbiton,

Surrey KT5 9NB.
Tel: 01-337 4317

SUTTON
30 Station Road,
Belmont, Sutton,

Surrey SM2 6BS.
Tel: 01 642 2534

EALING
1 14 Gunnersbury Avenue,
Ealing, London W5 4HB.
Tel: 01-992 5855

NEWBURY
26, Stanley Road,
Newbury
Berks RG14 7PB.
Tel: (0635130047

MILTON KEYNES
Unit 1, Heathfield,

Stacey Rushes,
Milton Keynes MK12 6HP.
Tel: (09081317832

LUTON
1 Manor Road,
Caddington, Luton,

Beds LUl 4EE
Tel: (0582)458575
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COMPETITION

SECRETS OF THE
DUNGEON

THE compelitions featuring dwarves and

trolls which began in our September issue

last year enabled many of you to ramble for

three months in the Acorn User dungeon -

a period of time which seemed too short for

some of you'

This was probably the most popular of all

our competitions to date - entries came in

by the sackload and I never cease to be

amazed at the devious logical roads taken

by some of your twisted minds.

It is inevitable, I suppose, that if one
writes about dwarves and trolls a few of the

little fellows will infiltrate the printing works

to add further confusion to already trou-

bled waters: more about the misprints

later. Meanwhile, here is a complete list of

the answers to the puzzles and logical

problems

September issue
1) E44,444 4s4d
2.) 419
3.) 51*246, 24*651, 75*231, 65'281,

86*251, 42*678, 87*435. 57*834, 78*624,

65*983, 72*936 (sum of

products-379164).

4.) 102564

Room 1: A is a dwart, B is a troll

Room 2: A is a troll. Bis a dwarf, C is a troll

Room 3: C is definitely a troll

Room 4: A is a troll, B a dwarf

Room 5: C is the magician

Room 6: A is the magician (you can't tell

whether he's dwarf or troll)

Room 7: A is a dwarf magician

So much for the answers. The main prob-

lem with this puzzle was that, having told

you that you always carried forward a

positive number in the dungeon, in Room 3

the number becomes negative! Most of

you took this in your stride and came up

with a final answer of 10836728, but I also

accepted entries from Confused of Milton

Keynes and others who turned the number

into zero at this stage or used the BASIC

ABS(x) statement.

October issue
Owing to a last-minute garbled phone

conversation between the editor and my-

self, this competition became a nightmare

and I became barmy myself! I apologise

deeply to the two readers who approached

me at the Acorn User exhibition to ask me if

I was sure the whole thing was OK and I

swore blindly that it was, without having

checked .
. .

The chief gremlins were that in problem

4 1 6 million should have read 16 million

and that a key paragraph about what you

were supposed to do with your starting

Simon Dally separates
the trolls from the

dwarves with the

solution to his triple

competition

number disappeared (this level of the dun-

geon wasn't called the asylum level for

nothing!). Most of you recognised the mis-

print for what it was but 1 also had to accept

entries from people who assumed that the

Tardis coordinates were factors of 2.6

million - and that in turn leads to several

different solutions! In fact, so many differ-

ent answers were received for this compe-
tition that I ended up including every entry

for the draw where I couldn't spot a definite

mistake on the part of the entrant. The
answers were:

Puzzle 1: 88
Puzzle 2: 196

Puzzle 3: 160,225

Puzzle 4: 303

Room 0: He's a sensible dwarf

Room 1: He's a barmy troll

Room 2: He's barmy
Room 3: He's a dwarf

Room 4: You can't tell

Room 5: He's sensible

Room 6: He's a sensible dwarf

A lot of people went wrong in Room 6.

Since you are told that you know instantly

what type he is, you have to assume that

the answer to the question, 'Are you an

insane troll?" was 'No', which only a sensi-

ble dwarf would say - all the other charac-

ters would reply 'Yes',

November issue
The combination number in the MD's fridge

is 698,896. In Hermann's hideout the dwarf

gold is in the first safe and the right number
is 30,233,088,

In Christopher's corner, the number
base is 89^. The misprint here (the last

three numbers here should have been 023

instead of 201) at least didn't fool any of

you! The dwarf gold is in the first safe.

In Laurie's lair the right number is 1764

and the dwarf gold is in the first safe.

In Andy's attic the dwarf gold is in the

first safe. There are four solutions to the

problem, but only one of them -

60984*57321 - fits the bill for the final

answer as described.

In David's dug-out the first safe contains

the dwarf gold. Therefore you end up
giving Mad Alex 1 ,280 gold pieces and the

sum of the combinations is 31 059974.

I should have realised, of course, that

inviting Acorn User readers to spot anoma-
lies was like offering Christians to starving

lions.

The one I wanted, which many of you
realised, was that since there is no indica-

tion that Mad Alex is a dwarf, why on earth

should you believe a word he says? A lot of

you are evidently experts on the breeding

habits of dwarves and trolls and found it

quite impossible to understand how the

Master Dwarf and Master Troll could have
been brothers. Others cast aspersions on
my own parentage.

One or two people who know Mad Alex

personally pointed out that he's far too

impolite (putting it mildly) to show people

round a dungeon. I prefer to think he's too

busy answering the phone and helping the

customers he loves so much with their

queries . . . Best of all was Mrs Turner of

Aberdeen, who wondered what had hap-

pened to the female dungeon-dwellers

needed to produce the dwarflets- And Mrs
Gatrell of Poole, who obviously works for

Mrs Thatcher, wrote, The descendants
must have been lazy toads, making barely

more gold in a few hundred years than the

masters did by the time the Master Dwarf

was 42.'

Congratulations to all of you who
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PUTTING YOUB BBC MICRO TO WORK
n Chris Callender £4.95.
Yes, li r. triif A roniplelp won] proressor

program is lUst one al i 5 mapr programs \n

this new, 120- page book. You can keep yoi.ii

accounts in order with the HOME
ACCOUNTS program, organise your life

wifh plarmer and keep your nun^ers under

control with TELEPl lONE DIRECTORY.
You can even gain experience wilh spread-

sheet calcnlaHons witii SPREADCAI.C

THE BBC
MICRO COMPENDIUM
D Jeremy Ruston £14.95.

More than 500 pages in ttus inassive work, the

most important ever published lor serious

BBC Micro programmers. Major topics

covered include: assembly language
programming; floating point algorithms;

recursive programming; increasing the

."^i!;' 'al r-creen resolution to 5 ! 2 with

' llw.ue, and an intelligent disassembler.

I'[ urn the author ot THE BBC MICRO
REVEALED.

36 CHALLENGING
GAMES FOR THE BBC MICRO

Tim D Rogers and ChiisCaUender £5.95

From graphic adventure piograms. to fast

moving arcdde action, tbs 270 page book
gives you a whole library of softwai'e-

standard games. The book comes complete

with detailed program notes, and screen

printouts. Games include 3D INVADERS,
RAT AITACK, DOWN! iILL SKJING
and SHARK. LET YOUR BBC

MICRO TEACH
YOU TO PROGRAM
DTimHartnell £6.45

This book, by besi-selling

autlior Tim Hartriell, ifi the ideal companion lor

yuu il the BBC Micro is your first computer,

r take; you, step by simple step, through

programming in BBC BASIC, with a number
ci| worthwiiile programs (including a

.-omplete REVERSl/QTHELLO game, and
another to play CHECKERS). Compiiter

/ind Video games said: ".
. . takes you

irlher info the cloudy areas of the BBC
Microcomputer than anylh;ng elre I've

yet seen . .

."

CREATING ADVENTURE PROGRAMS
ON YOUR COMPUTER
D Andrew Nelson £4.93

A maioi' work {complete with three complelf.

ADVENTURE programs) to show you how tc

devise, program and solve Adventures
on your BBC Micro.

Interface Publications. Dept. AU ,

9-11 Kensington High Street,

London W8SNP.

Please send me the books indicated. I enclose £

Name:

Address:

.

irfTERRKE
PUBLICATIONS

All InleriacebookaareavailabielromiTompulRrimd book stores, includingW H Smiths,

Meiizies, and DiiitinE Trade supplied bv TbeCompulerBookshop, 30LmcolnHoad,
_ Olioii, Birmiiiqtkjm B27 6PA (02 1 707 7544, tetex ^3436 1

)

CAMBRIDGE
PROCESSOR SERVICES

LIMITED
Britain's No. 1 independent

service centre for

the BBC Microcomputer

# 1^2 year service contracts for the BBC
Microcomputer all models including

annual service and testing.

# All upgrades carried out - please

telephone for availahility.

# Fast turnaround - micros repaired,

tested and returned within 5 days of

receipt.

# While you wait service — please

telephone for appointment.

# Ifmicro already faulty - immediate
repair and service carried out including

a service contract for small extra charge.

r

The only extrayou pay is carriage and
insurance to our premises subject to

contract.

Please tick service required

Q I enclose ^29.90 for a 1 year Service Contract

Q I enclose £39. 10 for a 2 year Service Contract

Q I enclose £40.25 for a 1 year Service Contract
and immediate repair

I enclose £48 30 for a 2 year Service Contract
and immediate repaii'

n

INITIAUS^

:lLlH.WAMEiMK MRS i

THI, ^

II ['^yirif; bv AcfPbi^^-Cai'il Wiirnher

DLxxdJULrnmnm
Serial No;

Send remittance and micro ( if applicable ) to-

Cambridge Processor Services Limited,
Unit 3, Trinity Farm Industrial Estate,

Nuffield Close, Cambridge CB4 ISS

IfyoTj wisli to order by telephone using Access, please

telephone ( 0223) 313245
II tor any rftaainnyoi.1 iirp nnt. satisfied wit.ti t,lir> ccinli'iLOl, please return

within 14ilayfiin I'yctujjtfiir iiiil I'lifuiid liyou have also sent your BBC
Micni for repau' ami testine a ohai'ge ol £28 75 W lltie retained by us tor tlie

i-epair anilhandlinf! Ytiir st.atnln]^ rights are not (iIT''i;t,fi'l.

J
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COMPETITION

entered. I only wish you could all win prizes

for the suffering and devotion you showed.

TWO-PART PUZZLE

AS regular readers know, normal currency

in the dungeon consists of the very sensi-

ble £ s. d- system. However, Mad Alex is

chairman of the Acorn User Dungeon Cur-

rency Reform Society, which believes very

much in decimalisation - and a few other

things. In Mad Alex's system the money is

based on a quinn: it consists of 100 addis-

ons (the lowest unit of currency) and in-

cludes a telford (worth 25 addisons) and a

curry (worth 5 addisons). Mad Alex is keen

to introduce a coin called the kitty.

Indeed, when I last discoursed with him,

in between quaffing Wellingtons full of'

bulls' blood, he told me that the kitty would

be 'where it's all at when the system comes
on line. You could make a few k handling

the advertising rights, no sweat guv.' He
went on enthusiastically, 'You name me
another coin which could form the sum of

100 quinns in precisely 14 different ways

(always assuming at least 1 telford and 1

kitty were included in the arrangement).

Does the kitty work? What are the high-

est and lowest amounts it could be worth?

I still don't know whether Mad Alex is a

dwarf (ie, one who speaks the truth) or a

troll (one who always lies). Perhaps our

competition fans could enlighten me.

AFTER a hectic Christmas party at his

computer club a fan gave a somewhat

rambling account of the goings-on, 'We

elected four new members on to the com-

mittee - Anthony, Bartholomew. Christo-

pher and David, All I remember is that one

was a machine-code programmer, one a

hardware expert, one a designer and one a

graphics consultant. For the life of me I

can't remember which was which,

'I recall that the hardware expert isn't

Bartholomew. Oh yes, David is the ma-

chine-code programmer if Bartholomew is

the designer but he's the graphics consul-

tant if Anthony's the hardware expert. Bar-

tholomew isn't the graphics consultant un-

less David is the machine-code

programmer, but he must be the designer

if Christopher is the graphics consultant.

And, of course, David is the hardware

expert, unless either Bartholomew is the

designer or Christopher is the machine-

code programmer. Oh, I give up.'

Can you work out who does what?

'

Answers, on a postcard please, should

be sent to March Competition, Acorn User,

53 Bedford Square, London WC1 B 3DZ to

arrive not later than April 6, 1984, There will

be three prizes of Acornsoft software to the

value of E20 - say whether you want

cassettes or disc - for the first three correct

solutions to be picked out of the hat.

Draw with the BBC micro
and show the true potential of your machine

356 496 • r~l •••Fill shapes in one of 23 colours (Mode I)

Draw points, lines, rectangles ellipses and circles

Smooth curves
Wire frame diagrams
Hidden line removal
Draw in perspective
Measure scaled distances

Ekta sketch lines, Half tone facility

Mirror images
Repeat images, SS, enlarged, reduced, stretched

Actual colour displayed
Store up to 10 ellipses or circles in memory
Redraw any one of these at cursor position

Change any actual colour for one of 8 others

Clear screen, load screen, save screen
Print characters or numbers at any pixel point

Error messages for incorrect Input

Fully comprehensive manual

This programme has been purpose designed by professional Graphic [designers

for simplicity and ease of use, and is undoubtedly the most versatile drawing
programme on the market at this time. There is no need to input any numerical

data, as all judgements are made visually. The BBC Micro is the finest drawing
machine in its price range. Find out what it can do.designs

The A.B, Designs drawing programme costs only E35 for over 70 functions (Model B). New AB2 Program, available on disc (price £60.50)

and cassette (price £50,50), When ordering send Cfieque/PO and include 50p for P&P, Please include phone no. witfi all correspondence.

For further information send SAE and pfione no. to A.B. Designs, 81 Sutton Common Road, Sutton, Surrey. 01-644 6643 (closed all day

Thursday),
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SIRBBC
ROM

EXPANSION
BOARD ['T']

THE ULTIMATE ROM/RAM EXPANSION
SYSTEM FORTHE BBC MICRO

NEW IMPROVED FACILiTIESl

* 12 exlra ROM sockets Lomplemem ihose already provided by ihe micro to

allow up to 25fiK ROM spate.

* Four of ihese sockets can supporl diher ROM or Sialic RAM ( up to 16 K
maximum RAM)

* The Model 2 hoard allows switching between multiples of2K.4K.SK or
16KitOM/RAM,

* Fully hulTered design

NOW EVEN EASIER TO FIJI

* NO soldering, plug-in design.

* Fil.s easily inside BBC case

* Plugs into CPU socket via short flexible connector
* Improved plug design allows the Model 2 board to i:onnect securely to any

type of BBC CPU socket with no harm to micro or board.

* Board is held in place by sturdy supports.

* Full instructions provided.

SIR BBC ROM EXPANSION BOARD MODEL2: PRICE £40.00 + VAT

1^

SIR RESEARCH PRESENTS:
OUR RANGE OF PERIPHERALS FOR THE NEW ACORN ELECTRON

SIR ELECTRON 12-ROM BOARD

L

* Provides lor up lo WZKolROM spaceddKof this will

suppon either ROM or RAM ).

* Fully hullered design,

* Easy to install, jusi plugs m. no soldering necessary.

* Allows further expansion via rear edge-connector
* Permits use of most BBC ROM based software (such as

VIEW. PASCAL FORTH, etc!

* Price £40.00 + VAT.

SIR ELECTRON PRINTER
& JOYSTICKS INTERFACE

* CENTRONICS printer interface

* Anakigue-lO'Digilal CoiiverterlAIX') allows use ol any
BBC-compaiihle joysticks.

* Full firmware suppon.

* No soldering, plug-in design.

* Buili-in. versatile edge-connector provides for further

evpansion.

* Price £43.00+ VAT.

AVAILABLE SOON: INPUT/OUTPUT PORT. RS423 INTERFACE, and more!

Wc al«i stock a complete range of BBC Mn;n> periphenih and software, many al unbeaiahle pncesl The IblloWLng are just a small sample

BBC MICROCOMPUTER

BBC Model B . ,

.

BBC Model BD

MONITORS

Microviieu RGB . .
£22').l"i

PRINTERS

Dot Matrix:

Epson FX-Hd OW.IK)

Epson RX-SO £275.(K)

RX-NO F/T £2X9.00

Shinwa CP-BO £2^35
Datsvwhecl:

Juki hllHI .... £399.0<)

DISC DRIVES

Single IIXIK

Dual niK
Dual 4IKIK

£IW(Ki
£.149,00

£669.0(1

SOFTWARE

We have over 2110 titles currently in stock intluding

ROM based procr;mis such a^ VIEW (£59.80).

HCCS PASCAL (£59.50). Computer Concepts
GRAPHICS ROM (£39.95). WORDWISE
(£39.95) and DISC DOCTOR (£29.95).

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

TORCH Z80 DISC PACK:
This powerful and sophisticated unit interfaces

with the BBC Micro lo create a compnshensivc
business system The Disc Pack includes: Twin
400Kdrives; ZMO second pruv,essor.64K RAM;
NOW WITH FREE SOFTWARE
(Wordprocessor, database, spreadsheet A- manage-
ment gamei The complete tysUm Is available for

Onlyt8.19.50'!

.All our prices are inclusive of VAT unless staled otherwise.

Postage and Packaging:

Plca^c,idJLI \>ii P (small items ROM Boards, etc.): £10 PcS; P( large items- Printers. Monitors, etc.).

Access/ Barcliiycanl telephone orders welciime.

SIR COMPUTERS Ltd.

91 WHITCHURCH ROAD. CARDIFF CF4 3JP
Telephone: CARDIFF (0222) 621813



ACCOUNTING FOR

TAPE PIRACY

Sir, While reading the letters page in your

February issue I noticed a letter on tape

piracy and the general unhappy state of

software houses and customers. While I

agree with Mr Rutgers on most of the points

he raises, I feel that a stronger attack is

required on what is at present sheer exploi-

tation by those producing software.

My two main interests are home comput-

ing and record collecting, and there are

many connections between the two. Over

the past five years the software market has

boomed, to the extent that charts for this

are now as commonplace as charts of

single records, but it is noticeable that

where piracy of computer games tapes is a

major problem, the same does not apply to

these records. (Most record piracy is in the

form of album copying.)

The reason for this is obvious: the price

of a single is approximately £1 .50, whereas

the price of a tape can be anything from £7

to £15, or more for an educational or

business tape. The market for games is

mainly a schoolboy.''girl area, where money
for software is obviously limited to around

E5 a week. In other words even children

with the most money can only afford to buy

a tape fortnightly, if, that is, they buy the

manufacturer's copy. A blank tape, how-

ever, costs only 50p, and so there are not

many people willing to pay the extra £9.50

for a bhghtly coloured index card, when
they can easily obtain a copy of the game
from a friend for this total charge of 50p.

About a year ago, research showed that

only one copy in 30 of Acornsoft's Snapper

was genuine, a fact which no doubt holds

true for all well-known programs today. It

seems, however, that software houses

have missed the only real solution to their

problem. Instead of attempting to build in all

types of protection barriers (which are easi-

ly overcome by anyone with a dual cassette

deck) they should reduce dramatically the

price of the software to a more affordable

level, say £1.50 to £2.

Based on assumed figures, I estimate

the cost of producing a program tape as £1

,

leaving £9 profit on a present cost of £10.

Now if the cost was £1 .75 and half of our 30

illegal copiers bought it, the profit would be

15 times 75p or £11.25. Hence an in-

creased profit to software houses of £2.25.

The reduced price would make the genu-

ine tapes more affordable, and more

people would be willing to pay the extra for

packaging and instructions. Then, there's

the peace of mind in no longer breaking the

law.

If you were, for instance, to reduce the

prices of your own tapes by around £6, then

I can assure you that within a few months
you would be at the top of your own
software chart. All it really requires is a
large manufacturer such as Acornsoft or

Program Power to take the lead and the

others would have to follow. Then the

producers and the consumers might both

get what they want. David Rogge
Ayrshire

While we're not going to say consumers
are not exploited (because several re-

viewers have said as much, anyway),

you're hardly being fair on software

houses.
First, why don't you compare album

tapes to software tapes? Is the work and
talent involved in producing a six-min-

ute program less than for a three-minute

single? And why do you thinly singles

are not produced on cassette tapes?

Then there are your costings. What
happens to the software dealer's profit

(anything up to 50 per cent of the sale

price)? The poor author (20 per cent

seems a common royalty)? The staff of

the software house, advertising, promo-

tion, VAT, and the rest of the overheads
- where are they in your figures?

If anyone was going to follow your

'sell 'em cheap and fast' philosophy, you
would have thought Virgin would be the

ones - but they can only match our

price. Then there's The Hobbit - possi-

bly the biggest selling game ever—and
that still costs £14.95.

So at the moment it still seems to tie a

case of charging what the market can
stand - and you will notice Sinclair

software is cheaper than BBC software

(but then it sells in much greater

numbers).

PIRATES' MEDICINE

Sir, Ever increasing software piracy leads

me to ponder whether copyright laws

should or should not apply.

The author of a novel, perhaps equiv-

alent to many hundreds of 'k' of information,

will have spent months on it. This is poorly

rewarded with low book phces and high

publication costs. Similarly, composers are

faced with limited distribution as well as the

above costs.

The production costs of the average

piece of computer software is certainly not

above 50p and the marketing costs cannot

add to this substantially. With games cost-

ing around £8.50 this leaves large profits to

the software company. These companies

are now trying to hide behind legal protec-

tion designed to prevent authors and com-

posers living below the bread line.

Perhaps software companies should ex-

amine their own style of piracy first. Indeed,

lower software prices may greatly reduce

other forms of piracy'. Adrian Loening
Coventry

RETIRED VETERAN
Sir, I wish to inform you that my highest

score on Acornsoft's Planetoid is 503,300-

1

obtained this some time ago, but as I am
now into machine code programming and

computer electronics, I long ago ceased to

exhaust myself on playing games.

By the way. Planetoid was the first and

the only action game I've bought. I found

my initial investment of £10 has been truly

worthwhile. Kai

Rotherham

GETTING ON IN LIFE

Sir, I found 'Life Variations' (January issue)

most interesting and surprising (particularly

as you got programs 2 and 3 transposed).

What was even more surprising was that

program 4 failed to work as expected. Apart

from nine squares in the centre of the

screen and the generation' ticking away
quietly in the top left-hand corner, nothing

else happened. Whenever I asked P%
where it had got to, it always returned -1

which was, presumably, why nothing was
happening.

However, when 1 added line 175PLOT
69,x%,y% it revealed that the scan was
taking place where it ought to be and P%
returned values between and 3. With the

extra line deleted I was back to the original

situation.

I then had access to another computer

and program 4 worked perfectly. The only

difference being that my machine had

050.1 and the other OS1.2. I now have

051 .2 fitted and the program works fine.

I don't understand what the bug is since

POINT(X,Y) has worked on other pro-

grams. However, I trust this tip may be of

some comfort to other readers who may be

as frustrated as I was. J Bulmer
Newport

You're right all the way, but POINT isnt

the problem. However, PLOT81 is, as it

isn't available in OS0.1 (line 100). Rest

assured our programs editor has had

his wrists slapped.
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NOW AVAILABLE ON THE ELECTRON
D.A.C.C.'s SPRITE -GEN

Runs in 4 colour Mode 5

PRICE £9.95
Technical specifications as for the highly successful
and original BBC version as described below.

Write your own 'Arcade Action' games with O.A.C.C.

m^^^^^m
This amating and ravolutionary nawr piaca of aoftwara, writtan for tho
BBC Modal B by Dannis Ibbotaon, rapraaanta the bigsaal atap forward
for BASIC programmora sinca the release of the BBC Micro itaalf. It

allows you to create mulli'coloured, fast moving SPRITES, controlled
simply from your own BASIC program. Now you can write the kind of
"Arcade Action" gamas you always dreamed of writing before you
discovered that BASIC can't achieve the speeds necessary. Until now,
only expariencad machine-code programmers could produce "Ghost
Gobbling Monsters" arid "Light Speed" spacecraft. With SPRITE
GRAPHICS ail tna creatures and obiects you can imtqma are at your
Gommano,' moving smootniy at any speed and in any direction you
choosa. Incradibily, SPRITES can be created using ALL SIXTEEN logical
colours - eight steady and eight flashing. And as if that were not enough
you animate your SPRITES with individual movements such as "a n
who walks", "a bird that flaps its wings", "invaders that pulse
menacingly", the possibilities are andlessi When you own the SPRITE
GENERATOR package you have accesa to avary sort of high-spaed
animation technique you need. Buying expensive machina-code games
may become a thing of the past. Look at the following impressive list of
features you can access from your own BASIC programs ...

• Up to 32 SPRITES on screen at any time.

• Umitleas SPRITE design using the SPRITE Generator program
included in the package, allows ALL SIXTEEN logical colours "in each
SPRITE" if desired. Full operating system capability of logical/adual
colour assignment.

• There can be up to EIGHT different SPRITE DESIGNS active at one
time, each of which can have up to THREE "CLONES", {copies of the
primary SPRITE but each with individual movement control).

• Each SPRITE actually has TWO images which given slight differences
will achieve tha animation effects whan the two are alternated. Or, if

you chooaa, give the two images totally different designs and you
have created two SPRITES out of one, usable alternately. This
technique can also be applied to the CLONES which means that all 32
SPRITES can be antrtMtad, multi-coloured, moving objactslH

• Once you have complated the design of your SPRITES using the
aimple grid-baaed ganarator utility, they and tha high spaed
machine-code routines that control their movement are secreted into
RAM and the BASIC system is ready to accept your own program
lines through which you can direct the SPRITES to appear, move,
disappear or just remain stationary, with the simplest commands you
could imagine.

• SPRITES can be linked together in paira or groups to produce large
scale enimhtion. Of course, if you «vish thay can be as small as a
single pixel.

• Your own creations can move in front of each other with no loss of
detail.

SPRITE GEN is supplied as a package containing:

Sprite Gerieialor proaram
Two Tasi auliori demonsiialiun pioyrams
Sprue Gen conirol roulines
lltustraied user manual wilh exariiples and listings

All (oi onlv t'17 95 (pp and VAT included
U. U.S S49 95

DRAGON, ATARI ' 400/800 (OOK), BBC MODEL B. TRS 80 C/C 32K

747 FLIGHT SIMULATOR
Superbly realisirc instrumenialion arid

pilot's view in litelike simulation which
includes emergencies such as engine fires
and systems failures. This program uses
high resolution graphics to the full to
(iruduce the most realistic flight-deck
display yet seen on a home computer
There are 21 real dials and 25 other
indicators (see diagram) Your controls
operate throttle ailerons, elevators, flaps,

slats, spoilers, landing gear, reverse thrust
brakes, etc You see the runway in true
perspective. Uses joysticks and includes
options to start with lake-off or random
landing approach, "A real simulation, not
just another game." (Your Comp. Apr 83)

CASSETTE r9.95 (pp and VAT includedl
In U.S S27 95 (pp includedl

NOWONTHEEUCTRON!

a«<>ti

ACTUAL SCREEN PHOTOGRAPH

(U K orders despatched within 48 hours)

Dealer and foreign distributor enquiries now being lal(en.
Software writers - sell your programs in the U.S. through DACC.^ ^B ^B ^B ^B ^m ^m ^m ^h ^m ^m ^m ^m ^m ^m ^m ^h ^b ^h ^m ^

To DACC Ltd.. 23 Waverley Road, Hindlay, Wigan, Lanes. WN2 3BN.

Please rush ms:

qty. SPRITE-GEN at £1 7.95 each (BBC Mode! B only)

qty.SPRITE-GENat £9.95 each(Electron only)

qty. 747 FLIGHT SIMULATOR at £9.95 each (state machine)

1—I—I—

r

The Tandy

Colour Graphics Printer

CGP-115. Creates beautiful graphics in retd, blue,

green and black. Text mode prints 40 or 80
characters per line at 12 characters per second.
includes serial and parallel interfaces and easily
replaceable ink cartridges and standard 4V2" paper
rolls. 26-1192 £149.00
BBC Cable. 26-7203 £39.95

n _
The Biggest
Name in Little

Computers

See Our Extensive Range of Microcomputer Accessories
At Any One of the 340 Tandy Stores Nationwide!

I T II [ I I I 1 I \ :=r^

AU

I enclose a cheque/P lo the value of

BBC

microcomputer
®SBC 1083 LkwiMdhy BBC ENTEfiPHtSES Lta

DRIVE THIS
OWL AROUND UK

BBC Micro car badge
£4'99(inc) send cheque/p.o. payable to

Hawthorn QOVictoria st.Hvde,C heshire
©BBC 1983 Licensed by BBC ent.Ltd.
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ACCENT PRINTING

Sir, I was interested to see the article by

Simon Berry in November's Acorn User on

Spanish accents, I have written a large

number of German language programs and

use CHR$1 28 to CHR$1 35 in a similar way
to define characters such as A, a, 6, b, U,

u, 1^ and 6.

1 have an Epson FX80 printer and Juki

6100 daisywheel. Unfortunately, whenever
listings containing these redefined charac-

ters are transferred to the printer the char-

acters are ignored and any work containing

one of these characters appears to be

incomplete.

However, if it is essential to have the

characters printed it should be quite possi-

ble on the Epson FX80 to select the Ger-

man character set which uses CHR$91 92

93 123 124 125 and 126 to print all of the

above except e. This would mean having to

redefine the following keys on the keyboard
"

/
[ {[ \, most of which are rarely used for

any form of foreign language program.

Alternatively, it would be possible to use

the Epson's ability to download user-

defined characters, in which case

CHR$128 to 135 would be printed as per

normal.

When printing letters, worksheets or

other documents using Wordwise on the

Juki printer, ESCJ will print an umlaut.

However, this needs to be preceded by a

backspace to position the umlaut over the

appropriate letter. The sequence can easily

be incorporated into a function key and

printed pressing CTRL+ SHIFT +function

key. Graham Sims
Yarm School

Cleveland

BASIC POINTER
Sir, Your January edition is even more
thought-provoking than usual; a very good
issue. Thank you. May I make comments
on three items?

Ian Birnbaum's summary of where to

locate machine code is useful, but he

should make it clear that the pointer 0%,
accessible using 0PT4 to 0PT7, is not

available in Basic I. Incidentally, my local

Acorn dealer refuses to admit that there are

two versions of Basic and says it is not

possible to supply the later version. The
only answer seems to be to make an illegal

copy into EPROfyl! How about putting some
pressure on Acorn to reverse this stupid

policy?

Second, I have a program which auto-

mates the copying of discs to tape as

requested by f\/lr Malcolm Andrews. As he

says, it is necessary to "LOAD and 'SAVE,

but this works perfectly well with Basic so

there is no problem. The only trick is to

eliminate the need to do RECORD and

RETURN manually during the cassette

saving. Readers may be unaware that

turning off the screen messages with

*OPT1,0 also turns off the requirement to

insert a <CR> into the sequence and the

bleep (VDU7} at the end of the save. I have

not seen this documented anywhere!

Finally, may I echo Mr William Smith's

plea for a compilation of any additional

OSWORD calls; only &7F is mentioned in

my copy of Acorn's DFS manual. There are

a few new OSBYTE calls about too, eg with

A% = &6F mentioned by Mr Pendleton in

the December issue in connection with his

most valuable dual-catalogue program (to

read the last-accessed drive). Neither the

User Guide nor the Advanced User Guide
mentions this; are there any more?

I do quite enjoy the sense of discovery

that is ever uppermost with the Beeb, but

there are quite enough adventure games
around without Acorn's attempts to turn the

operating system into one! Brian Carroll

Aldershot

Our apologies for not making the point

about Basic clear in lan's article. This

was in fact the final part of a three-article

series on the new facilities of Basic II.

George Hilt's routine for disc to tape

transfer is underway, and comments
would, as on all matters, be appreciated.

As for Basic II, Acorn 'has every inten-

tion' to make it available to the public,

and the larger dealers should be receiv-

ing stocks. However, supplies are being

eaten up by new machines.

DOUBLE DUTCH
Sir, The following matters have been of

concern to our club, and could, we feel, be

of interest to others.

First, is saving a section of memory. This

is explained in the User Guide (page 392).

Only three addresses are mentioned (start,

end, execution) but it is possible to include

a fourth one, the reload address. It is

optional, as is the execution address. If left

out, they both default to the start address.

A rather misleading comment seems to

be made in the User Guide, page 330,

when explaining the PTR statement: 'Files

are opened with the OPENIN and OPEN-
OUT statements'. This comes after con-

firming the need to open a file on the

selected channel before the PTR# can be

used.

Although OPENOUT has to be used for

'creating' such a file, we had great difficul-

ties in finding out what was wrong in a

random access file program, which includ-

ed OPENOUT for writing and OPENIN for

reading, as mentioned above. The program

actually deleted part of the file and made it

shorter. The problem was cured by using

only OPENIN for both reading from and

writing to the file. We have, therefore, come
to the conclusion that OPENOUT cannot be

used to open a random access file.

Thirdly, one of our members, with a

tendency to experiment on the forbidden

side of science, ie to do what he is sup-

posed not to do, discovered he could for-

mat with 80 tracks his discs (certified for

only 40 tracks) in his 100k drive. Programs

and files were normally admitted and when
compacted, the number of bytes left free

gave the impression that he had found an

easy way to have double capacity at the

price of single side, single density. His

'discovery' was most welcome, but when
thoroughly checked it was found that his

drive could not go beyond the 1 00k limit.

Now to a question. Two big UK retailers

have announced "true' double density con-

troller boards. They mean 20 sectors per

track instead of the present 10 sectors. It is

also said that Acorn's 8271 disc controller

chip cannot support double density. Who is

right? I Beng
BBC Micro Club

Santa Cruz de Tenerife (Spain)

The three points you make are valid and
worth repeating. OPENOUT is only for

opening a new output IWe.

Now down to your question. In fact

both parties are 'right'. The 8271 will not

support double density. However, this is

got round by supplying add-on boards

with the controllers, thus by-passing the

8271.

TEMPTING fAPES
Sir, I own an Acorn Atom, and as you will

know it is very difficult getting hold of

software. Are the copyright laws on tapes

which companies no longer produce still in

effect, or is it now possible to copy these

tapes? A Conner
Southampton

The copyright laws definitely still apply

to software which is out of print. What
you have to do is to write to the com-
pany concerned and ask if you can copy
the tape. Boring, but it's the only legal

way.
Note that one of our authors, Barry

Pickles, is trying to start up an Atom
library by buying the copyright on old

programs. At least something is

happening.

KEY TO LOCK
Sir, How can one lock programs so that

they cannot be copied from the original? 1

am losing business drastically because of

people distributing copies of my copyright

software without paying royalties.

Richard Bhanap
Birmingham

See the articles on program protection

in the February issue, page 49; January,

page 69; December, page 81. These and
other ideas over the past year, mainly in

Beeb Forum, give several techniques,

which, of course, are best used in com-
bination, or with some variation.
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A QUALITY LIGHT PEN
SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE
* Absolutely insensilive to ambient lighting.

* Responds to different colours and screen intensities without

any adjustment of TV or monitor.

* Red LED readout showing thai data is available.

* Switch for program control (allows pen to approach
the screen without erroneous data capture)

* All features are

program accessible.

SUPERIOR
PROGRAMS
* Good Documentation,
* Tape storage of your work.

* User routines provided on tape

and printout.

* 'Freehand' drawing program.

* 'Library menu' drawing program (define your own library of

shapes).

* Example programs illustrating uses of the pen and its features.

£25
inclusive of P&P.

Please state Dragon, BBC or Vic20 when ordering, send
cheque or P.O. to: Dept AU1 Datapen Microtechnology Ltd,

Kingsclere Road. Overton, Hants,

Please enclose SAE it requesting technical literature.

We welcome enquiries Irom dealers willing to demonstrate our

product

Datapen Microtechnology Limited

CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE
OFFICIAL ACORN SERVICE CENTRE
29 Brtgstock Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey.

# MODEL A £299.00

MODEL B £399.00

ACORN ELECTRON E199.00

+ Full range of spares always in stock.

01-689 1280

TORCH
"hti- Z80 DISK PACK

Includes £1.000 free software.

£830.00

MICROVITEK COLOUR MONITOR £244.00

ZENITH 12" GREEN OR AMBER £99.00

CUMANA SLIMLINE DRIVES from £216.00

EPSON RX80 £333.00

JUKI DAISYWHEEL £458.85

Full range of books, software, paper and spares for every

popular micro and printer. Our four years in the micro
business and investment in trained engineers and test

equipment is your guarantee of peace of mind.

EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
Happy customers in twelve countries

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE V.At

01-689 1280
FOR SPARES AND REPAIRS

SILVERLIND LTD, 156 Newton Road, Burton on Trent
Staffs. DE15 OTR. Tel (0283) 63987

TOWNTEST BBC/B £6.50
A very useful did fur leESchmi) GBot|faphv in prirnary schools,
tins piograiii tests pupils' knouvledye ol the locanons o!
rnaioi towns and cities in England, Scotland and Wales Well
presumed, iMith a fughreaolution [nap,

BIOLOGY BBC/B £12.50
A suite iif p'ograins using text, anuriated diagrams, examples,
and questions to assist in the undeistanding ai Biologv to
CSE, 'O and 'A' Leuel standards. Most suited lo individual
use by students, these programs also contain matunal teach-
ets can extiaci lor classroom demonsiranon Topics coveted
include thr' Eye, Eai , Hear I, Blood and Ciiculaiion, Skeleton,
Female tepioducnon, Genetics, Biochemistry and the Central
Nervous Sv tern

ENJOY MATHS 48K Spectrum £8,00
A suile uf 4 highly moiivaiing programs foi the 8 - 14 age
rdnge tables, simple et|uaiiofis, polygons and areas The
programs combine explanation with tests and make good
use of colour and sound,

MASTER DIET PLANNER 48K Spectrum £11,95
The ultimate in d/et programs, the MASTER DIET PLAN
NEH contains details of caloi les, pi o I em, viidinms and other
nuiiieni^ for 681 loods' The MASTER DIET PLANNER will
h(?lp you plan a well balanced diet, including options to
restrict fats, cholesterol and salt, oi to increase fibre intake
at tht same time offering maximum choice of foods Instruc-
tions anti Recipe Book included

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKING & VAT

We require good programs to increase our catalogue

and pay high royalty rates for published material.

TOPSAYINGS
ON PRINTERS

* * PRINTERS * *

BBC INK JET IP)

BBC INK JET IS)

EPSON
RX80T
RX80F/T
FX80
IVIX lOOF/TIII

FX lOOF/T

Epaon FX80 & RX80 Ribbons
Full range of Epson Interfaces Available

OTHERS
BROTHER HR15
JUKI 6100
MANNESMAN PIXY PLOTTER
MANNESMAN TALLY MT80
OKI 80A IP)

OLYMPIA ESW102
SEIKOSHA GPIOOA
SHINWA4 Colour

SHINWA CP80
SMITH CORONA TPl

STAR DP510
STAR DP515

Price Pace

ex VAT inc VAT
239,00 274.85

267,00 307,05

229,00 263.35

256,00 294,40

335,00 385,25

375,00 431.25

430.00 494,50

4.00 4,60

349.00 401,35

350-00 402,50

505.00 580.75

265.00 304,75

180.00 207,00

675.00 776.25

175.00 201.25

139,00 159.85

240,00 276,00

299,00 343,85

235.00 270,25

285,00 3?7 7fi

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETA ILS OR WRITE TO

:

MAYFAIR MICROSf aesA york road,
WANDSWORTH, LONDON SW18 TEL: 01-870 32SS
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GIRLS AND BQYS
Sir, I unfortunately missed the article: 'Why

the girls don't compute', but did read Carina

Moss's letter (December 83). As a male

computer freak who also does some youth

work, may I m^ke a few observations?

I have taken a computer to youth clubs

many times and have found girls and boys

equally interested. Senior youth club atten-

dance is numerically biased towards males

so it's difficult to give numbers. However,

among the seven to 10-year-olds, interest

is about equally divided.

These are not hobbyists, nor am I talking

about individuals familiar with computers.

Most have only had brief contact with

computers at school, or none at all. When
confronted with a computer, most expect to

play games, and it is quite difficult to get

them to try programming. However, when I

succeed, and we write (usually) little 10-line

Basic routines, both boys and girls seem
keen to have a go.

The interest and enthusiasm is there.

Perhaps it's the encouragement that the

girls are lacking. After all, how many boys

woke up to a computer in their stocking at

Christmas? And how many girls?

G Sargent
Loughborough

BLISS PLEA
Sir, Could I appeal through your columns
for any information available relating to

Bliss Symbolics and the BBC micro? I have
a son of 4i years of age, above average

intelligence, who is unable to talk and any

such assistance would give him a unique

opportunity to express himself.

I would be grateful if you could pass on
any replies to me. A Morgan

Milton Keynes

CARIBBEAN CLUB
Sir, This may be a long shot, but I wonder if

anybody in the Caribbean would be inter-

ested in forming a BBC micro group? It

would probably have to be a postal one, but

if there are other BBC owners in the West
Indies I would like to hear from them. My
home phone number is Montserrat 5674.

There are presently two BBC micro owners

in Montserrat, both using British (not US)

models.

I have noticed a number of letters in

magazines from people who wish to use a

British BBC micro in countries which do not

use the British standard 625-line PAL UHF
TV system (eg in the US). The British BBC
will not work with a different TV system.

One solution is to buy the US model of the

BBC micro, but it is more expensive and it

has a different operating system so soft-

ware is not compatible with the British

model.

Another solution might have been to buy

one of the multistandard PAL'NTSC colour

TVs, but the output from the BBC is insuffi-

cient to drive such TVs correctly - as 1

found to my cost. A good colour picture

cannot be obtained from the micro by this

system (cf your reply to Nigel Webley's

letter in the January 1984 issue). The only

real way out is to use a proper PAL colour

monitor!

I also note tales of woe from foreign Beeb
owners (or would-be owners) about the

lack of co-operation from British equipment

suppliers. Every British supplier who 1 have

ordered BBC-related items from has given

fast and problem-free service, so 1 would

not like potential customers to be put off-

Thanks for a most useful and enjoyable

magazine! Dr Tony Glaser

American University of the Caribbean

PO Box 400
Montserrat

West Indies

As far as we know, there is no general

problem with PAUNTSC colour TVs. It is

true that the TV signal from the Beeb Is,

along with other micros (and video re-

corders), not up to broadcast standard,

but that isn't a general problem.

However, some modern sets expect

highly accurate, digital channel control

which the Beeb cannot give. You might

have one of these TVs.

Some TV sets can be adjusted, as can

the Astec video modulator (the silver

box in the corner of the Beeb's board

behind the UHF plug). This might Im-

prove the picture, but get someone who
knows something about it to do the

adjusting.

We would be interested to hear from
anyone who can throw light on this

subject, or recommend a PAL/NTSC TV.

ATOM DUMP
Sir, I have an Atom, Wordpack and Epson

MX70 printer. At first I had to be content

with using the printer only for listings or with

the Wordpack, as the manual was incom-

prehensible, and Atomic Theory & Practice

has little to say about printers. I eventually

worked out how to use the printer in text

mode from the single example of how to

enter control codes given in the Epson
booklet.

I should now like to explore the 'bit image

mode", but after entering the control codes I

have no idea as to how to enter bit image

data. My unsuccessful attempts confirm

that after entering "ESC K" (P.S27$75) bit

image mode is entered, but whatever I

enter subsequently has no effect that 1 can

make sense of. No clue is given in the

booklet as to the form the data has to take,

my supplier is not able, or is not willing, to

give me advice, and a letter to Acornsoft

drew a similar blank. Can you help? A
simple illustrative program or two would be

worth thousands of words - a point which

seems to be lost on the writers of manuals.

I should like to support the views ex-

pressed by Andrew Ward in November's

issue. For example, a few parallel listings in

the series on printers might have made it

accessible to Atom owners. The appear-

ance of Atom Forum was most welcome- I

was about to give up all hope of seeing

articles of use to me - but it would be nice if

the listings were more accurate,

R Stebbin

London

We tried to locate a screen dump for an

MX70, but couldn't. Any readers who
have a dump might tike to send it in so
we can pass it on. Otherwise, George
Hill's article In June's issue should be of

some help.

The escape code problem is within

our grasp. What's happening is that

'ESC is being sent to the processor, as

well as the print channel. This means
the program ends, as it would if the

escape key were pressed.

There are two solutions. One is to

poke the printer port with:

?#B801 - 27;WAIT;?#B801 -75
The other is to temporarily alter the

WRCHVEC to point to #FEFB. This

sends all subsequent output to the

printer only. The code for this is:

100 !#208=#FEFBFE94;REM:Alter
vector

110 P.$27$75; REM ESC K
120 !#208 = #FE52FE94;REM:Restore

old vector

^MTTlNSTWCTlCP
Sir, 1 am writing to ask for your assistance

in locating a source for software covering

the billing of hotel guests.

I have perused Acorn User without suc-

cess in my search, and realise that this

information must be somewhat specialised

and out of the usual trend of software

manufacturing.

The requirements are simply for the bill-

ing of a 1 2-roomed hotel plus the running of

the restaurant charges. We are not looking

for stock control or anything of that order.

Our equipment is a B model with a

double disc drive and a Juki 6100 printer.

Any information your readers can supply

will be gratefully received. James Birnie

The Elms Country Hotel

Swains Road
Bembridge

Isle of Wight

Sir, In reply to J McDowall's letter in your

December issue concerning a high-score

record by his brother, I am proud to say I

have recorded a high score of 100,400 in

Program Power's Killer Gorilla.

Keep the great magazine going.

M MacAdam
Farnborough
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JUST AVAILABLE!
NEW-Official BBC MicrocomputerTransitCase

for all BBC Microcomputerowners!

This lightweight, tough, djrable catrymg

ca!e n fitted internally with specially

designed compartments to safely cairy

the B8C Microcomputer, a cassette player,

software cassettes, all connecting leads,

tiandbook etc.

Featuring removable lid, interior loam

protection, smart blacl< Imish, protected

corner, plated locks, and comfortable

catiying handle, its a 'must' lor all BBC
Microcomputer owrrers.

fcjfternal dimensions only

98V,' . 22" • 5'

Official BBC Programmers Kit
This de-luxe BBC Programmers Kit consists of a flowchart pad with special

gripbinder, a screen layout pad with special grip binder, a symbol design pad
with special grip binder, plus a super quality BBC ringbinder to store your

progtames and notes

]./-,r,.ro.M,r,,.A,d.,rP[LP05T,Stroud,GU,GL6)BR

Please supply the following items:-

(Enter Items required All prices include VAT)

Qty
I

Total Cost

BBC Microcomputer Carrying Case

Price £36.00, plus £5.00 p & p each

BBC Programmers Kit

Pfrr.f'^.riO,p|,,,t"100p&pedch

GRAND TOTAL ( mc VAT ^nd p a•^nn p spon
t'-ji h itprn.

Ndrne_ _

Address

I encbse cash/cheque. to the value o(£.

(or) plesse debit my Access/Visa card,

No___

.TelNc

ES^
Signritijif

Allow 28 d(jyi for delivery

Now you can add the very latest

5^ inch, half height disk drives
from TEAC to your BBC Model 'B'.

SINGLE DRIVES
FD-55A-9409, 100KB, 40 TRACK S.S. £182
FD-55B-9410, 200KB, 40 TRACK D S £234
FD-55E-9411. 200KB, 80 TRACK S.S. £217
FD-55F-9412, 400KB, 80 TRACK D.S. £258

Powered by the BBC Micro;
no additional power
supply needed.

reATimEs

D LSI Circuitry
: I _ ^ __

Jewer mechanical parts

Egower consumption (4.9W)

iS^ininimisesRFr\^;T

TWIN DRIVES

From £343 (without power supply)

From £428 (complete
with integral

switched-mode
power supply)

To order, add
VAT to above prices

and send your remittance. Alternatively, order
by telephone quoting your Barclaycard/Access
number. Carriage and packing free.

Enquiries from Dealers and Education
Authorities welcomed.

2a Green Street

Sandbach
Cheshire
own 9AX

MAIL ORDER MICROS

Telephone 0782 811711
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^^ji *> ^^^ The London ACORN-BBC
Atom:
Full hardware and software support.

BBC:
Model A £299

Model B £399

Memory up-grades £21 .99

Repair service and component supply.

Printers:

SeJkoshalOO £215

Epson MX80FT/3 £385

SCM Daisywheel £485

Cassettes:

Matched Cassette Recorders £26

Monitors:
12" Green Screen

(Hitachi/Phoenjx) £110
12" Colour (Kaga) £255
14" Colour (BMC/Cable) £255

Discs:

TEAC40-track £199

Shugart twin 40-track £299
TORCH dual disc drive with Z80
processor, 64K RAM, CP/M and
FREE software £780

Eprom programmer:
Specially designed for BBC. Programs
12 different Eproms including 27128.

Includes screen software £95

(dealerenquiries mvited)

Add 15% VAT to all prices. Carriageextra.

The London ACORN-BBC Centre
Suppliers to Schools and Colleges

Maintenance Contractors
Tapes :

Top Tape: see adverts in Radio Times.

OFF Records beats all published prices.

Stationery:

Moore Paragon main agents. Large

selection of continuous stationery,

forms and labels.

Books:
Browse through the Computer Book
Department for educational, scientific

and business applications.

COMPUTER HOUSE
58 Battersea Rise

Clapham Junction

London SW11 1HH
Telephone 01 -223 7730

SI JOHNS HILL

4 M'rlifln 4'oin BR CIdrhlijMi ,fi»4ikiiLiHi

Sui rS. 31.39. »5 (a 68 17 T/O M'.l

Tube l'.lj|,h,-i. (^.,ii..<i(iii

UVENDtR HILL

J
(A3. SOUTH CiaCULllHI

iWV lUillMUIS...

BUTTfft«» RISC. 9W11

[Ji.Hn D.iilv '1 .111,1"! MBIi.r-.

New Showroom;
OFF Records would expect you to buy

best value. Spend some time in the

relaxed atmosphere of our new
showroom to find out exactly what you

are getting for your money.

OFFware:
CHARAI D for the design of a block of 4

characters in any graphics mode
including mode-7. Outputs VDU23
commands, teletext commands and
printer commands to screen or printer

together with actual design. Substantial

software with more than 20 well-

documented commands. Indispensible

for graphics work-

£7.50 p.p. & VAT incl.

ATILITYcontains seven essential

routines for the disc based Atom:
'COPY, 'COPYT, -COPYD, -RENAME.
'PURGE, -BACKUP, "AUTORUN.
£25 p. p & VAT incl.

Vacancy:
OFF Records are looking for a bright

spark with good knowledge of both

software and hardware. Initially a

Saturday job with a view to full-time

employment.

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
For children ages 4-11

EDUCARE'S 50
strongly

on ttie

on the

BBC
MICRO

{Model A and Model B)

WITH COLOUR, SOUND &
OTHER ENHANCEMENTS
PROGRAMS WRITTEN IN

STRUCTURED FORM
py QC Paperback
tf>90 110 pages

These programs cover a wealth of basic concepts every
child will meet in primary education. They are produced by
professional educators and have been thoroughly tested in

a primary school. Designed to go beyond drifi & practice
they promote learning through interaction and discovery.
Programs range from counting and simple arithmetic to

ones dealing with volume, balance and direction, mostly in

form of games. Each program is short but powerful and
comes with full documentation.

ZX81
witti

SPECTRUM
SUPPLEMENT

pC QC Paperback
X.Dmi3D 122 pages

(All programs suit IK ZX81)

To:

EDUCAHE
13da Sloane St.

London
SW1X 9Ay

Plejse send copies Educare s 5D(inZXB1/Sp«c1rum

copies Educara s bO on BBC Micro.

I enclose cReque/postal ofOet lor E

Name

Let your child benefit early — Send now

mmm
Take your team from the 4th

Division to the European Cup!
Features 4 divisions, promotion,
relegation, transfers, injuries,

suspensions, weekly results and
league tables, reserve team, crowd
trouble, and all the fun, drama and
frustation of managing a league club

BRITAIN'S GREATEST

FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT
GAME - NOW FOR THE

BBC MODEL BAND
ELECTRON £6.95

P6flK/OFT AClip the coupon, or just nor,e your

name, address and computer on the

back of your cheque. We supply by

return of 1st class post - average 7 Hawthorn Crescent

delay on our premises is three hours! Burton-on-Trent

Yes, please rush my Champions! For my , ..Computer

Name *..

Address
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Printersharer/Switching Devices

SOLID STATE SWITCHING
EXTRA CABLE LENGTHS
NO PLUGGING OR UNPLUGGING
EASY TO OPERATE
SIMPLE INSTALLATION
SEND'HECEIVE CAPABILITY

• SAVES TIME
SAVES MONEY
CONNECT IN MULTIPLES

' NO LIMIT TO SHARERS
' IN USE INDICATORS
' 12 MONTH WARRANTY

PRINTEBSHAReH-PARALLEL (THREE MICROS TO ONE PRINTER) E65 00
PRINTERSHABER-SERIAL (THREE MtCHOS TO ONE PRINTER) E75 00
(nol solid stale]

PRINTERCHANGER-PARALLEL (ONE MICRO TO THREE PRINTER.PLOTTER E70.00
RAMGE OF CABLES HJH THE ABOVE ARE AVAILABLE

OTHER KEYZONE PRODUCTS

£120 OO

E5OO0

80 COLUMN DISPLAY CARD
For Applo][plus S / IB

Bt) COLUMN DISPLAY INTERFACE
For Apple / le (only)

80 COLUMN EXTENDABLE DISPLAY CARD E60 00
For Apple / fe lonivj

ao COLUMN 61K EXTENDED CARD EB9 00
Fo' Apple / /e (anlyl

SERIAL COMMUNICATION CARD C90 00
Fa' Apple ][ plus & ' le

C63 00SERIAL PRINTER CARD
For ApptElIplusS / le

PARALLEL GRAPHIC PRINTER CARD t60 00
For Apple l[plus 7 / (e

SPECTAGRAM RGB COLOUR CARD £12000
Foi Apple jrplus 7 / /e

4 CHANNEL, B BIT AD CONVERTER ElOOOO
For Apple 3[ plus '/ lo

4 CHANNEL. 13 BIT A D CONVERTER C120 00
For Apple IE plus 7 1 le

ACCESSORIES
G'tlt Upgrade kll lor SO cinlumn eiterdaPle paid tor Appla / le tJo oo
SLIMFAN CNp or i;ooling Ian Inr Apple Willi mains suppressors a i sockel wilh plug E42 SO

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 1? MONTH GUARANTEE-
ALI PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE S VAT

DDT SOFTWARE
presents

MASS
MACRO ASSEMBLER FOR THE BBC

Take the effort out of coding and be professional with MASS. MASS
is a powerful new ROM based macro assembler for the BBC.
Assembles direct from disc or tape, so there is no limit on the
source size. Flexible source code requirements allow any editor
to be used. e.g. VIEW or WORDWISE, ever the BASIC editor.
Supplied with free utility disc including many useful macros and
a sort routine.

* Selective symbol dump
* Conditional assembly
* All OS calls supported during assembly
* Detailed manual
* Assembles to disc or memory
* Macro or disc files may be nested
* Uses same format as BASIC assembler
* Flexible listing control
* Binary and string data supported
* Over 20 powerfuJ pseudo-ops
* Linking facilities

dealership and educational establishment enquiries welcome

Price E34.95 (including VAT and carriage)

Order, enclosing full remittance, from;

DDT SOFTWARE
Southfield House, 11 Liverpool Gardens,

Worthing, West Sussex, BNll IRY.
Tel. (0903) 213174.

jDDP -^ *

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
•

DDL

SOFTWARE
* Arcade Games * Adventures *

* Educational * Utilities * ROMS *

* Languages * and more

Most from £1

WITH OPTION TO
per fortnight

With up to

25% discount

^ Membershp£10

^ For catalogue and membership form send name

^ and address to

Ricksoft, Depl. A, 78, Warren Drive, Hornchurch,

^ Essex RM12 4QX.

* Tel: (04024) 47722

iiciim

Glasgow
Authorise{d

acorn A dealer

B.B.C. B & acorn
electron

Disk Drives, Printers, Joysticks,

Acornsoft, Data Recorders, Monitors,

Adds ons by Pace, Torch etc.

^33^;kmflID Group Dealer
AecMc, VIm^ Amn, DiMn

340 Argyle Street
Ntween CMtral Station and Andenton Bus Station

Glasgow G2
Tel:041-221 8958

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
*
*
•
•
*
*
•

•
•
•
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DISC DRIVE OWNERS!
Still playing games?

Realise the potential of your DISC DRIVES
Learn to handle

RANDOM ACCESS FILES
and start creating for yourself

AN
INTRODUCTION TO

RANDOM ACCESS FILING
ON THE

BBC MICRO

This 101 page publication is available NOW and is supplied

complete with DEMONSTRATION DISC (40 track)

containing an example STOCK CONTROL system and a

PERSONNEL system.

Price £12. 50 complete

MISSING - PRESUMED LOST...

Your favourite program is deleted from your disc by accident

ButWAlTI
UTILITIES 1 is the answer

-

two programs designed to help you.

1. DISCMAP
A unique 'picture' of the contents of your disc helps you to

spot where 'missing' programs are waiting to be recovered.

Incorporates full details of all catalogued programs and a

PRINTER option.

2. DELETED FILE RECOVERY
Helps you recover ALL or PART of a deleted BASIC pro-

gram or Machine Code program. INVALUABLE for rec-

overing data from discs with corrupted catalogues. Incorpor-

ating a SECTOR SEARCH which will display sector cont-

ents in a uniquely readable way!
Supplied on disc (40 track)

£8, 95 complete with FULL DOCUMENTATION
THE COMPUTER ROOM

206 MAIN STREET
NEWTHORPE, NOTTS.

EPIC ADVENTURES
FOR THE BBC ^B'

DRUID QUEST
TRILOGY

CAN YOU DESTROY THE DRUID AND
SAVE THE PRINCESS. THEN ESCAPE ALIVE?

(BEWARE THE DRUID'S WIFE!)

1. DRUID QUEST - Is part one of these 3 classic

text adventures, your first mission is to kill

The Druid,

2. CASTLE OF DOOM - The Druid Is dead, but that

was easy compared to this game, Can you find

the Princess?

3. CONN'S REVENGE - To say too much about
this game would give away clues about CASTLE

OF DOOM. All I can say is that it is the hardest of

all 3 games!

THESE GAMES CAN BE PLAYED SEPARATELY. AS

UNIQUE ADVENTURES OR CONSECUTIVELY AS A TRILOGY

THEY ARE AVAILABLE AT£7.95 EACH FROM ,

CRT LTD oe^^^AeS
26 ORCHARD AVENUE Yr^O^^^Z.c^
SHIRLEY. CROYDON. ^^cO^
CRO SUA ^®^

EXTRON SOFTWARE- member of the PREMIER GROUP

! ! ! AT LAST ! ! !

A CARRYIIMG CASE FOR THE BBC IVIICRO

COMPUTER AND TAPE OR DISK UNITS-
INCORPORATING A DESK TOP CONSOLE

The EXTRON carrying case is made of highly durable thermo

setting ABS. for a really strong construction. ABB is the

material modern briefcases are made of. to withstand all the

knocks and bumps of travelling.

The EXTRON case, measuring 24"x16"x6" is designed

and constructed in the style of a modern briefcase. Amongst

its unique advantages is a detachable lid, which when

removed, serves as a base stand for your TV/Monitor. The

lid is strong enough to withstand the weight of a Man. Even

jumping up and down on the lid, will not cause any damage.

The Base of the carrying case, has recessed compartments;

Firstly for safety, when your equipment is being transported;

Secondly, to serve as a compact desk top Console, when

your computer Disk or Tape units, are in operation.

THE EXTRON CREATES A PROFESSIONAL LOOK
TO YOUR COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, AND FAC-

ILITATE OPERATION, TRANSPORTATION/
STORAGE, WHEN REQUIRED

INTRODUCTORY PRICE £35.00

(Includes Postage & Packing) TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

99 Westgate Grantham Lines

Tel (0476) 70907

Topomap

SOLEIMT SOFTXA/ARE
specialists in educational computing - BBC software

9G Coldharbour Road, Redland. Bristol BSB 7SB

Cartographic package for representa-

tion of any 3D surface. Can be used to

draw topographic block diagrams

with hidden lines removed. Adjust-

able vertical view angle, rotation and

scaling.

Same data fites used to draw
contour' maps. Picture save facility.

Screen dumps available for either

Epson MX80 or Walters 2000 - please

specify which.

Disk only.

£12.80 — without screen dump
£15.80 - with screen dump

Illustrated sentence sequencing in-

cluding a powerful graphics aid and

easy guide for creating new problems.

£8.00

Telling the time - an exciting ap

preach for early learners. £8.00.

Fast machine code screen dump for

graphical modes. Epson MX80 or

Walters 2000 - please specify which.

£5,00 each.

•Single program orders - tape only.

Official order form or cash with order. All prices inclusive of

VA J and post and packing.

Sequence*

Clock*

Screen Dumps*
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SWAP!!! Have a lol of new software.

Swap or buy 50p lo El Chips blown All

the lalesl software Now over 250 Ring

Greg. Phone 041-639 8361 DFSs cut

price. Phone Nowi Swap'

WANTED. Complete set back issues

Acorn User Your price paid. 0326
311012.

ATOM 12k + 12k. FP, PSU, £85 Tel

Harpenden 64261
,
Mr Marshall

WORDWISE, £25 and DPS, E50, avail-

able tor BBC Model B due to change of

system Tel Oxford (0865) 779855

BBC software to swap or sell. Arcade
Action, Flight Simulators, business
games, educational, graphics, strategy

and sound programs For information

phone Bromsgrove 70097 or write lo 1 1

7

Penntne Road, Bromsgtove, Worcs

ACORNSOFT Program Power and
Computer Concepts games for sale.

Planetoid (32k), E7 Star Trek, E4 (16k).

Asteroid Belt. Chess and Munchyman,
£5.20 each. Vgc. Ono Tel Watford
31338, ask for Praveen

TR580 DMP100 BBC Compatible Dot
Matrix Printei with graphics Parallel and
serios interface 50cps buffered - dust
cover M/C screen dump Cost E300,
accept £190 Bath 27066 pm Upgrad-
ing to FX80

CONTACT Dave between 10am-5pm
only on 051-342 3520 lo swap software.

Hundreds available Or write with list to

21 Laurelhurst Avenue, Pensby Wirral

L61 9NY.

PRINTER. Seikosha GPIOOA. onginal
packings, with cable for BBC, manual,
software for mailing list, screen dump,
12 months old, little used Will deliver in

Manchester area. £170 Phone 061-799
5043.

SHARP MZ80K, 48k computer. TV and
tape buiti in and £200 of software (new
£475 without software) Only £399 or will

exchange for BBC model B Phone P
Whiffin, Tamworth 872863.

BBC B software for sale or exchange
Vanous titles Half original price Derek,
Ruislip 31 386 after 5pm

PASCAL-T ROM. Exchange, but not fo'

games, or sell 01-556 7000

SWAP Aicm software or I will buy Send
details lo W G Murray, 8 Alconbury
Close, South Beach, BIyth. Nonhumber-
land NE24 3TL.

HUNDREDS of programs to swap Top
software houses CG, P-P, UK, Acorn,
Superior, Beebug, Quicksilva, Bug-Byte,
Kansas, Salamander and many more
Ring Steve 051 648 4419 for more de-
tails Masters also wanted

FOR SALE Acorn user, complete set

Nol to December 1983 What offers?

Tel NonAiich (0603) 713337

SOFTWARE for sale - good condition,

original packing - Logo 2 inc manual,
£5 The Valley, £5 Vortex (disc), £6
Creative Graphics cassette, only £5
Phone Justin on 01-440 7053 5-7pm
weekdays

SWAP BBC software? £500 worth
Beebcalc, invoices and statements,
word processor, compiler, games, edu-
cation, business, also for sale, £4 each
Benny Lim, Department of Accounting
and Finance, Gillow House, University of

Lancaster, Lancaster.

ORIGINAL software Invasion diskette for

sale, unused - duplicated present
Amazing 3D Vortex game with brilliant

graphics Worth £1 1 , will sell for £6 ono
Justin. Phone 01 -440 7053, 5-7pm
weekdays.

SWAP or sell BBC mtcro software in-

cluding Snapper, Rocket Raid, Swoop.
Vortex, 3D Bomb Alley, Chess, Croaker,

etc. 15 original tapes. John. Phone Rom-
ford 63638 between 6 & 7pm

ATOM Quality tape containing subrou-
tines for 'key' function, circle drawing,

split screen graphics. Also demo pro-

gram for each, £5 or swap for software
Martin, 11 Courtfield Road, Ashford,

Middx. Ring 44958

GAMES for the 8eeb. Acornsoft Mon-
sters, £7 50 Killer Gorilla, Galactic Com-
mander, £6 each 3-Deep Space from

Postern - 3-D game (special glasses
included), £7 J Shea, 85 Woodcoate
Valley Road, Purley, Surrey

SWAP Arcadians, Labyrinths of La
Coshe, Space Warp, Laser Command,
Reversi/Gomoki for BBC B. Want any
action games not adventures All origi-

nals in mint condition, Alex Card, Dalb-

lane, Leiston Road, Aldeburgh, Suffolk

IP1550D

ATOM 12k ROM 20k RAM, FP, Word-
pack, Toolbox ROMs, PSU, cassette re-

corder, lots of software and literature,

£150 ono. Ian Tel (09367) 7077
(Sandbach),

VOLTMACE Delta 14 handsel/joysfick,

good as new, £9 Also Rocket Raid,

Planetoid, Hunchback and swoop, all

originals - £6 each or £20 the lol Phone
Great Glen 2944 after 5pm Wed-Sat.

ACORNSOFT Hopper, unopened, origi-

nal tape, will sell for only £6 ono Phone
Russell Pyne on Watford 29186

BBC software for sale PImania, Dracu-
las Island, Chess (PP), £4 each Starfire,

£2 All originals Phone Alan 0642
314445

ACORN Atom floating point ROM and
Ross Software Toolkit ROM Also a whole
software library including Space Panic,

Painter, Galaxlans and Chess Phone
Stanford-Le-Hope 676409 for more de-
tails Also two books

SWAP BBC software? And improve your

collection Write, sending list, lo D. Tarle-

lon, 18 Weardale House. Woodberry
Down, London N4 IQN

ATOM software wanted, swap or buy.
Snooker, Cylon Attack, any adventures,
all wanted. Also toolkits in ROM, Swap
for some PP games Send details to

Hunter, 73 Drumillan Hill, Flatterton,

Greenock, Renfrewshire.

WANTED BBC model A, 16or32k Musi
be in very good condition, £200 paid No
software or add-ons Please telephone
Isle of Wight 296417 before 5pm Post-

age will be paid,

ATARI and four cartridges' Combat,
Berzerk, Chess and Space War. In-

cludes all controllers, PSU, etc Cost
£150, will sell for £85 Telephone Wed-
more (0934) 712252 any time after 5pm
(Roger).

FREE PERSONALAD SERVICE
Sell your old hardware or software for cash. Fill in the form below to a maximum of 32
words (one in each box) and send it to Acorn User Free Ads, 53 Bedford Square,
London WC1. Use capital letters, and remember your name, address or telephone
number. This Is a free service to readers—no companies please. One entry per form

only, and we cannot guarantee any Issue.

EDUCATIONAL programs wanted for

the BBC suitable (or 4-10 year olds
I can

swap same or the latest games, etc

Phone Kings Langley 651 16

ATOM 12k + 12k plus power pack,

several manuals and tapes, £75. TeL
Amljefley3421 evenings.

WATFORD DFS chip and manual, un-

used, will sell for £40 or swap for Word-
wise plus manual (worth £52) Phone
Mike 01-464 8019 evenings (Bromley,

Kent)

PRINTER for sale. Centronics 739 9-pin

Dol Matrix. Features include proportional

spacing, underline, sub-superscript, bit-

image graphics, etc High quality print

BBC cable included. Reasonable offers

considered Tel 01-777 3552 evenings
or weekends.

WORDWISE. Give away price of £20
Unwanted gift, especially since I've sold

my Beeb Phone Nick anytime al 061-

273 6094

BBC games: Castle of Riddles, Rocket
Raid, £5 each Program Power's Chess,

£4 User Guide, unopened spare copy in

mint condition, £5 The Book of Listings,

£1 50 Tel Tamworth (0827) 874350
evenings

DO YOU wanl lo swap BBC micro soft-

ware? It so please contact Colin Pearse,

9 Ballachrink, Colby, Isle of Man. Prefer-

ably ring (0624) 83 39S6.

WANTED Copy of Acorn DFS manual
Any reasonable price paid K P Parker,

Lowick Bridge 201

KILLER Gorilla, Arcadians, Monsters,

Rocket Raid, Gemini Stockcontrol, Mail-

list, Invoicing and Cashbooks + Final

Accounts, all for half-price. TeL Paul

Burgess 01 -546 9938 evenings.

ATOM arcade games Glaxian Invaders,

Asteroid, Pac-Man. Snooker, Pinball, £4
each or £10 the lol Send 50p p&p lo J,

Hudson, 5 Cumberland Avenue, Chil-

well, Notls NG9 4BH. Tei: 252802 (Notts

Code, 0602)

BBC B DFS Double density. Brand new,
unused, unwanted gift tjtiliiies discs
and full filling and using instructions

provided, £85 ono Tel (01)668 9883.

SWAP programs with me if you live in

North Birmingham area Games, educa-
tional or graphics, adventures, music.

Plase phone Elton Ward 021 -358 2496

HELPI Has anyone got an all mode
dump program for the Acorn JP101
printer and instructions Will pay Con-
tact D Pope, 41 Greenwood Avenue,
Benfleet, Essex GG7 ILD or Tel; (0375)
3698 Thanks, need lor '0' level.

ATOM 12k + 12k, FP ROM, leads,

magic book, AS.F software, Frogger +

other games, £60 (quick sale) Richard

Moore. Weymouth (0305) 834587 after

4.30pm

HOBBfT floppy tape, zero memory op-
tion, 13 lapes with software, £150 ono
Worthing (0903) 42033 after 7pm

ATOM function keys. Ik machine code
program, Supresses key bounce Other

powerful edit feature. Cassette, £5 R
Waller, 2 Hoynors, Danbury, Essex. Tel

024 541 4469 for chal.

A0
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Fort Cybertron: the most well* protected stronghold in the

hplaxy. Obliterate the Spinners, Clones and Cyber-Droids as

Bit run from room to room in search of the Fort's riches. Avoid

Kuching the walls with their sizzling high voltage charge.

Watch out for the relentless Spook who glides through walls in

K>t pursuit.

Superb graphical animation and nerve-wrecking sound effects

feature in this new machine-code game. C'Tgc <^-

""•RSIONS AVAILABLE FOR BBC *^
JD ELECTRON __

ML lilNk. Iik> J<JIJ



ACORN AP100A printer (Seikosha
GPIOOA) Inleiiace cable Dust cover
Excellent condition. £180 Exeter 68065
or Exeter 75858

WANTED Atom software, particularly

Acornsoft Games Pack Eleven, Malhs
Pack Two and Database Will buy or

swap tor other software - I have over 30
titles Simon Young. 14 Hermon Avenue.
Blackpool FYS 3BL,

OVER 100 BBC software titles rncluding

all Acornsolt {new and old), Mary Rose.
Vu-type, Vu-File etc, KHIer Gorilla + up-
grade, Pinball, Music Processor, 747,
White Knight, Leap-Frog, Hunchback,
Bandit and much more to swap Ring
052468100 after 4pm

PRINTER; Tandy DMP 100 Full graph-
ics and adjustable tractor feed, com-
plete with BBC and/or Dragon leads
Use with parallel or serial interfaces

Cost £300 selling lor £170 ono. Contact
Adrian. Telephone 0926 (Warwick)
497231

ATARI VCS. controllers, with cartridges
or separately Invaders, Combal, Out-
law, Superman Otters'' BesI olfer ac-
cepted. Worlh C170 new Will swap for

BBC software A Freudenberg, Charlton

Orchards. Taunton. Somerset Tele-

phone West Monkton 412959

SCOTLAND. BBC model B for sale OS
1.2 Asnew(bo>!ed)S:350 041-8126065
anytime

BBC games to swap or sell Over 100
different Some even on disc. Several
useful utilities on tape and disc Most are
latest games out Please phone Peler on
01-243 0820 anytime

WANTED. Dot matrix line printer Can
pay up to £100 Small collection radius
as I am still at school Phone Healhlietd

(04352) 3640 early morning or in the
evening.

EPSON FX80 printer, mint condition with
very little use Including lead for BBC
computer. E350 ono Tel Windsor
67988

MORSEL morse lulor pfogram for model
B BBC E5 50 Also connector, cable and
morse key, C9 50 R. A Brooks, "Way-
side", S Milton, Kingsbndge, S Devon
TQ7 3JQ Tel: 054857 771

CUMANA double disc compatible BBC
B Bought April 83, £746, accep! £510
BBC cassette player, £20 Both perfect,

postage included Churcher, 10 Park
Avenue, Eastbourne 0323 53822.

ATARI VCS. Two joysticks, two paddles,

nirte cartridges Space Invaders, Haunt-

ed House, Pele Soccer Star, Raiders,

Adventure, SupermEan, Pac Man, Space
Wat, Combat Cost £321, sell for £160
Dan Berbridge. Betchworlh 2196

PRINTER Shinwah CP80 Centronics In-

terlace with 3 ribbons. As new, £200 01 -

941 0505

UK 101 Bk RAM, fully expandable New
monitor wilh Exmon, 6502 assembler
and disassembler 1 1 cassettes of soft-

ware (games and utilities), and all leads

included with case £60 ono Tel Can-
nock 4963

ATOM 12k RAM 16k ROM including

Programmers Toolbox and FP ROM,
6522 VIA, PSU, all leads and manuals,
C95. Tel; Hull 491943 after 6pm

ATOM 12k RAM together with plenty ol

games and books. £75 ono Forrester,

28 Beagle Ridge Drive, Foxwood Hill,

York. Telephone 0904 7981 58.

TELETYPE (Weslrex) pnnler, keyboard
and stand. Working order including new
nbbon and paper Bargain at £35 Bed-
ford (0234)48664

WANTED 8271 floppy disk controller

Will pay up to £25. Phone Hemel Hemp-
stead 68395.

BBC owners Sell/swap software. I have
over 80 games including Hobbil, Cylon
Attack, Program Power, Acornsoft and
more S. Rush, 42 York Road, Rayleigh,
Essex SS6 8SB Phone 0702 521903
after 7pm

WANTED Atom software. I will buy or

exchange your unwanted Atom pro-

grams. Send details of your programs to

Andy Watson, 33 Hilton Street, Aber-
deen AB2 3QT

IKON Hobbif (loppy tape dnve for BBC
complete with zero memory system,
EPROM, leads, tapes, software Ideal

upgrade from cassette, £1 1 5 Ring Dave
Eden, 0925 814042, Warrington,
Cheshire

SEIKOSHA GPIOOA, Good as new, for

sale El 50 inc manual and lead Phone
01-920 7350 (day), 01-947 6579 (even-
ings). Bevan.

BBC ROMs for sale Wordwise £30,
Discdoctor £22, Beebcalc £26. Forth

£26. Tel' Derek Chassay, 01-602 5526
(daytime), or 01-381 2593 (evening)

PRINTER. Tandy DMP200 six months
old with BBC cable bidirectional, high

resolution graphics 160cps, multiple

print styles including word processor.

Send stamped sae for example. Offers
£250-1- L Paulsen, 72 Hillcrest, Hatlield,

Herts Tel: 65466.

EXCHANGE extremely large selection of

software of every description. Games,
adventures, educational, utilities etc
Quality of program and my reliability

guaranteed No cash transactions Tel

0469 60976

BBC model B one year old I can't find

the time to use it, OIR £340 Durham
(0385) 65602

ORIOrWAL BBC software Pharaoh's
Tomb, Exmon + others, £5 ono including

routine to work from disc Also Simonsoft
Disassembler (disc), E6 ono, Beebug
Sfarfire. £2 Little used Tel. Manchester

(061) 224 0756 (after 6pm).

WATFORD Electronics DFS ROM -i-

manual, £35; 8271 disc controller, £30
For BBC model B or both, £60. Full disc

upgrade instructions can be supplied

Phone 031 -667 4180 evenings.

ATOM owner'' Do you live in or near
Gravesham or Medway areas'? Would
you like lo exchange games, software,

advice? If so. ring Andrew Tel Meo-
pham (0474) a 12704

WANTED: "Your Computer" maga2ine5
Volume I , Issue 1 , Volume 2, Issues 2, 3,

5: Volume 3, Issue 9 Please ring An-
drew. Tel. Meopham (0474} 812704
Also any of Bug Byte's "The Atom"

ACORN Atom games, Galaxian, Invad-

ers, Chess, Hyperfite, Space Panic, and

Air Attack All originals. Also two Atom
books £15 the lot S Jack. 23 Cross-

dene Road, Ctosshouse, Kilmarnock,

Ayrshire After 6pm.

SWAP or sell Beeb software: Pass-go
(Monopoly), Vortex, 3D Bomb Alley,

Snowball (adventure). Hunchback.
Space Adventure, Monaco, Planetoid,

Castle of Riddles, Music Processor.

Beeb-Arl Phone Derby (0332) 517519
after 6pm

VIEW ROM complete as new, £35 or

swap. Also most Gemim progs All origi-

nal and large amount of games. Please

nng 0635 63854 lor list.

SEIKOSHA GP250X graphics printer

wilh BBC cable plus screen dump pro-

gram. Only £195 Little used Nol suited

for my needs Tel' Rhoose 710663 alter

6.30 pm Boxed with manual Ask lor Mr
P. Panayides,

BBC 32k computer, two official joysticks,

Hitachi radio cassetle, three books, lots

of magazines and software All as new
for only £375 ono Write to Mr Olive, 8
Adelaide Drive, Sittingbourne Kent

BBC model B + software including Star-

ship Command, Chess. Arcadians, Killer

Gorilla etc {17 in all) All original, worth

£570. will sell lor £420 Tel Dursley

(0453) 842381

BBC model B with disc interface, 80
column printer. £50 of software. £20 of

magazines etc. all in excellent condition

- genuine reason for sale. Only £450
inclusive Phone Cambridge 245799
Worth over £600.

MOLIMERX Jumbo and Shuttle simula-

tions includes manuals. Cost £30. sell for

£18 or £10 each Also Galactic Com-
mander, £5 P Cahillane, Room 114,

Lewis Jones, The University, Singlelon
Park, Swansea SA2.

WANTED 8271 floppy disc controller )C

Ring 0482 826946

SWAP BBC games including Alien Swirl.

Killer Gorilla, Bomb Alley, Rocket Raid,

Meteors, Planetoid, Monsters, Snapper,
Sphinx adventure. Chess. Swoop, Laser
Command Plus more A Dunn,34Aber-
leldy Street, Dennistoun. Glasgow G31
3NP

PRINTER Acorn API OOA Excellent con-
dition, only nine months old. In original

box with manual Only £165. Phone Ab-
ingdon (0235) 848544.

FOR BBC computer ^ Cumana (Teac)
dual disc drive 200k, 40-track, built in

PSU. disc manual, utility disc, all leads,

Acorn DFS chip, 11 months old in per-
fect order £345 ono Bedford (0234)
67067 eves/wkends

WANTED BBC games to swap for Snap-
per, Meteors, Defender, Painter, Mon-
sters, Moonraider, EDG Graphics. Filer,

PP Physics. Geography, Snake, Swoop
Wordwise ROM with instructions, £14
Also interested in educational and prac-
tical software Telephone 061 -620 5309.

ATOM 12k -1- 12k, FR.comeswith Acorn
Games 5, 7, 8, 9, 1 1 , Introductory Pack,
Atom Chess, manual. Atom magic bcxDk,

£165. Leeds (0532) 579366,

MATTEL Inlellivision for sale with six

superb cartridges Two cartridges are
special American exports Any reason-

able offers considered Phone Maiden-
head 74601 after 5pm weekdays Any-
time at weekends. Must sell this month'

WORDWrSE ROM package. £27, View
ROM package, £40 Ouicksilva Protec-

tor, £5, Chess, £5, Dogfight, £5. Tel

0761-71575 49 Mearns. High Littleton,

Avon.

SEIKOSHA GPIOOA printer Approx 9
months old As new, £140 ono or £160
includes paper, dust cover, spare nb-

bon, cablefor BBC micro Includes origi-

nal packing and manual Buyer collects

Aldridge, Westmid 0922 57259,

HOBBIT floppy tape system for sale plus

zero memory option with complete
instructions for use Excellent condition

Keilh Walkins, 110 Meredith Street.

Crewe, Cheshire 0270 211059 after

6pm £100

BBC micro software' Rocket Raid, Flight

Simulator, Roulette. Tanks, Middle King-

dom, Zombies, F For Freddie, Guns oi

Navarone, Fruit machine, fun games,
games of strategy. Beebcalc. All around
£5 Telephone Bnslol 561237

BBC official (Shugart) 100k disc drive,

utilities disk, manual and leads, 9
months old, gelling bigger drives Will

deliver within reasonable radius of Maid-
stone Tel 0732 848436 after 6pm

BBC software: Graphs and Charts, Desk
Diary, Philosophers Quest, Painting,

Wordwise - sale or exchange Wanted
Lisp, Forth, Pascal. BCPL for disc sys-

tem. Also books Telephone 02216
(Bath) 4432 evenings.

PET 3032 with C2N cassette unit and
£150-worthot games all in VG condition

£300 - ono. Phone Camberley 64059
evenings

PRINTER Seikosha AP100A, 80 column
30 cps VGC, includes manual, leads

and paper £150 Phone Langley. Great

Barton (028-487) 470,

ACORN games to sell - all for BBC B.

Ten of them, also two other professional

games. All boxed and in good condition.

All of these for £60 ono. Ring Matthew.
Milton Keynes 564373

DISC Interface with 90 DFS, £80
Grantham, Lines area. Will fit for you
Upgrading to double density Tel: 0476
85402

BBC Teletext adapter, complete with

ROM and manual As good as new,

£200 Tel: Holbeach 380621 after 6pm or

at weekends Ask for Trevor

WANTED. Atom software especially

Flight Simulator. Will swap exisling pro-

grams or buy good used tapes Aber-

deen (0224) 323302 after 6pm

SWAP BBC B software, over 100 games
including Program Power. Acornsoft, Su-

perior etc Mitchell Trow, 3 Church Walk,

Egginglon, near Leighton Buzzard
Beds. Tel. Leighton Buzzard 210301
after 4.30pm or weekends

ZEN assembler for the Newbrain Com-
plele with full documentation, £25
(0736) 754845, Cornwall

WANTED BBC compatible disc drive

Preferably 100k Teac half height but

anything considered Tel. 0247 63603
afternoons or evenings
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Free software,oiily£225.
If you own a BBC Micro, you can

now download, store and run programs

(transmitted free of charge via Ceefax)

with the new Teletext Adaptor, priced

£225 inc. VAT.

These programs make up the BBC
Telesoftware Service (which is intended to

become a computer software broadcasting

channel) and although primarily educat-

ional, they will soon develop

into general interest and

business areas.

And, as they will

change every two weeks,

youU soon be able to build

up a vast bank of top qual-

ity software without ever

having to putyour hand in

your pocket.

But that's not all

the adaptor has to offer.

It also enables you to

gain access to the

normal teletext store

of data.This is differ-

ent to simply having

a teletext TV
because it means f

this data can now be transferred to

memory and manipulated in any way you

wish (making graphs or bar charts for

instance).

It's yet another development in our

programme to help you fuUy realise your

BBC Micro's potential.

If you're a credit card holder you

can order the Teletext Adaptor by ringing

01-200 0200 at any time or

0933-79300 during office

hours.

(You can also fmd

out the address of your

local BBC Micro dealer by

calling the same numbers.)

Alternatively, you

can order it by sending off

the coupon below.

Technical Specifications

Access to Teletext and Telesoftware Services broadcast on

U.H.F. channels E21 to E69.

Speed of max. data capture rate approx. 128k baud.

(8 lines of Teletext per frame.)

Height 70mm. Width 210mm. Depth 350mm. Weight 2kg.

Colour: BBC Computer cream.

Construction: Moulded top and bottom to match BBC
computer profde. ABS injection moulded plastic.

Controls: Four tuning potentiometers on rear panel.

Mains on/off switch on rear panel.

Power in 240v,50Hz,15w.

Operating Temperature: 10*^ to 35°C.

Designed and manufactured to comply with BS415 Class 1

standard.

AC.3.To: BBC MitTocomputers. e/o Vector Marketing,

Denington Estate, Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.

Please send me BBC Teletext Adaptors at £22.5

earh,ine.VATand delivery. 1 enclose PO/eheque payable to

Readers A/C, Arorn Computers Ltd, or charge my credit card.

Card Number ^ . ^

AniPx/l)in)Ts/V'isu/\rcf»s{l)i'li't<')

Name ^

Address-

Postcode.

Signature.
H.-f:ist.Tc.! INo. I4(» :18MI VAT %>. 215 4(K)22I)

TheBBC Microcomputer System.
Designed, produced and distributed by Acorn Computers Limited.



BBC EXPANDABLE CONSOLE
as supplied to BBC, Universities, Colleges, Schools, etc
A professional console to house
disc drives /2 nd processor/
TORCH dual drives/teletext,

etc. All untidy wiring out of sight

in the strong aluminium console
in a matching textured colour.

Available now a bolt on extra

module for extra expansions.

Also available a matching printer

stand, yes stack your paper
under the printer.

EUCTRbfSI m6dEL
AVAILABLE

PRIMTER/VpU STAND
Acorn owners who only need a

VDU stand will find the stand
slips comfortably over the BBC
with adequate ventilation allow-

ed for. After use the micro can
be slid UNDER the stand acting

as a dust cover when micro not
in use.

BASIC CONSOLE as shown
only £39.99 + £4.00 p/p
PRINTER/VDU STAND
on)y £14.99 -E2.00 p/p
EXPANSION MODEL
only £14.99 + £2.00 p/p
Please add V.A.T. at 15%.

For further information enclose sae or send cheque to:

Mail Order ^•/ , 27 Wycombe Rd
Only _Si/aHT 01801 3014 London N17

3-ieL-X0mPUTii25 ----
Please allow 28 days for delivery

"After March 31st console price is £44.99

3D SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR BBC MICROCOMPUTER

3D TENNIS
Full feature, one or two player game.

Fully detailed on screen scoreboard. You'll feel

you're playing at Wimbledon.

3D GOLF
It looks a long way down the fairway.

Trees to the left, out of bounds on the right and a

stream crossing through the middle.

All the fun of the fairway rough.

MELODY LINE
Not 3D. but an excellent music programme

offering rhythm generator metronome, envelope

design, 4 channel simulator tape recorder.

Turns your computer into a piano keyboard.

DOVES
Certainly not a peaceful game.

Fast arcade action. Will you get the bird?

Large list of other proprietory software.

Send a large sae for list

TORCH DISK PACK WITH FREE SOFTWARE
n30.00 f VAT

West Coast Personal Computers
47 Kyle Street. Ayr HAl IRS Tel: 0292 285082

THE BBC MICRO SOUND SYSTEM
MICROVOC

As supplied to Schools & Colleges

SYSTEM INCLUDES:
Speakers, Volume control, jack sockets
and all connections (assembled) plus
Buzzgo to eliminate the infernal B.B.C.

buzz.

Easily fitted with no drilling, soldering or
cabinet modifications £23-00 inc VAT and

p&p
MICROVOC WITHOUT SPEAKERS

£15 inclusive

Now in stock — The Synth. This program
allows the mixing and saving of all four

channels, including Channel for cymbals and
drums. Complex melodies can now be entered

in minutes by even a complete novice.

MICROVOC IS IDEAL FOR SPEECH
SYNTHESIS OR COMPUTER PRODUCED

MUSIC

MICRO-ADVENT
Ashlyn House, 113 Writtle Road, Chelmsford, Essex.

Tel: 0245 59708

Designed around the

BBC model B but suitable

for various models
For School. College ho

and business use this

compact housing
otters specia

safety and security

features Made up
of individual

modules-available

separately - it you

already own the Ofigina

Tidybase you can upgrade il

With the processor locked

lace, plugs and sockets inaccessible

there is little oppotlumly for tampering

or pilfering

• Optional and unique security bar

locks equipment in place

• 3 or 4 way socket accommodates
monitor, processor, drive, printer etc

One external lead only for mains input -

no multi-plugging, no adaptors
• Strong metal construction with safety

edges, stoved finished Brown or Cream

All individual

modules interlock

to provide complete housing
• Alternative housings lor various
disk drives available

• Optional trolley for ease of

movement or unlock and carry the

system

For full details

REMEDIAN INSTRUMENTS LIMITED
3 Over Links Drive, Poole. Dorset BH 1 4 90U
Tel Canford Cliffs (0202) 708404 remedian
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1=REEADS

BBC model B, 1 2 OS plus cassette

recorder, t:320 or splil Phone St Albans

35753 evenings

APPLE II or ITT 2020 disc drive lor sale

Used on ITT lor one year as second

drive. C150 Antony, 061-789 3575.

BOOKS lor sale Acornsolt Creative

Graphics, Graphs and Charts, each

E5 50 BBCSofl Book of Listings, C3 25

Many listings and graphics ready taped

Includes postage John, Rochdale

524228

FOR SALE. Pascal-T ROM plus lull doc-

umenlalion lor BBC model B. Cost £68,

sell tor £30 Phone P Andrews on Ponty-

pool4104 alter six

PRINTER lor sale - Seikostia GPIOOA
with cable Excellent condition, E140

ono Tel ollice hours. Runcorn 711330

Alter 7pm Runcoin 69506

PRINTER. 5 « 7 dot Matrix printer,

Centronics interlace, suitable lor Beeb
Prints ASC codes 32-95 Max Paper

width 14 5 incties. 132 chars per line,

100 chars + p^r second - £50 Phone
061 -430 2060 Stockport area.

SWAP Dragon 32 + joysticks + £300
soflwaie + magazines - good condition

lor BBC B Will include C100 cash, or sell

separately tor £200 Contact Abbas alter

5pm, Shelfield 0742 617919.

BBC B 1 2 OS, 13 months old plus

recorder and 9 games, £300 ovno Tele-

phone 0742 31 2488-

VIC 20 Arfon expansion unit with lid and
original packing, hardly used. E75 ono

Phone 439-7716 (Bramhall, near Stock-

port) after 5pm Also book "Vic Re-

vealed" by Nick Hampshire, £5. Ask lor

Simon

ACORN Atom, 12k -r 8k Basic ROM. 4k

utility ROM Including all leads, manuals,

plus three programming books. Atom
articles and tapes. £80 ono- Telephone

Bishops Cleeve (024267) 2893 after

4pm

BBC B software, originals Acornsoft -

Starship Command, Monsters, Plan-

etoid, Arcadians, Snapper, Meteors, £5

each Program Power - Killer Gorilla,

Croaker, Moonraider, E4 each. Virgin

Space adventure. Microbe, £5 each A
- F - Cylon Attack, E6. After 5pm Tel.

567-0054 (William)

ATOM 12k + 12k FP toolkit, Wordpack,

Graphics, EPROMS on ROM board Col-

our board 3 channel sound board, PSU,

4 books. All Acorn User and Atom News-

letters, £150 ono Tel 0202 761095
(Bournemouth)

WANTED Acorn User Aug '82, Feb 83,

Mar 33, April '83 Fair price paid David-

son, 1 Roxburgh Place, Larberl, Stirling-

shire FK5 4UE or tel. 0324 558692.

BBC Model B. Torch Z80 Disc Pack,

Monitor, Epson FX80 and Micronel - all

practically new, to be sold at reasonable

price 01-789 7261 Petra Hotter, Coach
House. Vandyke Close, ofl Putney

Heath, London SW15-

WANTED Atomcalc 4k ROM and User

Guide. Also required cheap Atom soft-

ware le Chess, Synthesiser, Games
Packs etc Contact Steve Marshall,

Guernsey (0481) 57933 after 5pm

A service for enterprising readers and small companies. For

E10, you get up to 32 words, one insertion only. Appearance

in a particular issue cannot be guaranteed. To advertise,

simply complete the form below in capitals with one word per

square. Remember your name and address or phone num-

ber! £10 is the standard fee up to 32 words (no more!).

Free software BBC micro B. Buy 10 sive. Cheque/PO to Computersmith, 40

ClO computer cassettes - we record

Graphics II onto one side of one tape

Cassettes £3 80, post & packing £1

Micro Media Supplies, FREEPOST, Roy-

don. Diss, Norfolk IP22 3BR.

Eproms. Machine code and Basic on

EPROM in paged ROM tormat. £6
2764/27128 EPROM copying available

Have your own security ROM with name,

address, etc £1 5, Tel; 0592 757580 after

6pm for details.

I Autocopy produces backup copies

of complete tapes, even C90s. Instant

transfer of programs {even if protected')

Includes special lead, m/code program

and instructions £7 25 from Owlfood, 1

1

Smeaton Avenue, Torrance, Glasgow

G64 4BG

Free software tor BBC micro. Buy 10

ClO computer cassettes We record

Graphics I onto one side of one tape

Cassettes £3 80. Post & packing £1

Micro Media Supplies, FREEPOST Roy-

don. Diss, Norfolk IP22 3BR.

View printer drivers for Epson/NEC/

Juki Bold, underline, £, sub/superscript,

mode change (Epson/NEC only) 40-

track £9.50, 80-track £10 50 Instruc-

tions only £1 .50 (refundable against pro-

gram) Fisher, 6 Vaughan Copse, Wind-

sor SL46HL.

Listings and Wordwise files, Irom

discs (40/80 track) and cassettes on

NEC 8023 5p per block +25p p&p
Screen dumps lOp for selected modes

only S Reback, 20 Penshurst Gardens,

Edgware. Middx

Atom 12k + 12k, FP ROM, Wordpack

ROM, colour, Acornsoft games packs,

Acorn disc drive, disc software, books.

The lot £390 ovno. Teh 01-452 4076

(evenings)

Cesil interpreter lor BBC Model S

Used by schools and colleges Cas-

sette, DPS or Econet (NFS) discs avail-

able State which required. £15 inclu-

Greenlields Avenue, Bromborough, Wir-

ral, Merseyside L62 6DD

Hijacker: Back up all your discs,

protected or otherwise. 40/80 track, only

£6- Also Stripper: tape/tape backup, will

allow you to remove 'locking' protection,

only £4 Aggressive Sofiware, 16C Tap-

ton House Road, Broomhill, Sheffield

S10 5BY

Physics L. mode 7 text covering

mechanics, heat and waves. Ideal for

individual revision or as framework lor

other programs. Nearly 400k Disc

£19 90 Martin Educational, 79 Riverdale

Road, Plumstead, London SE18 1PD

Acorn Atom screen editor, insert, de-

lete, entry and list formatters, improved

listing control Requires only jk COS and

DOS compatible. Completely transpar-

ent operation. £2. Cheques to Mark

Myalt, 20 Landsdowne Road, Bedford

Pools prediction program, BBC 32k.

Probably the most sophisticated avail-

able. Complete with full documenation
and up-to-date database £7.50 E.

Crosby. 10 Lodge Avenue, Urmslon.

Manchester M31 ILL

Cesil interpreter for BBC 32k. Allows

you to write, list, run, save and load Cesil

programs. Includes lull operating

instructions Cassette £9.95. Cheques to

Seelsoft, Portland House, Mount Street,

Menai Bridge, Gwynedd LL59 5BT

RS423 ****************
Beeb to Beeb leads only £3.50 each

RS423 demo cassette £2 50 each Rush

your order to Red Giant Sofiware, 3A
Oakcrott Close. Pinner. Middx.

We are the longest-established edu-

cational spe&alist software house with

mosl proven programs (27) in UK BBC,

TRS-80 (Spectrum in work) SAE
Bryants, 1 The Hollies, Chalcraft Lane,

Bognor Regis P021 5SX

ROM extension socket Fits slot on

keyboard. Allows unlimited number of

EPROMS. Includes ZIF, Full instructions.

Easily fitted, no soldering £19.99 com-
plete Sae details Toad Educational

Computing, 8 Weslbourne Grove, Sale,

Cheshire.

Classroom tested educational soft-

ware Fractions Illustrated, Number
Race, Capitals and Punctuation, Code
Breaker, Equation Balance, Ripple Tank,

Oscilloscope, Length. Sae lor details

from RJE Software. 143 Montague Road,

London Ell 3EW

Lecturers, teachers, make your writ-

ten lecture slides by photographing your

television screen 'Slidetext " displays

teleleM pages m eight colours. For BBC
B (OSl 2). Saves tiles of 20 pages on

tape £4 95. M Jeffree, 24 Pumbro,

Stoneslield,Oxlord,

Speech synthesiser (BBC) Fits inside

case, no soldering, unlimited vocabu-

lary. Ready built and tested module and

instructions, £25. J Larsen, 21 Queen
Anne's Close, Slollold, Hitchin, Herts

SG54LP Tel. 0462 733018 evenings.

Discount peripherals' Best quality

printers, disc drives, monitors, etc Full

guarantee Star Gemini 10X, £221,95.

SS80 track + case PSU, manual leads,

£233.45. SSDD diskettes, £19 21 tor 10

Details Irom Magpie Micros. Tel Cam-
berley 28854

Joysticks al a sensible price Fully

variable stick with zap button. Play

games and fly your 747 with your dis-

count pnce slicks. Just £12 95 per pair

Peritron, 21 Woodhouse Road, London

N12 9EN.

Atom owners beware The Swarm
approaches. Destroy their dynamic

waves or be doomed Full arcade qual-

ity, mutants, sound, wreckage, hall ol

fame. M/c 12k. E4.95. MJR Software, 4

Fulbeck Avenue, Leicester Satisfaction

guaranteed

Educational game Learn while you

play Super British geography quiz, fun

lor all the family. Superb graphics, mo-

del B only. School enquiries welcomed
Cassette £4.99 Cheques to J P Foster,

iginglieldLane, Settle, M Yorks

I
£1 SMALLAD SERVICE I

I
Please include your cheque for E1 made payable to Addison-Wesley Publishers Ltd. |

This is the standard fee. Don't forget your name, address or phone number. Send

I cheque plus form to Acorn User Small Ads, 53 Bedford Square, London WC1 B 3DZ. |

oJd
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VTIOO Intelligent Workstation

Plug the 'Emuterm' ROM into a BBC Microcomputer (Model B)

to give the benefits of both a personal computer and a DEC VTIOO terminal.

*- line speeds to 9600 band, 3 or 5 wire operation

* almost all VTIOO features supported including VT52 mode
* switch between terminzil mode and native microcomputer by simple command

* fitted in a few minutes by following the simple instructions

* optional intelligent file transfer mode
* optional numeric keypad (automatically used if fitted)

VTIOO Emuterm £35 incp&pandVAT

Other terminal emulators (inc Newbury 7000 and 8000 series)

and communication software available Please send sac for details.

AH orders and enquiries tO:

Applied Real Time Systems Ltd.,

DeptAU, POBox32, Sunderland. SR27SN.&i;4ia
DEC, VTIOO and VT52 are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Coip., Mavnard.

Aardvaark Software 82
A B Designs 167
Ahker 96
Acorn 104/105, 181
Acornsofl 86
Advanced Memory Systems 47
A J Vision 148
And Next Software 156
Applied Real Time Systems 184

Beebug 68
Bits & Bytes 156
British Micro 144
Bud Computer Products 88

Cambridge Computer Consultants 1 1

1

Cambridge Computer Store 156
Cambridge Processor Services 166
Cardiff Micros 76
CCS 74
Chase Data 37
Cheetah 44
C J E Microcomputers 58
Clares Micro Supplies 56
Commotion 77
Computerama 17
Computer Concepts 30, 108, 160
Computer Room .,177
Computer Town 26/27
Comlec 164
Coomber 135, ME
CRT 177
Croydon Computer Centre 172
Cumana 15, 99

DACC 170
Datapen 172
Dataplus 90
Datastore 156
Dataware 120
DDT 176
Diamondsoft.. 78

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
EECE 78
Educa re 175
Elbug 128
Electronequip 72
Extron 177

GCC (Cambl 66
Gemini 48
Golem 154
Golden Challenge 124
Guildford Computer Centre 161

Harris McCutcheon Systems 161
Hawthorn 170
Hessel, S 70

I J K Software 79
Intastore 174
Integrex 103
Interface Publications 166

Key?one 176

Leasalink Viewdata i.f.c.

Level 9 64
Lincoln Micros 77

Mail Order Micros 174
Mayfair Micros 172
Merlin 60
MicroAid 154
Micro Advert 182
MicroAge Electronics 40/41
Micronet 100
Micropower o.b.c, 6, 50, 75, 138, 179
Microstyle 62/63
Microware 133
Microworld 121
Microvttec 106
Midwich 131
Mirrorsoft 143
Molimerx 114

Newark Video Centre 77

Oakleaf 42
Off Records 175
QIC 148
Opus 54, 118, 152

Pace 94
Peaksoft 175
Poslern... 10

Remedian Instruments 182
Ricksoft 176
Robot 135

Salamander Software 12
Screenplay 125
Shard Software 124
Shumwari Associates 78
Silent Computers 182
Silverltnd 172
Sir Computers 168
Sofllife 78
Software Invasion 85
Software For All 158
Solent Software 177
Stellar Enterprise 113
Superior Software i.b.c.

Synergy Software 113
System Software 163

3 D Computers 164
Tandy 170
Technomatic 4/5, 9
Twillstar 1

Victor Morris 176
Video Games International 38
Viglen 32/33, 150
Virgin 136

W/atford Electronics 18/19/20/21/22
West Coast Personal Computers 182
Windsor Computer Centre 52
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THE BEST BBCMICROSOFTWARE
PRODUCEDBYANINDEPENDENTSOFTWAREHOUSE

* TOPQUALITYMACHINE-CODEPROGRAMS *
BBC

-^<(.^

^^^^... "m^

aiiNCHBftcn : •::k "-^^

taiuBfully detailed aiumaticm (the best we've ye!

seer!) as Quasimodo leaps over the lampans

dodging lockfi and arrows, swinging on ropes, and

dvoiduig the guards's spears as he anempis lo

rescue Esmeralda. Twelve dlfterent screens of

an:oii' This program is sold under licence (rom

Century Electronics Ltd: we have exclusive nghis to

lis sale for use on ihe BBC micro.

(Foi use with KEYBOARD orJOYSTlCKS).

"If ISan exuemety good version of the arcade game
thoroughly xeconanended- " . BEEBUG

MAGAZINE

The only full-fealute version available for Ihe BBC micro

On Ule first screen, you lake the part of a monkey being

chasedby African Uibesmea li you manage 10 survnre by

painDng-in all thu squares, the bonus screen features ihe

monkey Hying lo reach his bunch of bananas. Aftei thai,

you lakecontrol of apainlioUei and each square painted.

inaddslQyourscore.Bulbeware.. the teddy-bears are

now m hot pursuit. Superb animatjon and sound-eilecls.

(For use with KEYBOARDORJOYSTICKS).

t^tmWRELEASE—

£7.95

A space docking sunulaloi using 3D graphics to model

the mouons and responses of the ORION 1 spaceaatt.

Your mission is lo pilot the shuttle lo a "sofl dock" with Ihe

space slalron PITCH, YAW, ROLL, FORWARD,

LATERAL and VERTICAL engines areprovided together

with orba manoeuvenng boosler engines. 6 skill levels

provide for the complet^ mexpenenced pilol as vrell as

the hiUy-Qedged commander.

m— NEWRELEASE •^^

f\L[f> nROP<)in I iJH I £7.9S

A novel ana imusual program, Arcade-acUon with

this eWhralhng multi-stage shoolmggame. You have

to shoot the ahens out of their "boxes" before the

"boxes" &11 up. Once full, the aliens fly down
relentlessly, exploding as they hit Ihe ground. Hi-

score, rankings, and sound effects.

{For use with KEYBOARD oi JOYSTICKS).

Ibis game is as good ss any on Ihe maiket. ". ,.

HOMECOMPirnNG WEEKLY.
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'flIRCHOtlNlJi31Kl tl.95

Anexating target -shooting game! Bonuses aie scored for

spelhng out the word FADtGROOND by hitting the

ippn^pnale target letters, and for shooting all the largels.

Exlia huUeis are tdJiained by shoolmg the numercial

laigeta, but watch out lor the "smileys" who are miem on

stealing your bullets. Music, sound eHecis, hi-score, and

rankings.

CENTIPEDE |3ZK) £^.95

Incredible arcade-style game leaninng mushrooms,

snails, fhes, spiders, and the centipedes of course.

Excellent graphics and sound. 6 sM levels, hi-score,

lankmgs .
bonuses, and increasing difficulty as the spiders

become more Iniely and the number of mushrooms

uicieases.

(For use with KEYBOARD oi JOYSTICKS)

"VisuaHy this game compares wsU with t/ie arcade

veraon, beingcoJourfiiiand dear.

"

...YOURCOMPUTER

i(0AL'FUNNCTI3M> £'-9S

The only fiillfeaturemachine-codeversion available

for the BBC micro. Features uiclude: scrolhng

screen, radar display, 3 pursumg cars, checkpoml

flags, fuel gauge, smoke screens, 6 skill levels,

rankings, mcreasmg difficulty, and sound effects.

(For use wilh KEYBOARD or JOYSTICKSj.

"/enjoyed t/ie game very muc/j.. .Uie graphics are

eacceJJent . . . movemenl is smoolh and fasl as only

machine code can produce." .
HOME

COMPinWC WEEKLY

ALSO AVAILABLE

SPACE nGHTER(32K) £7.95

GALAX1ANS(32K) £7.9S

INVADERS (32K) £7.95

FRUIT MACHINE (32K) £7.95

CRIBBAGE(32K) £6.95

PONTOON (32K) £6.95

DEALERS . . . DEALERS . . . DEALERS . .

.

Our software is now available at all good dealers incbding:-

W.B. SMITH- Selected branches.
JOHN MENZIES - Selected branches.

BOOTS - Selected branches.

ELTEC COMPUTERS, 29 Ivegate, Bradford

MICROMANAGEMENT, 32 Pnitces Street, Ipswich

WEST COAST PERSONAL COMPUTERS, 47 Kyle Street
,
Ayr.

MICROSTYLE, 29 Belvedere, Lansdown Road, Bath-

ELECTRONEQUIP, 36-38 West Street, Farehain, Hants.

3D COMPUTERS, 230 Tolworth Rise South, Tolwoith, Surrey,

GTM COMPUTERS, 864 York Road, Leeds.
-1- MORE THAN 300 OTHER DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE U.K. AND
OVERSEAS.

rROGCER(3y(i KI.95

Not just another version of Frogger ... this is the arcade-

action version that youVebeen waiting tosee .
Graphically

tanlhant with gaping-mouthed ciocodiles, diwng nirtles,

Qies, and dogs that Dex iheu legs as they jump along.

Increasing difficulty , and responsive controls.

IFor use with KEYBOARD or lOYETlCKB).
" very good indeeiJ, .laaBiCkei-freegiaphicsaivla

togihal reallyhops.>"...BE^UCMAGAZINE

ADVENTURE GAMES
COLDITZ ADVENTXJRE (32K)

£7.95

STAR TREK ADVENTURE (32K)

£7.95

LOST CITY (32K) £7.95

GIDEON'SGAMBLE (32K) .£7.95

iitt
IIPm S»fi4t. ROYAL'TIESFQHHlGHi

SUPERIORSOFTWARE LTD.
Dept. AUl,
69 Leeds Road, Bramhope, Leeds
Tel: 0532 842385

QiiAT.rrYBBCMICRO.ELECTRONAND ORIC-1PR(2S&
AU.OUR PRICES ARE INCLUSiVE OF VAT. AND P. & P.

DISCSOFTWASEAVAILABLE NOW
All ourprograms are ready for despatch on 5'^' discs al £ 1 1.95 each.

OUBGUARANTEE
(1) All our software is available beforewe advertise.

(2) All our software is despatched within 48 hours by firsl-class post.

(3) In the unUkely event that any ofour software (ails to load, return your cassene or disc

to us andwe vnill immediately send a replacement.



PlfRlfOlfGlfR

Tunnel through the strata deep beneath the earth's crust in search of buried treasure. Clear
the mine of fire breathing dragons and giant man-eating tomatoes with your neutraliser.

But watch out for toppling rocks, poisonous toadstools and ruthless phantoms.
An exciting and challenging machine code game for only £7.95. ^

iiiti uip titles diti ijvBiiahle iot Lmili ilie

I and EiBcron KiJIar Gotille £T 95/
UaonraidHi £7 SS/Bandlls at 3 o'Clock £6 95/
C'oahor C7 SS/FaliK in the Factory £7 95/
Falli and the Ftu>t Monttait C7 95/Chsss £7 95/
Escape (rum Moonbasa Alpha E:7.95/Draw C9 95/
Swoop £7 95/lnleigalBcllc Trade' £8.95/
Poariion £6 gS/Cybenron Miasion £7 95/

>£7 9B
All prices inclusive ol V A T
Mail Order Please add 55q per oider P El P

WE GUARANTEE THAT ALL OUR ADVEHTISEDPROGHAMS]
HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AND ARE READILY AVAILABLE

Showroom:
Northwood House
North Street
LEEDS LS7 2AA

.Tel (05321 458800

Mail Order:

8/8a Regent Street
LEEDS LS7 4PE ^^^
Tel: (0532) 683186 ^SH

LUJIAIUUllUlil E(6)(F)®l@(B(i)


